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ABSTRACT
Jonathan Edwards, Pastor:
Minister and Congregation in the Eighteenth-Century Connecticut Valley
(September, 1977)
Patricia Juneau Tracy, A.B., Smith College
M.A., Ph.D., University of Massachusetts
Directed by: Professor Stephen Nissenbaum
Although renowned as a theologian, Jonathan Edwards was nevertheless
a failure in the most essential task of the mini stry--persuading his
congregation to share his vision. That failure illuminates the social
history of the man, the community he served, and the problems of many
eighteenth-century New England clergymen. Edwards was ill prepared for
pastoral responsibilities by his training in philosophy and by the
example of his father's vain life-long struggle for ministerial power.
Succeeding his eminent grandfather in the Northampton pulpit, Edwards
found that Solomon Stoddard's reputation as an evangelist and disciplin-
arian made his own achievement of success more difficult—especially
since the social evolution of the community was eroding the traditional
role of the church. As Northampton outgrew its frontier abundance
of
land, simplicity, and harmony, it also abandoned submissi
veness to the
will of the minister. Symbolic of social decay were
rebellious
adolescents, who became Edwards' special concern. To
restore piety and
old-fashioned communitarian behavior, Edwards in the
early 1730s preached
Vto the "young people" about the practical benefits of holiness. Even
more successful were the 1734-1735 sermons on "justification by faith
alone," which offered salvation as an escape from temporal dilemmas. For
a brief period Edwards met the psychological needs of his flock and they
met his, but the revivals of 1735 and 1741 did not provide Edwards with
a permanent satisfactory role in the community. He fought declension
with a new emphasis on behavior over emotion as the criterion for
conversion. Unable any longer to lead the town through charisma, after
1742 Edwards battled his congregation for power—over money, discipline,
and church admissions. By 1750 the community clearly rejected the
central role for church and minister which was demanded by Edwards'
vision of holiness, and he was forced to leave Northampton.
vi
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PROLOGUE
Shortly after Jonathan Edwards arrived in Northampton, Solomon
Stoddard wrote the name of his grandson and colleague in the list of
church members as, simply, "Jonathan Edwards." When Stoddard died two
year later, Edwards added the word "Pastor" next to his own name.
Stoddard's shaky hand reflected his eighty-three years, and his
inscription of the name without a specific category of membership was a
symbol of what he had accomplished in almost six decades as a minister.
Edwards was twenty-five when he wrote "Pastor," his hand was vigorous
and assertive, and the word that he inscribed symbolized all that he
hoped to be—and all that he would fail to become.
Edwards seems more interesting to me for his failure as a pastor
than for his success as a philosopher— in part, because the philosopher
has already been studied so extensively. At least since Van Wyck
Brooks' influential essay on "highbrow" (intellectual) Edwards and "low-
brow" (pragmatic) Ben Franklin was published in America's Coming of Age
in 1915, historians have tended to dismiss Edwards
:
"practical" life as
unimportant and dull. That stance, however, is uncomfortably reminiscent
of Charles Chauncy's position that the "higher" faculties must rule
the
"lower" ones, a position that Edwards himself rejected. In his full-
length biography, Perry Miller wrote that "so absorbed was [Edwards]
in
this interior logic that it may truthfully be said that his
external
biography was virtually an adjunct to his subjective.
1,1 But that is
only part of the truth, for the practical and
professional problems faced
by Edwards were the building materials of his
theology. We can follow
vin
the "external" biography in the "subjective," as well as vice versa.
Jonathan Edwards was a pastor--not just a professional "thinker" but a
man whose vocation was to persuade others to share his own vision of
divine glory and justice. How he conceptualized that spiritual insight
is not more interesting than how he communicated it to his congregation,
or how he failed to do so.
The pastoral aspect of Edwards' ministerial career raises questions
unanswered by the traditional analyses of his systematic theology. Why
were his congregation "awakened" when he preached on "Justification by
Faith Alone"? What is the significance of his special concern with the
"young people" and his particular following among them? Why did his
congregation approve his doctrines during the Great Awakening but refuse
to do so just a few years later? These questions, moreover, reflect
more than the particular circumstances of one life: they illuminate the
eighteenth-century evolution of the relation between a minister and his
flock in the Congregational churches of New England. When Jonathan
Edwards is seen as a pastor , his career can serve as a lens through
which to examine the society in which he lived. Ola Elizabeth Winslow's
excellent biography of Edwards began the task of a rounded portrait.
2
This dissertation aims to make it even rounder, and it is in large
part
an attempt to synthesize a wide range of clues offered by
recent commun-
ity studies, demographic analyses, and explorations of the
history of
childhood in western society.
Ity preoccupation with the community context of
the ministry
reflects a fundamental interest in the social changes
in New England in
the first half of the eighteenth century, which
is still a "glacial age"
Ito historians. I had at first intended to write another "little commun-
ity" study using Northampton as an example of a frontier town evolving
into a commercial center. Something of that preliminary ambition
remains evident in the present work, although much of the quantitative
information has been left out because the numbers just did not answer
most of the questions that seemed important. In my search for help in
interpreting the numbers, I sought contemporary evaluations of life in
eighteenth-century Northampton. Few letters and diaries from the com-
munity survive, and so I turned to a source whose obvious biases had
once rendered it unreliable in my eyes.
In Jonathan Edwards' Faithful Narrative of the Surprising Work of
God I found traces of the direction of change in the community, and the
perceptions of the author became objects of interest in themselves. From
the Northampton church records and genealogies I was able to identify
groups who joined Edwards' church during the revival, and Edwards' own
sermons and personal documents provided the other components necessary
for a study of the interplay between leader and followers. The minis-
terial careers of Edwards' grandfather Stoddard and his father, Timothy
Edwards, provided parallels to Edwards' problems that pushed me further
towards considering broader changes in the role of the ministry in the
Connecticut Valley. The insights offered by ego psychology enhanced my
understanding of Edwards' personal/professional problems and of the
young people who were his special constituency in Northampton
and who
led the Awakening movement in most Valley communities. I
have come to
see the history of Northampton as part of a more complex
story of three
generations of ministers, and the professional problems
of the clergy
as part of the demographic,
economic, and psychological history
of the
region.
While this dissertation fails
short of being a full-scale social
Mstory of two colonies over a
century, it also eschews
pretending to
synthesize all the many possible
approaches to the character of
Jonathan
Edwards. It is intended to
serve as a complement to the
traditional
toerica." I leave to
others the pursuit of
philosophy removed from ,ts
,etic gualities, and I trust
that my non-theologian's
understanding of
Edwards . doctrines can
suggest the "message" that
his congregation of
flock of the experiential
truth of Calvinist doctrine.
He was, „ In.
own word, a pastor.
u * c „f this dissertation contain
separate but
The first three chapters
of
tn 1729 the year that
Jonathan Edwards
parallel narratives leading
up to , y
assumed the full
responsibilities of the
Northampton
W111 establish the
personal and professional
predlspos, ,~ *
Edwa rds brought with
him to Northampton,
the model provided
e
pastorate of Solomon
Stoddard, and the challenge
era The last
challenges outlined.
Chapter
xi
of the early 1730s, and Chapter Five will explore the ambiguous nature
of Edwards' "success" in the revival of 1735. Chapter Six will outline
the evolution of Edwards' thought on the revival and the pastoral role,
in counterpoint to the evolution of the community that undercut the
possibility for Edwards to act out the ideal he was articulating, as
described in Chapter Seven. The eighth and last chapter will examine
the eventual failure of Edwards as a pastor, a failure that was in part
dependent on his very success in constructing a theology which suited
his psychological, intellectual, and professional needs.
There are a number of persons who deserve my sincere thanks for
their special help with this project. The staffs of the Beinecke Rare
Book and Manuscript Library and the Sterling Memorial Library at Yale
University, the Connecticut Historical Society, the Massachusetts Histor-
ical Society, the Andover Newton Theological School Library, and the
Forbes Library in Northampton all provided access to manuscripts and
useful advice. Conversations with William A. Davis, David D. Hall,
Christopher Jedrey, Gerald Piatt, Tiziana Rota, Kevin Sweeney, and
Robert John Wilson III provided ideas and encouragement. For years of
constructive criticism and emotional support, I give my greatest thanks
to R. Jackson Wilson and especially to Stephen Nissenbaum.
1CHAPTER I
JONATHAN EDWARDS: PREPARATION FOR THE MINISTRY, 1703-1729
In 1725 Solomon Stoddard entered the eighty-third year of his life
and the fifty-sixth year of his pastorate in Northampton, Massachusetts.
That spring he began to grow infirm, and the town voted in April to find
him an assistant and successor. 1 The position was one of the best
opportunities in New England for a young minister, because the pulpit
was given distinction by its present occupant. For decades, Stoddard
had been a major intellectual figure among the New England clergy and an
undisputed ruler of the Connecticut Valley. In the former capacity, he
had challenged the definitions of church polity and sacraments held by
the eastern "establishment," led by the redoubtable Increase Mather; in
the latter capacity, he had developed evangelical techniques that were
popular among his fellow ministers and that brought renowned good
behavior and experiential piety among his own congregation. Economically
as well as spiritually, Stoddard's community dominated the upper Connec-
ticut Valley and the western Massachusetts frontier that were gradually
being settled. In every way, the Northampton pulpit was a splendid
opportunity for any aspirant to the ministry.
The church and town of Northampton took over a year to find a
successor to Stoddard. The presidents of Harvard and Yale were probably
consulted about their students' aptitudes, and one of the Northampton
deacons spent eight days in Hartford conferring with the clergy there
about possible candidates. 2 In August 1726 a decision was finally made.
Stoddard's grandson, Jonathan Edwards, was the lucky young man chosen. 3
2After a trial period of only six months, Edwards was ordained early in
1727, and he became sole pastor when Stoddard died two years later.
4
Clearly, Edwards was Stoddard's choice. But there is no evidence
that the two had ever been particularly close, and there were a number
of other Stoddard grandsons as possible competition, so family connec-
tion alone cannot account for Edwards' good fortune. He must have been
the best candidate available. In the words of his early biographer,
Sereno Dwight, Jonathan Edwards "had passed through the successive
periods of childhood, youth, and early manhood, not only without
reproach, but in such a manner, as to secure the high esteem and appro-
bation of all who knew him." He was "a young man of uncommon promise." 5
The story of Jonathan's youth is already quite familiar. Born in
1703, he was the fifth of eleven children and only son of Stoddard's
daughter Esther, who had married the pastor of East Windsor, Connecticut,
Timothy Edwards had turned away from the wealth of his merchant family
to become a poor country parson. 6 His alliance with Esther Stoddard
brought him into a prominent ministerial clan, for her mother was the
daughter of the Reverend John Warham, founder of Windsor, and had been
the widow of Eleazar Mather, brother of Increase and Northampton's first
pastor. There could have been no doubt that the only son of
Timothy and
Esther Edwards was destined for the ministry.
Family heritage was supplemented by Jonathan's own intellectual
gifts and rigorous training. His father, known as an
erudite man,
trained many Connecticut boys for college and gave
his best efforts to
preparing his son. When away from home in Jonathan's
seventh summer,
Timothy Edwards wrote to his wife to carry on
his program: Jonathan was
3to learn "above two sides of propria quae moribus by heart" in addition
to his regular reading and writing. Esther was also to "take special
care of Jonathan that he dont learn to be rude &c of which thee and I
have lately discoursed. By his eleventh or twelfth year the preco-
cious Jonathan had been reading Newton's Optics and was writing short
scientific treatises on the rainbow and flying spiders to demonstrate
Nature's revelation of the "goodness" and "wisdom" of the Creator. 8
Shortly before his thirteenth birthday, Jonathan began collegiate
studies in formal preparation for the ministry. Through the turbulent
early years of Yale's history he studied with his cousin, Tutor Elisha
Williams, at Wethersfield and then with president Timothy Cutler when
the college finally settled in New Haven. 9 He earned Cutler's praise
for his "promising abilitys and advances in learning" and graduated at
the top of his class in September 1720. 10 He stayed at Yale for two
years more to read theology and in 1723 took his M.A. degree. Temporary
preaching engagements in New York and in Bolton, Connecticut, were
succeeded by an honorific Yale Tutorship from 1724 to August 1726.
11
Jonathan then accepted the call from Northampton and went there
immediately to preach on a trial basis.
The town voted a generous settlement to this excellent candidate,
and Edwards was ordained the following February 22.
12 That summer he
bought a homestead and was married to Sarah Pierrepont, daughter
of New
Haven's leading minister. 13 For two years Jonathan shared
pastoral
responsibilities with his grandfather;
14 when the aged Solomon Stoddard
died suddenly on February 11, 1729, he left a
hand-picked successor to
carry on his principles. By heritage and training
and all the
4achievements possible to so young a man, Jonathan Edwards apparently
stood on the threshold of a distinguished career as a minister.
Then, abruptly, the pattern seemed to go awry. Within a few weeks
of his grandfather's death, Edwards suffered an apparent collapse which
rendered him unable to fulfill his official duties from the early spring
until the fall. He was forced to leave Northampton to recover his
health. The nature of his disease is obscure, because no autobiographi-
cal comment survives; but the fact that Edwards was physically well
enough to travel around New England all summer on horseback with his
wife and infant daughter suggests that the illness which kept him from
preaching was partly emotional . Absence from Northampton produced a
recovery, but it was October before the happy news circulated among the
Edwards family that Jonathan was again able to preachJ 6 If this "ill-
ness" indeed was an emotional breakdown, it boded ill for Edwards'
pastorate. At the onset of his career, in apparently favorable condi-
tions, he proved unable to fulfill his responsibilities. How would he
deal with apathy, and later real hostility, among the congregation he
had inherited?
What had gone wrong? Edwards' preparation and his professional
opportunity both appeared to be almost perfect--or so it would seem from
the biography given in the preceding paragraphs, the story told so often
by historians that it could be called the "official" version. Most
biographers of Edwards, concerned with the early years of his life only
insofar as they foreshadow his later greatness as a philosopher, have
seen only unquestionable benefit in his family background, his intelli-
gence and education, and his adolescent religious conversion. But when
we recognize that Edwards' vocation was the pastorate, not just philo-
sophy for its own sake, and when we admit that his career was filled
with trouble and even failure, equally clear portents of that future can
be seen in Edwards' "preparation" for the ministry.
Because the first thing usually said about Jonathan Edwards is
that he was, in some unspecified way, fortunate to be the son of a
minister, it is worthwhile to ask of what real benefit was it to him to
be the son of Timothy Edwards. Any other father might have encouraged
his son to be a clergyman and might have provided the necessary liberal
education. The particular lesson that Jonathan learned in the East
Windsor parsonage was that although the ministry was the most honorable
of professions, it could easily be a martyr's vocation. From his
father's career, Jonathan might have taken the lesson that a minister
must wage constant warfare with his congregation for the minimum of
respect and authority that God had intended him to hold.
Timothy Edwards, born in 1669, was the eldest son of a prosperous
Hartford merchant-cooper. His Harvard education was interrupted by a
dismissal for some now-obscure misbehavior, and in the spring of 1694 h<
was teaching school in Northampton. The following September he finally
took his Harvard degrees; two months later he married Stoddard's daugh-
ter and immediately began a trial as a preacher in what was then the
second church in Windsor.
17 The original Windsor township grant
straddled the Connecticut River, and although the east-side lands
had
been farmed since the 1640s and a village had grown up
gradually,
Timothy Edwards was the first preacher hired by East Windsor.
The
6conmunity gave no evidence of particular religiosity. Symbolically,
there was not even a meetinghouse there until the spring of 1698, when
Timothy was ordained. 18 For the rest of his eighty-nine years he
devoted himself to an ideal of the Christian community, with the church
at its center of consciousness and the minister as the chief guardian
of moral order. His career was marked with some successes: although
his surviving sermons are painfully boring expositions of Old Testament
texts about obedience, his congregation did share in the religious
revivals which periodically spread through the Connecticut Valley in the
first half of the eighteenth century.^
In his everyday relations with his congregation, however, Timothy
Edwards endured chronic frustration. He was obsessed with pastoral
authority--or, rather, his lack of it. There was frequent open conflict
in East Windsor over the pastor's salary— a matter of practical
importance and a symbol of respect that bedeviled many clergymen—and
over the pastor's right to absolute control within the church.
Compared with ministers in other rural towns, Edwards received a
stipend that was about average.
20 Around 1717, however, he felt so
underpaid that he threatened to leave East Windsor, and the quarrels
VJL 21
/ over money persisted for at least another thirty years. Compulsively
NT seeking comparisons, Edwards filled his memorandum books with the
! figures that were rumored for other ministers' salaries, and they were
always larger than his own.
22 His father-in-law Stoddard was wealthy,
and his own father and brothers and many of his friends
were rich
merchants, and so unhappy comparisons came to mind frequently.
A
characteristic diary entry reads, in part, "Major Talcott ye Dep
Gov'r
7told me that he spent above L200 a year in his family [and was] very
sensible that ministers could never live on their salaries &c." 23
Edwards also recorded detailed analyses of the rising cost of living and
the demeaning uncertainties of the "country pay" in which he received
his wages: amid the bushels of grain and odd squashes and firkins of
butter, all given to suit the donor's surplus and not Edwards' need,
were occasional bad bills of credit or green corn which quickly shrank
by one-sixth of its volume.
24 Somehow, he managed to feed his family
and to send his only son to college and to endure even more symbolic
insults. 25 He had more. serious challenges to ponder, and in matters of
ministerial prerogative within the church he was even less passive.
For the first decade of his tenure, Timothy Edwards and his con-
gregation seem to have agreed at least on the fundamentals of religion.
The fight which was to last through the rest of his career became
open
in 1708, when Edwards enthusiastically endorsed the "Saybrook
Platform."
The East Windsor church, like many others, refused to accept
this new
^
Presbyterian form of church government with powerful regional
councils
overriding local autonomy and pervasive ministerial
authoritarianism.^
Over the next three decades there were a number of
clashes in East Wind-
sor over the minister's prerogatives; in the open
warfare of 1735-1741
between pastor and flock, Edwards demanded that
the church acknowledge
his right to an absolute veto on admission
and discipline and even com-
plete control over the choice of issues to
be discussed by the church at
their meetings! The church, of course,
refused. Three councils of
neighboring ministers and laymen failed to
effect a compromise, and so
bitter was the fight that the Lord's
Supper was suspended for three I
8years. The last entry in the narrative of these troubles written by the
leader of the anti -Edwards party (by then, all but two of the church
members), shows that mood of both sides was still angry in 1741. 27
As recent studies have shown, Timothy Edwards was not the only
early-eighteenth century minister to suffer a subjectively inadequate
salary nor the only one to fight his church over clerical perquisites. 28
But in his case, as presumably in others, the question of temperament
was important, for each pastor allowed certain types of incidents to
trigger the ventilation of underlying tensions. Timothy Edwards was
especially sensitive about the discipline of young people (young women
who married without parental consent were the catalysts for the two
major episodes of intrachurch war), and he demanded the power to use a
veto on church admission as a personal disciplinary tool. He displayed
a need for deference that had no chance for fulfillment in his parish;
he demanded powers far exceeding those of most Congregational ministers;
and he absolutely refused to compromise. These aspects of his personal-
ity might be attributed to an emotionally turbulent adolescence (his
father divorced his mother for adultery, and she was violent and proba-
bly insane
29
), or to the disappointment of ambitions to hold a more
"important" pulpit in a more urbane community where ministers were
treated as gentlemen, or to attempted emulation of his father-in-law
Stoddard, who was known to wield absolute authority over his own church.
Whatever the causes, Timothy's demands exacerbated the anti-clerical
prejudices of his congregation, and their asserti veness only fueled his
obstinacy.
This was the atmosphere in which Jonathan Edwards grew up;
this
9was the most personal model for the pastor-church relationship that was
in his mind as he studied for the ministry. Later in his own career
there would be echoes of his father's concerns with salary, immoral
young people, and ministerial control of church admission and discipline.
This family background, as well as the more obvious gifts of inclination
to the ministry and formal education that he received from his father,
was an important part of Jonathan Edwards' preparation for his pastorate.
Despite Timothy Edwards' unhappy experiences as a pastor, there
could be no question that his only son would follow him in the Lord's
work. The ministry was still the most prestigious of occupations in
colonial New England and the only profession for an intellectually ambi-
tious man. 30 Even as a child, Jonathan showed great intelligence,
which
his father carefully nurtured; perhaps it occurred to him that
the life
of the mind might be compensation for whatever frustrations
Jonathan
would encounter in the pastoral side of his ministry.
31 The elder
Edwards has left us no evidence of any real interest in
theological
speculation or science, but his son's precocious essays
testify to
Timothy's encouragement.
32 While he was at Yale, Jonathan's interest in
contemporary philosophy flowered, and some historians
have regarded his
attempts to reinterpret Calvinist dogma in light
of current science as
33
the most important aspect of his life.
But those leanings toward philosophy were
not really very good
preparation for the pastoral side of the career
Edwards undertook. It
cannot be said that a love of abstraction
materially interfered with his
more mundane encounters with ministerial
duty, but the satisfactions of
10
intellectual excitement shown to him in his early years perhaps made
more intense the frustrations of pastoral endeavor—progress could be
made so much more quickly with difficult ideas than with stubborn human
beings. Even at the time of his college graduation in the early 1720s,
however, he had no real alternative to the ministry as a "proper"
career. ^ Edwards, who later confessed to being "by nature very unfit
for secular business," was cut out to be a thinker; but the social role
of professional "intellectual," as separate from the pastorate, was
impossible for a man with no private income. Even college teachers
were usually young men in transition from their own post-graduate
studies to the ministry. 36 Edwards' return to Yale as Tutor in 1724
indicates that he preferred the cloistered life to that of pastor, as he
had tried the latter in New York and Bolton, but his role in the college
was not permanent. Tutors were transient and were primarily discipli-
narians, responsible only for elementary instruction; even college
presidents, who guided more sophisticated studies, were recruited not
from among the tutors but from among distinguished clergymen (as Prince-
ton would call Edwards himself in 1758).
The residue of Edwards' academic preparation was, therefore, not
only sound instruction in the classic curriculum, but also an ambiguous
portent for the pastorate in two areas. The stimulation of his purely
philosophical interests was perhaps psychologically a disservice to a
man who would have to commit his life to a country congregation
like the
one in which Jonathan had grown up. On the other hand, there
was no
positive contribution to the practical skills a pastor would
need. The
standard curriculum included no courses on homiletics
(beyond study of
nthe early Puritan divines), nor any instruction in pastoral politics. 37
(These were the things to be learned by the apprentice as he lived with
a mature minister, before or after his college training; the lessons
Jonathan Edwards might have learned in East Windsor have been indicated.)
The experience at Yale, therefore, was not such an unqualified advantage
for the future minister at Northampton as the "conventional" biography
of Jonathan Edwards would suggest.
A classical-education and intellectual encouragement were not the
only products of Jonathan Edwards' youth in New Haven, Equally import-
ant for his later life was the other desirable side of preparation for
the ministry--a personal religious conversion. Because so much of his
later effort as a pastor and theologian was bound up in encouraging and
defining real conversion experiences, Edwards' own conversion is a
matter of great historical importance. Once again, surviving evidence
suggests a more complicated and less purely positive experience than is
part of the usual narrative of Edwards' early years.
Most biographical accounts have followed Edwards' own version
38
written about 1740, commonly known as the "Personal Narrative." In
this short autobiography, Edwards states that his religious growth had
begun in childhood during the small revivals that frequently swept
through the Connecticut Valley. 39 But not until the time of his gradua-
tion from Yale, when he underwent the first of the physical /emoti onal
collapses that came throughout his life after periods of extreme
stress,
was he able to abandon "all ways of known outward sin" and,
more
importantly, to overcome his inner objections to the "horrible" doctrine
12
of God's absolute sovereignty. When his "reason apprehended the justice
and reasonableness of it," at last, his "mind rested in it." Jonathan
found his soul "diffused" with a "sense of the glory of the Divine
Being; a new sense, quite different from anything I ever experienced
before." During the next year he was filled with a "sweet . . . sense
of the glorious majesty and grace of God" and would "sing forth my con-
templations." There were some ups and downs of his spirit thereafter;
but after he settled at Northampton in 1726, he found his sense of the
"glorious and lovely Being" growing stronger. Or so he remembered his
conversion, and so he described it in an elegant essay, around 1740.
Although a number of documents survive from the years described--
a diary, a set of resolutions, as well as many family letters— there is,
strangely, no confirmation of this retrospective view. Letters from and
about Jonathan discuss his physical health but not his spiritual state.
Despite the attribution in the "Personal Narrative" of the turning-point
to the year after his graduation, Jonathan's "Resolutions" begun in the
fall of 1722 imply no feeling of being "saved." The surviving part of
Edwards' diary begins in December of that year with a questioning of his
"preparatory work" as being not sufficiently "inward"— a question that
would have been impossible had he really felt the esthetic raptures
described in the Personal Narrative. 40 The following August he was
worried that his experience did not follow the "particular
steps" out-
lined in English and New England models for conversion.
41
Both diary and resolutions for 1722 and 1723 record a mood
of
depression alternating with rather desperate-sounding
resolves to con-
trol his behavior and try harder to focus his
attention on things
13
spiritual. It is difficult to imagine the man who penned those diary
entries being able to "sing forth his contemplations," as— twenty years
later— he remembered doing. Although as early as January 1723 he had
recognized that the Calvinist cliche of man's inability to take any
actions for his own salvation did apply also to his own particular
42
case,
c he was not at the time able to "rest" in the "sweet sense of
the glorious majesty and grace of God" but was overcome with a compul-
sion to take some steps (even if ultimately ineffective ones) toward an
appearance of holiness, to perform rituals that would ease his mind.
Although he had suffered from serious bouts of illness and frequent
periods of weakness, Edwards recorded an ascetic course of physical self
denial with which he tried to create psychological stability.
Ch January 12, 1723, Edwards wrote in his diary that he was
formally dedicating himself to God. This entry has often been inter-
preted as contemporary confirmation of the conversion later described in
the "Personal Narrative," but the emotional tone of the complete entry
argues against any such nice resolution of the spiritual torments
Edwards was experiencing. 43 Three days later he was "decaying," he
wrote, and two days after that he was "overwhelmed with melancholy." In
less than a month he was ill again: "I think that I stretched myself
farther than I could bear, and so broke." 44 But again he stretched him-
self beyond physical endurance. If he felt himself to be regenerated,
why did he still need to struggle for the "comfort" he said that he
found only "after the greatest mortifications"?
45 As late as May 1725
Edwards confessed that "whether I am now converted or not," he was
unable to do more for his own condition, and in September 1726 he wrote
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that he had been in a "low, sunk estate" for about three years. 46
There is, therefore, strong reason to believe that the conversion
as described by Edwards in his 1740 "Personal Narrative" did not really
proceed so smoothly. He did perhaps have some sort of mystical experi-
ence at this time, but only later did he have the confidence to call it
saving grace—only after the passage of time had supplied a new perspec-
tive on those emotional torments, after he had observed the conversions
of many other persons during the revival of 1735, and after he had
found his professional role of encourager to the spiritual experiences
of others—and perhaps also found the use of autobiography in such
encouragement. 4 ^
Indeed, the strongest link between the crafted autobiography and
the contemporary documents is actually provided by Jonathan's descrip-
tion of Sarah Pierrepont, his future wife, written in 1723.
48 She was
a child (only thirteen years old) obviously "beloved of that Great
Being"; she cared for little "except to meditate on Him. She is of a
wonderful sweetness, calmness and universal benevolence of mind. . . .
She loves to be alone, walking in the fields and groves, and seems to
have someone invisible always conversing with her." Sarah was a vivid
model for Jonathan of the enveloping sweetness of true piety, and her
blissful state was something to be envied. Her spiritual peace was a
condition he did not record that he shared at the time, but that he
later attributed to his younger self. It is even possible that
Sarah's
manifest holiness contributed to his self-doubts in the early
1720s. 49
Questions remain about the nature and timing of Jonathan
Edwards'
conversion experience that cannot be erased by the
common biographical
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practice of extracting the positive elements from the fragments of con-
temporary record to support the glossy retrospective narrative of two
decades later. Acknowledging the uncertainties and ambiguities of
Edwards' conversion enables us to confront the more important question
of the relationship between his own conversion and the norm he later
prescribed for his flock and the readers of his treatises. Of equal
interest is the relationship between his conversion and his vocation.
Richard Bushman has aptly described the suitability of the ministry for
the "religious identity formed in conversion" out of the many-faceted
psychological dilemma experienced by young Jonathan. "His office per-
mitted him to talk freely of God's wrath, of human defilement, and of
the exquisite joys of grace. . . . Even the disposition to chide and
rebuke was dignified to a duty," and "the whole was sanctified and
purged of pride because done for God and not for self."^0 But if
commitment to the ministry might ultimately help to lessen the guilt
Edwards felt when intellectual ambitions were so much at cross purposes
with both the humility prescribed by Calvinist doctrine and the poten-
tially frustrating career destined by family tradition, achieving that
professional engagement was no easy task. The ministry is not, after
all, just a job: a minister must believe that he fully understands a
complex and subtle Truth (and for one with Edwards' intellect, in the
era of the Enlightenment that truth was not simple to grasp), and his
divine mission is to persuade others to share his vision. To a great
degree, the tension between intellect, emotion, and received doctrine
had to be resolved before the formal role of minister could become an
"identity" for Jonathan Edwards. This tension, including an emotionally
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problematic conversion, was as much a part of Edwards' preparation for
the ministry as was the formal education he received.
Besides family background, education, and conversion, there was
one more apparent step in Jonathan Edwards' training for the pastorate--
a pair of short preaching trials. But Edwards' first experiences with
actual ministerial responsibilities, rather than being good "practice"
for his engagement in Northampton, were apparently mostly negative in
emotional result. His first preaching call was to a small congregation
51
which had split off from a Presbyterian church in New York. We know
frustratingly little about his short tenure (September 1722 to April
1723) in that city: Jonathan did not even record the invitation or the
reason why he left. It is possible that a friend of Timothy Edwards
arranged his son's employment, and there is strong evidence of
Timothy's pressure on Jonathan to leave. Although historians have
assumed that Edwards could not stay because the church was insolvent, a
letter from a member of that congregation to a friend followed a
comment on their sorrow to lose the "much respected Mr. Edwards" with a
description of the extremely accomplished candidate they were hoping to
hire.
53
It appears that by late 1722, Timothy Edwards had decided that
Bolton, Connecticut, was a better place for his son than was New York.
By early December Jonathan was reluctantly negotiating with the
church committee at Bolton: he wrote to them that his present "circum-
stances" and his "father's inclination" indicated that he would proba-
bly leave New York the following spring, but he refused to promise
anything and postponed final consideration of the Bolton offer. His
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tone was negative, almost rude, and the flowery compliments which close
the letter sound insincere. Timothy Edwards nevertheless wrote to
Bolton in a letter covering his son's that he found nothing "discourag-
ing to the motion [to invite Jonathan] you have made." 54 Although his
reasons for wanting Jonathan to go to Bolton remain a mystery .Timothy 1 s
plans were very clear.
In his diary, Jonathan described his "parting from New York" as
"melancholy" and reported that whenever he was in a new "state of life"
he found the "troubles and difficulties of that state were greater than
those of any other state that I proposed to be in . . . [or] those that
I left last." 55 He prayed to be cured of worldly attachments. Early in
May, after he had been at home in East Windsor only a few days, he wrote
in his diary that he had somewhat "subdued a disposition to chide and
fret" but was still too quick "to manifest my own dislike and scorn." 56
There is no direct reference to the source of his discomfort within the
Edwards parsonage, but the next day he resolved "never to allow the
least measure of any fretting or uneasiness at my father and mother" to
effect "the least alteration of speech, or motion of my eye; and to be
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especially careful of it with respect to any of our family." But two
weeks later he again had to remind himself of "what great obligations I
am under to love and honour my parents."
58 Many resolutions to replace
his "air of dislike, anger and fretfulness" with an "appearance of love,
cheerfulness and benignity" had to be repeated in July.
59 But by
August he had again "sinned in not being careful enough to please my
parents." 60
"To please his parents" probably meant accepting the call to
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Bolton, and he clearly did not want to go. Did he hope eventually to
succeed his grandfather and therefore fear making a contract with
another church? (Was he unhappy at the current rumor that Northampton
had offered the assistantship and a large salary to Solomon Williams,
another of Solomon Stoddard's grandsons? Jonathan's diary entry for
January 10, 1723, was a long reproof to himself for envying others and
concluded "always to rejoice in everyone's prosperity ... and to
expect no happiness of that nature, as long as I live." 61 ) Was he
reluctant to locate himself so close to his father's parish and thereby
render himself a perpetual junior in the local circle of clergymen? Was
he unenthusiastic about the pastorate of such a country backwater, where
he would have so little encouragement to exercise his intellectual
prowess? Whatever the cause of his unhappiness, in the fall he at last
gave in and went to Bolton to preach on trial, signed a settlement
agreement in their town record book on November 1 1 --and sometime shortly
to
thereafter left Bolton. Significantly, he never mentioned Bolton at
all in his diary or later correspondence, and the whole event might be
easy to overlook were it not for that signed contract. After some
months of waiting at home, in May 1724 Jonathan was invited to be a
Tutor at Yale. He unhesitatingly turned his back on the pastoral role
he had tried in favor of the greater stimulation of the academic milieu.
Ironically, there was also a pastoral aspect to that role--the
discipline as well as the instruction of rowdy undergraduates—and it
caused Jonathan "despondencies, fears, perplexities," and "distraction
of mind." 63 Even while he was a student himself, he had felt only
disgust at the normal student pranks, and he had once found it
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important enough to write to his father that "no new quarrels [have]
broke out between me and any of the scholars." 64 He was, simply, not
good at getting along with people in everyday relations. And his posi-
tion as Tutor in a college without a president (since Rector Timothy
Cutler had defected to Anglicanism) demanded an effective authoritarian-
ism not backed by full official sanction. The physical, intellectual,
and emotional burdens on Jonathan, not long since a mere student himself,
were very great. By September 1725 he had been serving for about a
year; then, just as some of the responsibility was lifted from his
shoulders by the appointment of his former mentor, Elisha Williams, as
Rector, Edwards suffered a total collapse. Gravely ill, he lay at the
home of a friend for almost three months before he could travel to East
65Windsor for a long convalescence. Although he did not officially
resign his office for another year, it is not certain that he ever
returned to his duties at Yale before leaving Connecticut entirely for
the position in Northampton. When he arrived to take up this permanent
post, he must have had mixed feelings about his abilities to perform
pastoral duties with greater success than he had heretofore known.
We cannot doubt that Jonathan Edwards was happy and honored to be
chosen to succeed his grandfather Stoddard in the Northampton pulpit.
And he was as well fitted for that position as he could have been, under
the circumstances. He had gone through all the motions of a successful
preparation for a distinguished career--but without finding any lasting
emotional satisfaction at any stage and without building a coherent and
practical set of skills with which to meet the challenge. With the
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pleasures of the "ivory-tower" intellectual life as a clear contrast, he
had learned vicariously and personally that the pastoral life could
be
intensely frustrating. There were, however, no alternatives.
After a
six-month pause in his progress, Jonathan Edwards did take up
his duties
as the pastor of the Church of Christ in Northampton.
But the events of 1729, and those of the rest of
Edwards' career as
a pastor in Northampton, are not to be explained
solely by his own per-
sonality and preparation. When he took over the
Northampton pulpit, he
faced a community that had its own "personality"
and a unique history
that included six decades of domination by the
patriarchal Solomon
Stoddard. Historians have seen only benefits
accruing to Edwards from
the inheritance of his grandfather's mantle.
But were these traditional
warm relations between pastor and flock
something that could be
transferred to a new generation? Was there,
perhaps, something about
Solomon Stoddard and his great successes
that made his grandson feel
insecure, uncomfortable with the
responsibility of bein an heir, tempo-
rarily unable to carry on? If we are to
understand Edwards' Northampton
mi nistry more fully, we must understand
that of his illustrious prede-
cessor. Since Stoddard's story is not
well known, we must go backward
in time once again before resuming
the narrative of Jonathan Edwards'
pastorate
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CHAPTER II
SOLOMON STODDARD: A FRONTIER MINISTRY, 1669-1729
During the two and one-half years of Jonathan Edwards' trial as
colleague pastor, Solomon Stoddard and the town of Northampton had ample
opportunity to discern any reluctance in his grandson to continue the
doctrines, practices and pastoral style that Stoddard had made the
"Northampton way" during his sixty-year ministry. When Stoddard died in
1729, no one could have foreseen that the designated heir would not be
part of a smooth continuum from past to future or that his pastorate
would end in the tragedy of dismissal. Twenty-two years later, Edwards
blamed his failure to maintain the town's affection on "Mr. Stoddard's
memory, . . . such that many looked on him almost as a sort of deity." 1
Ironically, Edwards' alienation from his flock was an outgrowth of his
attempts to live up to Stoddard's reputation.
Solomon Stoddard had been famous in his lifetime for both the
large number and the good behavior of his converts. In his sixty years
in the pulpit, during which almost every other church in the Connecticut
Valley was torn by dissent at least once, there was no disorder in the
Northampton church great enough to reach the official records. Edwards
himself was the most effective advertiser of the myth of Northampton's
golden Stoddardean age. When he wrote A Faithful Narrative of the
Surprising Work of God to describe the revival of 1735, Edwards began by
listing the excellencies of the town during his grandfather's era. The
people were "sober, and orderly, and good," free from "error and
variety
of sects and opinions," because they were at a "distance from
seaports"
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and therefore uncorrupted by the mainstream of civilization. Besides
geographical luck, a positive force for maintaining "purity of doctrine,"
and for keeping Northampton "the freest of any part of the land from
unhappy divisions and quarrels in our ecclesiastical and religious
affairs," was Edwards' venerable grandfather. Stoddard had been a man
of "great abilities and eminent piety." Under his care the congregation
had grown "rational and understanding," and many were "remarkable for
their distinct knowledge of things that relate to heart religion and
Christian experience, and their great regards thereto." Stoddard had
been "blessed, from the beginning, with extraordinary success in his
ministry in the conversion of many souls," especially in five seasons of
revival, called "harvests." 3 In his sermon at Stoddard's funeral,
William Williams (pastor at Hatfield and Stoddard's most distinguished
son-in-law) preached that Stoddard's death was a lesson for his flock
not to "idolize" even men to whom God had given "so much of his Wisdom
and Grace, that under God they are accounted as Shields of the Earth,
the Strength and Glory of the Places where they live."
4
In his grand-
father's obituary notice Edwards wrote that "scarce any minister was
more reverenced and beloved by his people" than Stoddard, and "his being
n 5
our pastor gave a name and reputation to the town."
That reputation had a profound influence on Stoddard's grandson.
Edwards had spent little if any time in Northampton before he arrived as
a pulpit candidate, and he knew his grandfather primarily as a
distant
figure of great renown.
6 The larger-than-life image of Stoddard's power
which Edwards held all his life was the impression of a boy
whose grand-
sire was called the "Congregational Pope" of the
Connecticut Valley and
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was widely admired for his evangelical success in Northampton. 7 It was
because of Stoddard's reputation that Edwards felt such surprise when he
arrived in 1726. His shock at finding the community less than Utopian
is reflected in his little history of Northampton in the Faithful Narra -
tive
,
where after four paragraphs on the saintliness of the town,
Edwards abruptly begins an indictment of their degeneracy in the late
1720s. But he reinforced the image of Stoddard's power by attributing
the decline into spiritual apathy and political contention to the inevi-
o
table relaxing of discipline in Stoddard's ninth decade of life.
Edwards would spend the next twenty years trying (and ultimately
failing) to recreate the powers of the Patriarch. In response to
Edwards' demands for authority, the town countered his image of Stoddard
with one of their own choosing. They regarded him as an "oracle,"
referred to him as "the great Stoddard," and regarded any change in his
9
church practices as a "horrid profaneness . " They enshrined the memory
of the Stoddard who opened church membership to all and widened, rather
than narrowed, the means to Grace; they forgot how harsh a judge Stoddard
had also been. Edwards, on the other hand, remembered the Stoddard who
had thundered the Law and harvested saints; he lost sight of the essen-
tial humility of this patriarch. Twenty-one years after his death, the
image of Solomon Stoddard was so powerful and so many-sided that it
drove Edwards and his flock apart.
Stoddard had worked hard for his reputation. The town to which he
had come in November 1669 had been settled for economic rather than
religious reasons and for its first fifteen years had shown no great
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love for men of God. The land-hungry men from Hartford, Windsor, and
Springfield downriver who had settled the broad alluvial meadows at
"Nonotuck" in 1654 neglected hiring a preacher until 1658. 10 Their
first minister, Eleazar Mather (son of the Reverend Richard Mather of
Dorchester), preached three years on trial before he was ordained, and
a church officially gathered, in June 1661. 11 During the next eight
years, the church members represented only about half the households in
town. Mather's influence with even full members was minimal: over
his bitter opposition the church endorsed the Result of the Synod of
1662 (the "Half-Way Covenant") in October 1668. 13
When Mather died in early 1669, some unknown persons recommended
Solomon Stoddard as his successor. Stoddard came to the Valley immedi-
ately; the following March he was given a generous settlement, and two
weeks later he married Esther Warham Mather, his predecessor's widow.
Stoddard was ordained on September 11, 1672.
The new pastor had exemplary social credentials. His father was a
wealthy Boston merchant and pillar of First Church; his mother was a
niece of Governor Winthrop. Stoddard had degrees from Harvard and had
been the college's first librarian. All of his life, even when North-
ampton was no longer "frontier," he would be the most educated and
cosmopolitan man in the community, as well as one of the richest.
But Stoddard and the plain farmers in his congregation agreed on
matters essential to the contracted relationship. By the time of his
ordination in 1672, they were in full accord on going beyond the literal
reconmendations of the "Half-Way Covenant." And although the trend they
followed was the "liberal" position of the era, the direction of change
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was clearly toward enhanced ministerial power. When the Northampton
church endorsed the Half-Way Covenant in 1668, it echoed the Synod by
insisting that those who merely "owned the covenant" (formally submitted
themselves to church discipline in order to have their children baptized
but without pretending to experiential faith themselves) were not to
"essay the breaking in upon the privileges of the Lord's Supper" and
voting in church affairs. 15 Four years later, two months after Stod-
dard's ordination, the church moved a step further by resolving that
those who would "own the covenant" would be considered in a new category
of membership called a "state of education." They voted that "from year
to year such as grow up to adult age in the church shall present them-
selves to the Elders, and if they be found to understand and assent unto
the doctrine of faith, not to be scandalous in life, and willing to sub-
ject themselves to the government of Christ in this church, [they] shall
publickly own the Covenant and be acknowledged members of this church."
16
Presumably, the test for admission to full membership was still the
relation of an "experimental work of faith," and the judges were "the
Elders," the pastor (or "preaching elder") and the one lay (or
"ruling")
elder elected by the church.
17
These reforms in church polity are significant in their
implication
of a dynamic continuum from baptism through "owning
the covenant" to
full membership and in their consignment of control
of this process to
the elders. In reality, however, hopes for
spiritual growth were not
rewarded. Although 105 persons owned the
covenant in 1672 and 6 more
did so by 1679, only 14 of them had become
full members of the church by
the latter year.
18 Thereafter the presence of certain records
and the
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absence of others indicates clearly the further shift of power to the
pastor as a result of this apathy. After 1677 Stoddard stopped distin-
guishing in his records between degrees of membership and kept only a
running list of members "in full communion."^ This was done, however,
without any formal enactment by the church, which presumably adhered at
least nominally to its previous gradations of members. But Stoddard's
records, the only official ones, were a de facto elimination of
categories. In 1690 the church officially agreed to the position
Stoddard had been advocating from the pulpit for over a decade, that
the Lord's Supper was rightfully available to all those with "a know-
ledge of principles of religion and not scandalous by open sinful
living." 20 Significantly, the approval of "open communion" was not
recorded in the Northampton church book: a neighboring clergyman was
shocked enough to record the event in his diary for posterity to read,
but Stoddard himself deemed it to be of little importance, since it
merely ratified the position he had already espoused. What he did
record was a list of names of those who were in "full communion"
because satisfactory to him in their understanding of the "principles"
of Christianity and in their behavior. (According to Jonathan Edwards,
Stoddard had exercised a veto on church admissions.
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) During the rest
of his ministry almost every adult in Northampton was entered on
Stoddard's list and therefore gathered into the fold of church disci-
pline, in which the most effective authority was that of the pastor.
As he neglected his church record book, Solomon Stoddard turned
a different audience: to his ministerial colleagues he announced
and
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argued his positions on church polity and discipline, and to them he
presented a coherent doctrinal platform for these innovations. His
tracts on ecclesiology between 1687 and 1709 grew in acerbity of tone
and in depth of critique of the "New England way" as it had evolved, but
his position remained the same from first to last. Stoddard's message
was simple: Christ's righteousness was perfect and sufficient for the
salvation of all men, who only have to believe in the truth of the
Gospel promises. Good works might earn a saint "additional glory" in
Heaven, but entrance to that realm was gained only through faith. Men
must try their utmost to behave morally and to fulfill all God's ordi-
nances, but only to maintain good order in a Christian community and to
teach themselves that human efforts could not, ultimately, earn them
salvation.
This doctrine was completely orthodox and should have provoked no
anger in the eastern-Massachusetts religious "establishment," led by
Increase Mather and his son Cotton, who answered each Stoddard treatise
with increasing venom. 22 Perhaps this doctrine was too orthodox--for
Stoddard's "radicalism" lay essentially in making institutions mirror
the stringencies of Reformed theology. Salvation, he insisted, came
through the experience of saving grace. Earthly ecclesiastical arrange-
ments, even the sacraments and ordinances that Jesus had prescribed,
were another matter.
23 Only God could read hearts; men, even ministers,
could only judge the appearances of holiness in moral behavior and
doctrinal knowledge. When hard pressed, even the Mathers would admit
this was true; but they were willing to pretend they could judge hearts
and willing to assert that the sacraments were "seals" to the Kingdom
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of Heaven for those whom ministers approved. Those holding to this
position, the majority of New England clergymen, were offended when
Stoddard charged them with sacerdotalism and hypocrisy.
Stoddard's opponents clearly feared that giving up the ministerial
power of judging souls would lead to anarchy, but Stoddard was as
authoritarian as any of his colleagues and had other ways of exercising
his power. Although the sacraments must be opened to all who, in
charitable judgment, might be saved, Stoddard insisted that those who
behaved immorally were certainly unregenerate and could therefore be
barred from church privileges. 24 And no man was a sterner judge of
behavior. He was tireless in denouncing the immoralities (drunkenness,
riots, wigs, and hoopskirts) that were fashionable, especially in
?5
Boston, the home of "orthodoxy." Such disgraces were not encouraged
in Stoddard's own domain.
More important to Stoddard, however, and even more effectively
controlled in his own church than were wigs and feminine fripperies, was
the sinful arrogance of church members. Some men were obviously able to
cajole their ministers into certifying hypocrisy as evidence of saving
grace; but these men also wanted to judge each other, to erect little
exclusive and "democratic" churches to keep other men outside the pale.
The remedy proposed by Stoddard for this kind of sin was a Presbyterian,
authoritarian and hierarchical church. In his 1700 Doctrine of Institu -
ted Churches , Stoddard denied the Scriptural validity of particular
church covenants and advocated a "national" church. Perhaps, ironi-
cally, because other clergymen feared that Stoddard himself would rule
even such a system of powerful synods, Stoddard found little support for
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this position." He never repeated the suggestion, but his 1718 Exam -
ination of the Power of the Fraternity expressed a contempt for the
assertive "brethren" that was probably widely shared. (His son-in-law
Timothy Edwards would certainly have agreed that "we have no reason to
think that Christ would intrust the government of his church with men so
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uncapable to govern. Church officers, although chosen by the congre-
gation, should be unchallenged rulers. Since most churches had aban-
doned the lay eldership by 1700, this was, in effect, rule by the
minister. ^
But ecclesiastical power, however indi spensible for maintaining
community order, was nevertheless only part of the ambition of the
Reverend Mr. Stoddard. His real goal was to win men's souls for Christ,
and he was doubly successful as an evangelist. First of all, with his
eighteenth-century tracts on the workings of grace and the counseling of
potential converts, Stoddard won a great influence with his professional
colleagues. Ministers who had been unwilling or unable to assert Stod-
dardean disciplinary powers in their own churches were able to endorse
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Stoddard's evangelistic message wholeheartedly. Secondly, on the
local level, Stoddard's expertise and sensitivity as a spiritual guide
supposedly won many true converts within his "open" church.
Stoddard's techniques were most clearly described in his Guide to
Christ (1714) and the Treatise Concerning Conversion (1719). They
resolved into a two-stage process. First was the preaching of "terror,"
to make the consciences of sinners "tender."
30 Effective ministers,
wrote Stoddard, were "Sons of Thunder: men had need have storms in their
hearts, before they will betake themselves to Christ for refuge."
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"The
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Word is an Hammer and we should use it to break the Rocky Hearts of
32Men." Recent scholarly evaluations of Puritan rhetoric have credited
Stoddard with "the most powerful
--up to that time--preaching of the
stark terror of inscrutable judgments and of hell's torments" and
development of the traditional sermon form into "a meticulously prepared
instrument of psychological manipulation." 33 The master of this tech-
nique had many imitators in the Connecticut Valley, and it is largely
through Stoddard's influence that the region was peppered with religious
revivals in the early eighteenth century. Stoddard's own church at
Northampton became known as the home of "heart religion."
Once terror-preaching had broken through man's defenses of intel-
lectual pride and complacency, however, the "wounded"conscience required
skillful encouragement so that it would be receptive to grace. Increas-
ingly intense in Stoddard's writings is a loving sympathy for human
beings suffering spiritual anxiety and emotional pain, and he wrote
pages and pages of advice to other ministers about dealing gently and
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properly with doubts and distresses in converts. He was an expert in
the varieties of religious experience, and his writings reflect an
intense personal piety that shone as an example. Although he assumed
no divine power to read a heart, Solomon Stoddard possessed a rare
ability to encourage the distressed to keep striving and hoping for
God's mercy.
There is an apparent paradox between these Stoddardean roles of
stern behavioral judge and gentle emotional supporter, but they combine
in the role of a father . And it is the title "Patriarch" that has always
seemed most apt for Stoddard. Sereno Dwight, writing in the early
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nineteenth century, called Stoddard "a loved and venerated parent" to
Northampton; and a recent analyst of ministerial problems in the Connec-
ticut Valley has written that "of all the ministers of the time, he came
closest to recreating the aura of the first generation." 35 His congre-
gation were his chi ldren--relatively unfit to govern, of course, but
beloved and tenderly comforted when obedient. Historians arguing over
whether the "real" Stoddard was more concerned with piety or discipline
have missed Stoddard's real point, that the two were inextricable. 36 He
intended to have both, although he recognized that piety most often
37followed from good order.
Stoddard never explicitly confessed that his doctrines were the
codification of his experience, that his practices were perhaps the only
way to maintain ministerial authority in his community, but the Stod-
dardean system worked well in the context of social and economic reality
in Northampton. The town's history during Stoddard's reign was an
evolution from frontier outpost to settled village of subsistence
farmers into prosperous and incipiently commercialized "county town"
surrounded by newer villages. There was surprisingly little conflict as
the town grew, until the turn of the eighteenth century, when Northamp-
ton began obviously to lose its "frontier" characteristics of abundant
land, relative equality, and political egal itariani sm. After that time,
many families could no longer provide their sons with sufficient farm-
land, the distance in both property and life-style between richer and
poorer grew, and town government came to be dominated by a handful of
men with great discretionary powers. Stoddard countered these
social
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changes with ever-stronger statements of his radical ecclesi ology
. He
planted the seeds of good order and experiential piety and "harvested"
the results in church members who submitted to his rule.
Although his contributions to trans-Atlantic Reformed thought have
•30
recently been noted, the dominant interpretation of Stoddard by
historians is an as innovator of pragmatic responses to the "frontier"
environment. Perry Miller labeled Stoddard a "realist" extending the
compromises of the essentially medieval Puritans until the logic of
doctrine fit the "facts" of the West; countering potential views of
Stoddard as a frontier democrat, Miller insisted that Stoddard sided
with the "aristocrats" against the "leveling tendencies of the fron
tier." 39 Stoddard was indeed a pragmatist, and his treatises were
ecclesiology and psychology rather than theology; there is no doubt that
he defended the traditional power of church and clergy against the
social trend toward secularization. 40 But Stoddard's enemy has been
wrongly identified and the "frontier" environment mistakenly assessed.
The only scholar to address the question of the popularity of Stoddard's
doctrines with the laity (which the "Stoddard-as-anti -democrat" school
has to avoid) has reasserted the causative "frontier" theory by
describing the usefulness of open communion in the "isolated" Connecti-
cut Valley settlements which "strongly felt the need to cohere around
the church" because they lacked other forms of association.
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All of
these "frontier" theories, however, ignore the tendency of true
frontier
churches in the Valley to be "purist" about the Lord's Supper (as
east-
ern Massachusetts churches had usually been),
42
and they mistakenly
assume that "open" communion was enacted in the early
years of the
33
Northampton settlement.
The timing of the changes in Northampton church practices and
Stoddard's announcement of his own views indicates a connection between
doctrine and social environment different from that usually suggested.
Northampton was founded in 1654, and it was no longer "frontier" when
communion was opened in 1690 and Stoddard spoke out against Congrega-
tionalism in 1700 and 1718. The changes that took place in Stoddard's
thought and practice around 1690-1700 seem to have been a response not
to any "levelling" tendency or need to cohere in the wilderness, but the
opposi te--the transition from a relatively egalitarian society into one
in which marked differences in income and property effected important
differences in political power and style of life. The older church mem-
bers resisted the innovation, and it was the younger ones who would have
had less faith in the efficacy of the old communitarian ideals to /
regulate group life. Perhaps the distinctions between "full" and "half-
way" church members no longer paralleled the perceived distinctions
between better and lesser citizens, but it is much more likely that the
distinctions in church and state were becoming too c losely interlocked
for a people who had once known greater social fluidity. Stoddard's
bitter invectives against the hubris of the "fraternity" suggest un-
pleasant experiences with men who assumed both spiritual and temporal
superiority over their neighbors. "Open" communion rewarded those who
met the minister's standards of correct behavior, but it gave no
spiritual certification to those who already had too much fuel
for self-
pride. Stoddard was_ an aristocrat by temperament and he
wanted near-
absolute power in his church, but to make him an
anti -democrat in social
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policy is to mistake the character of those he opposed. When Stoddard
railed against "democracy" in the church, he condemned rule by the
"brethren," and in most communities the brethren who would take the lead
in church affairs would be the plutocrats, the true anti -democratic
faction, if such parties existed. Stoddard, secure in his aristocratic
self-image, would have had no patience with social climbers. He could
not really halt the social changes he saw and denounced, but he did keep
personal piety from becoming a political weapon and he cleverly enhanced
the role of the minister as a moral force in the community. His new
basis for this moral policing was a splendid way to keep the disciplin-
ary role of the pastor separate from the evangelical role, which was of
equal concern to Stoddard; the real importance of his doctrine lay in
the fact that it preserved discipline regardless of a possible lack of
evangelical success. No challenges to Stoddard's authority were ever
recorded, and that can be said of few ministers in the Connecticut
Valley. He fit, not coincidental ly, a certain stage in the evolution
of
the community, and he exemplified a certain transition in the relation
of a minister to his congregation.
The raw power of discipline was not, however, the only way
in which
Stoddard dominated the community of Northampton, and it may
have been
rather less important than Stoddard's standing at the
top of almost any
ladder of deference that could have been imagined.
He clearly took the
lead in almost all aspects of everyday life
in Northampton. He was, of
course, the chief spokesman for the values of
the community; but he took
a great interest in their secular welfare,
as well as their moral state.
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In the frontier days when he was the only educated man in town, he wrote
blistering letters to the colonial authorities who slighted the defense
of the small village in order to facilitate broader strategies. Later,
he was active in promoting the improvement of a road to Boston. It
was characteristic that he recommended establishing a certain church on
the nearby frontier not only because it would promote religion, but also
because it would attract settlers who would aid in defense and the
economic growth of the region. 44 But equally important was the fact
that Stoddard had available to him more cosmopolitan "culture," money,
and political influence than any other man in Northampton—and he used
them for moral purposes.
Despite his choice of a backwoods home, Stoddard was a leader of
the intellectual life of the colony. His obituary notice in the Boston
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Weekly News-Letter described him as a "divine of the first rank." He
wrote powerful treatises that were "best-sellers" in their day.
46 Until
he was near eighty, the honor of giving the important public lecture in
Boston on the day after Harvard's Commencement was his every year.
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He
fit in, intellectually and socially, with his sophisticated Boston
colleagues and maintained his ties with his aristocratic merchant family
Although he lived and dressed modestly in Northampton, Stoddard
had wealth beyond the aspirations of most frontier farmers. An inven-
tory of his estate in 1729 included 78 acres of farm land and at least
that much more in commons (not valued), til 26 in personal property plus
"several hundred pounds due on bonds lodged in Boston," besides his
apparel and books (462 volumes and 491 pamphlets).
48 He had been well
paid by his congregation, and there is no record of any fighting
over
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his salary, although he took care to remind New Englanders to "sow more
liberally of your earthly things ... in hope of reaping more plenti-
fully of [your minister's] good things."^ 9 The town gave him extra land
in 1681; but in the hard times of the 1690s they were always behind in
his salary payments, and after he had persuaded them to pay him 1=80
annually in money rather than bl 00 in "country pay," he habitually
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acknowledged as payment in full a smaller sum than that specified.
Because of his inherited wealth, Stoddard appears never to have asked
the town of Northampton for more than they were willing to give. In
this area, as well as in his success at persuading his congregation to
accept the pastoral role as he_ defined it, Stoddard's career is in sharp
contrast to that of his son-in-law Edwards.
During the last third of his career, when the people of Northampton
showed less inclination to be governed by reminders of Christian communi-
tarian ethics and greater inclination to form themselves into parties to
fight for their share of town resources, Stoddard maintained his posi-
tion as Patriarch of public affairs by beating them at their own game.
He controlled the leader of the most powerful faction: that leader
was
Stoddard's second son, "Colonel John." A Harvard graduate with no
interest in the learned professions (his older brother was sent
into the
ministry), John's vocation was primarily that of soldier (colonel by
1721 and commander-in-chief of the western frontier by 1744).
Military
prominence brought civil honors: he was a judge, Northampton's
represen
tative to the General Court almost continuously from 1716
to 1748, and
member of the Governor's Council in the 1720s.
51 In the midst of this
Provincial service he found time to dominate
Northampton's local
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politics: he was the most often elected selectman and most often chosen
Moderator of the town meeting in the first half of the eighteenth cen-
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tury. Temperamentally aristocratic like his father, he was the
undoubted leader of the "Court" party in the "Court and Country" dicho-
tomy used by Jonathan Edwards to describe Northampton politics, although
Colonel John and his allies were so thorough in monopolizing town
offices that it is hard to discern another "party" in the town records^
John Stoddard's influence on his father's parishoners cannot be
measured only in terms of official positions, however. The Colonel was
one of the richest men in Massachusetts, and his life-style was luxuri-
ous. His income derived from the vast amount of speculative land he
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acquired through government connections. When he died in 1748, Stod-
dard's real estate alone (much of it frontier land rated at the purchase
price, not the sums hundreds of times higher at which his widow would
sell acreage after his death) was worth kl7,184 Old Tenor; a way to
measure that sum is to consider it as about 78 times Jonathan Edwards'
yearly salary of k220. Even more important than his scattered land
holdings as a buttress to his majesty in the local community was his
lavish display of personal property. In and around the elegant gambrel-
roofed mansion that he built next to his father's house on the hill
overlooking the town, there was by 1748 more than bl8,000 worth of
personal property, including many bonds, thirty-five shirts, and North-
ampton's first gold watch (alone worth bl50).
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He did not marry until
his fiftieth year, and then he chose the daughter of a man much like
himself, Major John Chester of Wethersfield, Connecticut.
56 Prudence
Chester was known thereafter as "Madam" Stoddard, a title usually
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reserved for the wives of ministers as the first ladies of their communi-
ties in rural areas. She sat with Madam Edwards in the best pew of the
meetinghouse. She entertained guests with the first tea set in North-
ampton and paraded in the latest feminine fashions from Europe (includ-
ing the hoop-skirts that her father-in-law had denounced). 57 She would
perhaps have been happier living in Boston, and her daughters were sent
there for "finishing," but she was in all respects a proper consort for
the "de facto warden of the western marches."
58 Colonel John Stoddard
was, indeed ironically, in his later years an exemplar of all that
luxurious living that Solomon Stoddard railed against in Boston. But
his display of wealth actually began with his marriage, which took
place (perhaps coincidental ly) the year after his father's death. Before
that time, he was a powerful but austere man, a military and political
leader who eschewed the ostentatious social life he could have afforded.
Under his father's tutelage, he gave every evidence of properly valuing
the works of the Spirit above his many worldly attainments, and in later
years his opinion on religious matters was valued by his nephew,
Jonathan Edwards. 59
The presence of a son such as Colonel John was a great advantage
in
the secular side of Solomon Stoddard's life. John's power
in the
political arena may explain why, although everyone agreed that
the
Patriarch controlled the townspeople of Northampton, no
record survives
of his actually interfering in any local civic affairs.
Such meddling
was probably beneath his dignity, and a timely
suggestion to Colonel
John would have served as well. In a generally
deferential society,
he and Colonel John were the chief Northampton
"gentry."
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In secular and religious affairs Stoddard had a potential power-
base throughout New England in his family connections among leading
merchants and ministers. The merchants included Solomon's brothers
Anthony and Simeon of Boston, his son-in-law Joseph Hawley of Northamp-
ton, and the father and brothers of his son-in-law Timothy Edwards.
Colonel John knew every important man in trade and government in New
England and Albany; Solomon's step-son Warham Mather was a judge in New
Haven. Solomon's step-daughter and his own daughters married the
pastors at Deerfield, Hatfield, and Weston, Massachusetts, and Wethers-
field, East Windsor, and Farmington, Connecticut. His oldest son,
Anthony, was pastor at Woodbury, Connecticut. In the next generation
the network grew even bigger. This connection alone would justify his
great-great-grandson Timothy Dwight's comment that Solomon Stoddard
"possessed probably more influence than any other clergyman in the
fin
province during a period of thirty years."
Solomon Stoddard's power, actual and potential, was great. But it
was limited by the gradual erosion of the authority of any minister over
any congregation in New England. Sensitive to this professional prob-
lem, Stoddard led the clerical counter-attack. His 1700 proposal of a
"national church" with a full complement of synods was too radical a
step for popularity, but Stoddard was undoubtedly pleased to see Con-
necticut encourage a presbyterian form of church government with its
Saybrook Platform in 1708. Closer to home, Stoddard was able to con-
vince his neighboring colleagues to form a ministerial association
in
1714. The Hampshire Association proposed to "rectify
maladministration,"
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"redress grievances," and offer advice to heal i ntracongregational prob-
lems of all sorts. The six founding churches were soon joined by most
of those in western Massachusetts, but they had no official power to
enforce decisions and could only use persuasiveness and withdrawal from
fellowship. 61 Unfortunately the founding enactment is the only record
of the Association until 1731, so the actual early functioning of the
group is unknown. It is safe to assume that Stoddard was not satis-
fied, since the sins that ministerial power was supposed to prevail
against continued to multiply.
Even within his own congregation, as the early eighteenth century
progressed, Solomon Stoddard faced implicit, if not explicit, challenges
to the role that he had designed for himself as all-powerful patriarch.
A seventy-year-old community of prosperous farmers and growing numbers
of tradesmen and professionals, filled with a sense of temporal security,
was quite different from the small band of men and women who braved the
wilderness. Eighteenth century men seemed to feel less need for an
oracular figure to interpret their emotions and their surroundings for
them, although from the minister's point of view they were much more in
need of pious exhortation and discipline than their Puritan grandfathers
had been. As communal enterprises designed for basic survival evolved
into clan- and family-centered units of production and consumption, men
were less willing to have their economic lives directed by a central
figure who judged from an ideal ethic. Men and women still joined the
church, and Stoddard's evangelism enjoyed the reputation of striking
success in the context of a regional decline in religiosity, but joining
the church by assenting to the truth of Christian doctrine was an
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experience probably less central to everyday life than any minister
would wish.
Northampton's respect and even love for Stoddard was something that
greatly impressed his grandson, Jonathan Edwards, our only literary wit-
ness to Stoddard's last years. Edwards, who had grown up in a parsonage
pervaded by the anxieties of a minister who fought his church over many
issues and never won, was especially sensitive to problems of church
discipline; he found Northampton in the mid-1720s respecting Stoddard
but not obeying- him. The townspeople seemed "very insensible of the
things of religion," though Stoddard had hopes that a handful might be
"savingly converted." The young people even had the effrontery to be
"indecent in their carriage at meeting" under the less-sharp eyes of
63the aged pastor. Even more appalling to the young assistant minister,
and dismaying to his grandfather, was the failure of the adult church
members to control their children, who persisted in "licentiousness.
. .
.
without regard to any order in the families they belonged to." 64
Edwards mourned the failure of "family government," but it was even
clearer that ministerial government was failing in Northampton.
If Solomon Stoddard prepared for death by assessing the fruits of
his sixty years in the Northampton pulpit, the accounting must have been
sad. Perhaps in his memory the five great revivals of 1679, 1683, 1690,
1712, and 1718 outweighed the subsequent decline in piety and good
order—but his lifelong emphasis on the need for proper discipline as
part of God's worship and as true evidence of the "humiliation" that
must precede regeneration suggests that he could have been quite cynical
about those peaks of emotional fervor. Neither he nor his grandson
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recorded the words that passed between them as the responsibility for
ruling this challenging congregation was transferred to a new generation.
One wonders if Stoddard predicted difficulties for his successor.
Wien he inherited his grandfather's pulpit, Jonathan Edwards was
not optimistic about his chances to live up to the majestic reputation
of "Pope" Stoddard. His preparation for his responsibilities had been
as negative as positive, and he was especially sensitive to the issues
of church discipline that showed signs of becoming a problem in North-
ampton. His Faithful Narrative indicated both a preoccupation with the
rebelliousness of the town's "young people" against "family government"
and a determination to use the classic Stoddardean techniques of disci-
pline and evangelism to combat the social decay. The rest of Edwards'
career continued these themes, to a tragic end. Before examining in
detail the implementation and effectiveness of Edwards' pastoral tech-
niques, it will be useful to back-track chronologically one last time.
The career of Solomon Stoddard was the challenge of the past to Edwards,
but there was another challenge operating, that of the present and
future. Those "young people" were the key to Edwards' future success
and failure in Northampton. They had special needs, which provoked
Edwards' changing pastoral "tactics" in the years 1730 to 1750. Those
needs can best be illustrated by an examination of the demographic and
economic meaning of being a "young person" in Northampton.
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CHAPTER III
NORTHAMPTON: THE RISING GENERATION, 1700-1740
When Jonathan Edwards was forced to leave Northampton in 1750, he
delivered a farewell sermon that reiterated the emphases of his two
decades in the pulpit. "I have ever had a peculiar concern for the
.souls of the young people," he reminded his congregation, "and a desire
that religion might flourish among them; and have especially exerted
myself in order to it. ... This is what I longed for; and it has been
exceedingly grievous to me, when I have heard of vice, vanity and dis-
order, among our youth." 1 Edwards' career did show a particularly
important connection between his own success and the lives of the "young
people" in Northampton, although from another perspective his emphasis
on their conversion was merely the continuation of a venerable tradition.
Edwards' grandfather Stoddard himself had in 1705 voiced the frustra-
tions of two generations of ministers by citing the failure to convert
the young people as a chief cause of New England's decline in godli-
2
ness. Many sermons and treatises published in the late seventeenth and
early eighteenth centuries reflected the clergy's preoccupation with the
role of the "rising generation" in the perceptible declension from a
3
stable, hierarchical and godly society.
The "young people," generally those between fourteen and twenty-six
(approximately the ages of puberty and marriage), were the focus of the
ministers' concern because their behavior was so obvious a symptom of
social change from a romanticized "Puritan" past.
4 On the brink of
adulthood, but not yet established in the social functions of maturity,
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adolescents were the people most affected by the social and economic
changes that were generating a widening array of career choices, oppor-
tunities for wealth, and dangers of poverty. Being free from most adult
responsibilities also meant that they were more free to act out the
tensions that they shared with their parents. In Northampton this
acting-out behavior was recorded by the censorious Jonathan Edwards as
tavern-frequenting, night-walking (unsupervised courtship), and boister-
ousness during religious services. Their "frolicking" can be summar-
ized as an unwillingness to obey the authority of their parents and a
lack of proper deference to the authority of the minister as an agent of
God and family. From the clerical viewpoint the youthful misbehavior
was an exaggeration of the more general community disinclination to
fashion all its conduct on the Biblical model of primitive Christians so
much extolled in the earliest years of New England and periodically
revived as an object of comparison with "declension." That model had
worked well in the early, "Puritan" years--or had seemed to because the
patterns of behavior found appropriate for practical reasons were
closely parallel to the conduct prescribed for the "city upon a hill." 6
But as a scheme of social organization, Puritan comjnunitarianism rarely
survived the transition from frontier conditions to stable agricultural
subsistence.
Northampton, founded in 1654 and no longer "frontier" in socio-
economic character or attitudes by 1700, was probably typical of the
inland Massachusetts community as it evolved. Most of the changes that
came in its first century appeared to be "prosperity." The townspeople
enjoyed more and better houses, more "consumer" goods and luxuries, and
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had enough "extra" income to make their minister the best-paid clergyman
outside Boston. 7 Underneath these displays of prosperity on a public
level, however, "Progress" brought social changes that were less welcome
and the potential for serious social tensions that were not easily
resolved. Even if we avoid idealizing "traditional" society, we must
acknowledge an important testimony to the satisfactions of life organ-
ized around a simple and communal enterprise: on the level of articu-
lated values, the formerly "Puritan" colonies of Connecticut and
Massachusetts clung to the communitarian model of social life until the
mid-eighteenth century, even while the behavior of most people was much
more "modern" and individualistic and their ambitions much more
materialistic.^ Not until the Revolutionary era would an ideology arise
that effectively legitimated the behavior of a man out to grasp the best
worldly opportunities for himself. In the meantime, the young people
coming to maturity were caught in a dilemma. By the time that a fourth
Northampton generation was entering the state of adulthood, in the
years of Jonathan Edwards' pastorate, economic circumstances had changed
in many important ways, but the ideals of behavior invoked were still
those of the "Puritan" frontier community. Lessons that could be
learned from authority figures—parents and ministers—were becoming
inappropriate guides to the many available life-choices. Young people
faced a different world than that mastered--or endured-- by their
grandparents
.
The gradual changes were the accretion of small adjustments in
behavior and attitude that are hard to measure. Jonathan Edwards
has
left us some clues, however, for seeing this social
evolution in terms
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of the changing relation of the individual to the community. Edwards'
Faithful Narrative emphasizes the decline in harmony in "public affairs"
and the failure of "family government," although in retrospect it is
impossible to discern any real change in the structure of community
and familial institutions. The public affairs still centered on a town
meeting that governed land grants, roads, public buildings, and the care
of the few local poor; a few men represented the town at the county and
province levels where disputes were adjudicated, taxes demanded, and
military decisions made. The family was still dominantly the husband-
wife-unmarried-children "nuclear" unit in its own household but
surrounded by a complex network of kin. Both sets of institutions,
however, depended for their functional style on the character of North-
ampton as a simple agricultural village. Institutionally as well as
physically, land underlay the social arrangements of the community. As
the population grew and pressures on the available land increased, the
functions of political and familial structures changed. The town meeting
ceased to be the almost-automatic provider of the means of sustenance
and became an arena of competition for scarce resources. The family
unit, often living at greater geographical distance from its kin and
neighbors, had to adapt itself to declining agricultural opportunities
by preparing the young to endure prolonged dependence or to grab at new
kinds of opportunities in a very individualistic fashion.
9
These changes, so small compared to the dramatic changes between
the colonies at 1650 and America at 1850, can be retrieved by the
historian only through alterations in a few important symbolic events
such as marriage, homestead-acquisition, choice of occupation, or
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emigration. But even a less-than-complete narrative of social change is
worth telling, especially since Northampton's story forms another piece
of the puzzle of New England's social evolution to which a number of
recently published studies of other communities have contributed.
Information from other towns suggests that young people in many early-
eighteenth century communities may have been troubled and troublesome.
Northampton was not unique, but it was to show a special conjunction
between the sensitivities of its youth and those of its pastor. His
particular talents were of great use at a certain stage in the commun-
ity's growth, as his grandfather's had been two generations earlier.
Frontier to Town: Population Growth and the Distribution of Land
When Northampton was a true frontier outpost, in the mid-seventeenth
century, its two distinguishing characteristics were a small population
and a plentiful supply of excellent farming land. In 1653 the broad
alluvial meadows along the Connecticut River at "Nonotuck" lured land-
hungry settlers and ambitious Indian traders from Springfield, Windsor,
and Hartford, to the southJ 0 They received a grant from the Massachu-
setts General Court for all the territory from the falls of the river
(now at Holyoke) northward to the southern boundary of present Hatfield
and westward from the river for nine miles, approximately 64,000 acres.
By 1660 a small village had been formed near the river in the north-
eastern part of the tract. The treed, hilly western and southern parts
of the grant remained sparsely populated until the mid-eighteenth
century, when the Indian threat declined and population pressures on the
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old village became severe. The Indian trade died out quickly, but the
farmers stayed on and prospered. They were healthy, confident of the
future, and fruitful. From the mid-seventeenth to the mid-eighteenth
century there was a six-fold multiplication of Northampton's population,
most of it by natural increase rather than immigration. There were 55
resident families in 1660 and a total population of about 300, about 500
people in approximately 100 houses by 1675, and about 200 families in
1736. By 1776 the original grant (with some very small additions) con-
tained two separate towns with a combined population of 2,530. ^ The
importance of this increase lies not in the numbers of people but in
the mounting pressures on the available land in an agricultural town.
The earliest settlers, Northampton's legal "Proprietors," had
agreed to limit the settlement to eighty families.^ They had assumed
collective title to all the land within the original grant and divided
among themselves in generous shares most of the flood-plain land, which
was conveniently already cleared by the Indians and was among the best
sites for tillage in New England. They also divided up a part of the
hillier treed land to be used for wood and rough pasture. They were a
relatively small band of men, and although they produced many sons and
grandsons, they were confident that there would be enough land for
future generations. The principles of division gave most land to those
most able, by means of capital and available labor, to use it: each
head of a family received 15 acres, with 3 acres more for each son and
twenty acres more for each blOO of personal estate.
14
In early 1661 the
first recorded division of meadow was made and 2284.5 acres divided
among 58 men in shares from 120 acres to 6 acres and averaging
just over
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39 acres per man. 10 The second and third divisions, in 1684 and 1700,
would be allotted in the same proportions, to heirs of the founders.
Within this inequality of meadow-holdings, however, there was
established a relative equality, and perhaps a sense of commonality, by
the method of distributing homelots. Each household received approxi-
mately four acres of its share as a home lot (a basic amount in many New
England towns, perhaps because it was customary in England 16 ). The
homelots granted for the first two generations were clustered in a
village less than a mile wide by a mile and a half long. Only after
1700 did the homelots begin to scatter away from the nucleated village.
(See Map C in Appendix.)
Out in the meadows with names such as "Barkwigwam," "Walnut Trees,"
and "Old Rainbow," the inequalities of holdings were somewhat disguised
by common-field farming. To ensure spread of both good and poorer
quality land among the farmers, each man would receive his allotment in
small pieces in various fields. Each field would then be plowed,
planted, harvested, and opened to grazing by common decision and common
labor. This pattern of a central village and surrounding common fields
was an importation from the English homeland of the Northampton settlers
and was suited to "frontier" conditions when there were broad areas of
tillable land, as there were in the Connecticut Valley.
17
Until well
into the eighteenth century, although the specific date of change is un-
known, Northampton fields seem to have been farmed in common. The
spirit of "improvement" and competitive individual gain was not
reflected in the Northampton land records until the very end of the
seventeenth century, when four divisions of about-to-be cleared
^A1
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woodland were combined into two, by request of the grantees, so "men
might be in better capacity to improve their land." 18 Men were at that
time beginning to put their houses on this land, long used only for
wood, away from the nucleated village. Only in the 1730s, however, do
the deeds filed with the county court begin to show deliberate consoli-
dation of holdings into "farms."
The sense of commonality implied by open-field farming was paral- -
leled throughout the activities of the frontier village. All men shared
the labor of clearing and farming the land; almost all men served as
town officers. Initiating a settlement involved so much hard work and
common danger, and the economy was so undifferentiated, that there were
really no rich and no poor, no gentlemen and no laborers. In rural New
England there were even relatively few indentured servants, or at least
very few persons who can be identified as such. A recent study of a
Connecticut frontier town corroborates the existence of relative "demo-
cracy" among the first generation of settlers that was observed in the
1 g
Connecticut Valley by its leading nineteenth-century historian. This
sense of shared work and shared fate is the origin of the communitarian
ideology, buttressed by the group-orientation of Puritan congregation-
. . 20
alism, that is apparent in many early New England communities.
As the frontier became an agricultural village, whatever the degree
to which the inhabitants felt "equality," for about fifty years there
were no protests against the justice of the system, and the amount and
productivity of the land seemed to satisfy the ambitions of almost
everyone. Most young men coming to adulthood in the community were
heirs of original Proprietors and therefore received free homelot grants
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and shares in the meadow and woodland divisions of 1684 and 1700, as
well as inheritance parcels of the rich alluvial lands divided in 1661.
Individuals and a few small groups of men left Northampton to found
towns further north in the Connecticut Valley (and usually retreated
back "home" when Indian wars wiped out those pioneer villages) or to
join new towns on the eastern-Connecticut frontier, but the records of
this movement reveal no pronounced discontent with the community left
21behind. The total emigration from Northampton was extremely small, as
it was in other- communities during the first three generations of set-
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tlement (roughly fifty to seventy-five years). Those who stayed
behind found ample opportunity to achieve a "competency" in the land
controlled by the town of Northampton.
Until at least 1700, all adult men in Northampton seem to have had
some land by their late twenties. Besides the existence of laws for
"warning out" those who were not assimilated into economically competent
households (no one was warned out of Northampton until 174223 ), and the
opportunities on the frontier for the desperate or adventurous few, the
most important inhibition on the rise of a landless group in Northampton
was the practice of the town until about 1704 of granting a homelot to
every resident young man in his mid-twenties, or to Proprietors in trust
for their sons. These lots remained at the standard four-acre size,
although they were located increasingly farther from the village center.
No recorded petition for a homelot was refused by the town in this era,
although such refusals became common later. Four acres was not really
enough land to support a family, but it was a minimal "stake" in the
economic life of the community and the symbolic beginning of civic
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adulthood. But what of the future implicitly promised in that start?
There is strong evidence that after about 1700 land became a prob-
lem in Northampton for the community as a corporate entity and for
individuals. The problem had two related dimensions, soil depletion and
insufficiency of acreage. The soil of the Valley was as fertile as any
land in New England, and the Valley's production of wheat was an import-
ant contribution to the Boston market (for food and for export) during
the last third of the seventeenth century. 25 But by the end of the
century a fungus called the "blast" had caused a serious decline in
wheat production, and the soil was already "considerably" depleted. 26
Not for a century, however, would the "scientific" agriculture using
legumes, crop rotation, and systematic manuring be used to combat the
27infertility. The eighteenth century therefore brought a change in
the focus of agriculture in the upper Connecticut Valley. Although a
variety of grains and vegetables were still produced for home consump-
tion and the local barter-based market, the Northampton- Hadley area
began around 1700 to specialize in fattening cattle as a source of pro-
fit. Grass-fed cattle and stall-fed oxen were usually sold to a local
merchant in return for credit in goods, then driven overland to Boston,
where the "victuallers" were eager to buy. This switch to cattle-
production was an adequate adaptation to the declining fertility of
tilled land, for grass grew well in fields too barren for wheat. But
the scale of production of cattle was directly related to the acreage
that could be used, and even the clearing of formerly waste areas of
Northampton land did not provide enough acreage to satisfy the entire
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community in the eighteenth century. Unfortunately, the extent of this
problem is difficult to measure directly, since there are no surviving
documents dated before the Revolution which give the acreage holdings
for the entire community at any one moment. 29 Nevertheless, a growing
land shortage is clearly reflected in two extremely symbolic actions
taken by the community. Both these events reveal that the result of
population growth in Northampton was a change in the function of the
community itself and a transfer of economic control of men's lives from
the collectivity to the clan and nuclear family.
A sign of the recognition of the increasing scarcity of land was
the appearance of the hereditary "Proprietors" as a formal group, dis-
tinguishing themselves from the Town, in 1701. Since the 1660s this
group had lain dormant by allowing the town meeting and selectmen to
perform its land-granting functions, but in 1701 the Proprietors
reserved to themselves the use of the valuable pine trees on the commons
(all men could still cut other wood, within narrow limits for household
use only, but the trade in pitch and turpentine was too profitable to
share), and in March 1703 the Proprietors formally recorded their con-
firmation of all previous land grants made by the Town---as though to
preface their assumption of this prerogative. 30 There was, nevertheless,
so little land left that was worth granting that the Proprietors never
recovered their seventeenth-century powers. In 1715 a group of men,
whose names have not survived in the records, tried but failed to get a
legal disallowance for all previous land divisions, which were based
on
the shares granted in the first division of 1661.
31 Until the mid-1750s
there remained a constant tension between the Proprietors
and those
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excluded from hereditary shares, although there was no serious challenge
to the extant system, and the only common land left to fight about was
some woodland. 32 Most of the tillable land had long been apportioned—
all that "within three miles compasse of the town [center]" in 1684—and
in 1700 all the hilly woodland within a seven-mile radius had also been
33divided. This was the last distribution of really usable land for
many years in Northampton. (Small parcels of woodland were carved up
in 1743 and 1749. 34 )
A major turning point in the town's economic and political history
came in March, 1703, when the last large-scale granting of homelots was
3 R
made. 03 As far as can be determined, most of the adult males in town by
this time had been given at least a homelot (usually four acres). A few
more homelots were given to young men after that date, but only to the
sons of the more politically powerful and already land-rich Proprietors.
The last two homelot grants were in 1731 (four acres on the steep
shoulder of Mt. Tom, land few men would want) and 1738 (two acres upon
which the grantee's impoverished family had "squatted" for decades). Two
requests for homelots in March 1739 were refused, even though one peti-
tioner was the son of a Proprietor. All of the usable meadow lands
convenient to the village had long been parceled out. After 1705,
therefore, the town essentially stopped giving out free land—because it
had none to give. This was accompanied by no self-conscious declaration
of purpose in the town records, but in retrospect it was a major change.
The town also relinquished almost all of its other economic func-
tions in the early eighteenth century. In the "frontier" phase the town
had deliberately attracted men with specific needed skills (a tanner, a
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blacksmith, a cooper) and encouraged capital investments such as mill-
building by giving bounties of land out of the common holdings; 37 but
it stopped doing this after the turn of the eighteenth century. There-
after occupations and capital investments were determined by individual
families. An illustration of this transfer of responsibility can be
found in the history of the Pomeroy family, who were blacksmiths. In
the 1660s the town lured Medad Pomeroy from Windsor, Connecticut, with
the gift of a set of blacksmith tools and a promise of all the "Town's
work," as well as a large parcel of land. 38 Medad's son Ebenezer
succeeded his father as the town blacksmith and gunsmith, and he in turn
was succeeded by his sons Seth and Ebenezer. When Seth's second son was
born in 1739, the baby was named "Quartus," presumably because he was
intended to be the fourth blacksmith in a direct line (or so declared
his father's will). 39 The family and the market (and the Pomeroys still
controlled most of the local metal trade), not any communal decision of
the town, determined that Quartus would be a smith. And he was. The
Pomeroys were also among the richest families in Northampton in real
estate, because the initial advantage of Medad's generous Proprietor's
grants was increased by judicious buying and consolidation of holdings,
in turn facilitated by the free capital for investment available to
successful tradesmen. Their success was determined in the eighteenth
century by their own initiative and "what the market would bear."
The year 1713 saw the last action of the town to protect the com-
munal interest by setting rates for enterprises such as mills.
40 The
town still cared for the indigent, but by paying the cost of their
lodg-
ing with individual families. The town had once been able to
rescue
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men from accidental disaster, as it had in 1676 when it had given extra
land to those whose homes were destroyed by the Indians; 41 but never
again would this be done. By the time that Jonathan Edwards came to
Northampton in the late 1720s, therefore, men were forced back upon
their own resources in areas of life where the community as a group had
once provided important actual and symbolic support. This change in the
function of the town would affect the functions of politics, the family,
and the church.
As the town ceased to be an active agent in the economy, the family
as a nuclear unit and clan took on greater importance. 42 After the last
major division of land in 1700, distribution was subject to the control
of family and market. Men acquired land through inheritance or purchase.
Young men coming to maturity after 1705 found that adulthood in North-
ampton no longer brought what had amounted to a guaranteed minimal main-
tenance out of public resources. Those four-acre homelots were not a
whole farm, but they were a sign of the individual's inclusion in a
communal enterprise also symbolized by a clustering of houses and the
common fields. They were also a kind of pretense that all men had an
equal "start" in life. Such equality had never really existed, for the
men with more and better land even in the earliest days of the community
were able to leave more valuable inheritances to their sons. But in the
early eighteenth century, as the lack of enough land to "go around" be-
came more evident, so also did a young man's reliance on his family for
his start in life and for a major contribution to his future success.
By the early 1730s the growing shortage of land had not produced
any chronic poverty in Northampton; but for the first time in the town's
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history, there was obvious pressure for emigration. The nearby frontier
seems not to have acted as a constant drain for the population of the
upper Connecticut Valley towns: almost all of the Northamptoni tes who
emigrated before 1740, for example, went to more developed communities
or as groups in obviously well-planned moves to selected frontier
areas.
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A few individuals moved to new townships up-river, but not one
known Northamptonite moved to the wilderness and staked a claim to
vacant land, as the myth of the rugged pioneer would indicate was common.
There were vast (if hilly) tracts lying to the west, but good land was
already owned by speculators (so some cash in hand was necessary for
purchase), and there were serious Indian threats until the mi d-1 740s
.
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People wanted land, but they seemed to want family and neighbors more:
in 1736 Colonel John Stoddard petitioned the county court for an addi-
tion to his land grant in the Berkshires because, he said, people
would
not settle there unless they could be sure that they would be
part of a
sizable group. 45 New Englanders in this period thought of themselves
as
members of communities, for living in a town meant not only safety
but
the opportunity to continue traditional social and economic
patterns of
life that remained highly valued even after they ceased to
be practical.
It was in accordance with its traditions, therefore,
that in 1730
the Northampton community responded to the shortage of
land in town by
exercising its communal will and engineering an orderly
march to the
closest part of the frontier for a selected group
of its sons. (Signi-
ficantly, this action was almost the last statement
of communal policy
to be made without recorded controversy.) In
that year the Northampton
Proprietors, with the concurrence of the Town,
agreed to divide the
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mountainous southwestern corner of the original Northampton land-grant,
about 14,000 acres in all.^ They thereby created a new town, about
eight miles from the center of Northampton, for the rising generation,
who found land difficult to obtain in Northampton itself. The new
vi 1 lage--soon named "Southampton"--was given only to owners by inheri-
tance of Proprietors' shares, and of them only to those "who shall under-
take to bring forward a speedy settlement." The emphasis was on
founding a community and alleviating a problem, not on promoting indivi-
dualism and opportunism; there would be no speculation allowed, and
substitutes were found for those who would not move their homes. Thirty
shares, of up to ninety acres each (including twenty-acre homelots) were
laid out. A few men had already used lands in the Southampton tract,
and by 1735 there were about twenty households established. Southampton
organized its own church in 1743 and became a district (a separate town
with all rights except separate representation in the too-populous
General Court) in 1753. Both stages of separation were accomplished
with Northampton's complete blessing; probably because of the poor
quality of the land, Southampton did not become prosperous enough for
its loss to have a major effect on Northampton revenues.
47 The new com-
munity was settled by relatively young men (the residents who petitioned
for their own church in 1741 averaged only 33.5 years old then), and
they were all descended from original Northampton Proprietors.
They
were taking advantage of a "safety-valve" that had been
arranged for
them by their powerful fathers and grandfathers. The
significant facts
are that they were already an elite group in the
community, they were
given decidedly inferior farmland, and it was the
last open land
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available. After 1730 there was no hope that the town as a communal
enterprise could provide adequate land for those coming of age.
For those unwilling to risk the dangers of the frontier, or unwill-
ing to start from scratch in another established town, there were two
primary ways of acquiring land. One was inheritance. A major disadvan-
tage of this course was the decreasing productivity of the land received
those acquiring land in the 1730s and 1740s were the third or fourth or
even fifth generation to use Northampton's good tilling plots, and com-
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plaints about its depletion had been heard since 1715. Another dis-
advantage of acquisition by inheritance was the further subdivision of
parcels, perhaps into smal ler-than-useful lots, or the necessity of
joint ownership with brothers or cousins. A third disadvantage was the
problem of timing: not all fathers could be counted on to distribute
their property (by deed or death) at the time when the son or sons first
became eager to own land.
The other major way of acquiring land was by purchase. But few
men in the area could afford to extend credit, especially to young men
just starting out, and cash was always in short supply. Purchase was
also growing very expensive in relative terms: in the 1730s a laborer
earned two to five shillings (Old Tenor) a day, 49 and the best land in
town (the river plains) cost 400 to 800 days' labor per acre and
inferior land cost 40 to 80 days' work per acre.
50 Since the local
economy was still rather primitive, the young man in Northampton before
mid-century would find few opportunities to hire out his labor for very
many days a year; he would be rather old before he could save enough
to
buy an adequate farm.
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There was, however another option for a young man: that of
supporting himself and his family through activity as an artisan or
merchant. After the 1740s, as Northampton became a trading center for
villages springing up to the north and west (because it was just north
of the end of navigability for barges on the Connecticut River), and as
the economy within Northampton itself developed, there came to be a
group of merchants and craftsmen who achieved wealth and political power,
in spite of the survival of mistrust of commercial activity as being
harmful to society. ^ Through the 1730s, nevertheless, the local economy
generated a small market for such specialized services, and only a few
men can be identified whose primary activity was not farming. Most young
men coming of age in the pre-revival era could neither have amassed the
capital necessary to set up shop nor expected to earn a sufficient amount
of money by non-agricultural labor.
Throughout the eighteenth century, most Northampton men were
farmers, and through the 1750s, at least, most men worked on land owned
by themselves or their families rather than hiring out their labor to
others. The kinds of change that happened in this period were much less
dramatic than those after the Revolution and therefore are difficult to
measure. But the world of 1760 appears much different from that of 1660
to one who reads through the miscellaneous documents that survive.
Demonstrating this difference requires a focus on rather subtle altera-
tions in the style of life and an explication of important symbolic
changes.
One useful illustration of differences between the generations is
the change in the process of household-formation. For a young adult in
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the early eighteenth century* the time of marriage and moving into a
house separate from parents was the primary coming-of-age ritual, since
few people went through the formal education and trade-apprenticeship
that establish other, intermediate rituals. 52 S. N. Eisenstadt's
classic work, From Generation to Generation: Age Groups and Social
Structure
,
points out that among all age-gradations, most societies
especially emphasize "the right to establish a family." 53 Peter Laslett
has pointed out that of the demographic variables important in the
modeling of the history of the family, the "most important seems to be
age at the time of succession to headship of household. 54 In a rural,
agricultural community, this process of becoming an adult, undertaking
economic and political responsibilities, was almost wholly dependent on
the timing of land-acquisition. In County Clare, Ireland, for example,
even in the twentieth century a man who might himself be a grandfather
was still referred to as a "boy" until his father, "the old fellow,"
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surrendered control of his farm. Northampton in the eighteenth cen-
tury was hardly so extreme a case, and yet there can be no doubt that a
man without land of his own and a wife was regarded as less than a full
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and independent member of society.
To some extent, changes in this highly symbolic rite of passage can
be measured quantitatively. Documents available for mid-eighteenth
century Northampton make it possible to determine when most men acquired
their homesteads, how they did so, and when they married. The sample
chosen for study was self-selected: they are the men who joined the
church during the ministerial tenure of Jonathan Edwards, and it is our
broader interest in their lives that underlies this exercise in economic
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history. Most of them were in their late teens or early twenties when
they joined the church between 1727 and 1746. 57 They are not a random
sample, but actually include almost all the young men who can be located
in the community during the Edwards years, and so their lives provide an
aggregate picture of the rituals of coming-of-age in Northampton from
1730 to 1750, which in turn serves as an index of broader changes in the
community.
Three Generations: Coming of Age in Northampton
Two hundred and sixty-eight men joined the Northampton church
between 1727 and 1746. All possible information has been gathered on
these men, who will be referred to hereafter as the "Edwards cohort."
Eighty-eight percent were "natives" to the town, born of parents who
resided in Northampton, and most were descendants of families who set-
co
tied in the town's early years. Information on their fathers and
paternal grandfathers has also been collected, although economic data
for the seventeenth century are extremely limited. In comparing the
lives of these three generations, the degree of economic change in
Northampton is apparent and the direction of change is unmistakable. 59
Of the total 268 men in the Edwards cohort, 226 shared 68 paternal
grandfathers who were Northampton residents. Since most of these grand-
fathers had been adults eligible for town land-grants in the "frontier"
years before 1700, it is not surprising that 64 of the 68 received town
grants (many of them were original Proprietors and so shared in a number
of land divisions). (See Table A, page 63.) The crucial change in
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TABLE A: TOWN LAND-GRANTS TO THREE GENERATIONS
I ota I
N*
Received
N
Grant:
%
"Grandfathers" 68 64 94.1%
"Fathers" 121 58** 47.9%
"Edwards cohort" 236 3 1.3%
*"Native" to Northampton out of an unknown total of grandfathers,
an estimated 148 total fathers, and 268 total church-joiners
in the "Edwards cohort."
**Includes three Proprietors.
TABLE B: FATHERS WHO RECEIVED TOWN GRANTS
N= 55 non-Proprietors, 3 Proprietors.
Age at grant (N=51*):
Range: 14 to 57 (only 2 under 21)
Average: 30.4 years
Median: 27.0 years
Under 30: 60.8%
30-39 years old: 25.5%
40 and older: 15.7%
Known to be married before grant: 34, or 61.8%.
Ages at marriage:
Fathers with grants (N=49):
Average: 26.4 years
Median: 25 years
All fathers (N=107 of 148 are known):
Average: 28.7 years
Median: 27 years
*0ne grant-date and three birth-dates unknown,
only non-Proprietors counted. Four men, aged
14, 20, 21, and 27, had grants given to their
fathers for them.
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Northampton land policies, discussed earlier, is evident in the contrast
between these grandfathers and their own sons, the fathers of the
Edwards cohort. The "fathers" who lived in Northampton numbered 121,
and only 58 of them (48 percent) received Northampton land grants. Of
these 58, 3 were Proprietors, 4 had homelots granted to their fathers
for them, and the rest received a "homelot" or specified acreage in
their own names. Most of the grants were made in the 1690s. The ages-
at-grant are known for 51 "fathers": the average is 30.4 years, the
median, 27 years. (See Table B, page 63). Because the age at grant
was roughly four years after the average age of marriage, the "homelot"
grants were obviously intended for residential purposes, and they were
so used. (There is no evidence of any speculation in homelots in North-
ampton, and most of the grants to older men may have been intended for
their teenaged sons.) About three-fifths of these "fathers" are known
to have been married when they received the homelot grant, but most had
been married only a few years or less.^
From the perspective of the men in the Edwards cohort, their fami-
lies' history of land-acquisition shows a dramatic pattern. Although
94 percent of the eligible grandfathers had received land-grants, and
48 percent of the eligible fathers did so, only 1.3 percent (3 of 236)
of the "native" sons were given land by the town. (See Table A, page
63.) Almost all of the young men who joined the church in the Edwards
era, therefore, went through a coming-of-age ritual that was quite
different from Northampton's traditional pattern of household-formation.
Rather than receiving a symbolic "stake" in the community out of com-
munal resources, these young men had to await inheritance from their
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long-lived fathers, find ways to buy their own homesteads, or emigrate
in search of greater opportunities.
An attempt has been made to determine the method by which each of
the 268 Edwards-cohort men obtained his homestead. Information has been
drawn from deeds, wills, tax lists, and miscellaneous Northampton
antiquarian lore. The 161 cases about which the best information is
available (68 percent of the 236 "natives") are summarized in Table C,
page 66. Six were proprietors of the Southampton tract and moved
there; three received homelot grants in Northampton itself. Eight men
were educated at Yale and became merchants or ministers in other towns.
Fourteen men seem to have purchased their homesteads; and since only the
young man was named in the deed, we cannot know if his father or a money
lender was supplying the purchase price. About 55 percent of the
"native" young men, 130 of 236, are known to have acquired their home-
steads through gift or inheritance from their fathers. 62 As Table C
shows, this transfer of property often came when the son was well past
age thirty.
The variety of ways in which property could be transferred from
father to son is shown in Table C, but what this table also suggests is
the prolonged dependence of adult sons. Illustrative, if not typical,
was the plight of the Clark "boys," Eben Jr. and Ezra: when their
father, Lt. Ebenezer, died and relinquished his title to the homesteads
his sons had inhabited, they were 67 and 65 years old, respectively. 63
Unfortunately, the Hampshire County court records lack almost completely
the kind of family-controversy documents which Philip J. Greven, Jr.,
has used so effectively to illuminate the qualitative aspects of similar
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TABLE C: HOW THE EDWARDS-COHORT YOUNG MEN ACQUIRED THEIR HOMF^TFflnc:
Town grant in Northampton
Town grant in Southampton
Educated and left town
(ministers and merchants)
Own purchase
Inherit from grandfather
Gift of land father purchased
explicitly for son
Inherit land father purchased
for son
Gift or purchase of land only
from father or grandfather
Gift or purchase from father
of father's own house
Gift or purchase from father
of another house
Inherit part of father's land,
house unknown
Inherit with brother(s)
father's own homestead
Inherit alone father's own
homestead
Inherit a homestead, already lived
in, from father (not his own)
- Total known, of 268
N
Ave. age at
acquisition(N)
Ave. age
marriage
at
(N)
3
u
26.0
22.3
v
c 1
(6)
26.5
23.8
(2)
(5)
O
14
lb
1
u
28 6
26.0
(ML)
(1)
27.5
25.2
(6) a
(9)
o 31.
7
C
(3) 24.5 (2)
2d 42.0 (2) 29.0 (1)
aeO 29.1 (8) 28.8
< — >
(6)
D 38.8 (6) 29.8 (4) a
159 32.4 (15) 25 5
29 h 30.5 (29) 30.1 (23)
19h 34.2 (19) 30.9 (13)1
23 h »J 31.1 (23) 28.3 (21)
24h,k
T6T
44.6 (24) 27.9 (21) a
Note: on all inheritances, with no previous deed recorded, father's death-
date is considered effective date of transfer.
a. One never married, the rest (if any) are unknown.
b. Father dead; house already built on property.
c. Ages: by 38 years, 24, by 33 years; land at Coventry, Ct., Hadley,
Southampton
.
d. Two brothers; land out of town; purchase date unknown.
e. Three are purchases.
f. All are purchases: 1 for Id.; 1 for Is; 1 for maintenance; 1 for 1=40
per year; Ifor bl 40 lawful; 1 for L200 lawful (the last two
approach fair market value; not known if money actually paid or price
remitted by father)
.
Four are purchases: kl20, L40, k5 and k40/year, L700.
On all inheritances, effective ages raised to 21.
Two never married, rest unknown.
Sisters not counted.
Two of these are brothers who share one homestead.
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dependency in Essex County. 64 The Northampton statistics do, neverthe-
less, suggest a number of observations.
Lacking evidence to the contrary, we must assume that the father
had the initiative in the timing of any transfer before death. I am
also assuming that young men wanted to have their own homes by their mid
twenties, and there is some contemporary support for such an assumption.
Eliakim Clark, who joined the church shortly after Edwards became
pastor, in his will gave a special reward to his eldest son, Hadiah,
"for living with me two or three years after he arrived to the age of
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21." The category of homestead-acquisition by "own purchase" provides
a significant index to the desirability of prolonged co-residence with
parents: although the accumulation of the purchase price would rarely
have been easy, the men who were able to buy their own homesteads did so
at an average age younger than the average for any category of acquisi-
tion by gift or inheritance from father. If the father actually
financed the purchase, as may often have happened, then the son showed
his willingness to be in debt rather than to remain in the parental home
Dependence of a young-adult son on his father was certainly nothing
new in the eighteenth century, and the short "frontier" period was
almost unique in providing an opportunity for a young man to acquire
property with only his muscles (and perhaps his piety) for capital. In
the perception of eighteenth-century Northamptonites, however, the
period could be taken as a norm from which change was measured. One
measure available to historians, and often used as an index to economic
conditions, is age at first marriage. As Jared Eliot wrote in Essays
upon Field Husbandry in the 1750s, "when people have a clear prospect of
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support for a family, they will marry young. Men in Northampton
married almost three years later in the eighteenth century than they had
in the last half of the seventeenth. (See Appendix I.) The Edwards-
cohort men married at an average age of 28.6 years, almost exactly three
years later than their fathers. 6 ^ (There is not enough data on the
grandfathers for their inclusion in the comparison.) Furthermore, when
the marriage-ages of land-grant recipients and the men in the various
categories of homestead-acquisition are examined, tentative conclusions
about dependence are reinforced. The men who achieved independence
earliest, by grant in Southampton, married at an age significantly
younger than that for any other group; the other group acquiring their
homesteads relatively early, those who purchased, also married at a com-
paratively young age. (See Table C, page 66.) The "fit" between land-
acquisition and marriage-age is not perfect, for the statistics given
are only the barest outline of a complicated process. But a parallel
example is provided at the other end of the spectrum, by the men who
inherited only a part of their fathers' homesteads. These men, most of
whom seem to have shared the parental house with married siblings
for
some years after inheriting their share, perhaps had long expected
to
have little real privacy even after they married and their
parents died.
They married latest of all the groups arrayed in Table C,
more than two
years later than the average for the Edwards cohort
as a whole (in which
average they are included).
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If sexual desire began in the mid-teen
years for most young men, and since premarital
sexual gratification was
strongly punished by the community, it is difficult
to believe that ten
69
to twenty years of celibacy was completely
voluntary.
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Strains in the family bonds would have resulted from any severe
disability of parents to provide for their children, for in pre-
industrial society the family was the most important agent for placing a
child in the occupational structure of his community. The real problem
with the dependence of eighteenth-century New England adult sons on
their fathers was that the rewards were usually so small. Most fathers,
those who were not rich in fertile land, could ultimately deliver to
their sons only small lots with rapidly declining productivity. Only
those fathers who had advanced beyond the subsistence level had the
capital to buy farms for their sons in Northampton or less crowded com-
munities or even on the frontier. Most families could hold back but not
push forward.^ 0 The sons who had to "wait" for their adulthood with so
little expectation for real success later may have chafed under the
restraint. Studies of Andover and Salem Village have indicated the
frequency of intra family conflict over economic resources.^
1
There are
some scattered similar testimonies from Northampton.
Of the approximately 300 wills read as part of this study, only a
very few break out of the formalized legal jargon to express any indivi-
dualized attitudes toward the testator's family; but all those which
express hope, or design legacies to enforce, that children will live in
peace with each other and their widowed mother were written after 1730.
By then, many children in Northampton may have felt themselves to be in
competition with their siblings. When Jonathan Alvord's sons filed an
agreement about real -estate distribution in 1738, to replace the one
filed by their mother in 1729 which some of them had disputed, they
stated that the need to divide the homestead and meadows into distinct
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shares was due to their "desire to live in love and peace," qualities
hitherto unachieved while they shared a home. Lieutenant Joseph King's
will of 1734 "charged" his children to maintain "love and peace" toward
each other when dividing the estate. Deacon Stephen Wright of Southamp-
ton, father of two of the boys who joined the Northampton church during
the 1741-1742 revival, left his estate to his wife and children "desir-
ing they may live in unity with one another in the enjoyment of what I
shall devise to them." Ebenezer Miller advised his children in his will
"to live in love and peace among themselves and with all men, that the
7?
God of Peace may be with them.'"
These instructions were not a matter of convention; evidently, they
were needed. Love and peace seem to have been increasingly elusive
qualities in family relationships when provision for the younger genera-
tion became difficult. Wealthy families with few sons perhaps found
"peace" easier to maintain, although the small size of the group of
those who explicitly reveal their lack of harmony does not permit empha-
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sis of class differences. There is no evidence from Northampton that
families of greater or lesser economic standing used the supposed Puri-
tan custom of sending their adolescent children to live with other
families, which could have been a way of reducing intrafamily tension.
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Many of the internal family problems were probably relieved, although
other strains substituted, when in the 1750s a sizable number of North-
ampton's young men joined the groups forming new towns in the Berkshire
hills of western Massachusetts. Simply removing the "excess" popula-
tion, moreover, would not return the town to its simple frontier peace,
since all of the community institutions were adjusting themselves— in
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fits and starts, and with a great deal of apparent friction--to the
"modern" era.
The Community Matures
The subtle but important changes in agricultural life that pervaded
Northampton in the first half of the eighteenth century cannot be com-
pletely measured by "coming-of-age" rituals alone, for even after
maturity, economic life also became increasingly non-traditional. Once
a farmer was established, he found himself with either depleted soil or
newly-cleared and stony terrain. Through the eighteenth century he was
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increasingly likely to work consolidated holdings, not common fields.
With individuated "farms" the disparities in land-holding were no longer
disguised, and each man could easily measure his neighbor's real estate.
He could also measure its productivity in the life-style it supported,
as an increase in availability of consumer goods enabled men to display
their wealth tangibly and symbolically. As the town grew more populous
and agriculture more market-oriented, and especially as Northampton be-
came ringed to the north and west with frontier villages, full-time
craftsmen prospered and provided the town with goods, services, and a
different style of life as a model for the young. Hat-manufacturer
Ebenezer Hunt, miller and tavern-owner Jonathan Clapp, and lawyer-
merchant Joseph Hawley were aggressive entrepreneurs and became rich;
in the process, they illustrated a possible way out of the dilemma of
an overpopulated agricultural village. But they had all started as
the
sons of rich fathers, and those who would follow their example
needed to
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learn the traits of energetic selfishness which had not been fostered
by the village of common fields and Puritan communalism. 6 The diversity
of economic function that resulted when an innovative few tried to "get
ahead" produced prosperity for the town as a whole, which in turn
fostered further diversification. The distance between rich and poor
grew larger and harder to traverse for the average man. (All of the
richest men in town in 1759, the year of best wealth estimates, had
fathers who were relatively well off or had come to town with capital
to invest.) The network of reciprocity that structured this still-small
market (the husbandman's produce paid for the tanner's leather or as
installment on the gentleman's money at interest) was still far differ-
ent from the "cash nexus" that would overtake the village in the nine-
teenth century, but the change from the society designed by Northampton
"founding fathers" was too great to ignore. What the community gained
in a better standard of living, and a more entertaining variety of
life, it lost in a sense of common purpose and "Puritan" control over
the behavior of its people.
Other community institutions besides personal economic activity
reflected the change, and the tensions resulting from confrontations
with the new and unexpected were increasingly acted out in the town's
public affairs in the eighteenth century. As economic life became more
a setting for competition than cooperation, so the harmony of community
government was transformed into the factional contention of town
politics. The Southampton land division of 1730 was the last major
community policy adopted without a struggle among competing interest-
groups. Disagreement was of course not new, but it had not been quite
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legitimate in the system of communitarian values. All of the Northamp-
ton town meeting records from the first settlement through 1754 have
been examined for evidence of open dissension, and the results show a
distinct pattern. The first meetings, around 1660, were often "tumultu-
ous." In 1679 there was "much discourse and agitation" about the town's
grant of working capital to men trying to start a lead mine. (The mine
quickly fizzled, and the problem died down.) Men without young children
dissented in 1692 when the majority voted that the school -master be paid
from common funds. 77 The most instructive example of the meaning of
dissent in the seventeenth century is the only other indication of con-
tention in these official records before 1735 (except the anonymous 1715
challenge to the land-divisions, mentioned earlier, which received only
a surprisingly oblique mention.) In February 1690 the town recorded the
following acknowledgement of the tension between traditional communitar-
ian values and the newer behavior of self-interest:
Whereas the concurrence and agreement as one of any Society in
public concerns is the strength and (under God) the Safety and
Preservation of the same and that the consideration that a con-
descending spirit one to another in matters of public affairs
wherein both the Honor of God and our own safety is advanced, we
therefore do agree and bind ourselves to this viz. that the
major[ity] vote of the town shall determine in or as to making
of fortification for our defence against the [Indian] enemy
that though we as to our own apprehensions [and] judgments are
of another persuasion, yet notwithstanding we will acquiesce
and rest satisfied with the determination of the major vote of
the town and readily to the utmost of our power do and perform
each of us our parts of the same. Voted unanimously or very
fully. . . . 78
Some historians would read this statement as simply an expression of the
consensus that was so highly prized in early New England communities; but
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it also reveals the struggle by which consensus was reached, the hesi-
tancy with which some men would finally agree with the majority. The
very identification of a "majority" was unusual in this period,
and there would have been no need for such a formal agreement except as
a way to force the cooperation of a grudgingly "acquiescent" minority.
The self-conscious "condescending spirit" apparently so valued was a
transition between real commonality of aims and means and a recognition
of the effective power of mere majori tarianism. Condescension was ,
noticeably absent from the mid-1730s onward in Northampton politics.
In the second third of the eighteenth century, the building and
seating of a new meetinghouse, repairs on town highways and bridges, and
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other public matters frequently caused "considerable debate." Those
who are familiar with the manuscript records of New England towns know
that conflict occurred which was never officially recorded, and that the
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town record books themselves were frequently edited. Evidences of
discord that do come to the surface of laconic Yankee records, therefore,
can be interpreted as serious breaches of the village peace. In North-
ampton, for example, starting in 1736, one major indication of trouble
is the frequent use of adjournments, probably as devices to cool off a
meeting or to allow time for arm-twisting: a series of negative votes
would be followed by an adjournment, and the returning voters would sud
denly favor the policy proposed—or would adjourn again, if necessary,
until the issue was settled.
81 Strenuous efforts toward consensus are
clearly evidences of disharmony.
There are a number of other ways in which the style of town govern
ment changed in Northampton, and almost all of the alterations
were
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indications of a decline in communal ism. Among them were institution of
payments to persons for services once performed out of civic duty, such
as reporting law-breakers (in January 1699 "informers" were judged to be
deserving of half the fines imposed on the guilty) and serving as con-
stable (payment was first mentioned in 1714). 82 As late as 1699, each
man had to work a few days per year repairing roads, but in 1722 it was
voted to hire laborers with town taxes. 83 The 1730s saw the greatest
changes, for after 1733 a special committee was chosen annually to audit
town accounts, and after 1734 a moderator was chosen for every town meet
ing (since 1700 there had been one for the annual election meeting in
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March). Town meetings grew more frequent and the agenda for each grew
longer, as the assembled citizens pulled back more and more issues from
the grasp of the selectmen, whose discretionary powers had grown large
since the end of the seventeenth century. Actually, as measured by
the number of meetings per year besides the obligatory March election,
the periods, of intensity of popular concern with politics came at
roughly generational intervals. After the flurry of issues to be set-
tled in the first decade of the community's history, greater-than-normal
activity came in the 1670s (partly caused by King Philip's War), 1696-
1706, and the late 1730s. Indeed, in politics as well as in agriculture
and religion, the late 1730s were a time of turmoil. (See Appendix III.)
By the mid-1730s it was apparent to the people of Northampton that
broad changes were underway in many aspects of community life, and they
may have sensed an acceleration in the rate of change. Most affected
were those who were coming to adulthood in that period. For them,
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traditions that had governed the community for sixty years were not a
usable guide to planning a future-a future that would include important
changes in agriculture, perhaps taking up a trade, perhaps emigration,
and probably participation in town politics which functioned as a broker
age among competing interests. We know that adolescents often find
adjustment to their adult roles difficult, and their unwillingness to be
properly submissive to their parents has been commented upon in all
cultures in almost all periods of history. But the 1730s in Northampton
were a particularly bad time to be an adolescent, and the "young people"
were acting out their tensions in significant ways. Their chief sin,
according to Jonathan Edwards, was in staying away from home in late-
night "frolics" of boys and girls together. What an interesting mirror-
image this behavior forms with the desired pattern of "good" conduct! --
seemingly endless work under parental supervision, with independence and
legitimate relations with the opposite sex far in the future. The child
ren were obviously not very responsive to their parents' demands for
traditional deference when traditional rewards were fading from sight.
The nightly gatherings in taverns or other unsupervised spots
illustrate a decline of tradition in an interesting way, for they may
have been one of the few opportunities the young people had for recrea-
tion with peers. The end of common-field agriculture probably decreased
sharply the number of times and places in which young people could get
together. Did the prosperity of the town erode the customs of barn-
raisings and corn-huskings which had been important social occasions on
the frontier? Simple daily contact with friends would have been less
common for families living on individuated "farms," as more were doing.
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Agricultural societies often have special tasks done by groups of child-
ren or teenagers, 86 but the recreational gatherings described in
Edwards' Faithful Narrative resemble much more the "age-groups" which,
according to Eisenstadt, appear in "modern" societies in which the
transition from childhood to adulthood is difficult and prolonged. 87 One
might even interpret the "frolics" as a sign that the soci o-psychological
stage of "adolescence" was emerging in rural New England. 88 An interest-
ing parallel to the frolics is offered by the notoriously destructive
"play" of colonial college students, who have been called "the only
adolescents in a culture that did not know adolescence. 1,89 The students
underwent a prolonged preparation for adulthood that differed only in
degree from that suffered even by the sons of agrarian families in an
overpopulated village. In Northampton and in other towns, the 1730s
were an era which made adolescence a "problem" for families and for the
community.
Even if the teenagers' "frolicking" differed little in degree from
the misbehavior universally attributed to youth, it is clear that from
one perspective, at least, the adolescents were a serious problem.
Jonathan Edwards had condemned the carousing of Yale undergraduates, and
to him the behavior of the young people of Northampton was even more
alarming. It was but a symptom of a profound disturbance in the proper
organization of society. Edwards' point of view was more than personal,
for he was a conscious "Puritan" and the spokesman for the communal ideal
of the past--when adolescents had no leisure or spare energy for frolick-
ing after their work was done, when they had no spare cash to spend in
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taverns, and when the adults were so united in conceptions of good con-
duct that such frolicking would simply not have been allowed. Edwards
had a firm criterion for judging the various aspects of his age: "If
they be things that come with a decay of religion," he preached in 1738,
"that creep in as [piety] decays, we may determine they are things of no
good tendency.
. . . What is it but darkness that comes in as light
on
withdraws?" 30 The "darkness" was not only the anti-authoritarian behav-
ior, but also the failure of the community to control it. The authority
that had been implicit in the "Puritan" and frontier period of the town's
history, and which might have been effective if parents could still offer
impressive rewards for filial obedience, proved inadequate to deal with
the circumstances of Northampton in the 1730s.
It was at this stage of Northampton's evolution, when the pressures
on families were becoming severe and the release (the frontier, ideologi-
cal individualism) had not yet been found, that Jonathan Edwards came to
Northampton. In the vacuum of authority that he described as a failure
of "family government," he attempted to assert the authority of the
pastor as the one survival among the old centralizing institutions in
the community. Aiming to recreate the success of "Pope" Stoddard, he
directed his best efforts to the young people; and for a time the roles
of leader and follower were mutually satisfactory. Edwards' triumph
would be eloquent testimony to the nostalgic appeal of a simpler life
in a harmonious "Puritan" society.
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CHAPTER IV
PASTORAL STRATEGIES AND SUCCESS, 1730-1735
In 1729, young Jonathan Edwards faced a congregation clearly in need
of both the threats and the consolations of Gospel doctrine. "Just after
my grandfather's death, Edwards wrote in his Faithful Narrative
, "it
seemed to be a time of extraordinary dullness in religion; licentiousness
for some years greatly prevailed among the youth of the town.
. . . There
had also long prevailed in the town a spirit of contention between two
parties, into which they had for many years been divided . . . they were
prepared to oppose one another in all public affairs." 1 As any other min-
ister would have done, Edwards interpreted both types of misbehavior as
arising from the same source, a lack of piety. After recovering from the
emotional prostration that made him unable to deal with his congregation
for several months in 1729, Jonathan Edwards began his real work in
Northampton. The challenges he faced, described in the previous two
chapters, are strongly reflected in the course of action that he took in
the years 1730-1735. What might be termed Edwards' "strategies" as a
pastor showed the impact of the model provided by Stoddard's successful
evangelism as well as the need to address the community's most obvious
problem, the disrespect for authority shown by its young people.
As Edwards continued the family line in the Northampton pulpit, he
had many reasons to continue the theology and pastoral practice of his
grandfather. He had been reared right in the Connecticut Valley, the
"Presbyterianism" of which was a logical extension of Stoddardean
practices; his father supported that system as embodied in the Saybrook
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Platform and tried to force it upon his own congregation. Jonathan's
Yale tutor, and his experience as a tutor himself, encouraged him to
fight the "liberalism" which Stoddard had denounced. 2 And he had had
little practical experience in which to develop new techniques to command
piety and morality. He therefore took on the system and the methods
along with the pulpit. Decades were to pass before the patriarchal i sm
underlying that system was itself openly questioned, and Edwards later
confessed that he had been too young and inexperienced to foresee "ill
consequences" in the Stoddardeanism he embraced in the late 1720s. 3
To appreciate Edwards' later "innovations" and his eventual failure
as a pastor, it is necessary to comprehend that his initial positions on
church sacraments and conversion were thoroughly Stoddardean. For
Edwards, as for Stoddard, the key to the entire system was the doctrine
of "open communion," the admission of those without saving grace to the
Lord's Supper and full privileges. In hind-sight Edwards came to regard
that as the most pernicious of church practices, but in the early 1730s
he wrote a number of sermons which showed full approval. In January 1733
he described the Supper as a "most solemn renewal of the covenant"
between God and man. This covenant, however, was made at baptism, not at
the time of adult conversion; and the invitation to the Supper was "uni-
versal," without any "hard terms." To those who showed "contempt" for
the Supper and "pretended" to stay away because unfit, Edwards admitted
that all men were unworthy of the Sacrament or God's mercy, but "if your
unworthiness be what you acknowledge and lament and deplore you are one
that is evangelically fit." 4 This notion of "evangelical fitness" is
essentially the same as Stoddard's doctrine that a minister could not
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deny the Sacrament to those with hope but without assurance, because the
minister's knowledge of another's heart was imperfect.
About one year later Edwards preached a series of sermons on the
works of preparation for conversion which man might undertake with only
God's "common assistance." Man lacking saving grace could not fully con
trol the sinful "inclinations" of his heart, but he could control the
"outward gratifications of his lusts." Man must use the means available
to him (good behavior, prayer, attendance on all church ordinances)
although "there. is no natural efficacy in them"-simply because God so
commanded. And it seemed no paradox to Edwards to preach also that men
were largely at fault for their own unconverted state: "if you had done
what you could for your salvation[ ,] in all probability you might have
been converted long ago." 5 The people of Northampton were obviously not
seizing every opportunity, for a sermon on the Lord's Supper preached in
June 1733 accused the congregation of ignoring Christ's invitation to
dine at his table: "you are so in love with sin and with the world that
rather than part with those you will reject this glorious privilege and
happiness." 6 This appeal to a calculation of true self-interest was
followed a year later with an explanation of the "unreasonableness" of
being "unresolved" in religious duties. Man could resolve the question
of the truth of religious doctrines, wrote Edwards, and God had provided
many aids to the clear choice between sin and God. "Those who live under
the Gospel and thus continue undetermined about religion, are more abomi-
nable to God than the heathen," and it would be entirely just for God to
give man no further chances to prepare himself.^
This emphasis on preparation was clearly in the tradition of
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Stoddard's doctrine that man had to try to do what he could in order to
know that his efforts were truly in vain; Edwards once preached that
human exertions were God's "ordinary means" of acquainting men with their
own "helplessness." 8 Usually, however, the usefulness of activity was
treated more vaguely, and men who did not keep the basic tenets of Calvin
ism clearly in mind might have received the impression that they could
help themselves to heaven. This was more than merely a borrowed conven-
tion, for it was also one logical response to the dwindling piety of the
Northampton congregation, a response no less appropriate because used by
many other ministers faced with similar "declension" over the previous
9fifty years. A little semi-intentional confusion in preaching Reformed
doctrine was, in essence, a pastoral strategy suited to the circumstances
of the early eighteenth century. When men ceased to respond to the
challenging requirements of experiential piety for church membership, to
preach about steps they could take was a tactic to encourage piety and a
way of enforcing at least a minimum of community morality.
Edwards' sermons prepared for more learned audiences, on the other
hand, were quite different. When he lectured in Boston during Harvard's
Commencement Week in July 1731, and when he wrote a sermon for publica-
tion in 1734, Edwards was much less equivocal about the powers of natural
man to take any action towards his own salvation. Rather, he emphasized
the absolute power of God. The 1731 lecture, published almost immedi-
ately as God Glorified in the Work of Redemption, by the Greatness of
Man's Dependence upon H i m in the Whole of It ,' 0 contained a repeated
insistence that Faith (not man's merit) was the only true means to salva-
tion. "Faith is a sensibleness of what is real in the work of
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redemption," and that is the "aj^te and universal" dependence of
fallen man on God. In the face of Boston's increasingly liberal divines,
Edwards asserted that "those doctrines and schemes of divinity that are
in any respect opposite to such an absolute and universal dependence on
God
. . .
thwart the design of our redemption." In his 1734 tract,
6ntitled ^^^^
SouL by the Spirit of God, Shownjobe both a ScripturaJ_and_1^n^
DpOruie, Edwards restated God's power and defined the conversion experi-
ence as the reception of divine light from the Holy Spirit. 11 Man's role
in salvation was not earning merit through his activities, but preparing
himself through humiliation for a new sensibility. The result was a
"true sense of the divine excellency of the things revealed in the Word
of God, and a conviction of the truth and reality of them thence arising.
... a sense of the loveliness of God's holiness. ... not a specula-
tive thing, but
. . . [a] sense of the heart.
. . . above all others
sweet and joyful." Only this divine light "will bring the soul to a sav-
ing close with Christ" and bear fruit in "an universal holiness of life."
Although Edwards as a professional theologian could develop for a
learned audience an elegant fusion of the old Calvinist doctrines of
man's absolute dependence on God with the new language of sensibility so
appealing to "enlightened" thinkers, 12 as a country pastor he needed to
stress a different aspect of his theory—the observable end-product, a
"holiness of life," more than the subtle sensations that he might not be
able to discern in his flock. The tension between Edwards' doctrine of
the absolute power of God and his parallel emphasis on man's doing all
within his capability was not a contradiction but a different stress on
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two parts of one argument depending on the role which Edwards played. He
was suited by nature and trained by years of study to be a thinker, and
his mind explored paths of ideas which he did not yet know how to synthe-
size with the apparent pastoral responsibility to enforce discipline.
The work of the Spirit in actual conversion, which Edwards described so
beautifully for those who could appreciate the art of theological
writing, was something that he nevertheless could not effect
. He could
only preach obedience and striving towards God.
Most of Edwards' early sermons which survive in manuscript are con-
ventional exhortations to reform behavior while there is still time.
Sinners were reminded not to expect God to perform miracles to awaken
1
3
them. Life was likened to a pilgrimage towards heaven: "how ill do
they improve their lives, that spend them in traveling towards hell!" 14
None of the sermons from this period contain the new images or the impres-
sive logical constructions of the published works; they were dull,
thoroughly predictable, much like others preached to spiritually sluggish
congregations. Equally conventional were Edwards' complaints that his
advice was not received enthusiastically. The doctrine of one sermon
read, "if the business of ministers was the further gratification of
men's lusts, they would be much better received by men than they are
1
5
now." It is easy to imagine the Northampton congregation drowsing
through still another sermon explaining why "time is precious" and per-
haps stirring only to watch their neighbors' faces when Edwards charged
that there were persons so guilty of corrupting others that "it would
have been better for the town where they live, to have been at the charge
of maintaining them in doing nothing," if that would have kept them in a
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state of inactivity. 16 (The spectre of "public charge" was probably the
scariest part of that sermon!) Even when Edwards tried to instill the
common ethics of charity and honesty in business and politics, to per-
suade Northampton men that seeking self-interest in disregard of the
needs of others was "of the same nature as theft or robbery," 17 he met
with little response from the congregation. It was, as he wrote in the
Faithful Narrative
,
a time when his people were "very insensible of the
things of religion." 18
Through 1733 Edwards seems to have followed the Stoddardean pastoral
tradition, to have kept the practice of open communion and tried to
discipline public behavior. He met with little success. During that
year, however, Edwards began developing a technique that would lead to
his success as a shepherd to his flock. The technique, which would
eventually encompass a variety of tones of voice, was sermons and advice
directed specifically at the adolescents in the community. (Stoddard had
recorded his concern for this group, but there is no evidence that he
dealt with them separately.) Appeals to the parents to save their
children from damnation had produced no appreciable results, 1 ^ so
Edwards spoke directly to the young people in terms they would understand
clearly.
In this first phase of this new technique, Edwards portrayed the
advantages of salvation in terms calculated to interest the youngsters.
He maintained that God gave extra help to "early seekers" by giving them
20
leisure and impressibility of heart. In a sermon in May 1734 the doc-
trine used was "the directest way that young people can take to spend
their youth pleasantly is to walk in the ways of virtue and piety."
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The "Application" of this sermon shows clearly the tone that Edwards was
taking with the young people, who had begun to be tractable. "Let me
intreat you to continue in that reformation which I hope many of you have
begun in these particulars. I hope you are generally convinced of the
reasonableness of it and that experience has or will convince you that
there is no great difficulty in it and that there is no danger of your
sustaining any loss by it or that your youth will be the less pleasant
21
for it." In August 1734 he exhorted the young people to "consider how
exceedingly it will be for the comfort and pleasure of your life, if you
are converted. . . . you will gain unspeakably by it, while in this
22
world." On the other hand, Edwards maintained in a sermon on the
"ruinous pleasure" of "sinful mirth," young people who sinned and
neglected opportunities for religious strivings would find their later
lives filled with "bitterness" and guilt and the consciousness of a
hardened heart. 23 The evolution of Edwards' rhetoric in this period is
illustrated by the contrast between this sermon and one preached just
24
eighteen months earlier "to the young people at a private meeting."
Then, on the doctrine, "many persons never get rid of the guilt of the
sins of their youth," Edwards had stressed the eternal punishment for
these sins, and "guilt" was still the objective condition of deserving
punishment. In the later sermon on "sinful mirth," however, "guilt" was
or
a psychological condition, an inner shame that made men unhappy. The
newer style of sermon was probably more successful, for Edwards con-
tinued the emphasis on internalized guilt and unhappiness in this life.
Such repeated stress on pleasure and pain in this world was apparently
effective with the young people, since according to Edwards' Faithful
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Narrative
,
it was at the time he preached these sermons that the adoles-
cents began to lead the town in "religious concern." They showed a
"thorough reformation" of their former scandalous behavior. 26
But if Edwards was pleased by the increased religiosity of a part of
his congregation, forces from the outside world intruded to alarm "the
friends of vital piety" in Northampton and to remind Edwards that promis-
ing earthly rewards and the consciousness of conversion (the corollary of
internalized guilt for sin) was dangerously close to the Arminian
tendency to emphasize God's dealings with man in terms of human capabili-
ties. In late 1734 and 1735 Hampshire County was filled with a "great
noise" about the suspected Arminianism of ministers William Rand of Sun-
derland and Robert Breck of Springfield. The anti-Arminian forces were
led by Jonathan Edwards' uncle, William Williams of Hatfield, the
patriarch of the Hampshire clergy after Stoddard's death, and Edwards
was active within the Hampshire Association of Ministers as it coaxed
Rand back to orthodoxy and stood firm in opposing Breck. 27 Although he
was concerned about the invasion of the Valley by dangerous liberal
ideas, even more upsetting to Edwards was the doctrinal confusion aroused
in his own congregation. 28 Chagrined that they should be unsure of the
correct views after six years of his ministry, Edwards responded with his
best weapon, pulpit oratory. In this head-on confrontation with Armin-
ianism, the doctrines of Edwards the theologian and the advice of Edwards
the pastor fused into a powerful statement of religious principle that
appeared to have enormous effect on the town of Northampton.
In the winter of 1734-1735 Edwards preached a series of discourses
on "Justification by Faith Alone," which he later felt "was most
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evidently attended with a very remarkable blessing of heaven to the souls
of the people in this town," and which was shortly followed by the
descent of the Spirit in the full-scale revival described in the Faithful
29
Narrative
.
What made these sermons so effective was their clarity. In
contrast to Edwards' own earlier assertions of both man's dependence on
God and the necessity for man to be active in pursuing his own conversion,
the doctrine of Justification by Faith Alone was explicated with a lumin-
ous logic that left no room for doubt about the activities of man and God
in the scheme of salvation. Since Edwards' aim was primarily to show
that any works of man were insufficient to merit salvation, but that
faith in Christ was sufficient, he did not attempt to define Faith more
"precisely" than simply "the soul's active uniting with Christ." Man had
no claim to heaven except as united to Christ--because "the evil and de-
merit of sin is infinitely great," only union with Christ enabled man to
fulfill the condition of perfect obedience to God, man's sufficiency
would derogate from the glory of free grace and the honor of its giver,
30
and it would detract from "the honor of the Mediator." The acts of a
Christian life were necessary after conversion only as "expressions" of
faith, not as means to salvation. Those accepted as "heirs of glory"
were thereafter commanded by God to perform certain acts as preparation
31
for their heavenly rewards as "vessels of different sizes." The need
for these post-conversion exercises, as obedience to the sti 1 1 -appl i cable
Law, was the answer to those who charged that the doctrine of justifica-
tion by faith alone tended toward licentiousness. On the contrary,
Edwards insisted, any other idea of salvation was "fatal to the soul."
32
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Qice Edwards had enlightened his congregation about the lack of
logical and Scriptural bases for Arminian doctrines, and after he had so
L
clearly outlined "the true and only way" to heaven, he received a reward
far beyond his expectations: "then it was, in the latter part of Decem-
ber [1734], that the Spirit of God began extraordinarily to set in, and
wonderfully to work amongst us." Soon "a great and earnest concern about
the great things of religion and the eternal world became universal in
all parts of the town, and among persons of all degrees and all ages." 33
During the following spring Edwards preached a number of sermons
which amplified the doctrine of justification by faith alone and devel-
oped a style of exhortation suitable to an ongoing revival. There are a
few sermons continuing the pre-revival theme of the sweet reasonableness
of religious truth, with statements such as "God doth not require us to
submit contrary to reason, but to submit as seeing the reason and ground
34
of submission." Appeals to man's pride in his rationality, however,
receded in importance during the revival. The predominant style of
Edwards' pulpit oratory, as evidenced by the surviving manuscripts, came
to be more emotional, direct, and frightening. After the absolute power
of God had been sufficiently described, the corollary of man's infinite
sinfulness invited the full play of Edwards' dramatic skills. In a sermon
on "The Justice of God in the Damnation of Sinners," Edwards described his
congregation in an indictment so harsh and multi -faceted that a great
number of persons in his audience must have seen at last that trust in
their own righteousness was indeed "fatal to the soul." The "Application"
section of this sermon is worth quoting at length because it is the weight
of the attack which best illustrates the power of Edwards' preaching.
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Let eternal damnation be never so dreadful, yet it is just
Look over your past life. ... How manifold have been the'abomina-
tions of your life!
. . . After what manner have many of you kept
God s holy day. ... How have you not only not attended to the
worship, but have in the mean time been feasting your lusts, and
wallowing yourself in abominable uncleanness!
. . . When you on
sabbath-days have got along with your wicked companions, how has
holy time been treated among you? What kind of conversation has
there been! Yea, how have some of you, by a very indecent carriage,
openly dishonoured and cast contempt on the sacred services of God's
house, and holy day! And what a trade have many of you made of
absenting yourselves from the worship of the families you belong to,
for the sake of vain company!
. . . What wicked carriage have some
of you been guilty of towards your parents!
. . . Have you not even
harboured ill-will and malice towards them? And when they have dis-
pleased you, have [you] wished evil to them? Have not some of you
often disobeyed your parents, yea, and refused to be subject to
them?
. . .
What revenge and malice have you been guilty of towards
your neighbours! ... For the world you have envied and hated your
neighbour; for the world you have cast God, and Christ, and heaven,
behind your back; for the world you have sold your own soul ....
How much of a spirit of pride has appeared in you, which is in a
peculiar manner the spirit and condemnation of the devil! How have
some of you vaunted yourselves in your apparel! Others in their
riches! Others in their knowledge and abilities!
. . . How sensual
have you been! Are there not some here that have debased themselves
below the dignity of human nature, by wallowing in sensual filthi-
ness, as swine in the mire, or as filthy vermin feeding with delight
on rotten carrion? What intemperance have some of you been guilty
of! How much of your precious time have you spent away at the
tavern, and in drinking companies, when you ought to have been at
home seeking God and your salvation in your families and closets! .
. . And what abominable lasci viousness have some of you been guilty
of! How have you indulged yourself from day to day, and from night
to night, in all manner of unclean imaginations! Has not your soul
been filled with them, till it has become a hold of foul spirits,
and a cage of every unclean and hateful bird? What foul-mouthed
persons have some of you been, often in lewd and lascivious talk and
unclean songs, wherein were things not fit to be spoken! . . . God
and your own consciences know what abominable lasci viousness you
have practised in things not fit to be named, when you have been
alone; when you ought to have been reading, or meditating, or on
your knees before God in secret prayer. And how have you corrupted
others, as well as polluted yourselves! . . . What lying have some
of you been guilty of, especially in your childhood! . . . And how
have some of you behaved yourselves in your family relations! . . .
How have some of you attended that sacred ordinance of the Lord's
Supper without any manner of serious preparation, and in a careless
slighty frame of spirits, and chiefly to comply with custom! . . .
What stupidity and sottishness has attended your course of wicked-
ness; which has appeared in your obstinacy. . . . 3b
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Surely there was no unconverted person in the congregation who had not at
least once behaved badly during religious services, or in his or her
family, or envied a neighbor or indulged in pride, or allowed "unclean"
imaginings--or worse. This was a direct indictment unclouded by Biblical
similes, unencumbered with parables that the guilty could deliberately
misinterpret. This was not a traditional "jeremiad" in which the Scrip-
tural motif dominated the contemporary application. 36 The combination of
specificity of sins with the universality of probable guilt was the tech-
nique which seemed to bring the Northampton congregation to a pitch of
fervor in striving after salvation in that spring of 1735. When Edwards
continued the sermon quoted above by asking the congregation, "Now, can
you think when you have thus behaved yourself, that God is obliged to
show you mercy?," few in his audience could have answered affirmatively.
Rather, they had to assent to Edwards' direction "to consider, if God
should eternally reject and destroy you, what an agreeableness and exact
mutual answerableness there would be between God so dealing with you, and
37
your spirit and behavior."
From the printed page, it is difficult to reconstruct the emotional
impact which Edwards' revival sermons had on his flock. His delivery was
supposedly "easy, natural, and very solemn," and his voice was low and
very distinct. "His words often discovered a great degree of inward fer-
vor, without much noise of external emotion, and fell with great weight
on the minds of his hearers. He made but little motion of his head or
hands in the desk." 38 Although he has the reputation for staring at the
bell-rope at the back of the meetinghouse while he preached, it is hard
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to imagine Edwards not fixing his eyes on the faces of his congregation
while he read the accusation quoted above. If delivered as printed, the
whole passage from which the excerpt was taken must have lasted at least
half an hour, perhaps more; if it was delivered in a solemn tone with
dramatic pauses, it must have been terrifying. A Northampton man later
recalled that when he was ten years old and heard Edwards give some simi-
lar sermons, he had been deeply disappointed when the "awful scene" of
judgment Edwards described did not, in fact, take place outside the
39Northampton meetinghouse on that very day. But the revival sermons in
themselves could not have produced such a great reaction in Edwards'
flock without the atmosphere that was induced by the cumulative effects
of twice-weekly indictments, prayer meetings, children's deaths and con-
versions, and constant reminders that God was about to punish the whole
world for its sins--an atmosphere of building tensions that Edwards care-
fully cultivated from the fall of 1734 through the spring of 1735. 40
Although Edwards manipulated the fears of his flock, he stopped
short of the extremes of terror. He closed the sermon on "The Justice of
God in the Damnation of Sinners" by cautioning his flock "not to improve
the doctrine to discouragement. For though it would be righteous in God
for ever to cast you off, and destroy you, yet it would also be just in
God to save you, in and through Christ." 41 And one major way of fighting
depression, implied Edwards' sermons, was Christian activity. In a Febru-
ary 1735 sermon titled "Pressing into the Kingdom of God," Edwards recom-
mended "an engagedness and earnestness, that is directly about that
42
business of getting into the kingdom of God." Such exertions would
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lead to "humiliation," as Stoddard had told his flock long ago and as his
grandson now reminded them; and this humiliation was the antithesis of
despair. To despair was to assume that because man could not save him-
self, God could or would not rescue him; humiliation was seeing one's own
inability as it contrasted with the unlimited power and mercy of God.
There were two reasons why Edwards preached active seeking as an
antidote to despair. One was that the responsiveness of his audience,
starting among the young people and spreading to the whole congregation
by the spring of 1735, was a sign of visitation from the Holy Spirit.
Trusting that his flock would remember the whole argument as put forth
in the sermons on "Justification by Faith Alone," Edwards fanned the
flames of revival by preaching that it was a time of exceptional oppor-
tunity for the community to escape from the damnation of the temporal
world. It was God's "most extraordinary" appearance ever in New Eng-
land, 43 and man's "persevering" was perhaps to be rewarded under the
special dispensation being granted to Northampton. In the excitement of
the moment, Edwards preached that men could "take" heaven almost "as it
44
were by violence." The sense of urgency was also increased by his con-
stant reminders that the extraordinary times might portend encroaching
doom. "It has been God's manner before he casts off a visible people, or
brings some great and destroying judgments upon them, first to gather in
his elect, that they may be secure." 45 Especially great punishments
might follow such unusual opportunities to seek salvation, if they were
not taken.^ Those who heeded the Gospel message in time would, however,
be safe for all eternity.
The other impetus behind Edwards' particular style of preaching
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strenuous activity within an atmosphere of impending disaster was his
intimate experience with the emotions he tried to arouse in his audience.
When he spoke from the pulpit of the inability of man to earn salvation
by his own merits, he drew on the personal experience of finding that all
human exercises did indeed serve only for "humiliation." When he taught
that man must nevertheless be active to the limits of his ability, he
spoke in echo of his own Resolutions to do better and to live more ascet-
ically, which were the urgent gropings of a depressed man toward some
sense of emotional stability. 47 When he spoke of the beauty of God's
majesty, of the joyful psychological relief that could come from submis-
sion to that divine power, was he sharing with his audience an experience
that he was then having ? 48 Was Jonathan Edwards perhaps being "converted"
himself before the eyes of his congregation? And did that, much more
than any merely intellectual logic, account for the appeal of Edwards'
doctrines to those who could identify with him?
The appeal of Edwards' definition of faith, nevertheless, had to
have a broader foundation than the "charisma" of the preacher. His doc-
trines were essentially a devaluation of the world, especially human
attachments to things or persons or pride in one's abilities. In this
sense, "justification by faith alone" was a psychological as well as an
intellectual antithesis of Arminianism, which commended the profitable
49
use of the human faculties and worldly goods which God had given. Some-
thing in Edwards' Calvinist vision answered the emotional needs of the
Northamptonites in the 1730s more fully than did the Arminianism which
was gradually becoming the dominant religious style in New England. 50
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Edwards' Calvinism appealed to insecurities in the community that coul d
be expressed in pu lP1t rhetoric as a discover, that worldly editions
were .ere delusions and that worldly success brought no lasting satisfao
tion. Too few comities have yet had their own revivals dissected to
permit more than conjecture, but the location of the most intense
Awakening-the Connecticut Valley and eastern Connecticut-suggests that
an important social component of the response was the stage of develop-
ment which distinguished the region, as well as the town of Northampton*!
Many communities 'in the area were making the difficult adjustments from
the plentiful resources of frontier settlements to the scarcities and
competition of established agricultural towns, and from the overwhelming
agrarian emphasis of seventeenth-century Valley society to a more elabor-
ated social and economic diversity. 52
"Progress," population growth and economic development, had eroded
the obvious pertinence of the old "Puritan" norms of behavior without
providing any suitable replacement. 53 To men still inclined, as most
were, to see at least the shadow of God's hand in temporal events, the
earthquake of late 1727 and the epidemic of "throat distemper" which
killed thousands of children in New England in the mid-1730s were signs
that God was displeased with his people. 54 Even for those of more
secular outlook, these disasters were reminders that there were strict
limits to man's ability to control his world or to gain real security
from it.
Those most responsive to Awakening doctrines in Northampton and in
other communities were young people, especially young men aged eighteen
to twenty-six. 55 In Northampton, at least, the psychological usefulness
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of Calvinism and conversion faded as the young people found adult ways to
deal with economic and social problems; Edwards' early followers quickly
lapsed back into "sinful" behavior and would eventually reject their
once-beloved pastor entirely. But for a few years, for young^people and
their parents, emotional and publicly assertive "sainthood" provided a
sense of security to those experiencing the transition between the old
social order established by a Puritan God and a chaotic new world that
was less obviously designed by a wise hand.
Edwards' use of the language of "sensibility" to describe conversion
facilitated the escapist potential of his doctrines. What was a "sense,"
after all, but an idea that was not a matter of the "understanding's"
rational judgment or the merely "animal" emotions of fear or satisfac-
tion? Conversion was a "sense" of being well and secure-independent of
the unfortunate circumstances of everyday life. Edwards' audience might
have inferred from his sophisticated theology that since all men are
powerless before God, a relative lack of power among men is unimportant; V
since the "sense" of the truths of religion in conversion is not based on
man's rationality, any rational judgment of one's situation was no
barrier to God's arbitrary election and the reborn sensibility that would
follow from being "chosen." For those who had no "common sense" basis
for confidence in their own abilities, the promised sense of being
approved by God despite worldly failings was extremely attractive. For
those who had real doubts about what future the world had to offer them,
the promised sense of eternal security was irresistible.
As Edwards helped his congregation to deal with the psychological
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pains of practical uncertainties, their response was in turn an assurance
to Edwards that he was an effective minister of the Gospel. All his
diary vows of disregard for worldly success notwithstanding, the achieve-
ment of authority over his congregation was necessary to Edwards' mission
to preach the Word of God and be heard. Upon the fulfillment of this
pastoral role, to which he had solemnly dedicated himself and in which
he carried on a proud family tradition, depended his psychological equi-
librium. If he was_ converting himself in the very act of converting
others, the ability to resign himself to the will of God was enhanced by
his knowledge that it was God's design that Jonathan Edwards be an
instrument of grace. And how could he resist the apparent testimony of
the Holy Spirit that his preaching was producing conversions in others?
He measured his own success in numbers of converts and public moral i ty
—
those distinguishing marks of his grandfather's renowned ministry—and in
the spring of 1735 Jonathan Edwards could count himself a success, a true
heir to the great Stoddard.
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CHAPTER V
SURPRISING CONVERSIONS, 1735
Revivals had occurred before at random intervals in scattered
parishes in the Connecticut Valley, but the Awakening of 1735 was "extra-
ordinary" in its effect on all kinds of persons and in the swiftness of
its spread from Northampton through the Valley in western Massachusetts
and Connecticut. It was also unusual in the amount of publicity it
received. Seeking to counter misrepresentations of the events in North-
ampton, Jonathan Edwards wrote a vividly detailed account of the converts
in his congregation which was published in 1737 as A Faithful Narrative
of the Surprising Work of God.
. . J This treatise gave Edwards an
international reputation as an evangelist and became a popular handbook
for the second tide of revivalism that spread over the northern American
colonies in 1741-1742. Especially useful for our purposes are its
descriptions of community behavior, for the Narrative is practically the
only first-hand account of the Northampton revival. It is also an
intriguing autobiographical document.
The title of the Narrative is somewhat ironic, because the conver-
sions were not altogether "surprising." Edwards had worked strenuously
to revitalize the faith of his flock. He wrote his narrative to convince
the world that the Spirit was behind the revival and that he had acted
with propriety in encouraging it. Most of the text is description of the
conversions he had witnessed, to show that they were genuine and not
filled with the manic delusions and widespread hysteria that were being
gossiped about among cynics. Edwards' flock were, it seems, acting out
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the very doctrinal soundness and new sensibilities that he had prescribed
in earlier sermons. Although conversion was a matter of the emotions,
the process in Northampton in 1735 was well under the minister's control;
and the Narrative strives to express a delicate balance between his
responsibility and his surprise at the degree of his success. Lying not
far beneath this surface story of happy accomplishment, however, is a
narrative of quite different tone. In many ways the intended self-
vindication became a confession of uncertainty, even failure. In histori-
cal perspective, the Narrative illuminates some of the negative
impl icati ons--for his own future career and for the broader issues of
ministerial position in an eighteenth-century community—of the great
"success" Edwards enjoyed in fighting Arminianism and sin during the
1734-1735 revival.
Edwards' first accomplishment had been to effect a reform in the
hitherto scandalous behavior of the adolescents of Northampton. By the
end of 1733 they had showed "a very unusual flexibleness , and yielding
to advice." They conceded to the minister a point he regarded as criti-
cally important, the special "frolics" that had become customary in the
evening after the Sabbath lecture.
3 Edwards had admonished local parents
to "keep their children home"; he even tried to shame them into action
by citing their "advantage of the honour and his esteem of their child-
ren[,] which chi ldren[--]except they are greatly neglected or mismanaged
by their parents[--]ordinari ly have."
4
But as if to reinforce with irony
their lack of deference to their parents, the young people responded
directly to the minister instead of to his advice passed through
the
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parents. When heads of families at last met in neighborhood groups to
discuss their plan of action against the teenagers, they "found little or
no occasion for the exercise of government in the case: the young people
declared themselves convinced by what they had heard from the pulpit, and
were willing of themselves to comply with the counsel that had been given
. . .
and there was a thorough reformation of these disorders thence-
t j ..5 -forward." 4^*^
Edwards' account of this success in the Narrative implicitly claims
that only his new technique of appealing directly to Northampton's
adolescents turned the tide of immorality. However exaggerated this
description of ministerial effectiveness may have been, it indicates a
new kind of relationship between a Congregational pastor and the young
people in his flock, one that extracted the children and adolescents from
their "proper" place in the natural hierarchical social order of the
traditional community. The problem in Northampton, as Edwards himself
y
defined it in the Narrati ve , was the failure of "family government." But
while decrying the decline of parental authority, Edwards ironically
perhaps eroded part of what was left of it by appealing directly to the
adolescents and intervening between child and parent in significant ways.
Part of Edwards' success in reforming the young people was undoubt-
edly due to the pre-1734 technique of advertising the temporal rewards of
holiness, and part was due to the calculated emotional impact of the
"Calvinist" sermons, to which the young people may have been initially
more susceptible than their parents. (Many of the sins Edwards described
so clearly in the long passage quoted in Chapter IV were the special
temptations of youth: rebellion against family discipline, "unclean"
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imaginings, masturbation.) There was flattery involved in treating the
adolescents as adults fully responsible for their own behavior. In fact,
the church was the only institution in the community where teen-aged boys
or girls were entitled to the same privileges and punishments as their /
elders. In 1734-1735 they were more than equal to their parents in
importance in Northampton.
Edwards further undermined the deference of his special constituents
to their parents by gathering them into age-graded groups for prayer and
study under his own supervision. To persuade the youngsters "to spend the
evenings after lectures in social religion" in neighborhood groups, which
the minister visited in rotation, was not the same thing as returning the
children to the immediate supervision of their parents. 6 Essentially, the
evening frolics became legitimized as "social religion." Thomas. Shepard
had once commented on the unfortunate link between the urge to worship in
company and the urge for mere social contact: "so many young people will
go abroad to hear sermons. What is the end of it? It is, that ye may get
wives and husbands, many of you."'
7
James Axtell has pointed out that the
evenings of social religion were "one of the rare occasions for young
people to get together without their ubiquitous elders standing over
p
them," and that many adults did not favor these groups of mixed sexes.
Edwards also drew children away from their parents to catechise
Q
them in his study. In many towns this was a tradition, but there is no
evidence that Stoddard did not instruct his people in family groups. The
Hampshire Association of Ministers did vote in 1731 that although "per-
sonal [pastoral] visitation may in some cases be very expedient or
10
beneficial," it was better to have families catechise their own young.
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Edwards went against the Association, and probably Valley custom, on both
counts: not only did he insist on catechising the children and young
people himself, but he never visited the homes of his parishoners except
11in emergencies. He could not and would not make "small talk," but he
was always ready to receive a child or adult in his study and to give
private counsel. He was comfortable only in his own domain. Certainly,
he taught the children nothing their parents would disapprove, but he
also did little to return them to the parental hearth for instruction and
discipline—the traditional components of the "family government" whose
decline Edwards lamented.
Edwards may have enlarged another wedge between parents and children
by strenuously advocating singing in worship. Ola Elizabeth Winslow has
described the great "Singing Quarrel" of 1715-1730 in New England as
dividing conservative and ritual -fearing parents against their children,
who liked this novelty of singing hymns with tunes from books. The
children may especially have liked the evening meetings for learning the
1 ?tunes, or so suggested a contemporary observer. Winslow says that the
controversy was over in most places by 1730, but it seems to have been
alive in Northampton half a dozen years later. Edwards preached sermons
in 1734 and 1736 that endorsed singing, against the apparent resistance
of the parents, who needed to be told at least twice that it was their
Christian duty to allow their children to learn to singJ 3
When the adolescent "reformation" blossomed into a full-scale
revival in Northampton, it also became the duty of the parents to follow
their children's example. The model of the young people's prayer meet-
ings was soon "imitated by elder people," and this was only one symbol of
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a reversal of the old-fashioned parent-child instructional relationship
that pervaded Northampton in the spring of 1735.
14
It was not a coinci-
dence that when he later wrote about the "little awakening" in the
Faithful Narrative, the models of piety that Edwards presented were a
four-year-old girl and a young unmarried woman.
15
In the true Christian
community, those usually "last" in social importance would be "first."
Four-year-old Phebe Bartlett, now one of the most famous converts in
evangelical literature, illustrates in an only slightly extreme form many
of the characteristics of the revival as seen through the pastor's eyes.
Phebe had a dramatic, emotional conversion that completely upset normal
patterns of deference and discipline in the Bartlett household. 16 This
child exhorted her siblings and parents to greater concern for their
souls, lectured them on the virtue of charity, and was "exceeding impor-
tunate" with her parents for neglecting their responsibilities. Her
family seem to have been perfectly docile while being bullied by Phebe,
even though her mother's constant questioning of what was "the matter"
with her and frequent attempts to ignore the child do suggest that the
Bartletts did not altogether empathize with Phebe' s ecstatic piety. One
person who did, obviously, was her pastor. When he returned from a
journey, Phebe joyfully announced to all within hearing, "'Mr. Edwards is
come home! Mr. Edwards is come home!'" Because of her conversion, the
sympathetic link between Edwards and Phebe appears to have replaced the
normal domination of parent over child.
Jonathan Edwards took great pride in receiving the love of his con-
verts. He could not resist bragging in the Narrative that "this work of
God [the revival] had also a good effect to unite the people's affections
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much to their minister." The congregation was "eager to drink in the
words of the minister as they came from his mouth" and were often "in
tears while the Word was preached." 18 Perhaps most symbolic of the total
change in the temper of the town was the replacement of the tavern by the
minister's house as the favorite gathering-place. Edwards was proud
of the numbers of converts he had made: he confessed a hope that he had
brought "300 souls ... to Christ in this town in the space of half a
year (how many more I don't guess)." 20 (These numbers are perhaps exag-
gerated, since he recorded less than half that many names in the church
membership rolls during that time.) Although the converts included both
the very old and the very young, the following that Edwards created among
the adolescents was clearly the most important to him psychologically. 2
"'
It was their behavior that he returned to again and again in the Narra-
tive as an index of the state of the community. They were his special
constituency. In the difficult years when he had worked so hard to
emulate the patriarchal figure of his grandfather, the community had
shown no sign of according him that power until he had touched the hearts
of the young people. He had neither the years nor the impressi veness of
figure to imitate Stoddard; but perhaps because he was young, almost
young enough to seem to empathize sincerely with their problems, the
adolescents had responded to his words.
There is another way in which the children were the epitome of the
Northampton revival experience: their conversions became the prescribed
norm for others. The classic Puritan morphology of conversion had empha-
sized its rationalistic elements, and most converts were adults; children,
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on the other hand, tended to have more emotional religious experiences,
if they were converted at all, because they were not capable or not
assumed to be capable of the more intellectual form of "experimental"
religion. Conversion as described in the faithful Narrative, however,
was almost entirely centered in the emotions.
The first stage of conversion, which came gradually or suddenly and
through various means, was a new and ever more distressing awareness of
one's sinful state. 22 Some suffered for "but a few days, and others for
months or years. 1 ' 23 The varieties of distress were many and sometimes
included a "disturbance to animal nature." Some were in terror of sleep-
ing, lest they die in an unconverted state. 24 A common first reaction to
these "legal awakenings," repentance for specific sins and resolutions
for better behavior, gave way under the influence of true grace to a full
conviction of the insufficiency of moral obedience and man's absolute
dependence on God's freely-given Saving Grace. 25 This new conviction was
followed "most frequently, though not always," by a "before-unexpected
quietness and composure," then "gracious discoveries" of the sufficiency
and mercy of God and Christ, and other comforting apprehensions. 26
Although most knew it not, this "sweet complacence" and "holy repose of
soul" was indeed "evidence" of their conversion. 27 The result of this
experience was "an inward firm persuasion of the reality of divine things,
such as they don't use to have before their conversion. 1,28 Saints had
"seen and tasted," and "intuitively beheld, and immediately felt" the
"divine excellency and glory of the things of Christianity." 29
Conversion, as witnessed by Jonathan Edwards in Northampton in 1735
(and as he maintained in all his sermons and treatises) was therefore a
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matter of sensibility . 30 He had expressed this definition epigrammati-
^
cally in a 1733 sermon as the "difference between having a rational
judgment that honey is sweet, and having a sense of its sweetness." 31
This sense came only from the Holy Spirit. The strivings recommended to
natural man served only to wean his affections from temporal things so
that he would be receptive to the experience of God's grace and the
Spirit's cultivation of the saint's enhanced senses. The conversion
process was really one of developing consciousness of these senses--that
is, sensibility, an awareness that one tasted and felt. The minister's
role, beyond the exhortations to the strivings for humiliation, was to
guide and encourage this self-awareness. Edwards wrote that his special
duty was to the "many" persons who were unaware of their own conversion,
to be "a guide to lead them to an understanding of what we are taught in
the Word of God of the nature of grace, and to help them to apply it to
themselves." 32
Edwards was acutely conscious that in this important role a minister
was especially vulnerable to criticism, and in mid- Narrative his tone
becomes openly defensive. He knew that his definition of the self-
awareness he encouraged in converts sounded dangerously close to the kind
of assurance that a Calvinist could never rightfully have. He had been
"much blamed and censured by many," he wrote (not revealing whether his
critics were townspeople or other ministers), that he had "signified" to
persons his satisfaction about their "good estate." But, he insisted,
"[I] have been far from doing this concerning all that I have had
some
hopes of;, and I believe have used much more caution than many
have
supposed. . . ." He was "sensible the practice would
have been safer in
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the hands of one of a riper judgment and greater experience" (such as his
grandfather Stoddard, respected by townspeople and fellow clergy alike).
But he had "often" warned his people that no man could see into another's
heart, had found them extremely cautious in judging themselves, and there-
fore had found it an "absolute necessity" to use assurances to restrain
some who tended to dangerous despair. 33
The existence of this despair among the people of Northampton seems
to provide a clue to Edwards' defensi veness in the Faithful Narrative
.
More dangerous than any accusation that he gave his congregation too much
assurance about the state of their souls was the very opposite charge,
that his doctrines of men's total depravity drove some of them to self-
destruction. Edwards therefore asserted that despair was the work of the
Devil, and he confessed in the Narrative that Satan had begun to appear
in Northampton at the height of the revival.
In March 1735 "a poor weak man ... in great spiritual trouble"
cut his throat but lived to recover from his melancholy and confess the
sin of "yielding to temptation. By the end of May, Edwards wrote
further, it became very obvious that "the Spirit of God was gradually
35
withdrawing from us" as Satan "raged in a dreadful manner." He was
referring to a case of suicide among his flock. One of Northampton's
leading citizens, Edwards' uncle Joseph Hawley (who had married Solomon
Stoddard's daughter Rebecca), became so "discouraged" over the state of
his soul that he cut his throat and died on June 1, a Sabbath morning.
36
"He was a gentleman of more than common understanding, of strict morals,
religious in his behavior, and an useful honorable person in the town."
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All of these attributes, of course, were as nothing in the scheme of sal-
vation that Hawley's nephew Edwards had outlined so dramatically from the
pulpit. This wealthy merchant and Justice of the Peace felt himself to
be without saving grace, and "the Devil took advantage, and drove him
into despairing thoughts. He was kept awake anights, meditating terror;
so that he had scarce any sleep at all, for a long time together. And it
was observed at last, that he was scarcely well capable of managing his
ordinary business, and was judged delirious by the coroner's inquest."
The point that Edwards was really trying to make in his lengthy descrip-
tion of Hawley's mental condition was that this tragedy was beyond
ministerial control. The Hawley family was supposedly "exceeding prone
to the disease of melancholy, and [Joseph's] mother was killed with it'.' 37
This "disease" became so "overpowering" that Hawley "was in great measure
past a capacity of receiving advice, or being reasoned with to any pur-
pose." The implication is that Edwards did_ try in vain to reason with
his uncle. He was extremely alarmed when "multitudes in this and other
towns" thereafter "seemed to have it strongly suggested to 'em, and
pressed upon 'em, to do as this person had done." 38 But even though most
were saved 'from self-destruction, through the summer of 1735 there was a
"gradual decline of that general, engaged, lively spirit in religion,
which had been before. " Jy The Devil had ended the revival.
In his need to vindicate himself of suspicions of inadvertently aid-
ing the Devil to drive out the Holy Spirit, Edwards made one subtle but
important deviation from his generally faithful chronology in the
Narrative- -a deviation which may be testimony to his guilt over the
Hawley suicide. That artistic "liberty" is the particular placement in
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the narrative of its most dramatic section, the detailed account of the
conversions of Abigail Hutchinson and Phebe Bartlett. These experiences
are used as examples of the wondrous work of the Spirit at its height,
intended as full contrast to the work of the Devil in Hawley--and yet
both actually occurred after Hawley's suicide on June 1, 1735. Abigail's
conversion had begun the previous winter, but it reached a peak only
shortly before her death on June 27. Phebe's religious experiences began
in early May but she did not "find" God until late July, and her spirit-
ual crisis continued into the following winter. 40 Edwards is subtle in
rearranging the revival's chronology: the dates mentioned above are all
given in the text, but they become submerged in the great mass of detail.
And the strongest impression is left by the fact that immediately
foil owing Phebe's story, Edwards introduces the rise of Satan with these
words: "In the former part of this great work of God amongst us, till it
got to its height, we seemed to be wonderfully smiled upon and blessed in
all respects. Satan . . . seemed to be unusually restrained. ... In
the latter part of May, it began to be very sensible that the Spirit of
God was gradually withdrawing from us. . . ."^ The effect is to locate
the experiences of Abigail and Phebe in the "former part" of the work,
since there is no suspicion that they were influenced by Satan, and to
place the Hawley suicide in the later stage, when God and Edwards lost
control of Northampton to the Devil. Edwards may not have deliberately
rearranged his information merely to preserve the reputation of the
revival --he was as concerned with explaining the truth to himself as to
his readers—and he might simply have remembered things in the order that
he wrote them. Whatever the impetus to its artistry, Edwards' Naj^ative_
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conveys the subjective as well as the objective pastoral view of the
awakening. When Hawley committed suicide, the happy confidence in the
revival was over for Edwards. He was very uncomfortable with the mix of
good and evil that had come to the Northampton community after the
emotions of his flock had been let loose.
The structure of the Narrative leaves the reader with the impression
that the Devil himself finally lost ground, not to the Spirit, but to the
resurgence of worldly concerns. Among the "several things" that "diverted
people's minds" from the important business of their salvation were the
visit to nearby Deerfield of the Governor and his Council, to conclude an
Indian treaty; the "quarrel" among Hampshire clergy and gentry over the
Springfield ordination of Robert Breck, a suspected Arminian; and the
building of a new meetinghouse in Northampton, which was the occasion of
4?
some uncharitable wrangling about seating and taxes. The minister who
had promoted the revival did not himself stay aloof from these mundane
matters; he watched closely the meetinghouse contention, played host for
a week to at least one distinguished Boston official,^ and took an
active role in the Breck controversy. As he turned his attention to
fighting Arminianism on a broader scale, Edwards saw the people of North-
ampton return to what had been "normal" before the great excitement of
the preceding year. Public affairs produced factional bickering and the
church again produced occasional, self-doubting and private conversions.
In Edwards' eyes, or rather in his published words, the situation was
somewhat better than it had been in those turbulent years preceding the
revival, for now at least the "young people," still his special concern,
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remained docile. He wrote that he knew of "no one young person in the
town that has returned to former ways of looseness and extravagancy in
any respect." As if to renege a bit on this rather unbelievable asser-
tion, he continued in a more cautious tone that although he was not "so
vain as to imagine that we han't been mistaken" about some converts or
that there were no "wolves in sheep's clothing" among his communicants,
he nevertheless had hopes that "we still remain a reformed people." 44
There is a wistfulness in that hope, and Edwards would hardly have
wished only for "reform" at the revival's height, when he had had expec-
tations that the whole community would be completely transformed by the
universal effects of saving grace. There is also an irony in his most
basic defense of the revival. After writing that his converts had been
"overthrown in many of their former conceits" about the nature of conver-
sions—notions formed under Stoddard's i nstruction--Edwards went on to
describe the revival as "evidently the same that was wrought in my
venerable predecessor's days" and that none who had been converted under
Stoddard "in the least doubts of its being the same spirit and the same
work." The Spirit may have been consistent, but the method of opera-
tion showed such variation that Edwards' assertion of continuity between
Stoddard's revivals and his own deserves special attention. There is
little apparent similarity between the image of patient nurturing and
gathering at maturity of the Stoddardean "harvests" and the dramatic
Edwardsean conversions which became suspect for excessive emotion. On
the other hand, the resulting community behavior, which was crucially
important to both ministers, was_ similar. The congregation reformed,
joined the church, and gave Edwards the public adulation that he imagined
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to have been accorded to his grandfather at the height of his powers. By
the late spring of 1735 Edwards had achieved the kind of control over
Northampton that had brought renown to Solomon Stoddard. But by the time
he wrote the Faithful Narrative eighteen months later, his cautious,
defensive tone showed that his confidence in himself and his congregation
was already slipping.
Edwards had made a great emotional investment in the "awakening" of
his flock. In the fall of 1735, after the revival had ended and dullness
of spirit and contentious behavior resumed, Edwards was forced to take a
"long journey" to recover his "health."
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Like his 1729 "weakness," this
illness may have been emotional
--exhaustion, depression— since again he
could not fulfill his pastoral duties even though he could travel very
long distances. At the close of the Narrative he also mentions an ill-
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ness in the fall of 1736. His dejection about what he described four
years later as still "a sorrowfully dull and dead time with us" is
understandable.
Contributing to Edwards' discouragement was the knowledge that
although he had won a local battle with Arminian temptations in his own
congregation, the conservative Calvinists seemed to be losing the war in
the Valley, and the unpleasant odor of heterodox opinions would remain
perceptible in Northampton. The Hampshire Association of Ministers had
fought valiantly since late 1734 to keep Robert Breck from being ordained
by Springfield's First Church, because the Reverend Thomas Clap and
others from Connecticut had presented evidence that Breck had preached
and privately defended Arminian principles. Through the winter of 1735
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the Association, led by its senior member, William Williams of Hatfield,
refused to approve Breck as orthodox. They even encouraged a minority
within the Springfield church to fight the planned ordination. When
Breck went to Boston ministers and obtained a certificate of orthodoxy,
the local controversy became an open fight between the Hampshire conserva
tives and the more liberal Boston group (whose definition of "orthodoxy"
was unacceptable in the Valley). A proposed ordination council gathered
both sides to Springfield in early October 1735, and argument turned into
near-riot when the anti-Breck faction in Springfield persuaded the North-
ampton Justices of the Peace (including Col. John Stoddard) to have Breck
arrested and sent back to Connecticut to answer trumped-up charges there.
That arrest came to nothing—escept disgrace for the cause of clerical
and magisterial dignity in the Valley. 50 Breck had himself ordained at
last by the Boston ministers in January 1736, and in the following summer
successfully fought a court challenge to his orthodoxy. But the breach
between himself and the Hampshire ministers was not healed for some years
he was not admitted to the local Association until October 1741, the
first meeting after the implacable William Williams had died.
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Although no member of the Hampshire Association was openly Arminian
after William Rand's temporary lapse in 1734 (and even Breck himself was
only suspect), there was a subtle cleavage within the group. The major-
ity, however, were conservative, and it is significant that Jonathan
Edwards was one of them. He was away from home in the fall of 1735,
recovering his health, and so was not present for the spectacle at Spring-
field. But he was the author of the two tracts that constituted the
Hampshire side in the bitter pamphlet war that followed Breck's
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ordination. He and Samuel Hopkins of West Springfield (who had married
Edwards' sister) wrote a Narrative of the Proceedings in 1736, which was
answered by an anonymous letter defending Breck and his Boston allies;
Edwards alone wrote a rejoinder to this pamphlet in 1737. The evolution
of the charges and counter-charges shows the Hampshire Association, with
Edwards as its spokesman, moving beyond its concern with Breck's position
on theological fine points toward a conscious defense of their profes-
sional status. The crux of the matter, for which Breck himself had been
only a catalyst, was the question of control over an individual congrega-
tions' affairs by a regional ministerial association—at heart, the
question of lay versus clerical authority. By law and custom, the
Springfield church had a right to choose its minister, and the majority
clearly favored Breck. The Hampshire Association, on the other hand, was
keeping the autocratic spirit of Solomon Stoddard alive, although it was
on the shakiest ground when it interfered. (The Breck case was indeed
the last time, to the end of the surviving records in 1748, when the
Association voted against the majority of a church whose problems were
submitted for arbitration.) But Edwards and Hopkins had defended the
Association's opposition to Springfield's exercise of its rights by
asserting that "a heterodox minister settled amongst us" would "destroy
the peace of the- ministry of the county and the comfort and benefit of
mutual society, and to poison our flocks, and to bring our religious
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state into confusion." There could hardly be a more bald statement of
threatened professi onal interest. The orthodox Hampshire clergy very much
needed their "peace" and "comfort and benefit of mutual society," for
most of them were fighting religious dullness in their congregations with
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the same lack of success that bedeviled Edwards. The problems Edwards
faced in trying to create a permanent, active role for the ministry in
the community were also encountered by his fellow clergymen. Like him,
they tended to turn to their clerical peers for emotional support as
the aftermath of the revival brought increasing tensions between pastor
and flock all over the Connecticut Valley. 53
In the trying times of "declension" between 1735 and 1740, Jonathan
Edwards might have found consolation in his new prestige as an author.
The simple communication of proud and wondrous excitement that had occa-
sioned Edwards' first letter to Benjamin Colman in 1735 had led to the
publication in London (1737) and Boston (1738) of the Faithful Narrative
.
That tract, which seems to have been a "best-seller" among Scots Presby-
terian and English Dissenting clergymen, was followed in 1738 by Edwards'
Five Discourses on Important Subjects , which cemented the author's
international reputation as an evangelist. Such recognition must have
been pleasing to Edwards--but was it not also a painful reminder of how
fleeting his pastoral success had been in reality? Now he was famous for
being something he no longer was , and now any future successes would be
measured against an exalted standard.
With the Spirit gone from the Connecticut Valley, Edwards the pastor
was essentially faced with the conditions of the pre-revival days he
described so sadly at the beginning of the Faithful Narrative . Until 1742
he would continue to exhort his people to repent and turn from the world
to God; but when a resurgence of piety finally did come, the effect on
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the community was to be quite different from the love and harmony and
deference that Edwards had seen in 1735. Although the vision of a pious
society that Edwards had offered his people in 1734-1735 had had a
temporary appeal to the community, it did not result in a permanent
restructuring of Northampton life into patterns of morality among the
youth, non-partisanship in town politics, and continual and complete
deference to the will of the minister as the will of God. The story of
Edwards' last fifteen years in Northampton might be summed up as his own
holding fast to an ideal of community life and ministerial influence,
once just a vision but seemingly a reality in 1734-1735, while the
community continued to grow economically and socially away from the
ability or the desire to participate in such a mode of life.
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CHAPTER VI
RE -AWAKENING AND REASSESSMENT, 1736-1746
For a decade after the 1735 revival in Northampton, Jonathan Edwards
was continuously preoccupied with resolving problems that had been raised
by his moment of triumph. Appalled to find a serious declension follow-
ing the piety of 1734-1735, he fought again to assert the authority of
the pastor against the forces of worldliness and sin—but always in the
shadow of Northampton as a former "city on a hill" that had identified
the will of the minister with the will of God. Sin was also becoming
more difficult to conquer, for in addition to its old forms of apathy and
lust and contention, it took on a new and insidious guise. Masquerading
as zealous piety, pride showed itself to be man's greatest inherent sin
and threatened to overwhelm the true work of the Spirit. After 1741,
when his prayers were answered and another revival did finally come to
Northampton, Edwards was forced to admit that the conversions he had
long sought could be instruments to destroy the communal holiness that
was the most important fruit of genuine piety. Just as the "Arminian
scare" in Hampshire County in 1734 had reminded Edwards of the dangers
of preaching too strongly the earthly rewards of conversion, so the
extreme, individualistic piety of the Great Awakening in New England
illuminated the dangers of the subjectivist definition of conversion he
had promulgated in the Faithful Narrative . Therefore, the preacher who
had emphasized an interior religion of sensibility was forced to
emphasize the need to act out_ true holiness in Christian behavior.
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In the late 1730s Edwards wrote a pair of letters to the Reverend
Benjamin Colman of Boston that poignantly revealed the division of his
professional life into two parts, a successful "career" as a propagandist
for the revival and a not-so-rewarding position as a country pastor try-
ing to keep that revival alive among his own people. Both letters were
primarily concerned with discussing the details of the publication of
Edwards' Faithful Narrative of the Northampton revival, but at the same
time Edwards confessed the depths to which his flock had fallen spiritu-
ally after their great heights of piety three years earlier. "The work
that went on so swiftly and wonderfully while God appear'd in might &
irresistible power to carry it on, has seemed to be very much at a stop
in these [Valley] towns for a long time, and we are sensibly by little
and little, more and more declining," he wrote. The fall from grace was
marked not so much by a return to "lewdness and sensuality," which
Edwards felt signified an extreme level of depravity, as by a resurgence
of "eagerness after the possessions of this life, and undue heats of
spirit among persons of different judgments in publick affairs. Conten-
tion and a party spirit has been the old iniquity of this town; and . . .
has of late manifestly revived." Such unchristian behavior did not yet
dominate the whole town, as it once had done, but Edwards was neverthe-
less "ready to blush, to speak or think of such an appearance of strife
and division of the people into parties as there has been, after such
great and wonderfull things as God has wrought for us, which others afar
off are rejoicing in, and praising God for, & expecting (as justly they
may) to hear better things of us." Although Northampton had recently
escaped the worst effects of an epidemic of disease (probably the "throat
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distemper"), a seemingly milder form of which had carried off many child-
ren two years previously, God was manifesting his anger with the impious
Valley by sending extremely harsh winters and summer droughts to decimate
crops and livestock. 1 In sad contrast to the enlivening of worldly and
spiritual affairs in the days of revival, the later 1730s were "a dying
time" for Northampton in both agriculture and religion. 2 The town was no
longer a "city on a hill" with all eyes focused on God.
The less than pious temper of the times was clearly displayed in the
building of a new meetinghouse between 1736 and 1738. The need for a
larger edifice had been discussed in town meeting as early as March 1733,
but construction was delayed until the summer of 1736 by disagreements
over cost and location. The spire was finally raised in July 1737. 4 In
March of that year a "remarkable providence" had underscored the need
for a new structure: while Edwards preached in the old building during
a Sabbath service, the back gallery collapsed. Hundreds of people were
tangled among fallen beams and splintered seats, but miraculously only a
few were even slightly injured.
The new meetinghouse promised physical safety but it also brought on
a quarrel, basically political in nature, that had no precedent in the
town records. The partisan strife that Edwards described to Colman in
r
the letter quoted above was most distressingly displayed in contention
over "seating" the meetinghouse. Almost all New England Congregational -
ists before the Revolution assigned meetinghouse seats to all adults on
the basis of age and social rank, and in many towns the process of
determining the correct order of precedence occasioned significant dis-
turbances of the Christian community. 6 Northampton escaped these
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troubles until the 1730s. Ever since the seating of the second meeting-
house in 1664, a standing committee of church officers (after 1700
including the pastor) and leading laymen had assigned the seats according
to persons' age, estate, and "some regard to men's usefulness" (community
service, military rank, or other secular distinctions). 7 Full discre-
tionary powers had always been given to the committee, but in the 1730s
the town placed little trust in its leaders. In November 1737 three
leading citizens were proposed as a seating committee; the town meeting
enlarged the group to five by adding two more ordinary men. The minister
was not a member: after Solomon Stoddard's death no action was taken to
place Jonathan Edwards on the standing committee, and he was not included
in 1737. The new committee was bound closely by town instructions and
told at two separate meetings that the plan it drew up would have to be
presented to a "legally assembled" town meeting "to be by them approved
or disapproved of as they think fit." 8 The most serious departure from
custom, however, was the enactment of a new set of criteria for the
ranking of persons. The committee was to "have respect principally to
men's estate," and only secondarily "to have regard to men's age"; a
distinct third in priority was "some regard and respect ... to men's
g
usefulness." Age had always previously taken precedence over wealth,
but a majority of Northampton's voters implied that property was more
"respectable" than old age, that worldly achievement was more laudable
than experience as a humble Christian.
The new emphasis on wealth in the prestige-ranking of the congrega-
tion was linked to the emergence of family clusterings in the seating
arrangements. The old meetinghouse had had benches on either side of a
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central passage, with adult men on one side and their wives on corre-
sponding seats across the aisle. Younger people, by definition less
honorable, sat in the gallery that was also divided by sex. 10 The 1737
meetinghouse, on the other hand, had pews all around the perimeter of the
space and along the side and back aisles, as shown in the diagram on page
122. Seated in these pews were the town's richest men. 11 And they took
the further privilege of sitting with their wives and sometimes their
daughters in family groups. The town's second-richest man even had in
his pew his twenty-eight-year-old unmarried son, the youngest man on the
ground floor of the meetinghouse by a decade.
This clustering of families was presumably the desire of the men who
had led the town to make "estate" the primary criterion for privilege in
seating. At the beginning of the December 1737 town meeting which
effected this innovation in the church's prestige-scale, a proposal to
seat men and their wives together was defeated; but towards the end of
that same meeting, there was a negative vote on forbidding the committee
"to seat men and their wives together especially such as incline to sit
13
together." The desire of the rich to assert the importance of the
family group in the context of divine worship could no longer be denied.
Seating would mirror the grouping by families in other, secular aspects
of community life: especially for the rich, family was a determinant of
wealth and occupation. 1 ^ Brothers sat together more commonly when
estate was the criterion than when age was considered first. After the
quarreling over seating the meetinghouse was finished, after the town as
a whole had approved the work of the committee that could not be trusted
with traditional discretionary powers, the result was an affirmation of
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family and a public parade of economic rank.
Significantly absent from these proceedings was the town's pastor.
The feelings of Jonathan Edwards about the new system of arranging per-
sons were neither consulted formally nor recorded officially. It is
difficult not to suspect, however, that he would distrust the configura-
tion of the pews, for pews put barriers between the preacher and his
audience. Within the pews, people sat on benches around the edges on
two or more sides of the box shape; and since the Northampton pews con-
tained up to eight people, at least half may have been seated facing away
from the pulpit. Families faced each other, and some children were
closeted within a wall of protective adults. The pews were cosier in
winter, and drowsing was facilitated. It is likely that the Reverend Mr.
Edwards would have felt more certain of their full attention if they sat
on the less-comfortable benches in rows according to the categories by
which he divided them when he preached: children, young men, young
women, middle-aged, and aged persons. All through the 1730s he preached
"family government," but he also warned against too-sentimental love of
parents for their children, which would interfere with proper discipline
and lead to valuation of the child's worldly well-being over its spiri-
tual health.^ The family unit was the foundation of secular society
and was at times an arm of church discipline and evangelism; but within
the meetinghouse, where God's minister superseded the role of any other
agent, each heart was supposed to be unprotected against the thunder of
the Gospel
.
Edwards preached at least two sermons about the evils attending the
reorganization of the meetinghouse. In May 1737 he took as his text
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II Samuel 20:19, from which he drew the doctrine, "when a spirit of
strife has been prevailing among a visible people of God, and they have
been divided into parties, a person may well rejoice, if he can say, he
is one, who has been peaceable and faithful among them." 16 Insisting
that to be on the winning side is no proof of the righteousness of one's
cause, Edwards pointed out that among persons not "peaceable and faith-
ful" were those who condemn others for being contentious and "those who
seem peaceable after they have obtained their wills, or after they see
there is no hope of it." The private slander and abuse of others was the
worst sin of all, perfectly visible to God even if hidden from men.
"Contention and a party spirit" were Northampton's "old iniquity." "It
has been a remarkably contentious town. I suppose for these thirty years
people have not known how to manage scarcely any public business without
dividing into parties. ... of late, time after time that old party
spirit has appeared again, and particularly this spring [1737]. Some
persons may be ready to think that I make too much of things. . . .[but]
I do not know but I have trusted too much in men, and put too much confi-
dence in the goodness and piety of the town. ... It is very likely
there are men in this town, who have zealously engaged in every public
strife, which has existed for these twenty years, or ever since they
have been capable of acting in public affairs. ..." Edwards closed by
asking those (few) who had avoided partisanship to pray for their sinful
neighbors
.
On "the Sabbath after seating the new meetinghouse," December 25,
1737, Edwards preached from John 14:2, "in my father's house are many
mansions." 17 His real purpose was a description of the rewards of
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heaven, but in passing he made some acerbic comments on the congregation
arrayed before him in their economic order. "You that are pleased with
your seats in this house because you are seated high in a place that is
looked upon hungrily by those that sit round about [,]... consider it
is but a very little while before it will [be] all one to you whether
you have sat high or low here." The same message of eternal equity was
also intended as consolation for those who had been seated lower than
they felt was appropriate. Nevertheless, Edwards' use of the materials
of everyday political life to illustrate his doctrines about eternal
rewards, with a specificity that he usually eschewed, 18 reveals that
heavenly consolations were not so important to the Northampton congrega-
tion. If one takes Edwards' Faithful Narrative as an accurate picture
of the community in 1735--pious and harmonious— one must believe that
they would then have cared little about where they sat in the meeting-
house. Then
,
Edwards ruefully believed for the rest of his life, they
had only been anxious "to drink in the words of the minister as they
came from his mouth." Now, it was more important to watch each other.
An even stronger blow against the power of the pulpit than the
erection of family pews in the new meetinghouse was the decision of
I Q
March 1738 to build a separate "town house" for secular meetings. For
eighty years the business of the community, religious and worldly, had
been organized within the walls of the same chamber. The pulpit was not
used during secular gatherings but it stood as a mute reminder of the
position of the minister above the community. After the new town-house
was finished in 1739, however, the minister's "proper" sphere was more
clearly marked off as separate from the business of everyday life.
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But Jonathan Edwards would never abandon his ambitions to rule the
entire town in all aspects of its life. He continued to thunder from the
pulpit against the sins of the marketplace; any economic practice less
than charitable he defined as theft. In a sermon of July 1740 he cata-
logued as many kinds of sly deceits as the human imagination could dream
up, including many that were not illegal and may well have been admired
as "sharp trading." As always, he took care to point out the varieties
of the sin under discussion which were the special temptations of
children— in this case, stealing fruit from a neighbor's trees. 21 More
importantly, he continued his periodic attacks on the sexual sins of
young people and the heinous indulgence of their parents. In a sermon on
the temptation of Joseph to adultery with Potiphar's wife, Edwards empha-
sized that Joseph was "in his youth, a season of life when persons are
most liable to be overcome by temptations of this nature." Exhorting his
youthful audience to avoid "all degrees of lasciviousness, both in talk-
ing and acting," Edwards discussed many varieties of sensual sin but came
finally to a custom he considered a great abomination. He did not use
the term "bundling," now famous in New England folklore, but he spoke of
"young people of different sexes lying in bed together. However light is
made of it, and however ready persons may be to laugh at its being con-
demned, . . . this custom of this country (to which it seems to be
peculiar, among people that pretend to uphold their credit) has been one
main thing that has led to that growth of uncleanness that has been in
the land." Another deplorable custom was one Edwards had worked tire-
lessly to eradicate in 1734, "young people of both sexes getting together
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in the night, in those companies for mirth and jollity, that they call
frolics; so spending the time together till late in the night, in their
jollity." The pernicious effects of "frolicking" were clearly seen: in
those towns where such "jollity" ran free, there were also the most
"gross sins, fornication in particular." Proof that the practice was
sinful could be derived from its eradication from Northampton "for
several years" in the late outpouring of God's Spirit. But "frolics"
had again become popular. Edwards revealed that he was fighting not
only youthful sexuality, but also parental overpermissi veness . Among the
hypothetical cavils he answered was, "if we avoid all such things, it
will be the way for our young people to be ignorant how to behave them-
selves in company." To this, Edwards returned a scornful answer: would
his opponents argue that the Spirit that ended frolicking "tends to
banish all good conduct, good breeding, and decent behavior from among
them; and to sink them down into clownishness and barbarity[?]" 22 The
pastor was trying to persuade the Northampton parents that he and they
shared similar standards of youthful behavior. His use of the story of
Joseph, who eventually became head of Pharaoh's government, might also
have been a way to suggest that these problem children would come out
"all right" in the long run--if they remained morally upright. Edwards
was trying to enlist the aid of the hitherto-ineffective force of
"family government" in another crusade against youthful vice. But the
"frolicking" was to continue, and even to get worse, before the ultimate
test of the pastor's standards was made.
In response to the apathy and sin that distinguished Northampton in
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the late 1730s, Jonathan Edwards again altered his rhetorical techniques,
or so it appears from the surviving sermons of the period. In contrast
to the "sweet reasonableness" of religion that he preached in the early
1730s, and the beautifully pure doctrines of God's justice and loveliness
that filled his sermons in 1734 and 1735, 23 by late 1735 Edwards was
preaching unmitigated terror. Really hardened hearts would not be
reached by sweet reason or abstract esthetics, and Edwards' use of the
tools recommended by Stoddard to "break the stony hearts of men" revealed
the end of his optimism about even the children of Northampton.
A sermon of November 1735 captures the new tone in its doctrine:
"indignation, wrath, misery, and anguish of soul, are the portion that
God has allotted to wicked men." 24 Unlike most of Edwards' earlier ser-
mons, this work was not an elaboration of a point of doctrine but simply
an indictment of the audience, a description of the punishment they would
suffer for having rejected the Gospel doctrines of justice and hope that
Edwards had previously taken such pains to present. Like the best of his
revival sermons, this imprecation used the second-person pronoun exten-
sively; the difference was that the primary intent was to describe the
future and not the past, and Edwards barely mentioned that there was
still time to repent. "This misery is the misery into which you are
every day in danger of dropping, you are not safe from it one hour. How
soon it may come upon you, you know not: you hang over it by a thread,
that is continually growing more and more feeble. . . . How just would
it be in God to cut you off, and put an end to your life! ... You have
many and many a time provoked God to do his worst. ..."
toother sermon, directed particularly at the young people, dwelt at
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great length on youthful sin. That was, of course, one of the most
familiar themes in Northampton by the late 1730s; but whereas the earl
sermons dwelt on the sins that youngsters might commit, the later sermons
meditated on the inherent corruption of the human being. From Psalms
71:5--"For thou art my hope, 0 Lord God, thou art my trust from my
youth"-Edwards preached that "it behooves young persons to seek [so]
that they may be converted while they are young." 25 So familiar was
this doctrine that he could just outline the exposition in his manu-
script; but Edwards wrote out the "Application" fully, for the message
was new, at least in tone. "Consider the miserable state you are in and
have been in ever since you was born. You came into the world a child
of wrath under guilt," Edwards reminded the children of Northampton. His
pessimism was fueled by memories of the piety that a few years before had
seemed to portend redemption from that inherently corrupt human condi-
tion. He charged his flock to "consider that those unconverted persons
that have been at the top of the visible Church in point of privilege in
this world will be at the bottom of hell in another world. ... the
inhabitants of this town had the greatest advantage for salvation of per-
haps any town in the world." But these children in Edwards' congregation
were "not only in danger of hell but . . . in danger of being cast into
the bottom of hell."
The sensible dangers of hell, and the precariousness of men's condi-
tion in being suspended over it "by a thread" were elements of Edwards'
rhetoric that reached a high plane of elaboration in a sermon delivered
on the Connecticut Valley revival circuit in the summer of 1741 and
26
published with the title Sinners in the Hands of an Angry God . Not
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only ,s SWs Edwards' most famous ser.cn, but it has been used histor-
IttlU, as an index to evaluating Edwards~as a mere hellfire preacher a
temporary participant in the excesses that characterized the Great
Awakening in New England in 1741-1742, or a consistent Calvinist who
captured timeless truth when he said that men should be warned of their
probable eternal fate with as much vigor as they would be warned that
their houses were burning. 27 This often-cited sermon, however, deserves
further exploration as a pastoral document, for it was first preached at
Northampton and it suggests a major change in Edwards' attitude toward
his own congregation.
No record was left of the effects of ^ners in Northampton, but in
the atmosphere of barely controlled hysteria that pervaded the Valley in
the summer of 1741, the bleak rhetoric proved terrifying in Enfield. 28
The horror derived not from an especially affecting description of hell
(Edwards had preached more vividly about the eternal flames on other
occasions ), but from the emotional tone of the sermon. With an art-
istry unsurpassed in his other writings, Edwards harmonized the style of
the rhetoric with the essence of the message. The most striking aspect
of the sermon is the indifference expressed and described. Although it
conveys the reek of brimstone, the sermon does not say that God will hurl
man into the everlasting fires-on the contrary, real doom will come from
God's indifference. God is as wrathful at living sinners as at those
already consigned to hell, but His activity is in restraining the punish-
ment that man has incurred. He holds man above the pit as by a spider's
thread, and should He become weary of protecting worthless man, that
abominable insect will drop of his own weight . Man's preservation lay in
God's whim of mercy, and the terror of this message derived from the
insecurity of being temporarily protected by an all-powerful being who
had an infinite anger. (Was the control of such strong feelings some-
thing that Edwards' audience found difficult to understand or to trust?)
Inevitably, God's anger would be unleashed-in the momentary lapse of
His protection, man would plummet to his doom. 30
No other Edwards sermon bespoke such despair when describing such a
horrifying situation. In contrast to the sermons of earlier years, when
Edwards had had hopes to save a significant portion of the souls in his
charge, the thrust of Sinners is completely pessimistic. Although he
frequently used the conditional construction, "if one is unconverted,"
and although the first sentence of the Application section was "the use
may be of awakening to unconverted persons," the sermon ends with only a
tepid exhortation to men to exert themselves for salvation. Edwards
really seemed to feel no hope for those around him.
The God that Edwards described in Sinners showed a rather macabre
passivity. Was this attribute a projection of Edwards' own state of
mind? During this period he again suffered from the bouts of "illness"
that seemed to afflict him whenever his pastoral labors were unsuccess-
ful. In the autumn of 1735 and again a year later, he had had to travel
to regain enough strength to resume his preaching. 31 In mid-1738 he
described himself as almost too ill to work; and in 1739 another minister
described him as unlikely to live more than another two or three years. 32
From about 1740, after he had spent five years trying in vain to whip his
flock back into the pitch of piety they had shown in the "little
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awakening," Edwards showed a strange kind of professional passivity. The
steady and well-planned psychological campaign that he had conducted in
the mid-1730s was never repeated. Instead, while his private correspon-
dence confessed despair over his inability to keep his congregation on
the path of righteousness, his public life was marked by sporadic bursts
of activism that were clearly doomed to failure. The early-1740s revivals
that have come to be known as the Great Awakening marked a turning point
in Edwards' career as important as the upsurge of piety five years
earlier. The larger awakening was in many obvious ways a successor to
the Valley revivals of 1734-1735, but beneath the surface likeness was a
critical difference in the pastoral role of Jonathan Edwards.
When the Spirit of God descended on Northampton for the second time
in Edwards' ministry, there was no special pride in the revival for
either congregation or pastor. Other communities were touched first by
the Spirit before it came to Northampton, and even in his own town
visiting preachers thundered more effectively than Edwards to arouse the
sinful to repentance. In fact, it was depression over his own ineffect-
iveness that caused Edwards to invite the most famous of all evangelists
to Northampton. In February 1740 Edwards wrote to the Reverend George
Whitefield to ask that his "intended journey through New England the
next summer" include a visit to Northampton. 33 The famous Anglican itin-
erant was sorely needed in Northampton, confessed pastor Edwards: "we
who have dwelt in a land that has been distinguished with Light, and have
long enjoyed the Gospel, and have been glutted with it, and have despised
it, are I fear more hardened than most of those places where you have
preached hitherto." Even Whitefield 's efforts might be in vain.
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neither Whitefield nor his host was disappointed, and the visit
of the "grand itinerant" to Northampton catalyzed a revival that lasted
(with ups and downs) for almost two years. After a month of triumph in
Boston and eastern Massachusetts, Whitefield arrived at the home of
Jonathan Edwards on October 17 and stayed for four days. He preached
five times in Northampton and once in Hatfield, in meetings that were as
"gracious" as any he had experienced in New England. 34 Edwards later
recalled that when Whitefield preached, "almost the whole assembly [were]
in tears for a great part of sermon time." 35 After Whitefield had left
Northampton to bring his message of salvation to sinners in the lower
Connecticut Valley, pastor Edwards found that the spark of piety had been
rekindled in his own flock. 36
At first among "professors" who had previously gained hope of their
election, and then among the unconverted and especially "those that were
very young," religion again became the overwhelming concern of life. 37
The second great revival in Northampton was probably much like the first
in its general effects on the community; but this time, Edwards (our best
witness) chose to describe primarily the "bodily effects" on persons in
his congregation. Children left their evening meetings of "social relig-
ion" to go home "crying aloud through the streets." By mid-summer, "it
was a very frequent thing to see an house full of outcries, faintings,
convulsions and such like, both with distress, and also with admiration
and joy." Often persons "were so affected, and their bodies so overcome,
that they could not go home." ° The influence of the Spirit was strong-
est among children who had "not come to years of discretion" in 1735 and
it "far exceeded" the earlier revival. 39 The full wave of awakening,
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among both hitherto untouched children and formerly converted adults, did
not abate until the fall of 1742. The two-year second revival in North-
ampton was "great" in its local effects; but its paramount historical
significance, of course, lies in its linkage to the revivals of those
years in other New England communities and in the Middle Colonies. The
connection was symbolized by the Edwards letter quoted above: it was
Written for IhJLlMstian History, which appeared weekly in Boston from
March 5, 1743, through February, 1744-America's first religious periodi-
cal and an intended archive of descriptions of the Awakening. 40
For pastor Edwards, the second revival
-so long prayed for and
worked for--was a season of triumph, but one that contained many dis-
quieting undertones. Most importantly, the work of the Spirit was not
so directly controlled by Edwards as the earlier revival had been.
Preachers who were strangers were far more effective in arousing the
congregation's emotions, in Northampton as elsewhere, than were the local
pastors whose doctrines and rhetorical styles were overly familiar.
(Edwards himself found great success as an itinerant, as when he gave his
41
Sinners sermon in Enfield. ) It was Whitefield's visit in October 1740
that brought the great change in Northampton. In a lull that followed,
the next spring, Edwards asked his friend Eleazar Wheelock to come with
Benjamin Pomeroy from Connecticut to preach in Northampton. "There has
been a reviving of religion among us of late," wrote Edwards, "but your
labours have been much more remarkably blessed than mine. ... and may
your coming be a means to humble me, for my barrenness and unprof itable-
42
ness, and a means of my instruction and enlivening."
It was the preaching of Samuel Buell in the early spring of 1742
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that overcame another long "abatement" of the Spirit's work and brought
the congregation to a new pitch of fervor. 43 Buell
. a 1741 Yale gradu-
ate, supplied the pulpit during Edwards' absence for a fortnight on a
preaching tour and stayed for two or three weeks after Edwards returned.
He preached publicly every day and spent almost all of his other waking
hours in religious exercises with smaller groups of people, who were
"continually thronging him." 44 So successful was Buell that he may have
aroused jealousy in pastor Edwards' loyal wife. 45 He certainly inspired
her to new heights of piety, and the effects on other people were equally
dramatic. "Almost the whole town seemed to be in a great and continual
commotion, day and night," Edwards later wrote. Many persons had more
extreme "religious affections" than ever before; some even lay in trances
for twenty-four hours "with their senses locked up" but enjoying visions
of heaven. When Edwards returned to Northampton he found that "a great
deal of caution and pains were
. .
. necessary to keep the people, many
of them, from running wild." 46 Indeed, Edwards' role in the latter phase
of the second awakening was much less one of exhortation to heights of
piety, as it had been in 1735, than it was one of restraint on the
excesses to which that piety had led.
Edwards deplored the hysteria which touched the revival in Northamp-
ton and dominated it in some other towns. By the time the wildness
peaked in Northampton, other communities were being torn apart by zealots
who would make emotion the sole evidence of holiness, and influential
ministerial voices were being raised to indict the entire revival as the
work of the Devil because such hysteria could not be produced by God. In
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1743 two conservative Hampshire ministers, William Rand of Sunderland and
Benjamin Doolittle of Northfield, each published a tract against the
recent "upheavals," and from 1743 through 1745 a number of prominent
clergymen published condemnations of the revivals. 47 Because Edwards
steadfastly believed that the hysterics were just the incidental effects
of circumstance upon weak constitutions, and not anything to compromise
the holy essence of the work of God's Spirit, he found himself in the
awkward position of having to defend the revival from its attackers by
saving it from its friends. From 1741 to 1746 Edwards published three
treatises of increasingly fine-tuned analysis which were regarded by his
contemporaries as the definitive statement of the judicious pro-revival
position. In these works he struggled to find a way to express the
proper role of emotion in religion-as he had experienced it as a pastor
and as a convert himself. He also walked the tightrope of trying to
preserve ministerial prerogative without denying the New Light position
on which his public career and local success were based.
Edwards' first statement, The Distinguishing Marks of a Work of the
Spirit of God
. .
.
,
was expanded from a sermon he had delivered at the
Yale Commencement in September 1741 and published in Boston later that
autumn under the patronage of a number of moderate clergymen. 48 In The
Distinguishing Marks Edwards painstakingly analyzed the disturbances of
traditional church services, of people's bodies, and of their imagina-
tions; he showed that these things indicated neither that the revival was
49
the product of the Spirit, nor that it was the work of Satan. A true
work of the Spirit would establish the truth of Jesus as Saviour, turn
men away from "worldly lusts," increase regard for Scripture, "lead
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persons to truth" and "sound doctrine," and foster humility rather than
pride. 50 Testing the present revival by these signs, Edwards concluded
that it was. "undoubtedly, in the general, from the Spirit of God." 51 But
he did end his treatise by warning his fellow clergymen to exercise
charity and to avoid unnecessary "innovations." 52
By the fall of 1742, extravagant zealots had stolen the spotlight
and the clerical community was divided into "Old Light" and "New Light"
camps. The discord was far more serious in Connecticut than in Massachu-
setts, for government repressions made enthusiasts more bold; but even in
the northern Connecticut Valley, churches were splintering and men were
taking sides over the revival. Northampton was blessedly free from this
kind of contention, probably because Edwards was moderately New Light
is
and the most flamboyant itinerants (such as James Davenport) did not
invade the region. 53 Edwards remained a friend of the revival.
In the second of his three major treatises, Some Thoughts Concern-
ing the Present Revival of Religion in New England
, written in late 1742,
Edwards repeated the essence of the argument put forth in The Distin-
guishing Marks
.
He denounced extremists of all kinds, pronounced the
revival genuine, and even suggested that it might be "the dawning, or at
least a prelude" to the millenium, which would begin in America. 55
Edwards began this treatise with a definition of true piety that was the
foundation of his attitude toward the revival; it was never understood
by his Old Light opponents and formed the real difference between both
56
camps of extremists in the clerical dialogue about the Awakening.
"All will allow," Edwards wrote, "that true virtue or holiness has its
seat chiefly in the heart, rather than in the head: it therefore
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follows
. . .
that it consists chiefly in holy affections." 57 He was not
quite ready to argue that point philosophically (that would come in
1746), but he followed his statement with an impressive illustration of
how high emotions could function properly within a mentally healthy per-
son who adhered with the utmost propriety to all of the classic doctrines
of New England Calvinism. We now know that the "instance" he cited was
his own wife, Sarah. So great were her religious affections that her
"soul dwelt on high, and was lost in God, and seemed almost to leave the
body." She frequently lost "all ability to stand or speak" and sometimes
leapt involuntarily, although there was no trance. This was no "distem-
per catched from Mr. Whitefield" or childish "giddiness," for this was a
woman whose grace had been growing for decades and manifested itself in
a "spirit of humility and meekness" as well as the soundest doctrine. 58
Edwards ended his description of Sarah's remarkable holiness with a
compliment that was also a moving confession. "Now if such things are
enthusiasm, and the fruits of a distempered brain, let my brain be ever-
more possessed of that happy distemper! If this be distraction, I pray
God that the world of mankind may be all seized with this benign, meek,
benificent, beatifical, glorious distraction!" 59 Edwards never confessed
that he himself enjoyed such transports, although when he wrote his
"Personal Narrative" of his own conversion about this time, he attributed
to himself a blissful resignation to God's will that was unlike his older
autobiographical accounts and much like the state of Sarah's spirit. 60
The real importance of Edwards' Thoughts on the Revival
, when it is seen
as a companion-piece to the "Personal Narrative," is in its definitive
statement about true conversion. We have too few personal documents from
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these critical years to untangle the strands of experience-Jonathan's,
Sarah's, those he observed in his flock-that contributed to this cer-
tainty about the nature of conversion. But as we will see, Edwards'
success at fitting together experience and doctrine, emotion and idea,
would have profound implications for his future as a pastor.
The most complete statement of Edwards' mature thought on conversion
came in 1746, when his Ir^ajtise^pjic^^
published in Boston. 61 His focus was on the critical line between common
and saving grace, a distinction every Christian would have to make in
self-examination, and a distinction that captured the essence of the task
of the pastor as both speculative theologian and community moral officer.
Insisting again that "true religion, in great part, consists in holy
affections," Edwards maintained that the "degree of religion" is only
to be determined by the "fixedness and strength of the habit" and not "by
the degree of the present exercise." 63 True religious affection was not
passion, unleashed emotion, for there must also be judgment and control:
"where there is heat without light, there can be nothing divine or
heavenly in that heart." 64 This insistence on mental and emotional
balance was the hallmark of Edwards' position.
After discussing some signs that could not be definitive of grace,
one way or the other, Edwards gave twelve signs that provided a reason-
able certainty of the presence of saving grace. 65 The first eleven
required that the affections proceed from a holy source, turn toward holy
things and gospel truths, and be manifest in a spirit of humility. As
practical tests of the difference between mere imagination and divine
inspiration, they were vague; but Edwards did clearly rule out personal
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revelations. The twelfth sign was the most critical: it was "Christian
Practice.
. . .
universally conformed to, and directed by Christian
rules" as the "business of life." 66
Edwards gave these signs for use in self-examination to root out
complacency as well as "enthusiasm." He made no bald statement that a
person could not be sure of his election; but his implicit position was
like Stoddard's, that whatever assurance was possible would come only
from the experience of a habit of holiness in all its psychological and
behavioral dimensions. 67 One would know oneself to be saved by looking ^
back on one's life and seeing a harmony of feeling and action-as Edwards
could look back on his own life when he wrote the "Personal Narrative."
If we recall Edwards' early struggles to keep his "sense" of holiness,
and how he preached in the mid-1730s that conversion was a new "sensibi-
lity," we can see how, in the wake of the second revival, he was
distancing himself from the potential antinomianism of that sensibility.
Sarah Edwards' transports were approved, but only because they were
always controlled by sound doctrine and conspicuous humility. Edwards'
twelve signs of spiritual affections codified what he had felt and
observed. Besides working on both the psychological and doctrinal
levels, they also met pastoral exigencies: the criterion of subjective
and objective Christian life--each part valid only in conjunction with
the other—provided an opportunity for a minister to restrain both
worldliness and spiritual pride in his congregation.
Equally important as a rein on arrogance was Edwards' series of un-
equivocal statements about the inability of one man to judge another's
heart. This was the most basic and radical of all Stoddard's own
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doctrines, and Edwards quoted his grandfather's Jj^atis^^
but the old warning certainly needed repeating in^^ircurnsta^s
of such a large and emotional revival as the Great Awakening. There is
no evidence that the Northampton congregation was torn by accusations of
impiety hurled by those who had experienced violent "affections" against
others who had followed a less extravagant road to faith, but Edwards was
well aware that many other communities had divided on this very issue.
Therefore he warned that even "true saints have not such a spirit of dis-
cerning that they can certainly determine who are godly, and who are not.
. . •
they can neither feel, nor see, in[to] the heart of another." 68 And
pastor Edwards pretended to give no absolute criteria for distinguishing
spiritual sheep from goats, lest he "be guilty of that arrogance which I
have been condemning." 69 For purposes in this world, which included
admission to church fellowship, men must judge others with hearts full of
charity and not pride.
0
The man or woman who claimed assurance of salvation, however, would
not therefore slip easily into public recognition as a saint. Although
Edwards followed Stoddard in recognizing the inviolable privacy of the
experience of grace, he nevertheless insisted in the Religious Affections
on a voluntary submission by the converted individual to the community of
Christians. A "profession of Christianity" was necessary, and it should
include all the essentials—acknowledgment of sinfulness, repentance, and
belief in the doctrines of Jesus as Saviour. It could be "express or
implicit." 71 Not essential was "an account of the particular steps and
method, by which the Holy Spirit, sensibly to them," changed their
hearts; but some account of the nature of the experience must be given,
since "for persons to profess those things wherein the essence of
Christianity lies, is the same thing as to profess that they experience
those things." 72 Christianity was, in essence, heart religion.
But wasn't judgment of such a profession implicit in this require-
ment? Professions could, of course, be faked. All of these cautions
against spiritual pride among the brethren force the overall "message"
of Edwards' treatises on grace into a serious ambiguity. The "signs"
seemed so clear in his mind, but could they not be used to keep hypo-
crites out of the church? Were church members to abandon discrimination
entirely in their use of "charity" with their neighbors? If so, why was
it so important to Edwards to promulgate rules for distinguishing grace
in the living person? This was a serious practical problem in the Great
Awakening and its aftermath, for piety was now a public stance, as it
had not been since the early days of the Puritan commonwealth. In many
communities church membership was a more voluntary and particular asso-
ciation than ever before. Ironically, the emphasis on emotional
conversion— essentially a more private matter than the outward morality
that had grown fashionable as a mark of holiness— led to the necessity
for a converted person to make a choice, to join a church as a convert,
not just as the child or grandchild of saints. But then he must be
judged worthy by his neighbors. Edwards, so certain of the true signs of
holiness, nevertheless warned men that they must not judge.
Ultimately, it was impossible to restrain laymen from pretending
spiritual powers not legitimized by Scripture without asserting the dom-
ination of the minister over his congregation. The combination of
abilities that made a good minister—doctrinal expertise and
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"experimental" understanding of "the inward operations of the Spirit"-
gave hi, an insight into others" souls that was more sophisticated and
more sensitive than that possessed by the ordinary lay church member.^
The only possible solution allowed by Edwards' advice to a "revived"
Congregational church infected by hypocrites and yet persuaded by Edwards
logic that there were signs of salvation but not reliable ones for mere
mortals, would be reliance on the minister in matters of judgment.
Enhanced ministerial power was really the direction in which these
treatises on grace and conversion were leading. When Edwards in his
Ihpj^t^^ l isted the most pernicious sins then current, the
three he mentioned all concerned the infringement of ministerial preroga-
tives by laymen. The first was censuring "professing Christians, in good
standing in the visible church, as unconverted"; worst of all was daring
to censure ministers as graceless. 74 The second abomination was exhort-
ing, or preaching, by laymen; only ministers had the right to assume the
authority of speaking in Christ's name or of teaching and exhorting as a
calling or full-time occupation.
75
Third among the most dangerous revival
practices that Edwards could think of was the attempt of laymen to intro-
duce new practices into the rites of the church without prior consent of
"the governing part of the worshiping society"; the pastor "especially
ought to be consulted, and his voice taken, as long as he is owned for
76their minister." That Jonathan Edwards was the professional heir of
his grandfather Stoddard was never shown more clearly than in these state-
ments about proper church procedures. In spite of his broad and sensitive
view of the revival and the good it contained, Edwards focused on anti-
clericalism as the major sign that evil was mixed in with the good.
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It was this impure character of even a glorious work of the Holy
Spirit that forced the dialectic interaction of theology and pastoral
practice in the career of Jonathan Edwards. There is no doubt that he
was, as an intellectual, perpetually fascinated by the search for pure
doctrinal "truth." But if he had not worked so hard to bring about a
revival in his own congregation, and if he had not then seen the result-
ing heights of piety come close to being unrestrained passion and pride,
his concern to find true "distinguishing marks" of sincere "religious
affections" would have been less pressing and perhaps less fruitful.
The second great awakening in Northampton had posed a problem which
Edwards answered in the mid-1740s with his impressive intellectual and
rhetorical skills, in three treatises that became the definitive works on
the subject of grace. He managed to harmonize the emotions he had felt,
and those he had seen in others, with the Calvinist dogma that he
acknowledged as Truth. But while he was reconci 1 ing--theoretical ly-
psychology and behavior, personal piety and community responsibilities,
Edwards' "real" life as a pastor provided a melancholy counterpart to
these elegant doctrinal certainties.
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CHAPTER VII
CHALLENGES, 1743-1749
Although Jonathan Edwards was brilliant at the doctrinal level in
defending the revival and identifying its dangers, his accomplishment
did not make the solution of the problems he faced in Northampton any
easier. In part because he was so confident of the experiential reality
and the analytical precision of his doctrine of true faith, Edwards'
definition of conversion gradually became in his own mind a norm by which
others could be measured and controlled. As he became so certain intel-
lectually, he became insecure professionally. The second awakening in
Northampton had threatened Edwards' identity as a pastor; and as the
revival waned, Edwards faced again the old challenges to church disci-
pline and ministerial authority. He never gave up trying to recreate the
joyous success of the revival of 1735, but by now his once-terrifying
doctrines were boringly familiar, and his young people were grown up. He
was no longer young himself; his charisma faded. As he aged, and as
evangelism failed, Edwards tried to assert the disciplinary powers that
he assumed had been enjoyed by Solomon Stoddard. Through the mid-1 740s
,
Edwards' identification with his grandfather became more apparent—and
more hopeless.
By the 1740s, despite the briefly spiritualizing effects of the
latest revival, Northampton was a community of worldliness and contention
--a perfectly normal eighteenth-century town. Amid the inexorable but
almost silent social changes, we can retrieve a few illuminating symbols
of the fragmentation of a once-integrated body into a mere geographical
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collection of competitive individuals. Previously public resources were
forever committed into private hands, the body politic was divided into
active and passive segments, and the once strongly interwoven structures
of church and state were separated. In the loss of a unity once imposed
by hardship and ideology there came also the separation of morality, and
especially piety, into an isolated corner of "everyday" life.
The most important symbolic change in Northampton was the end of
common fields. .The last mention of common tillage was in 1743, when the
fence around those fields was apportioned for the last time. 1 Later that
year a compromise was finally reached over the traditional rights of the
town to cut wood on land that had been allocated to individuals but not
yet improved. Dispute over these rights had simmered since 1715, when
previous land-divisions were confirmed without mention of public rights
to wood. Jonathan Edwards described this controversy as "above any other
particular thing, a source of mutual prejudices, jealousies, and debates,
for fifteen or sixteen years past." 2 The problem was not trivial, for ^
these uncleared lands were the only source of firewood within a ten-mile
radius. The compromise of 1743 allowed the inhabitants of Northampton to
cut wood on a certain strip of Proprietors' lands for ten years; after
another bitter fight, the agreement was extended for ten more years in
1754. After that, private ownership was absolute, and competition was
not hindered by remnants of communal ism.
Almost equally "private" was the control of local political offices
in this era. The growth of town population was not mirrored by any
widening of the pool of office-holders, and the powerful posts of
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selectman and General Court representative were still held almost exclu-
sively by the same families who had controlled the town since the late
seventeenth century. At about generational intervals, in the 1660s,
1690s, and 1730s, the number of newcomers to the list of officers reached
peaks (see Appendix III); but the men serving in the 1740s were "old-
timers." And most men who held important office were heirs of other
leaders. Between 1740 and 1749, seven out of nine first-term selectmen
were sons of selectmen, and the fathers of these seven had served an
average of more than nine terms each. 4 The respectability that led to
election was clearly more easily inherited than earned by an individual.
A growing elitism was also reflected in the number of selectman's terms,
out of the total served, held by men with military or courtesy titles
(Deacon, Doctor, or Mister): eighty-four percent of the terms in 1740-
1749 were held by titled gentlemen, almost twice as many as had been
taken by such men in 1700-1709.
5
There were more of these men in town
than there had been earlier, of course, but there were even more citizens
without any mark of special status. Although no man in Northampton
except Colonel John Stoddard made government service at any level his
sole career, by mid-century there were a dozen men who were called on
constantly for service, "professional" politicians in a limited sense.
Their sons were also assured of careful consideration for office when
other young men were ignored.
Jonathan Edwards gave sermons on explicitly political themes in
1730 and 1748 that indicated approval of the hierarchical aspects of this
process of political evolution and condemnation of the "democratic" side
of the scramble for office. He had frequently inveighed against the
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contention that distinguished Northampton public affairs-the contention
that earns the name "politics" for town government when "consensus" has
clearly faded with the communitarian visions of the founders. He often
pointed out that Northampton could "manage scarcely any public business
without dividing into parties." 6 He felt that a political system that
was deferential was a great improvement, but his basis for approval was
the old-fashioned ideal of a stable, unified community with "natural"
leaders, rather than the faction-oriented politics of the mid-eighteenth
century. In an early 1730s sermon on the current "unsettled" state of
public affairs as a sign of sinfulness, Edwards asserted ," 'Tis no part of
publick prudence to be often changing the persons in whose hands is the
administration of government and 'tis a calamity to have them often
changed. ... The long continuance of the same persons in power if they
are fit for their places tends most to the strength and stability of a
community." 7 Some men were natural leaders, and their right to govern
transcended the petty squabbling of ordinary politics.
Such a man was Edwards' uncle, Colonel John Stoddard, who died in
1748. His nephew's memorial sermon was explicit in removing any stain of
mere "partisan" self-seeking from this man who had led the "court" party
g
in Northampton. Stoddard was distinguished by "a genius for government.
. . .
improved by study, learning, observation and experience.
. . .
largeness of heart, and a greatness and nobleness of disposition.
. . .
[and] honorable descent." A "man of estate," he had been "long in
authority, so that it is become as it were natural for the people to pay
him deference." Rulers like Stoddard restrained ordinary people from
their natural inclination to "make a prey of one another" and indulge in
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"intestine discord, mutual injustice and violence." (Note Edwards' dis-
tinction between "government"
-by those commanding "natural" deference-
and "intestine discord," or ordinary politics.) In all of the virtues
fitting a man to rule, John Stoddard left no "superior in these respects,
in these parts of the world." (This was a bold statement, for seated
among Edwards' audience were at least two contenders for Stoddard's role
as leading squire of the upper Connecticut Valley.) Most clearly marking
Stoddard off from his competitors for rank was his piety and his connec-
tion to men whose vocation was moral government. He had been frequently
consulted on religious questions by his nephew Edwards, who found him to
be "a wise casuist. ... I scarce knew the Divine that I ever found more
able to help and enlighten the mind in such cases than he." (There were
also a number of local clergymen in attendance on this occasion.) Stod-
dard had been unfailingly accurate in doctrine and "intimately and feel-
ingly acquainted" with "experimental religion" and "vital piety." Such a
paragon was not to be met with again in Northampton, and Edwards was left
sadly alone in defense of religious truth when his powerful uncle went to
his eternal reward.
The dual role of exceptional civil leader and patron of religious
orthodoxy, reminiscent of John Winthrop, was claimed by few men in the
mid-eighteenth century. Governors and divines still respected each other
in New England, but their areas of power and strategies of dominance had
been growing apart for at least half a century. On the local level, at
least or perhaps especially in Northampton, the harmony of civil and
religious rule was maintained into the eighteenth century by an overlap
of personnel. John Stoddard--son of one minister and uncle and patron of
the other-was the most visible figure, but there had been others of dual
influence in the community. The three Elders of the Northampton church,
the last of whom died on the same day as did Solomon Stoddard, were impor
tant men in the secular life 0f the town: the first and third in order of
service, father and son, held a monopoly on the tanning trade in North-
ampton, and the man who served between them was a commander of the local
troops during the Indian wars around the turn of the century. The
Deacons tended to be wealthy farmers and tradesmen, although by 1740 they
clustered more in the second quartile of taxpayers than at the top of the
9list. As the community matured these church officers were much less
likely to participate formally in secular town government. Between 1670
and 1699, for example, Elders and Deacons served over thirty-seven per-
cent of all the selectman terms possible in Northampton; the correspond-
ing figure for 1700-1729 was just under twenty-seven percent, and for
1730-1754 it was only ten percent. 10 Two of the three Deacons chosen in
1739 were the first church officers who never served as selectmen. This
withdrawal of the Deacons, or the unwillingness of the town to elect
them, was a significant indication of the secularization of the community.
Solomon Stoddard had enjoyed a full complement of such formal and infor-
mal assistants in his fight to mold the community along the lines of a
truly Christian enterprise, but Stoddard's grandson saw the rapid decline
of this institution of Christian magistracy or magistral theocracy.
On the other hand, the secular community intruded itself into the
church in the 1740s in a way that would have been unthinkable in Stod-
dard's day. In June 1740 the church chose a fifteen-member committee to
"assist" the pastor in judging "causes and matters of difficulty,"
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although Edwards never recorded a request for help.H The group included
the five current Deacons, Colonel Stoddard, six men with militia rank of
lieutenant or above, a doctor, and one untitled man (who was, however,
the son of Northampton's last Elder). No record of this committee's work
has survived, and there is no mention of a renewal of their appointment
until 1748, but the precedent for lay government in the church had been
set firmly. Solomon Stoddard, who preached so bitterly against the
arrogance of the brethren, would never have allowed this infringement of
his own prerogatives. His grandson, who preached just as bitterly but in
more guarded language about the pride of laymen and their interference in
the church, seems to have had no choice but to accept this committee, at
least for a year. But the "assistants" elected by the town did not much
ease the burdens on Edwards. As he continued to fight sin, apathy, and
pride, he fought alone.
No one in Northampton had any right to expect that the Reverend Mr.
Edwards would bow to the inevitable forces of secularization. While he
was fighting the emotional excesses of the awakening on both local and
theoretical levels, he gave some attention to a practical step towards
moral reform. In March 1742, as the incendiary effects of Buell's
preaching were beginning to wear off, Edwards persuaded the congregation
to renew ceremonially their covenant with God. 12 Carefully drafted by
the pastor, the covenant was so completely oriented toward external
morality that the most dedicated Arminian could not have scrupled to
sign; Edwards was obviously fighting unethical behavior as well as emo-
tional extremism in that troublesome year. The first nine paragraphs of
the new covenant were promises to deal honestly with one's neighbor in
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financial matters and public affairs and not to seek private gain or
revenge. The next two promises were for the young people, who were to
vow that their behavior in company would always be consistent with "the
devoutest and most engaged spirit in religion." The last specific vow
was to perform family duties by "Christian rules." The covenant closed
with a supplication to God to assist the brethren "solemnly to devote our
whole lives to be laboriously spent in the business of religion." What-
ever good this covenant might have done temporarily-arid even the sketchy
outlines of Edwards' 1740s sermons show that he still had many sins to
catalogue-the people of Northampton were never again to be as concerned
with the "business of religion" as they had been in 1734-1735 and 1741-
1742. They turned away from their pastor's message, and he knew that
winning the small battles was not equal to winning the war.
From about the time of the covenant-renewal in 1742 there is some
speculative evidence that Jonathan Edwards was rapidly losing the confi-
dence of the community that he served and that he was aware of that loss.
Suggesting the psychological atmosphere in the parsonage in that period,
Sarah Edwards' narrative of her conversion keeps repeating that she
worried about "the esteem and just treatment of the people of this
M 13town." She dreamed of "being driven from my home into the cold and
snow, of being chased from the town with the utmost contempt and
malice." 14 She imagined being "surrounded by enemies, who were venting
their malice and cruelty upon me, in tormenting me." 15 She worried that
"if our house and all our property in it should be burnt up, and we
should that night be turned out naked; whether I could cheerfully resign
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all to God." 16 Edwards published his wife's narrative to illustrate
Christian triumph over temporal hardship, but Sarah's fears were strange-
ly persistent. Jonathan's account of his own conversion, written about
the same time as Sarah's, may reveal parallel tension. He confessed that
he was "greatly afflicted with a proud and selfrighteous spirit, much
more sensibly than I used to be formerly. I see the serpent rising and
putting forth its head continually, everywhere, all around me." 17 He was
unlikely to be sinfully proud with his small children, or his saintly
wife; the objects of his self-assertion must have been his neighbors, his
congregation. Now that he was converted, was he less charitable in judg-
ing the souls in his care, less patient with the people of Northampton?
About the same time that he published Sarah's dreams of freezing and
burning and enduring the "contempt" of the town, Jonathan Edwards pub-
licly identified himself with Christ the martyr. In an ordination sermon
in June 1743, Edwards dwelt on the doctrine that ministers must suffer-
even as Christ did, if necessary— to bring the Gospel to the pharisees. 18
This sermon is one of the most revealing documents in Edwards' pastoral
career, not only because it was given in the period between the second
revival and the first serious outbreak of hostilities between Edwards and
his church, but especially because it was given at the installation of
Jonathan Judd, the first minister in Southampton, a village recently
established on the edge of Northampton itself by men who were Edwards'
own converted "young people" in 1734-1735. 19 Therefore, what he said at
Judd's ordination was sure to be communicated to his own flock, and his
immediate audience were his former disciples who had turned their backs
on him to pursue greater worldly advantages. As a commentary on Edwards'
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influence that he could not have ignored, the Southampton settlers had
passed over the many young New Light clergymen whom Edwards had befriend-
ed (Samuel Buell, for example) and hired a minister who was at best
neutral about the past revivals. 20 Edwards recorded no dislike of Judd,
but he warned that "those people are like to sink the deepest into hell
hereafter, that go to hell from under the care of the most faithful
ministers." In a fashion uncharacteristic of the ordination sermons he
frequently preached, moreover, Edwards spent most of his time not on
Scriptural prefigurations of the minister's role, but on practical
matters of immediate local import.
To get the benefit of a man's ministry, Edwards told the new church
at Southampton, they must support it well. "Christ would not have minis-
ters' time and thoughts taken up about providing temporal good things for
their own support, but would have them wholly provided for by their
2.2
people." God would punish even men who gave reluctantly. "And here
let me warn you in particular, that you don't only do well by your
minister for a while at first, while the relation between you and him is
a new thing, and then afterwards, when your minister's necessities are
increased, begin to fail, as it too frequently happens." 23 (It was hap-
pening, some in the audience knew, even in the first parish of Northamp-
ton.) Edwards admitted that some men might say that ministers "love to
harp upon this string," because it is to their worldly benefit. "I have
not been much in insisting on this duty in my own pulpit, where it would
especially concern my temporal interest; and blessed be God that I have
had no more occasion." (A month later, if not earlier, Edwards did_
preach in an uncompromising tone about the necessity of tithes. 24 ) "But
whatever any may judge of the secrets of my heart,"' he continued, "it is
enough for you to whom I have spoke it, that I have demonstrated that
what I have delivered is the mind of God." And money was not the only
cross that ministers had to bear: equally "wounding" to pastor and
flock were "contention" about "temporal affairs" and "quarreling with
your minister in matters of church discipline." 25 He also alluded to
the presence of "anti
-ministerial men" among even the "professors, in
some of our towns": "it seems to be as it were natural to 'em to be un-
friendly and unkind towards their own ministers, and to make difficulty
for them." 26
The existence of a number of "anti-ministerial men" in a town,
therefore, would be good evidence that it was not truly pious and moral,
however many emotional revivals it had experienced. And such was the
case in Northampton. It took some years before Edwards' persistent
challenges forced these reprobates to declare themselves openly, but
Edwards knew they were lying in wait, and between 1743 and 1749 he pro-
voked a number of incidents to bring their hypocrisy into open light.
Even the full members of Edwards' own church were tried and found wanting
in that ultimate requirement of "Christian practice." As he had done at
Judd's ordination, Edwards preached "the mind of God" at Northampton; but
his flock refused to identify their pastor's voice with the will of their
heavenly Father.
The first and clearest manifestation of the Northampton congrega-
tion's unwillingness to give its pastor what he regarded as proper homage
was in the matter of salary, that traditional battle-ground between
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ministers and laymen in eighteenth-century New England. 27 To be sure,
Edwards was well paid: in 1749 he even bragged that he was the highest-
paid minister in New England outside the city of Boston. 28 His salary
started in 1726 at klOO per year, and from 1730 through 1738 he was given
that much again as an extra gift each year. Increments to the total sum
in 1739 and 1742, however, did not quite keep up with the depreciation of
Massachusetts currency from inflation. 29 By 1748 Edwards was being paid
1=700 per year and was ahead of the inflation rate. That year, too, he
was given an extra L170 "to support his family and buy books." But the
amounts themselves were not the real problem.
As early as 1734, Edwards had trouble collecting his salary and
complained to the town that he had "been put to considerable inconven-
30lence already for want." A scrap of sermon notes, seven years later,
preserves a draft of Edwards' response to the "uneasiness" of the town
over his family's spending habits, as an introduction to an attempt to
justify his various expenses. 31 Tradition has it that the Edwards family
displayed tastes for luxuries that could only be purchased in Boston,
such as fancy clothes and jewelry (a bill of til for "a gold locket and
chane" for "Mrs. Edwards" was used for sermon notes in March 174332 ). So
parsonage expenses were carefully observed, and even the money that was
voted was often paid hesitantly. Sarah Edwards had to write in March
1744 to beg for her husband's past-due salary, for "Mr. Edwards is under
33
such obligations that he can't possibly due without it." The Edwardses
would have agreed with Solomon Stoddard, who wrote in one of his most
famous published sermons that a minister might find "his abilities are
clouded, his spirit is sunk and low by refractory persons of his flock,
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or by his low maintenance for himself and his family. "34
That the problem was not the amount of salary, but the embarrassing
bickering that accompanied the annual grant, is the testimony of a letter
Edwards wrote in November 1744 to the first precinct (the civil unit of
government for church affairs after the separate parish of Southampton
was established). It was to be but the first of many requests he made
for a fixed salary and is worth quoting at length because it reveals the
tone Edwards took as his difficulties with the town reached a level of
permanent bitterness. He used words of condescension, expressed concern
for thejj: peace and welfare, and clearly indicated that their inquiries
into his family budget were impertinent.
Dear Brethren, What I have to propose to you is not from any
uneasiness with my maintenance, or any fault I find with the salary
you have given me from year to year; but from a desire that I have
not only of my own, but also of the town's comfort and benefit here-
after. The thing that I would propose is . .
. you would settle a
certain salary upon me. ... I look upon it very likely that there
will be no great difficulty in our agreeing upon the surrni. ... you
will have no further trouble or concern about it. The affair of
your minister's ^upport, and the consideration of his families cir-
cumstances, won't come over every year, to exercise your minds, &
to occasion various opinions & speeches, & to be a constant tempta-
tion to persons to look into the way in which the minister spends
his money; all occasion for such difficulties will be cut off,
which must needs be greatly for the comfort and benefit of the
publick society.
I have no aim at leading you into any trap.
. .
.
In the agreement that is now subsisting between me and the
people, the people have obliged themselves, in a general clause, to
make my support as shall be suitable
. .
. ; but there is nothing in
that agreement that determines what the support is, nor is it said
who shall be the judge.
. . . It can't be expected in so large a
society as this is, but that, under these circumstances, there will
be some that will be unjustifiably meddling with a minister's
affairs: & it may be a temptation even to rational, good sort of
men, to look more into a minister's affairs, and his way of spending
his money, than is convenient. . . .
I hope that what I propose will not appear to any, a frightful 1
thing.
. . . But however I don't pretend to oblige you to it; but
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only to request it of you. . .
.
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your affectionate Pastor, being myselfwith what I have, devoted to your service, for Jesus sake
Jonathan Edwards. ^5
Edwards was willing to settle for a fixed wage, which might not be
adjusted to keep up with inflation, in return for an end to the embarrass-
ing inquiries into his spending-a method of harrassment which did not
fool him.
Edwards' 1744 letter was never recorded in the official delibera-
tions of the first precinct. Only a few months before, Edwards had writ-
ten to a friend that his congregation were hard-pressed financially: "it
is a time of the greatest scarcity of money amongst them, and they have
of late been in the most unhappy frame that I have known them to be in'.' 36
In December 1746, if not earlier, he again pressed for a fixed salary;
after "considerable debate: the precinct voted not to give in even if
they were able to find a way to correct any fixed amount for inflation. 37
A year later Edwards again petitioned for "the reasonableness and expedi-
ency" of fixing his salary; but not until March 1748, after many more
long and bitter debates, did a majority of the taxpayers agree to settle
k700 Old Tenor per year on their pastor, the sum to rise or fall propor-
tionally to the value of certain staples. 38 Edwards would still have to
negotiate these values annually, but he had won in principle.
One reason for the town's sudden acquiescence may be implied by
Edwards' formal letter of acceptance of its terms. In May 1748 he agreed
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to abide by the rates "so long as I continue in the work of the ministry
among them"~this qualification was repeated a number of times in slight-
ly different words. Did the town agree to give him a fixed and high
salary because it saw only a short duration to this financial drain?
Edwards may have anticipated leaving Northampton as early as 1744,
when he first insisted on a fixed salary.
39
Since he knew the town was
hard pressed for money, he may even have been seeking to provoke an open
split. But he did not leave until six years later, after more important
aspects of his pastoral relationship with the town had soured. The
issues that precipitated the ultimate confrontation were Edwards'
perennial concerns-discipline of young people and piety in the church-
and they exposed the most fundamental problem faced by ministers and
congregations in eighteenth-century New England, the unresolved ambigui-
ties of the authority of the minister within the Congregational system.
In the 1740s there arose, as there had in the early 1730s, a problem
with the young people of Northampton. Once again it seemed to Edwards
that the behavior of this group was so bad as to require a concentrated
attack, and once again the youngsters were symbols for the sins of the
whole community. This time, however, the results were not reformation
and revival but a stalemate in the relationship between pastor and flock.
Edwards continued to preach sermons to the "children" and "young
people" for moral reform, as well as exhortations to their parents, with
apparently little positive result. 40 And then there arose, in the spring
of 1744, the incident of the "bad books," now a notorious part of local
folklore. According to testimony preserved in Edwards' notes, in early
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1744 some girls reported that a group of boys had been reading a mid-
wifery book, and about two dozen young people had been known to laugh
and joke over the explicit descriptions and diagrams of the female anat-
omy.41 The book may have been filched from a local doctor or obtained
from a peddler, although one witness heard it described as belonging to
a man whose wife had just borne her first child. The reading and laugh-
ter were bad enough, but the boys' sin was compounded by their using the
information to taunt the girls about what "nasty creatures" they were.
The worst miscreant of all, Oliver Warner, not only offered to show the
book to other boys for "10 shillings money" (an apprentice to Deacon Hunt,
a hatter, Oliver was already learning to strike a good bargain), but ran
up to girls in the street and teased them, "when will the moon change,
girls, come I'll look on you and see whether there be a blue circle
round your eyes
.
Oliver Warner, at least, clearly crossed the line between private
sin and public lewdness, and when pastor Edwards heard what was going on,
he began an inquiry. According to the tradition begun by Samuel Hopkins'
biography of Edwards in 1765 and perpetuated by Sereno Dwight and others,
Edwards preached against the sin, got the church to appoint an investiga-
tive committee, and then angered some of the "considerable families in
town" by reading a list of accused persons and witnesses without identify-
ing which was which. Influential parents then determined "that their
children should not be called to account in such a way for such things,"
and "the town was suddenly all in a blaze." By this process, Hopkins con-
cluded, Edwards "greatly lost his influence" with the young people and
no
the town as a whole.
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Edwards' notes do not quite support the narrative given by Hopkins.
First of all, the list of names that Edwards supposedly read from the
pulpit contains, from top to bottom, ten boys' names, then two doctors,
then nine girls and one boy. 44 There should not have been any confusion,
since all the boys named but none of the girls were accused. In addition
to Deacon Pomeroy's son, only one boy was from a "leading family," and
his uncle sat with the Deacon on the investigating committee. Whatever
the parents' reaction, the committee met at least once; Edwards' notes
show that Colonel Stoddard and at least three other leading citizens (the
Deacon, a Captain, and a Lieutenant) took formal testimony from the wit-
nesses and examined the suspects. While they deliberated, the young men
accused of lewdness waited in an anteroom and there compounded their
offenses by speaking disrespectfully to and of the committee, playing
leapfrog, getting a ladder to peek at the girls waiting upstairs, and
finally leaving the parsonage entirely to go to Joseph Lyman's tavern to
drink "flip." Ultimately, at least three young men were convicted of
serious crimes: cousins Simeon and Timothy Root confessed to "contempt-
uous behavior toward the authority of this church," and Oliver Warner
was charged with "public lewdness." 45
Edwards' success in pushing the case to such an end not only casts
doubt on Hopkins' tale of the obstructi veness of influential citizens,
but it may also shed some light on the underlying problem between Edwards
and the community. As he had done in 1734-1735, Edwards was dealing
again with a clear failure of "family government"; and so flagrant was
the lack of parental discipline that he overcame scruples about whether
the offenses were public or private by asking himself, "shall the master
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of a ship not enquire when he hears the ship be running on the rocks?" 46
His analogy was inappropriate, however-he was not the captain of that
crew of young men nor, would it seem, was anyone else. Their parents
were strangely absent from the proceedings, never mentioned after the
vote to have an inquiry. The only witnesses to the reading of bad books
or the lascivious talk on the street were other young people, or so the
recorded testimony indicates. In spite of their childish behavior, the
offenders were not children: Warner was twenty-one, the Root cousins
were each twenty-six, and the whole group of accused males had an average
age of twenty-four! 47 These were young adults who seemed to do as they
pleased without much adult supervision.
Edwards gathered these young people together away from their fami-
lies, in his parsonage, as he had done with his converts a decade before;
but this time his tactics backfired. Instead of producing a tractable
group of disciples flattered by the attention, eager to maintain their
special status, Edwards' inquiry produced a rowdy group of adolescents
sharing a self-conscious "us-versus-them" camaraderie. Timothy Root was
quoted by two witnesses as swearing that he would not "worship a wig" and
that he didn't "care a turd" or "care a fart" for the gentlemen of the
committee. This hostility was directed as much at Colonel Stoddard and
Captain Clapp as it was at pastor Edwards. The "boys" were ultimately
convicted not of reading bad books but of l£se majeste . By implication,
the sins they committed at home, and the parental supervision that should
have been exercised there, had come to seem less important than ever.
Edwards' mistake in this case was not in trying to punish the children of
"considerable families," but in pointing out to the whole community that
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their young people were completely out of control, and in giving the
young men of Northampton a chance to proclaim publicly their lack of
respect for traditional authority.
Even more significantly, Edwards advertised in 1744 that he had lost
the allegiance of the constituents who had always been most important to
him. All but three of the accused young men were church members; they
were the product of Edwards' revivals, and their current behavior showed
how bankrupt were his hopes for a permanent reformation of the community
through grace. 48 The Gospel as taught by Edwards no longer had much
appeal to these young people. If Edwards' preaching had ever implied any
promise of worldly betterment, or escape from social problems, that pro-
mise had not been fulfilled. For the young men who scorned the authori-
tarianism of ministers and squires, life was full of uncertainties that
over-used rhetoric could not make easier. The culprits of 1744 were
acting like boys, and they were in a kind of limbo of protracted adoles-
cence between the security of being a child and the satisfactions of
being an adult. They were not married and they owned no property, but
most of them were on the verge of making those critical choices of mate,
occupation, and residence that would control the rest of their lives.
The lack of parental supervision that they showed in their "crimes" may
indicate strained relations with their families. It is not possible to
confirm Hopkins' account of parental disapproval of Edwards' attempt to
discipline these "children," but such protectiveness would be plausible
in a community of smaller families and family pews, 49 and would not be
incompatible with greater dependence and anti-authoritarian feelings
among the young people. The very difficulties of transferring
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traditional customs to the rising generation may have produced both
intensity of concern in the parents and resistance in the children. 50
The youngsters had turned once from their parents to the minister as a
friend and guide, but when his message failed them, they in turn failed
him. Edwards was able to get three confessions of wrongdoing, but his
harsh authoritarianism forfeited the last vestige of trust and reliance
that existed between him and the "boys" he had converted. It was no
wonder that he wrote treatises about how untrustworthy were the ephemeral
manifestations of pious zeal. In 1746 he gave a quarterly lecture to the
"young people" with the text, "I have nourished and brought up children
and they have rebelled against me."
51
If the Hopkins story about an aborted campaign of discipline has any
truth in it at all, it is surprising that after the "bad books" episode,
Edwards grew even bolder in his attacks on the kind of sin that laymen
wanted to handle privately. Or was it desperation to assert his own
authority that made him create another "case" of discipline? Like the
earlier incident, this second episode is not recorded officially; only
private records remain. 52 It started in 1747, when unmarried Martha Root
claimed that her illegitimate child was sired by a dashing young military
officer. The "father" was wealthy Lieutenant Elisha Hawley, a grandson
of Solomon Stoddard and the younger son of the Joseph Hawley who had cut
his throat in religious despair in 1735. By mid-1748 the Hawley and Root
families had settled the matter privately: Martha received a large sum
of money and in return gave up all future claim to support for herself or
the child by Elisha. 5 ^ But soon thereafter, Jonathan Edwards interfered.
In December 1748 Elisha Hawley, on duty at Fort Massachusetts in the
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Berkshires, received a letter from his brother, Joseph Hawley III, who
was just beginning to practice law in Northampton. This letter contained
the news that the church (i.e., Edwards) was trying to force Elisha to
marry Martha but probably would not succeed because Scriptural precedent
depended on her proving "absolute virginity" and enticement by Hawley-
and because she and her parents did not want the marriage anyway! 54 An
undated fragment of notes in Edwards' hand reveals that hvs_ reading of
Scripture taught that a payment of money in lieu of marriage did not end
the moral obligation. The main concern, Edwards wrote, was not just
repairing the "outward injury" but also preserving "the order, decency /
and health of human society in general." 55 He was prepared to claim, in
essence, that civilization itself depended on Elisha Hawley's being
forced to marry Martha Root, even if against her will.
In preparation for a church hearing, Edwards made further notes in
which he outlined the legal issues: each principal would have to prove
the other was lascivious and had used force. 56 Elisha could only defend
himself, therefore, by proving that he_ had been seduced. Despite the
lack of church records, we must assume that the hearing vindicated Hawley,
for the next document surviving is the record of a ministerial council
that Edwards called in June 1749 "to hear a matter of grievance between
ye Church and Lt. Elisha Hawley." 57 Edwards hoped for support from his
professional brethren, but he was disappointed. The ministers of Hamp-
shire voted that it was not Elisha's "duty" to marry Martha, and they
remanded the decision to his own conscience. They also advised that he
be received back into the church if he confessed to fornication. No
record exists of such a confession, and the only inclusion of Hawley in
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records is his original but undated admission. He did not marry the
mother of his bastard. His conscience, supported by his brother Joseph's
skills as a lawyer, was clearly in conflict with the opinion of the
pastor who had tutored and converted both Hawley boys. 58 From Edwards'
perspective the two were traitors. They had been "disciples" of a sort,
and they were his own cousins; but they were not ashamed to display just
how limited, by the late 1740s, was the pastor's authority. If Edwards
could not even count on the morality and the deference of his own con-
verts, there was little hope that he would ever regain spiritual control
of the whole community.
Jonathan Edwards kept pushing in the 1740s towards confrontations
with his congregation that he had no chance to win. What brought about
this insensiti vity in a man who had once so completely captured the
spirits of the young people in his flock? What was different in 1744
from 1734? One can only speculate. For one thing, Edwards himself had
resolved most of the doubts that had remained in the early 1730s about
the nature of true faith and conversion; and from so long a period of
observing others as well as his own experiences he had formulated a
measurement of genuine faith that he could apply to the souls in his
charge. Moreover, the young men and women who had been converted in the
first large revival in Northampton or thereafter had obviously not been
truly converted into a life of consistent "Christian practice" and were
undoubtedly deserving of discipline. Given a continuum of problems,
Edwards' internal changes may have been yery important in dictating the
variation in pastoral tactics that he displayed in Northampton.
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But the source of his response to these challenges was much more
complicated. The second season of awakening in Northampton had renewed
Edwards' professional insecurity, and although Northampton itself was not
touched by schism, the many contentions and separations in the upper Con-
necticut Valley had taught Edwards the desirability of keeping a firm
hand on his congregation. 59 Furthermore, it was just before this period
that Edwards' father's battles with his congregation in East Windsor had
come to a climax, a defeat for the pastor. In the mid-1720s Timothy
Edwards had sided with a wealthy member of his flock who tried (in vain)
to have his daughter's marriage to an "unsuitable" man annulled; when the
young woman deserted her husband a decade later because he could not sup-
port her, pastor Edwards tried (again in vain) to shield her from a
fin
church censure. In the late 1730s Timothy Edwards also took an active
role in another parentally disapproved marriage by denying baptism to the
child of the couple unless the young father, Joseph Diggens, would con-
fess that he had committed "scandalous sin" by marrying his wife against
fi 1her father's will. 01 Diggens refused, all but two church members sided
with him, and the battle was joined. Timothy Edwards demanded an
absolute veto in church discipline and church admissions. He was then
formally charged with maladministration by Diggens. In consequence,
Edwards suspended the Lord's Supper in his church for almost three years.
The real problem was, of course, the imprecision of ministerial authority
in the Congregational system. Even after three ministerial councils
considered the question, stalemate continued.^ 2 Diggens finally gave up.
The best primary source on the whole affair ends in 1741 with the con-
frontation still going on, but Edwards clearly never won the powers he
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claimed. East Windsor's historian did find some evidence that superfi-
cial peace returned with the Great Awakening. 65
Timothy and Jonathan Edwards were clearly preoccupied with the same
issues-young people and their sexual sins, the failed control of parents,
and the need for the pastor to have a decisive vote in matters of church
discipline as the ultimate control on community behavior-and their
pastoral stance was similar even though Jonathan was never forced to the
extreme positions that his father took so eagerly. If Jonathan was ever
tempted to accept the worldliness and sin of his own congregation, here
was an example of a minister who fought valiantly for right principles.
From the experience of the two Edwardses, it appears that revivals
were the best opportunity to harmonize the demands of a pastor with the
needs of his congregation. It was perhaps the emotional satisfactions
offered by publicly praised conversions that made moral obedience easier
in times of awakening, and minister and flock engaged in a common
endeavor that obscured the underlying problems between them. Unfortun-
ately, revivals were not events that could be created at will. But
ministers who had seen the multi-faceted betterment of their communities
brought by an awakening were bound to strive to recreate that experience.
Jonathan Edwards was such a pastor. The revival of 1735 grew more
successful as his memories aged, and the 1741 awakening had had many
positive elements mixed in with the newly apparent dangers. The
revivals, however, would not come again to Northampton. The now-familiar
doctrines of justification by faith alone no longer packed any emotional
punch. By the late 1740s Edwards seemed to be left without means to turn
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his people's attention towards God again. He had tried inspiring them to
piety, and he had tried bald discipline; both had failed. But now, just
as he seemed to be losing the war against sin and losing the allegiance
of his "young people," Edwards was able to draw on his newly refined
understanding of true holiness to buttress his waning authority in the
church. The logic of his theology dictated that if conversion were real
,
sensible, and demonstrable-and he had proved that it was in Religious
Affections and other works-then there was no need to maintain Solomon
Stoddard's humble refusal to draw lines between sheep and goats because
it was too hard to be accurate. His pastoral logic suggested that if the
church privileges were not open to all men on demand, if full membership
and especially the right to have one's children baptized were reserved
for those who had been converted and would testify to being so, these
privileges would be more eagerly sought. Restricted sacraments had the
beautiful advantage of combining an emphasis on genuine piety with an
effective tool of moral discipline.
In February 1749 Jonathan Edwards offically announced to the church
committee, fifteen of Northampton's leading citizens, what had been
rumored for some time— that he had decided that his long continuance of
Stoddard's "open" communion was wrong. He could not in good conscience
admit any more members to the church who would not make a profession of
the "essentials" of Christian faith, essentials which included evidence
of an "experiential" work of grace as well as sound doctrinal knowledge.
Sixteen months later the Northampton congregation would formally and
completely reject Jonathan Edwards--his doctrine, his discipline, and
his twenty-three years of struggle to make them see the light.
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CHAPTER VIII
THE FAILURE OF THE NORTHAMPTON PASTORATE, 1749-1750
According to the journal that Jonathan Edwards kept during the
"communion controversy" with his church, he had had "difficulties" for
some years before 1749 in accepting the lax method of admission to full
communion in the Northampton church. 1 When he wrote his treatise on the
subject, An Humble Inquiry into the Rules of the Word of God Concerning
the Qualificationsje^mite to a Complete Standing and Full r,,, .
the Visible Christian Chnrr.h. he confessed that it pained him to go
against the principles and practice of his revered grandfather, Solomon
Stoddard.
I have formerly been of his opinion, which I imbibed from his books,
even from my childhood, and have in my proceedings conformed to his'
practice
. . .
deference to the authority of so venerable a man, the
seeming strength of seme of his arguments, together with the success
he had in iris ministry, and his great reputation and influence, pre-
vailed for a long time to bear down my scruples. ... It is far
from a pleasing circumstance of this publication, that it is against
what my honored grandfather strenuously maintained, both from the
pulpit and press. I can truly say, on account of this and some
other considerations, it is what I engage in with the greatest
reluctance, that ever I undertook any public service in my life. 2
Cut Edwards had found that the "open" communion that had evolved from
Stoddard's principles had to be an error, for it produced a church that
seemed impervious to the truths of Gospel doctrine. Men and women who
had been recognized as "visible saints" in Northampton still wallowed in
clandestine immorality and flagrant pride. The apparent conversions
during the revivals of 1734-1735 and 1741-1742 were commonly proving to
be frauds. Fifteen years earlier, when Edwards wrote his Faithful
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Narrative, he had attributed good order and true piety to the inhabitants
of Northampton under his grandfather's dominion; he never publicly
revised that opinion of the past, but Stoddard's church practices were
obviously inappropriate for the people with whom Edwards had to deal in
the late 1740s.
Edwards therefore resolved about 1744 not to admit any applicant to
full membership in the church unless that person would make a profession
of true Godliness by reporting an experience of saving grace as well as
sound doctrinal knowledge. He told "some" people of his change of heart
and strongly hinted at his new principles in the Religious Affections ,
but public controversy was avoided because no new applicants for member-
ship appeared until December 1743..3 When a man sought admission that
winter, he was given a number of sample professions to consider and was
informed that Mr. Edwards would not quibble over specific words. 4 Able
in conscience to profess a true faith, the man nevertheless declined to
do so because it was not necessary by the rules of admission in the
Northampton church. Once this gauntlet had been thrown down, Edwards had
no choice but to make a formal announcement to the church committee that
he had altered his principles regarding qualifications for the sacraments.
In February 1749 he asked permission to explain his ideas from the pulpit
-•not because the committee had a right to say no, but because he wanted
to forestall dissension. His request was denied. He then began to pre-
pare a treatise, the Humbl e Inquiry
, which was finished that spring but
did riot appear in print until August 1749.
In this work Edwards denied any interest in problematic but peri-
pheral issues such as the degree of membership of baptized infants or the
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precise definition of conversion. He wanted to focus on finding a proper
definition for the "visible sainthood" that was the usual criterion for
church membership in New England. He assumed, as almost all Christians
did, that such a person would have to be an adult and not a flagrant sin-
ner. The real question could be phrased in two ways: was "visibility"
something different from what was genuine; 0 r, could a person rightfully
profess a faith that he did not hold through the experience of conver-
sion? Edwards answered from Scripture that there were not two kinds of
saints, just converted persons and sinners liable to damnation; visibil-
ity was only the temporal manifestation of the condition of being saved.
Furthermore, a man could not profess a faith that was not living in his
heart, for the essence of Christianity was piety and not just obedience
to the Law. The sacraments were "seals" of the covenant made between God
and man at the moment of conversion.
Edwards took great pains to point out the inconsistencies of Stod-
dard's claim that the Lord's Supper was a converting ordinance: if
unconverted men can be admitted with hopes of being then converted,
Edwards argued, why strive at all to distinguish those who have had grace
at work in their hearts? This whole argument was really an attack on a
straw man: Stoddard would have answered that men need to search for
grace in themselves, and only those who have some hope of salvation
(which is all mortal man, not reading God's mind, can have) should come
to the Lord's Supper. Edwards was taking essentially the same position
when he described reliable signs of grace in the Religious Affections but
also warned men not to presume to judge each other's hearts. Although he
chose to use the vocabulary of theological debate, the ground on which
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Edwards really fought Stoddard was the practical rtdp n f i , ,h ' GU Ci" b ' e of pastoral resoon-
sibilities. Stoddard had been willing to let ail well-behaved M come
to the Table, if they chose to do so, and thereby to surrender the useful
disciplinary tool of identifying more particularly the truly "gracious";
he had found more informal means of enforcing his will, and God's mora/
Law, on the town of Northampton. But Jonathan Edwards had tried for
twenty years to make Stoddard's methods "work" for him, and he had failed.
He could marshall endless Scriptural evidence for the necessity to dis-
tinguish between spiritual sheep and goats in this world. Only those who
had been converted in heart, he wrote, could process a true faith. Only
those who so professed should be admitted to full church membership,
which included the privileges of the Lord's Supper and baptism for their
chi Idren.
Edwards was throwing out the Half-Way Covenant, which almost all of
the churches in New England used: under this system, adults who had been
baptized but not converted could have their own children baptized. Many
churches in western Massachusetts and Connecticut were "Stoddardean" and
even more generous: persons baptized even in their adult years (because
their parents had neglected their responsibilities) could then have their
offspring baptized and could also attend the Lord's Supper and vote in
all church affairs. 5 In the Humble Inquiry Edwards spent most of his
words on the general question of defining proper church "members," and
only in passing, in an answer to a hypothetical objection that the larger
part of the world would then be ignored by the church, did he speak pre-
cisely about the consequences of his new definition of "visible saint-
hood." But he was well aware that the clause about baptism was the part
o. his new syste, that would be most objectionable. He admitted to a
sympathetic colleague, "I am not sure but that my people, in length of
time, and with great difficulty, might be brought to yield the point as
to the qualifications for the Lord's Supper (tho' that is very uncertain);
but with respect to the other sacraments there is scarce any hope of it.
And this will be very likely to overthrow me, not only with regard to my
usefulness in the work of the ministry here, but everywhere.
.
.
."6
Nevertheless, he would not give in on any part of his new scheme.
The HumbTe_.lnguiry was very explicit about the pragmatic uses of a
restriction on church membership. 7 Three main benefits were predicted.
One was the usefulness of officially recognized saints as models for the
unconverted; Edwards had often observed community jealousy at work, and
well-publicized conversions were the "chief means" to convert others.
.Moreover, thorough examination of the supposed saint's conversion would
also inhibit the self-advertisement in private conversation that had
grown common under the "open" admission system; Edwards' "late experi-
ence" had shown this self-selection to be of great "mischief" in foster-
ing spiritual pride and keeping the communicant unresponsive to "skilful
guides" who could keep him from mistaking mere imagination for true
experience of grace. (But had Edwards not been adamant in Religious
Affections that no man could see into another's heart?) The third and
most important benefit of all to be derived from restrictions on member-
ship would be the necessity for adults to be converted in order to have
their children baptized. The parental responsibility of "instructing,
praying for, and governing their children, and setting them good exam-
ples" could no longer be ignored; and people could no longer be
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complacent about their own state without the risk of sending their small
children straight to hell if they died.
Edwards was gambling on his understanding of two aspects of commun-
ity psychology. He was assuming that church membership could be made
into a component of secular status, and that his people would be jealous
of those who were "certified" saints and therefore would strive to join
the select group. Me turned out to be wrong: in a community where
status distinctions were becoming stronger all the time but were resolv-
ing themselves into a pattern of wealth and occupations that was at least
clear and understandable, the introduction of a new element of status
that was independent of all the others would intolerably and unnecessari-
ly complicate the process of mutual ranking. Edwards was also assuming
that parents so loved their children that they would manage to convert
themselves in order to have their offspring included in the covenant
under the seals. But what if they loved them so much, and worried about
them so much, that the introduction of another responsibility in which
parents might fail their young people was too unpleasant to tolerate?
What Edwards was essentially trying to do, it would seem, was to 1
start another revival. In the early 1730s he had preached doctrines of
the narrowness of the gate to heaven that were far harsher than anything
his congregation had ever heard. The more he seemed to condemn his peo-
ple to perdition, while still encouraging them to strive against the
odds, the greater grew his list of converts. By now, of course, he knew
that most of those conversions had not been genuine. But if he could
arouse the community to the same concern for piety again, with his
greater experience with both revivals and converts, he could channel the
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energy of their emotions into true graciousness
. Even though he seemed
to be losing his former disciples, the "young people" of 1734-1735, to
the Devil, perhaps he could draw them back by arousing their concern for
the children they had recently brought into the world. Exclusive sacra-
ments would help to bind their piety to morality, for the communicant
would be so conspicuous that he would have to maintain "visible saint-
hood." All the parts of this new plan of church organization fit
together so smoothly.
What was missing in Edwards' proposals, nevertheless, was an answer
to the obvious and most critical question-who would judge? The major
obstacle to community acceptance of the new rules was the strong suspi-
cion that Mr. Edwards himself was going to be the judge of their spiritual
experiences. He wrote only about self-judgment, but then what was the
basis for his claims of differing from Stoddard? When a prospective
church member made his profession, who would point out brazen hypocrisy?
Unfortunately, the statements made by the town in answer to Edwards'
proposals and in the town's charges against him before the two advisory
councils have not survived, so it is impossible to produce any explicit
testimony of popular aversion to this ambiguity in Edwards' plan. 8 But
both of the ministers whom the town asked to prepare a theological answer
to Edwards indicated that the strongest objection to Edwards' scheme was
the implication that a person could make an absolutely certain judgment
about another's spiritual condition and that the chief judge would be the
minister. The "official" answer to Edwards' Humble Inquiry was published
in 1751 by the Reverend Solomon Williams of Lebanon, Connecticut, son of
the late Reverend William Williams of Hatfield and member cf the Williams
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clan that was conspicuous in ministerial politics in the Connecticut Val-
ley. Williams wrote that he assumed fro, Edwards' argument that the
Northampton pastor would insist on judging men's "experiences" in order
to decide on admission, and Utmim meant "experiences" in the sense of
the emotions and processes of the conversion moment itself, as the word
had come to be used with great significance during the Awakening. 9 The
Reverend Peter Clark of Salem Village, Massachusetts, the other minister
to whom the town sent a messenger pleading for an anti-Edwards treatise,
had a similar impression. Actually, Clark had not yet read Edwards' book
when he wrote to Deacon Ebenezer Pomeroy, the manager of the anti
-Edwards
crusade in Northampton, that Edwards' plan for exclusive sacraments
depended on the possibility of his being a final judge of "sainthood
and Clark knew that such a clerical prerogative would not be allowed in
most Congregational churches. 10 And so it is very clear that the hearsay
testimony about Edwards' plan, undoubtedly spread by Northampton residents
to their friends and allies, was that Mr. Edwards was going to judge /
souls—exactly the role that Solomon Stoddard had given up so dramati-
cally, and one which few ministers would dare to assume.
Both Williams and Clark, however, were technically wrong. In the
Humble Inquiry and in his letters to his opoonents, Edwards explicitly
denied any special skill in judging hearts. He would rely, he said, 0,1
the person's own profession of faith as the criterion for membership. 11
He was, of course, begging the fundamental question of distinguishing
sincerity from hypocrisy. In M i s re p res e n ta t j on s Corrected , his public
answer to Williams, Edwards insisted he would not demand "certainty" in
judging a "visible saint" and that the "experience" he intended to
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examine was simply the quality of living faith in an appl icant-not just
intellectual understanding of classic doctrine.^ Edwards wrote to Peter
Clark and disclaimed any unusual powers of judging souls and any ambition
to have a totally pure church. In essence, he was forced to defend him-
self against charges of being a Separatist. 13
The fact that Edwards' stance in the proposals for a new organiza-
tion of the church was not as authoritarian as others believed was much
less important than the town's readiness to believe the worst. The com-
munity which once had followed Edwards in two revivals had come to doubt
his motives completely. According to Edwards, few people even read his
book when it appeared in August 1749. Williams' rebuttal was not fuel
for local hostility to Edwards, since it did not appear until mid-1751.
The anger against Edwards had little to do with theology. It was based
on hearsay and on the expectation that whatever he wrote or preached,
he would take an unacceptably authoritarian stance in the church if he
could. And it is possible that their suspicions were actually based on
firmer ground than their memory of Edwards' asserti veness about salary
and discipline in the previous five years.
In his statement before the ministerial council that met in December
1749 to advise the town what to do, Edwards admitted that he wanted a
"veto" over church membership—a claim he did not mention in any other
known statement of his plan or principles and that he had actually con-
sistently denied. In this demand Edwards perfectly illustrated the
reasons why he was not trusted--having announced his principles in the
Religious Affect ions, as he thought, he merely worked out the "adminis-
trative" details in a cavalier fashion as he went along. He discussed
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restrictions on baptism and ministerial vetoes as though they were easily,
assumed corollaries of his revival doctrines. But to his church they
were revolutionary, unnecessary, and completely unacceptable. To the
council of 1749 Edwards announced that it was not he but the church itself
that had defected from the Stoddardean principles to which they protended
to cling so zealously. As he recorded his statement in his journal, it
read in part:
I had as much reason given me by the church in my settlement, todepend upon it, that they would allow me the same power in churchgovernment which I yielded to Mr. Stoddard; as they had to depend
on n, tnat i would allow them the same open door to the Lord's
Table. The cnurch ajjowed Mr, Stoddard a neoatiye: and never, sotar as I have heard of, disputed it, at feast never in the then
existing generation. Now they greatly find fault with me for
claiming it, and have departed to the length of BrownismJ 4
If Stoddard had had a veto—and that is entirely believable, although
Edwards' is the only direct testimony to the fact-it was surely moral
behavior that he would have claimed to judge. Jonathan Edwards, Northamp-
ton believed, would be a judge of hearts. And that is why there was no
possibility of reconciliation once Edwards had announced his change of
mind about the sacraments.
In the six months that followed Edwards' announcement, "several
persons" asked to be admitted to the church and even agreed to make a
profession, but they were forbidden to do so by the church committee.
And until the council of neighboring ministers recommended otherwise in
December 1749, Edwards was even denied the right to lecture on the subject
of contention. The pastor and his church argued every step of the way--
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about his preaching, about whether to call a council to advise i f he
should preach, about who should be members of that council, about the
precinct's assuming management of the affair (the precinct was the civil
body of all voters, and Edwards insisted that this was a church matter
,
although the church/town distinction had lost its meaning with Northamp-
ton's hitherto "open" communion), and about the proper time to invite a
council to decide the final outcome of the controversy. A vocal group
within the town opposed calling even the preliminary council, for fear it
would recommend admitting the voluntary professors or that it would
require that Edwards be given a fair hearing. One of the subsidiary
issues became whether the church would be subject to a council. The
Northampton church had been one of the founders of the advisory Hampshire
Association, and the Stoddard it revered had been an outright Presbyter-
ian in ecclesiology, but in these circumstances (and worrying that other
clergymen might back Edwards) the church fought to defend "Congregation-
al" principles. 15
Edwards sought to maintain a logical position even on these proce-
dural questions, and in many letters to various committess he pointed out
in great detail the inconsistencies of his opponents. 16 Logic was, after
all, his strong point. But regardless of logic or properly deferential
methods, the town was determined to get rid of Edwards, and by late 1749
they were charging him with causing too much trouble and delay. Every-
one involved knew he would have to leave. In April of 1749 he had
offered to resign if the church so wished, but only after they had read
his forthcoming book and if a council "mutually chosen" by the parties
should so advise and should outline proper steps. 1 '7 The next month,
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Edwards confessed to a friend his despair over achieving a favorable
settlement:
"I know not but this affair will issue in a separation be-
tween me and my people." 18 m December he told the council that he had
not intended to cause a great furor in the town, but that he had simply
followed his conscience and been candid with his flock~"with the fullest
expectation of being driven from my ministerial office, and stripped of a
maintenance for my numerous family." 19 whether or not Sarah was still
dreaming of being turned out into the snow to freeze, her husband was
determined not to be dismissed by the town like some sort of lackey. He
would go, if he must, with due ceremony. And he still had his most
potent weapon, oratory.
But when Jonathan Edwards finally preached a series of lectures
about his principles in February and March 1750, very few of his own con-
gregation even attended. Among those who did attend were a large number
of strangers, including on one occasion the justices of the county court
then sitting at Northampton. 20 One of the March sermons expounded the
doctrine that a minister who obeys his own conscience but differs from
his church is not breaking his bond with them but rather is fulfilling
his responsibility to show them the light.
21
This was not a persuasive
argument in Northampton. The previous November a majority of the church
members had voted their refusal to abide by Edwards' new doctrines, and
there is a tradition that only nineteen persons out of hundreds voted for
??
the minister.
Edwards was convinced that almost all of the Valley ministers would
side against him on the substance of the controversy; and he later wrote
that because the town was surrounded by Stoddardean churches, the narrow-
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visioned Northampton^ assumed that all the world was against their
pastor." During the spring of 1750 the major controversy was whether
Edwards would be allowed to get any representatives from outside Hamp-
shire County for the decisive council. The town finally agreed that two
out of a total of ten churches represented could be "outsiders." A
minister and a layman would sit for each church invited. When the final
council was convened on June 19, 1750, Edwards' "side" was one short, be-
cause the church at Cold Spring had refused to send a messenger, but
their pastor, Edward Billings, came to Northampton on his own and took a
seat on the council. 24 The sides had been carefully chosen: the votes
were ten to nine against Edwards. 25
The council found that the views of Edwards and his church were
"diametrically opposed," since Edwards insisted on a "profession of
sanctifying grace" for full communion and the church wanted only "compe-
tency of knowledge" and a "blameless life." It also decided that a
separation between pastor and flock was necessary, and that it should be
implemented without delay. But at the same time, the council took care
to exonerate Edwards personally: stories about his insincerity were
judged "false and groundless," he was truly following his conscience, and
he was "eminently qualified" to lead a church that shared his sentiments.
A minority of the council (four ministers and three laymen) published a
protests against the majority decision in which they asserted that
Edwards' new principles were the correct ones (an issue which had not
been debated but of course determined each delegate's vote); that in any
case the differences between him and his church were insufficient grounds
for a separation; and that the anti-Edwards forces had not allowed
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themselves to be reasoned with about the fundamental issue.^
But Edwards' firing was inevitable. His dismissal from office took
Place officially or, June 22, 1750. This was essentially the end of
Jonathan Edwards' pastoral career. He stayed on in Northampton for
almost a year and was even hired from week to week as a preacher until
November, for a church that had fired its pastor over an issue of con-
science was not attractive to young candidates for the ministry. 27
Edwards also owned some property in the town which could not be sold
quickly., In the midst of his professional tragedy, two of his daughters
were married, and their "setting-out" ,as a large drain on his financial
resources. He had to find another job immediately. Of the various offers
he received, the best was the position of missionary to the Indian settle-
ment and small white congregation at Stockbridge, in the Berkshires. 28
His adherents had made valiant efforts to keep him in Northampton by
organizing another church, but that group was very small and finally gave
in to the advice of a council which recommended that Edwards take the
position in Stockbridge. The bitterness between Edwards' friends and the
majority of the church and town remained alive for at least two years,
during which time the Edwards faction refused to participate in the
Lord's Supper with the others. Edwards was kept well informed of the
proceedings by his friends, but he was spared the need to face the
disruption he had caused in the community. 29
The move to Stockbridge, completed by the autumn of 1751, brought
Edwards material hardship, but it also gave him the luxury of time to
30
think and write without serious pastoral distractions. During the next
seven years he wrote the great volumes of anti -Arminian theology for
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which he has become famous. Having lost his twenty- three-year battle
against sin and apathy in ordinary human beings, Edwards turned his atten
tion to the fundamental issues underlying the clerical and intellectual
opposition he had encountered. From the study at Stockbridge came forth
masterful expositions of the Calvinist point of view on the freedom of
the will, original sin, the end for which God created the world, and the
nature of true virtue. His last project, left unfinished at his death,
was the reworking of some late-1730s sermons into a millenialist state-
ment published posthumously as Ajjistorx^thg. Work of Redempti on. 31 In
the last years of his life, Edwards was able to see more clearly than
ever that the world as he had experienced it in both joy and pain was
running along in a perfectly controlled divine design.
How neatly the doctrines could be arrayed in treatises when the
practical implications for ordinary laymen did not have to be considered!
The Calvinist emphasis on the free quality of God's grace, and the unfree
quality of man, could be described so unambiguously when there was no
need to preach that men must strive to "take heaven by force" as the best
alternative to letting them languish in complacency. In Stockbridge
Edwards' pastoral responsibilities, as reflected in the sermon manu-
scripts, consisted mainly of preaching against the drunkenness and theft
to which his Indian congregation seemed prone. He was now free to return
to the intellectual adventures he had loved in his youth and to become—
at last—a philosopher. In 1757 he was invited to become president of
the College of New Jersey (later renamed Princeton), and he reluctantly
accepted this honor. He died of a smallpox innoculation just as he was
about to take on these new "pastoral" duties in 1758.
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Historians have always sided with Edwards against his "enemies,"
although most thoughtful biographers have admitted that he did show a
lack of sensitivity to the practical problems of implementing his ideas
in Northampton. There have been two major interpretations of the firing,
and both find real "villains" in the anti-Edwards crusade. The older and
more popular of the two cites the personal and ideological enmity of the
Williams clan, a large family of ministers and government officials in
the Connecticut Valley in Massachusetts and Connecticut. The more recent
interpretation blames Edwards' troubles on his opposition to a rising
tide of "democracy" in the parish. But both interpretations oversimplify
the relationship between Edwards and his congregation.
Edwards himself complained about the hostility of the Williamses,
and his biographer Dwight elaborated on every reference that Edwards made
to their activity in all his troubles. Two facts are certain: Elisha
and Solomon Williams wrote the theological answer to Edwards' Humble
jngui ry , and there was a Williams "connection," by blood and marriage,
among the Hampshire ministers. 32 (But so also was there a "Stoddard"
connection, of which Edwards and the Will iamses were both part.) The
rest of the case for the Williamses' villainy is derived from either
Edwards' accusations or Dwight's unsupported assertions. Edwards wrote in
1753 that the Williams family had been prejudiced against him ever since
the revival of 1734-1735; Dwight embroidered this statement to a declara-
tion (undocumented in Edwards' manuscripts) that Israel Williams, later
called "monarch of Hampshire" but then only twenty-four years old, had
ridden into Northampton and "forbidden" his cousin Edwards to preach on
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Justification by faith alone, 33 Edwards al$Q^ ^ ^ ^
Israel Williams and his brother-in-law Jonathan Ashley, pastor at Deer-
field, had visited Northampton frequently between 1735 and 1750 and yet
never showed the courtesy of calling on the Edwardses. When the commun-
ion controversy arose, Edwards wrote, "this family deeply engaged them-
selves in this controversy on the side of my opposers, who were primarily
upheld, directed, and animated by them." Israel Williams, he insisted,
had been the chief family agent and was the behind-the-scenes leader of
the anti-Edwards party in Northampton. 34 Not satisfied to have routed
him from Northampton, the Williams clan also harrassed him at Stockbridge,
although there Edwards triumphed.
Such was Edwards' version, written mostly while he fought with some
Williamses at Stockbridge for control of the Indian school there, and as
repeated and elaborated by Dwight. Perry Miller used this information in
his biography of Edwards; he stressed the Williams clan's ideological
Arminianism and asserted that the emotional vehemence behind the battle
derived from a feud between Jonathan Edwards' mother and her sister
Christian, second wife of William Williams of Hatfield and mother to I
or
Israel. There is some evidence of a competition between Jonathan and
his cousin Solomon Williams in their earlier years, 36 and the trace of a
further rivalry between Israel Williams and Timothy Dwight, Edwards'
chief supporter in Northampton, over inheritance of the powers of Colonel
37John Stoddard. Beyond this the personal aspects of the "feud" cannot
be documented. The Arminianism of the Williamses is also hard to prove.
It is true that many clerical members of the family were opposed to the
Great Awakening in its late and peace-breaking stages; but Edwards
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himself had taken a position that was essentially against those same dis-
turbances and on the same "professional" grounds. On the other hand,
Elisha Williams had been Edwards' own tutor in the precepts of Calvinism
and was a leader in the fight against quasi
-Arminian Robert Breck in 1735.
In his True Sfote of the ; Question., Solomon Williams avowed undying adher-
ence to the doctrines of Solomon Stoddard, who was as staunch a Calvinist
as his grandson Edwards, even though the two eventually differed in
ecclesiology. j8 One could be, and most of Edwards' opponents were, Stod-
dardean in church practice and Calvinist in theology. In fact, it was
Edwards who really turned against the common position of the clan.
A corollary to the position that the Williamses were the evil spirits
behind the Northampton rebellion against Jonathan Edwards is the attribu-
tion to them of a controlling influence over the man who was clearly the
intellectual leader of the opposition within Edwards' own church, Joseph
Hawley III. Hawley had graduated from Yale in 1742, perhaps with thought
of becoming a minister, but he had gone to study law in Suffield, He
returned to Northampton about 1748 and became a Justice of the Peace in
1749. He was not active in the anti-Edwards fight in the church,
although he was a full member, until late in 1 749. 39 (He haci, of course,
engaged in a fight with Edwards over the duty of his brother Elisha to
marry Martha Root.) From late 1749 through the final council in 1751,
Hawley was the chief spokesman for the church, precinct, and town against
the pastor, although older men who shov/ed real venom against Edwards
personally took the lead within the precinct meetings. ^° Most biographers
of Edwards have claimed that Hawley was the tool of Israel Williams, but
there is little evidence for that connection except their association ten
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years later in the county judiciary and military services. ^ Hawley
fessed to Edwards in 1754 that he had assumed his role in the communion
fight out of "vanity and ambition," and he repeated these self-accusations
in a public letter to pro-Edwards minister David Hall in 1760. 42 He
mentioned no outside influence. Hawley seems merely to have seized his
chance to begin his later-illustrious career as a popular leader by
adding his educated voice to the general outcry. He was, in many ways,
one of Edwards' most notable once-converted "young people .. gone astray
_
Although he did not mention any particular ideological stance in
his letters to Edwards and Hall, Hawley may have been an Arminian. Among
his manuscripts there is an undated fragmentary "confession" of Arminian-
ism, which he says began in 1744 while he lived at Cambridge and was
incited by the reading of an eloquent Arminian tract. 43 It is doubtful
that his Northampton neighbors shared this ideology—although they were
rightfully accused of being lax in practice and apathetic in piety, which
is a condition quite independent from belief that man could earn his way
into heaven by good works. If Arminianism had crept into Northampton,
there would hardly have been revivals as a result of Edwards' doctrines
in 1735 and 1741; and Edwards himself would certainly have attacked it
head-on, as he did in 1734, instead of just accusing Solomon Williams of
being a closet Arminian. In his Humble Inquiry Edwards made it very
clear that his local enemy vvas apathy, not Arminianism, though in his
Farewell Sermon and in a letter of July 1750 he did mention, among many
sins of his congregation, a "temptation" to Arminianism among the
younger people. 44
The other theory of Edwards' firing, hinted at by Dwight and Miller
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but most openly espoused by Ola Elizabeth Winslow, presents Edwards as
being hounded out of Northampton by the forces of "democracy." In
Winslow's words, "the church member of 1750 was a democrat, although as
yet he did not know it; and a good many of the 'Boys of '76' were already
born." 45 Based upon Edwards' association with the undoubted Tories Col.
John Stoddard and Timothy Dwight, Winslow makes a dramatic case for a
"protest against an aristocratic minority. Jonathan Edwards had always
had the wrong friends.
. . . Besides he lived with too much elegance
himself.
. .
." And so, concludes Winslow, the town united against
46
Edwards. But that is just the point-the town was. united against him.
Colonel John Stoddard had never been the subject of public dislike
(except perhaps by young Timothy Root); indeed, he was regularly entrust-
ed by the town with the management of their local and provincial public
affairs. He won his position by deference, not by force. Timothy Dwight,
Edwards' leading ally in 1750, was a similar "professional" in government.
But although Dwight was quite rich, other identifiable "pro-Edwards" men
were much poorer. The anti -Edwards leaders, on the other hand, included
4 7three of the four richest men in town. ' They were not newcomers, poten-
48tially arrayed against "old families." ° They were neither significantly
younger nor older than the pro-Edwards group. Although Northampton pos-
sessed in the 1750s some very rich men whose property was almost all in
land, and some equally rich men whose estate was largely commercial, even
this dichotomy does not permit us to distinguish between Edwards' support-
ers and attackers. It is quite easy to believe that wealthy commercial
men would find Arminianism congenial and fear the introduction of Edwards'
new policies, but Timothy Dwight was as: much of a "business man" and
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speculator as Israel Williams, so ideological/occupational cleavages are
doubtful « And by the 1770s, Williams proved to be as much of a Tory as
the Dwights or Stoddards!^ To Mmft ^ ^ ^^^
divisions in Northampton in 1750, all of the men active in the fight, on
both sides, were already officially full church members. Whatever tests
Edwards wanted to impose on future joiners, he would hardly have dared to
try to reorganize his church from scratch and so kick out old members!
And this was not even a church/town fight: a clear majority of the church
itself voted against Edwards as early as November 1749. Edwards wrote in
1751 that only about twenty heads of families had spoken out against the
town's proceedings, which might have been faulted for harshness even by
someone opposed to Edwards himself. 51 Northampton in 1750 was becoming
divided politically on social and economic lines, but one point of unity
was opposition to Jonathan Edwards. He must have presented a threat to
something very basic in the community, something that transcended the
surface differences of wealth and age among the people.
In a letter of 1751 to a Scottish friend, in which he attempted a
full analysis of his professional disaster, Jonathan Edwards testified to
the unity of the town and the lack of ideological character to his oppo-
sition, lie identified no particular group within the town as leaders of
the movement (although he was convinced that the Williams clan controlled
the ministers who had opposed him), and he made no charges of Arminianism.
The people, he wrote, had always been contentious--they had once even
come to blows during a church dispute in Stoddard's time--and were a
proud, sinfully proud people. 52 Behind their current outburst of pride
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was Solomon Stoddard himself. It was almost all his fault: so strong
had been his personality that his spirit remained in the town for thirty
years after his death. Mr* Stoddard," wrote his grandson, "though an
eminently holy man, was naturally of a dogmatical temper, and the people
being brought up under him, were naturally led to imitate him." lie filled
their heads with wrong notions, allowed his flock too much reliance on
the method of timing of their conversions as ground for assurance and far
too much self-advertisement of their experiences. These were faults that
Edwards ."could never beat them out of." Stoddard was regarded even three
decades after his death with a "vast veneration
.
. . almost as a sort of
deity," and even the younger generation were determined "to esteem his
sayings all as oracles." 53
Ultimately, Jonathan Edwards was fighting the memory of Solomon Stod-
dard much more than he was fighting Arminianism or democracy in Northamp-
ton in 1750. And yet he was so similar to Stoddard—such a staunch
Calvinist, and so inclined to authoritarianism when disillusioned with
his flock. He tried so hard to achieve the evangelistic and disciplinary
success of his grandfather. He tried too hard—the memory of Stoddard
was his "enemy" within himself as well as in the town. Edwards' real
problem was that he was much more like Stoddard than the Northampton of
1750 was like the Northampton of 1700.
Northampton v/as no longer as centralized and unified as it had been
when Stoddard thundered from the pulpit. It was hardly "modern" by the /
criteria of an economic historian, but it was well on its way toward
commercial development and popular acceptance of an ideology of individu-
alism. (It was approaching the War for Independence, although— or
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because-lt was hardly "democratic.") Edwards was doing battle with the
centrifugal forces of secularism and trying to use the church as a new
centralizing power, as it had been one of the primary old centralizing '
institutions. But the church would have no meaning, and no authority, if
it was open to all who could keep up good behavior for a little while-if
it was just another temporal institution which could be ignored, manipu-
lated for social ends, or used as a political arena. What Edwards could
not see, but what was perhaps apparent to the citizens of Northampton,
was that an exclusive church would be disruptive to those ordinary social
patterns to which men were now accustomed. It would divide, not unify.
To be a member, one would have to become a new person and voluntarily
render submission to the ideal of visible sainthood (real sainthood
visible to others, in Edwards' terms). Backsliding would mean excommuni-
cation. And so many ordinary activities could be judged sinful,
especially if the minister were the chief judge! Saints would be bound
together by a tie of brotherhood that would demand consensus in a world
that obviously fostered "honest" differences and necessitated competition.
That was exactly what the Reverend Mr. Edwards wanted. That was precisely
what the Northampton congregation did not want. "Getting ahead" was hard
enough already.
And what would happen to the children? Those whose parents did not
have the requisite spiritual experiences, or the self-denial to give up a
chance at temporal advantages, would be damned forever by the stain of
original sin. They might grow to adulthood, completely shut out of the
church unless they had conversion experiences of their own, and the prob-
lems of parental government would be increased many times. Those not
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visited by the Spirit might reproach their parents for their neglect. But
those who were converted would become church members and find their
parents clearly labeled as "unfit." What kind of "communion" would a
converted child have with its heathen parents? In a world of accelerating
change-of land that was used up, and new land on the frontier unsafe and
then suddenly available, of many occupations to choose from, and the need
for a "stake" even to begin in the good ones-the relationships between
parents and children were too complex already to bear the intrusion of
the minister and the additional complication of conversion as a social
experience. Did anyone want to live in a community dominated by^tfc^T
arrogant little Phebe Bartletts?
_K
Jonathan Edwards summed up the entire pastoral side of his career in
the Farewell Sermon he gave to his flock on June 22, 1750. 54 After some
lengthy and unveiled threats about the day of judgment, at which pastor
and flock would at last have their controversy settled by God himself,
Edwards proceeded to address his people in the same categories he had
traditionally used. He had special words of encouragement for "profes-
sors" and those "under some awakenings," and bitter words of leave-taking
to those still in a "graceless condition" after all his efforts. His
most poignant passage was to the young people:
Since I have been settled in the work of the ministry, in this
place, I have ever had a peculiar concern for the souls of the young
people, and a desire that religion might flourish among them; and
have especially exerted myself in order to it. . . . This is what I
have longed for; and it has been exceedingly grievous to me, when I
have heard of vice, vanity and disorder, among our youth. And so
far as I know my heart, it was from hence that I formerly led this
church to some measures, for the suppressing of vice among our
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young people, which gave so great offencp h« ..^ k t
Edwards then included a warning against frolicking and "other liberties."
He concluded the sermon with specific warnings to the congregation to
maintain family order, avoid contention, and guard against Arminianism.
Here lay the triumph and tragedy, and above all the irony, of
Jonathan Edwards' pastoral career in Northampton. Arminianism he had
fought valiantly-and, almost to the end, successfully. Contention had
also been his enemy, but as he battled the politics that were the
growing-pains of the community, he became the object of contention him-
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self. And what of "family government"? That had been his greatest
pastoral concern and his greatest challenge. It was the failure of
family government, and his role as a substitute for parental discipline
and parental reassurances, that brought his greatest triumph, the revival
of 1735. And it was his new system of "family" government in the church-
dominance of the community by the covenanted "brethren" and the new
dependence of children on the conversions of their parents— that brought
his final downfall. 60 In Edwards' mind and heart, as a product of his
intellect and his conversion, his system appeared ever so logical and
appropriate to his pastoral task. He aimed to be another Stoddard, with
new means to the old end of ministerial authority. But he underestimated
the reluctance of his congregation to be captured again by nostalgia for
a simpler age and a more cohesive community.
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29. In 1689 Richard Edwards asked a Hartford Court for a divorcefrom his wife of 22 years, Elizabeth Tuttle, on grounds of repeated
adultery. Shortly after their marriage, he testified, she had home an-
other man's child and "most of the country" knew of the shame. (The baby
was taken and raised by the Tuttles in New Haven; in 1718 RE left "Mary,
the eldest child of my first wife," two shillings in his will. RE had
perhaps not sought divorce earlier because adultery was a capital crime
in Connecticut until 1671.) Elizabeth had been forgiven by her husband's
"compassionate and pitiful disposition" that overruled his judgment, he
later wrote, and they lived together in "some measure of comfort about
eight or nine years." But then she suddenly refused all "conjugal com-
munion" with him and three or four years later boldly confessed her
habitual adultery. RE therefore asked to be relieved of the "intricate
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Tuttle was never mentioned in the biography of her honor-
able husband, although the divorce was the perfect illustration of hisprinciples. There is no record of his mother in any of the extant manu-
scripts of Timothy Edwards, and no record that he ever saw her after thedivorce. The impact of this divorce on TE is also suggested by the fact
that the two major fights in his church were both precipitated by cases
of sexually errant women (one was TE's niece).
30. There was some decline of the prestige of the ministry, com-
pared to other professions such as the law, in part because of hardships
like those endured by TE. Schmotter, "Ministerial Careers," Journal of
S ocial Histo ry, IX (1975), 249-267.
31. For a fascinating psychoanalytic view of the Edwards family,
in which Jonathan's intellectual ambitions and those of his parents for
him are seen to intertwine and exacerbate the oedipal crisis, see
Richard L. Bushman, "Jonathan Edwards as a Great Man: Identity, Conver-
sion and Leadership in the Great Awakening," Soundings , LII (1969), 15-
46. In an earlier article, "Jonathan Edwards and Puritan Consciousness,"
Journal for the Scientific Study of Religion
, V (1966), 383-396, Bushman
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pointed out the prominence of oedipal problem in m« o
ness and argued that Calvinist doctr hp I «l >m •
the Puntan co^cious-
nal sin, and free grace a 1? stressed SE'S i«2]VM S0^ rV^y, origi-the necessity of submission t if lowliness, God's power, and
the legacy of chi dhood ihe'oa^rt
d
c
0ctnnes
-
were bound to select from
give them standing^ th?JdRt^3ldS ^"Si! 9^ °Gdipal Crisis and
outlined the dominant them of EdZlL . 3?4
~395 ) B^hman further
described it) as submissi g a E3£r-11 e^TanT^T'™ ^ *****
"only when utterly humble was he confident n-
subsequent peace:
In the later article on Edwards as I "££t Lt W^al" (p ' 393) 'idea of the oedipal crisis in fhwLhc Bushnan e1ab^tes his
Pushed {[is son, andl^a^d l^etu ° e?fe tion? STZoltctT^
sense of guilt for pride (pp. 25-30, 34); convers on reestablishedharmony througn submission (pp. 31-35; exactly how this happen Is ulti-
ca 1 " BusS 1CfabJh ^h^ 6 ^choanal^ c "1- - in the She o -l). ushman s urt er discussion of the relevance of Edwards' ownconversion to his revival preaching and the resconse he generated in hiscongregation will be considered in Chapter IV, note 48.
32. The "spider" essay is especially interesting, because the
more polished version has long been assumed to be part of a letter to
an Englisn correspondent of TE. But there is no other evidence that TE
ever corresponded with any foreign person, and the essay might well havebeen written as an exercise, as rr to an English gentleman.
33. This emphasis, begun by Perry Miller's Jonathan Edwards,
remains the most prolific strain in Edwards studies. Continuing inter-
est is reflected m John Opie, ed., Jonathan Edwards and f.h P Enlighten-
ment (Lexington, Mass., 1969). Extremely useful is Thomas H. JolTns^nT
Jonathan Edwards' Background of Reading," Col. Soc. Mass. Pub].,
XXXVIII (1931), 193-222. Samuel Hopkins, T^e Life and Character'of the
Late Reverend, Learned and Pious Mr. Jonat.~n Edwards
. . . (Bosto^
1765), 3, quotes JE as saying late in life that he had "'had more satis-
faction and pleasure in studying [Locke's Essay upon the Human Under-
standing, read during his Wethersfield years] than the most greedy miser
in gathering up handful s of silver and gold from some new discovered
treasure.'" JE's philosophical notebooks on "The Mind" and "Natural
Science" have been printed in Dwight, Li fe
, 44-43, 664-761 ; and Harvey
G. Townsend, ed., The Philosophy of Jonathan Edwards from his Private
Notebooks (Eugene, Oregon, 1955). The "Notes on Scripture" are printed
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in Vol. IX of Edwards' Works (New York in?Q\ tu„ <>m- h .
Vols, in MS, Beinecke) h7v~never been'orin?^ J f "1SCe la? eS (8
to be found in Townsend, PhiTosophv nf §E 74 fiS III
Select
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ns are
of other MS notebooks on theoloT described \£V^ £ • V* 1^ a number
Edwards, 373-378.
L"^iogy, well in Wins low, J onathan
dml f' . Law » med icine, commerce, and government service were onlvslowly being recognized as "professions." Warch, School of [he Prophets
took YalV A
S
R
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nted th
?
321 ^eer-choices of^the^86me^who^
'
e . B degrees from 1702 through 1739: 179 (46% of all aradu
tilllslTtZ
n
lll
erS
'-
I
hat 83% ° f them were f™ non-clerlca"fffii essuggests that the ministry was still an avenue of social advancement forthe boy of intellectual talent. Of the 321 men, 28 {7% of a graSu-ates) became merchants, 23 were lawyers, and 24 were doctors Similarfigures for Harvard graduates can be found in Samuel o? Mori o
^^d^Mlea^the S eventeenth Century (Cambridge, Mass., ^6),
35. Quotation from JE to Thomas Foxcroft, May 24, 1749, BeineckeA self-consciousness about his intellectual ambitions is revealed inJE s directions to himself in shorthand on the inside of the "cover" tohis Notes on Natural Science," as decoded by William P. Upham, MHSProc,, 2nd Ser., XV ( 1902), 514-521. Especially interesting is No. 17,Before I venture to publish in London to make some experiment in my
own country[,] to play at small games first."
36. Mori son, Harvard in the 17th Century , describes the tutors of
that era as being treated as little more than senior students and beinq
relatively power less, low-paid, and transient: a two- to three-year
tenure was common; see pp. 15, 51-53, 122-124, 329, 455-456, 463-465
for descriptions of the often tormented life of tutors.
37. The Yale curriculum before 1740 is described in Warch, School
of the Prophets . 186-249.
38. The "Personal Narrative" was first printed in Hopkins, Life
of Edwards, 23-39; the MS is lost. It was reprinted in Dwight, Life
,
58-67, and Faust and Johnson, Selections , 57-72.
39. One revival, in May 1716, JE had described to his sister Mary
as a "remarkable stirring." JE to ME, May 10, 1716, ANTS MSS; printed
in Dwight, Life
, 21-22, and Winslow, Jonathan Edwards . 49-50.
40. JE's Resolutions and Diary, MSS now lost, are printed in
Dwight, Life , 99-106.
41. Dwight, Life
, 93. Edwards was living at home at the time,
between preaching jobs, and his anxiety might have grown under implicit
pressure from his father, who probably preached a conventional model of
conversion and watched his son carefully for signs of regeneration.
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42. Ibid., 77.
was taken into the communion of the church » TMc V ren6Wed ' when 1by a rambling statement of the scission of self to GnH^h I* f° ll0WedLater on in the *ame pntrv if ,Z! I od that morning,
cism. Dwight Life 78 The p tl
COn*ln
?
lng hi
* compulsive asceti-
ment. BiographeTHopkins S closeS S? ^ve been a P^ate commit-joining inhis account Dwight ffwtnfVr^h^y?**"0 chu? h -formal membership before JE went to NoShl^ the T J ack of record of
JE would have had to °eLifv tn hi? '
'° n
'
U
-
1S of inte^st that
for ha,lf-way' membership; full membership would have required testimonvof a conversion experience and the acceptance of a new covenant BaStisnial
-covenant renewal as a community ritual, not T^l^ing re ener tiongrew in popularity in the eighteenth century. See James W Jones Thl
(New Haven, 1973), 47-4^
44. Dwight, Life, 80-82.
45. Ibid
. , 81.
46. Ibid ., 105-106.
47. We know from internal evidence that the "Narrative" was writ-ten after January 1739. In a letter of March 1741 to Edwards, his
f^
U
h
r
ic
S
?
n
^
n " la
^'n
the
^
V
--
Aar0n Burr of
•
l5;ark
>
New Jersey> thanked JEfor his letter of Dec. 14, in which JE had described his "experiences"-
Burr was much arfected and responded with a aescription of his own con-
version. Burr letter, incomplete, in ANTS KSS; JE to Burr, Dec. 12,
1740, not found. It seems possible that the 'Narrative" was a draft of
a letter to Burr, and the desire to encourace the conversion of others
may have colored JE's remembrances. It is significant that Burr was
himself then a young man just beginning his orofessional career.
In his study of JE's theology, Harold P. Simonson asserts that the
Personal Narrative" is totally accurate: 'were we to suspect that
Edwards, writing this document in his middle years, was consciously
creating a mere p ersona that represented in dramatic terms the univer-
sality of his experience, a simple collation with both the Diary and
Resolutions indicates that he was in fact honestly recalling his adoles-
cence as a time of titanic inner turmoil, terribly private and subjec-
tive." Simonson, Theologian of the Heart
, 19. Although I do not
believe Edwards was "consciously creating a persona " in the "Narrative,"
I see neither "titanic inner turmoil" clearly represented nor "subjec-
tive" emotion dominating the retrospective view. The painful emotion
of the diary--the struggle to focus his attention and fight off despair--
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In grffiSg o? ^T^Z^ » ^-iented emotion, *H, t
33 asser-
n
; h
''^^ thf "Ward5 as a Man," Sounding . LII (1969)
reconr ?ed ft ^l * accounts ' "Narrative" and diary? "are easilycil , for they have in common a submission *a Gnd " R,l T„ IL
tne real event are too diverse to be "easily reconciled "To use JF',
a°
W
d=fi
r
n Uon bv se?s
V
?b?!?;
" dev9loPed <" "he Sffi wnil a u ooennni y n i ili ty--man knows he is converted when he feelsthrough his whole being that he is-Edwards was not real y conveT^Iuntil he saw his experience of doubt and humi 1 iation~c^bo?ated inothers during the revival. Then he wrote the "Narrative." Having Le
w u\TJf°K ld ^ n . ds™ nd such testimonies from others. This argumentill be elaborated in Chapters VII and VIII. y
The college-graduation timing of Edwards' conversion is remarkably
-i nll
ar
:
e P° r
^
ed ^ John Winthrop and Thomas Shepard. See "JohnWinthrop s Christian Experience," KHS, Winthrop Papers. I(Boston, 1929),154-153; and Michael McGiffert, God's Plot: The Paradoxes of PuritanPiety, Being tne Autobiog raphy and Journal of fhjjg fSe75t,Mass., 1972), 40-41. Daniel 3. Shea, Jr., has commented that "Puritan
autooiographers also suffered chronically from an adolescent disease
that masqueraded as true conviction until it disappeared and left goodhealth and a heart more depraved than ever." Spiritual Autobiography in
Ea rly America (Princeton, 1968), 106.
48. Usually called the "Apostrophe to Sarah Pierrepont," this
description was first printed in Dwight, Life
, 114-115; reprinted in
Faust and Johnson, Se lections , 56; MS lost.
49. One analyst, who labels the description of Sarah a "confes-
sion," has pointed out that its "crux" is "its opposition to the formal
statements of God's sovereignty. Sarah Pierrepont is a refuge from the
harshness, the terror, and the abject feeling of inconsequence which
came to Edwards every time he pondered that awesome question of God's
infinite majesty." Also, "that he should have put his dream of wonder
in the person of a young girl might suggest his unwilling awareness bor-
dering on shame that he was seldom, if ever, in his own life and being,
capable of such ecstasy." Edward H. Davidson, Jonathan Edwards: The
Narrative of a Puritan Mind (Cambridge, Mass., 1966), 24, 26.
50. Bushman, "Jonathan Edwards as a Great Man," Soundinqs, LII
(1969), 37.
51. Connecticut's Congregationalism was very close to Presbyterian-
ism by this time, and personal and professional ties across that vague
denominational line, within the colonies and with Britain, were numerous.
52. In a 1719 note, TE mentioned a loan to a "John Smith" of 12d.
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son, Sejections, 64-65! Personal narrative" in Faust and John-
thy Wo"dbrid^^ Thomas Grant to Time-
404- 405.
"'^ticut Historical Society Collections. XXI (1924),
54. The two letters, JE's of [W in 1799 , a Tn
1723, at CHS.
C
"
10
'
1722
'
and TE s of Jan. 16,
55. Dwight, Life , 84.
56. Ibid.
,
84-85.
57. Ibid
. , 71.
58. Ibid
. , 86.
59. Ibid., 72-73.
60. Ibid., 93.
Haf«!iH 1a T Wl11 am rwas the son Gf the Rev. William William-, oftfield and his second wife, Christian Stoddard; he was half-brother toYale Tutor Elisha Williams and would be Edwards' opponent on the issue&qE lfl"t l Gns . for co™ ni™ ™ 1750. Sibley, Harvard Graduates VI,352-361. Their rivalry may have been long-standing: in Dec 1721 OF
wrote to his sister Mary, who was staying with the Williams family, andasked for "particular information concernino cousin Solo, whether he is
torn?-*? ifV
Q
!T I?""
ANTS MSS
'
Early in 1723 TE ^coVeTthat *ltHunt told him Northampton had made an offer to Solomon Williams. 1711-
1/24 account book, 112, Beinecke. There is no record of that offer inNorthampton church or town records, and Williams had been ordained in
Lebanon, Conn Dec. 1722, after preaching there ten months. Jonathan's
renunciatory diary entry is in Dwight, Life , 78.
mcc n
2
:
s
f
ttlGment agreement, Bolton town records, photostat in Edwards
MSS, Beinecke. Other Bolton records are printed in Stoughton, "Windsor
,-armes_, 81-82. There is no record of his leaving. He was probably
still there in early December, for his diary entry of the twelfth is a
resolution to spend more time in the duties of pastoral visitinq. Dwight,
Life , 100.
63. Diary entry for June 6, 1724, in Dwight, Life , 103.
64. Describing the aftermath of a speedily-quashed student "in-
surrection" against the college food, Jonathan cited "monstrous
impieties, and acts of immorality . . . particularly stealing of hens,
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i"9 people's windows p L c 1'" ^d°"rt,e "^walking, break-thanked God that he was "oerfecUy free ' 'jh"'™'" 9 ; " • •" HeTt, March 1, 1721, ANTS MSS- llilLl • m a 1 thoir Janglings. " JE to
The general gualUy or'st dent' h ior at"?}%>^"L^L** , 70-72.
calculation that from 1720 to 1740 HZt I lt-'l 1nd,cated by March's
annually paid punishrlnt fines ^ < L e
"thlrd of the students
students paid for breakino window 5 ^VT?: of 1732, 69 of 82
Yale carousing Zs mirrored at ta^ard^l?V^-^"11^- ,54 - The
Harvard Uni versity (Bos?on I860) 1 iic^'""V
*""cy> IheJlijitox^f
bered 0E as "a Sober oers™ hnt ? .
ector Cut,er lateTTSSSiT-
engag t ^MtWthV 1^ '^bovfj^If ' 482 '
"stea
U
dv' n?^h
tha
" <?
Share Ms chmber with En and k ep he boy
c^in suiisvsiSSiS; sWtS b'^err^ut sl^V
-studious, caroused until ^unseasonable" 'an/ s a eV^o edto fetcn ciaer upon command. JE therefore asked hi<: ? refus
d° Mf^'^ IffiV0 M1X « ^Lt ^touu nis auty. it also alluded to a more serious alienation betwppn tho
" b"c nolSnlsh^d'bir^ 5 1 !!" V",en s . e *•^SSnrtS Hatha*
mZit* ii tzTnr (sae:rji::rms Hss E to M,x - n - d - (fan
65. JE's illness is described in his "Personal Narrative " Faustand Johnson. Selections, 66, and in letters from TE to h v fe Oct 11Oct. 20, and Nov 10, 1725, ANTS MSS. He was so ill that his mother waswith him for at least two months.
un
of Jjl$ e lt S tinQ parall ! ls t0 JE
'
S Physical/emotional collapses at timesof great stress can be found in the careers of Elisha Williams (seeMarch, School of the Proohejs, 183), and Rector Thomas Clap, Williams'
n^fv ir i?U1S r;u TuCker ' Puritan ^agonist: President ThornsC lap of Yale College [Chapel Hill, N.C., 1962], 29). ~~
CHAPTER II
1. JE to Rev. Thomas Gillespie of Carnock, Scotland, July 1, 1751,
ANTS MSS; printed in Dwight, Life , 466.
2. Lucas, Valley of Discord
,
passim; Northampton Church and Town
Records, passim.
3. .Faithful Narrative , in Goen, Great Awakening , 144-146.
4. Williams, The Deat h of a Prophet . . . (Boston, 1729), 10.
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In his funeral sermon of Feb 10 m£ fany ",entl0n ° f his bein ^ there,
wrote that he woS d ^ot "pretend" n L °-, hl S gra,? dmother Stoddard, he
of you that knew her are mSre ran.hl r'"
1
^
her character
'
for "many
informing you." iMl^ me «-n I am of
&Sa$s as&ssjss: sse&ete
0 af initv ^ [ ?I mini5ters reUte^o him Sy blood
48o!
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StenerSon
'
"Anglican Critique," WMQ, 3rd Ser., XXX (1973),
8. Faithful Narrative, in Goen, Great Awakening
. 146.
1
• r
9
"
,
JE
f
t0 Gillespie, July 1, 1751, ANTS MSS; printed in DwiqhtLife, 466 Northampton Church Committee Report on the "Aaar\wdBrethren" (March 5, 1752), ANTS MSS. Aggneve
Northampton " ^
e
4!^
n0m1c Ovation for settlement, see Trumbull,
I, 405-409^
UrCh ReC °rdS> 5
'
0n Mather
>
see Sibley, Harvard Graduates .
m *J
2\ Ch " rch Records > h>st part, 6-35, compared with Trumbull's -Northampton genealogy (unpublished Vol. Ill of his History of N orthamp-
ton, typescript at Forbes Library, hereafter cited as Trumbull, Geneal-
ogy). This may not have been an unusual percentage, but it was certainly
less than Mather wanted. Lucas, Valley of Discord . 84 and ?34n, and
Robert G. Pope, Th e Ha If -Way Covena nt (Princeton, 1969), 149, give
different proportions of church members to town population, but T ran
reconcile neither figure with my own count.
13. On the Ha If -Way Covenant, see Walker, Creeds and Platforms
,
238-339; Perry Miller, The New England Mind: From Colony to Province
(Cambridge, Mass., 1953), 93-104; and especially Pope, Ha If-Way Covenant
,
passim. Pope cites Joseph Bellamy's 1769 The Half-May Cove nant as the
first use of the derogatory term.
Pope delineates a pattern of early lay resistance and ministerial
favor (although the fight against the HWC was led by Increase Mather
until 1671); but by 1690 most Mass. and Conn, churches had some form of
enlarged baptism. In this context the 1668 adoption of the Covenant by
the Northampton congregation (see Ha If -Way Covenant , 147-150) would be a
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^^^^t '? J*^ ^urt also
cord LSea seeT^F^ !*? .^ha 1 1 enged by Lucas, Valley ofDis -
tr te ria^nVlf °l T? st?Hal ^e.zcy exercised through s uc i ia for strict admission to sacraments, versus power of the brethrenexercised through behavioral criteria for "half-way" member hi anS a
nTrucls'^hPn^-
0
'^^
1 Tb6rShip - The cruci^ assumptVon n e ly-i g L cas s t eory is that only ministers could judqe the spirit and
Lucas hi m^?f
hre
J
Were in
l
ereSt6d in Str« behaSio^Sl control. tsel cites examples that contradict this dichotomy. Any suchtheory would need much more documentary evidence about actual processes
of admission than has yet been brought to light.
Lucas cites Northampton as a model of the adoption of the HWC as an
ariti
-ministerial tactic, a "victory for the town over the Mather [exclu-
"l
St]/lCt l 0r] ln the Church " 84 "8 5). But his theory is jeo-pardized by his misstatement of every aspect of the Northampton case
except Mather s personal opposition to the HWC. Lucas states that Mather
was engulfed when he arrived in 1658 in a controversy long subsisting
between rival factions; but all but two or three heads of household in
Northampton signified their approval of Mather by donating some of their
best land to him and to a group of six men he brought with him from Dor-
chester. These men are, presumably, Lucas's "Mather faction," over whom
the town "triumphed" in 1668. There is evidence neither that they were a
political group nor that there was "constant bickering" between an exclu-
sivist church and a covenant-minded town through the 1660s; the vow to
avoid "strife" written into the 1668 covenant is mere'lv a commonplace.
Lucas further states that when the church was formally" gathered in 1661,
"few more than the Dorchester people joined the church"; but of the 70
persons who actually signed the church covenant within the first month,
only 17 (including Mather and his wife) were "Dorchester people." Church
officers were chosen from among both "Dorchester" and "local" men. The
1661 covenant contained no description of desired forms of church govern-
ment. The 1668 enactments gave all powers of judgment in admissions for
all categories to "the Elders," who were the pastor and the one Ruling
Elder chosen in 1663, who was a Dorchester man. So these votes hardly
constitute any victory for the laity or local faction over the clergy or
"Dorchester faction."
14. Sibley, Harvard Graduates , I, 112; Town Records, 75-76. Esther
was the daughter of the Rev. John Warham of Windsor, on whom see William
B. Sprague, Anna ls of the American Pulpit , I (New York, 1857), 10-11;
Lucas, Valley of Discord , 38-40.
15. Church Records, 8: Propositions 5 and 7.
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f1rst Part, 6-35. Only 16 other personsjoined the church in full communion between 1670 and 1679, incisive.
ir77 -
Ch
u
rch Records
>
firs t part, 1-4. The list begins July 301677, and is begun again Sept. 11, 1706 (with names of surv vor from thefirst list repeated); why these dates were chosen is unknown
ruccSt in ?? J eCt ^ al °rigins for stoddard's innovations have been dis-cussed by all his biographers. His father, Anthony Stoddard, led the
opposition to "liberalism" in Boston. See "The Diaries of John Hull!"American Antiquarian Society Ilinsactions^ III nQ57 ) t198. President Chauncy of Harvard was equal ly~c on servatlve MillerColony to Province, 90-104. But pastor Jonathan Mitchell of Cambridge
was a liberal; and in a 1660-1664 notebook kept by Stoddard while at
Harvard, 33 of 72 sermons on which notes were taken were by Mitchell MS
at Union theological Seminary, New York; microfilm copy in Harvard Univ.Archives. But when he announced his even more radical ideas later in his
career, Stoddard cited no sources for his basic theories, so his
intellectual debts are hard to trace.
20. Stoddard was probably preaching "open communion" by 1677, when
he changed the format of his church records. That May, Increase Mather's
Election Sermon inveighed against allowing those with only "historical"
and not "experiential" faith to participate in the Sacrament. Discourse
Concerning the Danger of Apostasy (Boston, 1679), 116-117. In 1679 SS
debated the qualifications for communion with Mather at the Synod in Bos-
ton, and he persuaded the Synod to leave out of its "Result" an explicit
statement (demanded by Mather) of the necessity of the profession of an
actual work of saving grace for admission to the Lord's Supper; instead
the requirement was made "a personal and public profession of their faith
and repentance," and "faith" was left open to local interpretation. The
"Result" is in Walker, Creeds and Platforms . 423-433; see also SS's An
Appeal to the Learned (Boston, 1709), 93-94. Mather answered Stoddard in
1680 in a tract never published and only recently discovered. See
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and urged [it], till on an occa-
s on of the Ruling Elder's absence by reason of sickness and many if not
all the ancient members of the church were dead, then he and all his
cnurch so new covenanting and among other articles presented givinq a
major part to this article to bring all to the Lord's Supoer that had aknowledge of Principles of Religion and not scandalous by' open sinfulliving L . Tjhis done in the winter 1690." Taylor notebook, MHS
,
unpaged.
Another Taylor memorandum book, at the Boston Public Library, contains
notes from a Stoddard sermon on Galatians 3:1, given at Northamoton on
Oct. 5, 1690, perhaps the sermon to which Taylor referred. The Doctrine
is "The Lords Supper is appointed by Jesus Christ for ye beoetting of
Grace as well as for ye strengthening of Grace." On the Taylor-Stoddard
debate, see the many works on Taylor by Norman Grabo, especially "The
Poet to the Pope: Edward Taylor to Solomon Stoddard," American Litera-
ture, XXXII (1960), 197-201.
—
"
21
. Dwight, Life , 363.
22. The major Stoddard treatises on the sacraments and church
government are the following: The Safety of Appearing at the Day of
Judgment in the Righteousness of Chris t (London, 1687; Boston, 1729); The
Doctrine of Instituted Churches (London, 1700); The Inexcusableness of
Ne glecting the Worship of God, Under a Pretence of Being in an Uncon -
verted Condition (Boston, 1708); An Appeal to the Learned (Boston, 1709);
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n oul o ly y God's saving grace, although God might choose the sS2ras the occasion. Unfortunately, Stoddard did not always maintain thisclarity of argument, and so his doctrine of the Suooer L t »rnlLlIII
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There exists a tradition that Stoddard himself received savinqgrace while administering the sacrament in Northampton early n his
career. See William Leavltt Stoddard, "Solomon Stoddard: A L bera Amongthe Puritans," (unpub. MS, Forbes Library), 41-42. There is no real
evidence one way or the other; but Stoddard joined the Northampton church
n full communion in April 1672, when the testimony of experience was
still required and yet he could not have dispensed the Sacrament untilhis ordination the following Sept. There is no record of his bpinq a
communicant in any church before his arrival in Northampton.
1£no ,
24
' ? ee > especially, Stoddard's The Trval of Assura nce (Boston,
1698), passim. —
25. The Necessity of Acknowledgment of Offences (3oston,
1701), The Way for a Pe ople to L ive Long
.
. . (Boston. 1703), The Danger
of Speedy Degeneracy (Boston. 17057Tand gnswer to Cas es of Cons cience
(Boston, 1722). See_also Stoddard's letters zo Increase Mather:' Sept.
15, 1675, quoted in irumbull, Northampton. I, 289; and Nov. 29, 1677, in
the Mather Papers, MHS Coll. , 4th Ser., VIII (1868), 586-587.
26. Lucas, Valley of Discord
, 182-183, says that only one New Eng-
land minister, Connecticut's radical Presbyterian Gurdon Saltonstall,
publicly endorsed Stoddard's plan. Saltonstall left the ministry to
become Governor of Conn, and fostered the Saybrook Platform.
27. Power of the Fraternity
, 11.
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the minister). The last S£th2j£ 1« EUer S?ed |J"?7M ' """'i ° t
'
N. Tarbox, "Rulinq Elders in th. c„il « r , , n l729 - Se0 a,s ° •
tiona] Quarterly^XIV (W72) 401-416? 9 ^
Churches '" Cengrega-
31
'
Defects of Preachers ReprnvPd (Mew London, 1724), 14.
171C)!
2
27 ™?
PreS6nCe
°
f Christ with_Mjnister S of the Gosp el (Boston,
d t 33> /^ U9 u ne , E ; Wh1te> -Puri'tan Rhetoric: Thp T<c, je 0 f Emotion i nMhlim Carbondale, Illinois, 1972), 35; Wilson H.Kimnach, "The Brazentrumpet: Jonathan Edwards' Conception of the Sermon," in Charles Anaoff
ed., Jonath an Edwards: His Life and Influence (Cranbury, N.J
, 1975) 38bee also White, "Solomon Stoddard's Theories of Persuasion," 'speech
'
Monographs
, XXIX (1962), 235-259. '
17nn
34
'
See
!
especially, Guide to Christ. 10-24. Stoddard wrote in
1708 that ministers need not be truly converted themselves for their
preaching to have effect, but by 1713 he emphasized that "experience best
fits men
_ to teach others," and "there is a need of experimental knowledge
in a minister," although men might be converted after they had been
ordained. Those who had undergone regeneration would be the most sensi-
tive guides, and would especially be aware of the dangers of despair. See
The Falseness of the Hopes of Many Professors (Boston, 1708), 16; Defects
or Preachers, 9; Guide to Christ . 8-9; Presence of Christ . 13.
35. Dwight, Life , 109; Lucas, Valley of Discord . 148.
36. James Walsh, "Solomon Stoddard's Open Communion," N£Q, XL 1 1
1
(1970), 92-114, argues that facing the traditional New England church
dilemma of authority vs. purity, SS chose authority. In terms of the
church
,
this is true. Lucas, '"An Appeal to the Learned': The Mind of
Solomon Stoddard," WMQ,, 3rd Ser. , XXX (1973), 257-292, argues that the
"real" Stoddard was an evangelical and that The Doctrine of Instituted
Churches was a temporary aberration. The either/or dilemma comes only
when evangelism is seen as tied to ir.embershi p— and although it was tradi-
tionally so considered in New England, Stoddard's ultimate point was to
break that tie. He would discipline the church as a temporal group, and,
quite separately in theory, try to win souls for Christ.
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306, 316; cl?^^ ' ft?,™* Th^Ol XXX.V (194,),
41. Larzer Ziff, Puritanism in (New York) lg74)) ^
42. Lucas, Valley of Discord. Chapters l-«5 i.ioc tf^ii <pie, retained extremely strict standi a2 . Vestfleld » f°r exam-
SuDDPr Until 17?« +ZL il I
tandards for admission to the Lord's
43. Town Records, passim; Trumbull, Northampton
. I, 318-319.
44. Quoted in W. L. Stoddard, "Liberal Among the Puritans," 54.
45. February 20, 1729, undoubtedly written by Jonathan Edwards.
46 Perry Miller wrote that Safety of Appearing "was one of themost widely read books in all New brig land for sixty yeare" and it "comes
' rloL ™
"
a
^Sn?
er
TV," 5T[!teenth New En land t be n
?Z 9 Solomon Stoddard," Harvard Theol
.
Rev., XXXIV (1941) 284-28o. Because he theorizes the dominance of the laity in the Conn V«niwby the late 17th century and therefore must explain SS's mpor?ance In
*
terms of his popularity with the rustic farmers whom he openly corned
ioT
P
»lntelLc
C
^?U?i?lCtUre V * S an excapee fr« c"ll la-tum. I telle tual l fe proved painful and the contemplative life ofsome ministers frightened him. He had little interest in the finer
™\ nf, °f Ration," especially Boston's commercial bustle, and he
was left cold by the idea of presiding over a sophisticated urban con-gregation. From the fact that Stoddard did not produce a manuscript forK , ?^°?. Un '" -I 685 i u UCaS romantici zes a hardy outdoorsman uncomfort-able with the fruits of his years of training: "Stoddard forced himself
to write, shutting his massive frame into a cubicle in his small home to
address himself to the problems of the churches. ..." On the contrary
we knew that Stoddard wrote tracts of power and argumentative elegance;'fought the learned Mather at least to a draw, and wrote reams on the
psychology of religion; he scorned the sins of Boston but showed no in-
clination for economic primitivism; he was_ a bit taller than average (so
says his obituary), but his home was large (it still exists in Northamp-
ton, as the ell to his son's splendid manse). And he sat down to write
often ^ enough so that it is unfair to conclude he did so with pain.
Lucas's theological Paul Bunyan, in other words, bears little resemblance
to the Stoddard of record. Valley of Discord . 147-149.
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The Faithful otth & ^^ll^,. j^-Sfl™.
again. Samuel SewaH's Letter-Book, MHS^./ethler" ?f(1^.^31.
ter Judd ^IfS^lMli^^ ReC °rdS; a ' S0 " 5y,veS "
49. Defects of Preacher s, ii.
149, 159-160^
1n T°Wn ReC °rdS
'
104i S3ldry records in ibM- 147-
„ ln ,
5|? Sibley Harvard Graduates, V, 95-119. See also J. R. Trumbull,John Stoddard" (unpub. essay, 1893, Forbes Library); Judd MSS, II, 255-
258; Timothy Dwight, Travels in Hew-Enaland and Nj^York, ed. Barbara
^^ "vV^^f' MaSS - l959) ' 241 " 242 ' Thora * Hutchinson,Hi story o, the Colony an d Province of Massachusetts-Bay, ed. L. S. Mayo
II (Cambridge
,
Mass., 1936), 32y-330n. John Stoddard was a conservative,
a prerogative man in Mass, politics; see Hutchinson, History
. 329-330n
and Robert Zemsky, Merchants, Farmers and River Gods (Boston, 1971) 224Stoddard s sons were later Tories. Robert J. Taylor, Western Massachu -
'
setjsjm_the Revolution (Providence, 1954), 1 1-12. Ho personal non-
miliLary papers have come to light (the Trumbull essay confirms their
less). A common soldier in 1704 and a Major by 1712, he marked himself
as a leader by his success as Commissary to Quebec in 1713 to negotiate
the return of captives taken in the Indian wars. He was first appointedjudge in 1725 and declined an appointment to the Superior Court in 1735
because he realized his politics were extremely unpopular with the mass
of citizens and would cause disturbances.
52. Town Records, passim.
53. Dwight, Life
, 464. James Russell Trumbull searched for evi-
dence to corroborate JE's characterization of Northampton politics but
found none. .Nort hampton, II, 36.
54. For example, in 1716 he bought a share of the "equivalent
lands" given to Conn, by Mass. as part of a border settlement; in 1739
he was selling for 2s. 7d. per acre what had cost him 1 l/2d. per acre,
a profit of over 3000%. Mass. Archives, II, 276-283; Hampshire County
Deeds C-139, L -220. His total holdings in the "Equivalent," in common
with his nephew Elisha Williams, were 1/16 of the total, or 3306a. See
Sibley, Harvard Graduates , V, 96-119, for an account of some of his other
land transactions.
55. Estate inventory in Hampshire Probate Records. According to
Sibley, Harvard Graduates
,
V, 118, when JS died in 1748 his funeral costs
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galley^r^salary for Parson Edwards." See a,so Trumbull,
lies OT'cheslr
0^ E
f„
Che^^ • Genealogical Notes of thg fmj .i jL kQgstet^^ (privately printed, 1886 13-20 Prurient
nT e Zt ° f ' he ™* " cSnne % cord-i g io tn ster-Jaters. JS may have met her throuqh his Edwardsconnection, for JE boarded with "Madam Chester" in Wethersfield in 17181719 (TE account book, 1711-1724, Beinecke), and El ifha W 1 iams JE'tutor, was married to Prudence's aunt. wimams, t s
ConsciLe!™^ H> V1 ' Stoddard, Answer to Cases of
GradJg;s
1
'
Northampton
,
II, 177; quotation from Sibley, Harvard
k i u
9
'c. ^Z^ 1
'
1 1742 JE communicated to the Hampshire Assoc. an essay
i7*i°??/.7*
0
,,-
ard
r
n
L
the revivals
'
;iS not found; Hamp. Assoc. Records,1731-1747, MS at Forbes Library, 38. In his "Journal" of the comnunion
controversy in Northampton, JE wrote that when he first had doubts about
the current mode of admission, he resolved to ask Col. Stoddard's advice
the next time an applicant appeared. (The next one appeared after JS'sdeath in June 1748.) Dwight, life, 314; see also Ibid.
,
207-208.
. ,
50
-
Dwight, Jravels, I, 240-241. In 1739 Timothy Cutler disparaq-
ingly testified to the adherence of Stoddard's family to his theological
views. Stenerson, "Anglican Critique,"^, 3rd Ser., XXX ( 1973), 480.
61. Walker, Creeds and Platforms
, 282n, says that at the time of
JE s dismissal, 23 of 27 towns in the Hampshire Assoc. were firmly "Stod-
dardean";_ but it was only this consensus on principle that made the
Association at all effective. The powers of the Assoc. were not much
greater than what the Mathers achieved in their 1692-1705 attempt to
strengthen the powers of informal ministerial associations, to preserve
orthodoxy—against Stoddard! Emil Qberholzer, Delinquent Saints (New
York, 1956), 25, points out that the 1714 enactment of the Hamp. Assoc.
that every baptized person be accountable to discipline by the church "in
the place in which he lives," was contrary to the usual N.E. practice of
disciplining only formal members.
62. The Assoc. did try and fail to effect a reconciliation between
the Enfield, Conn., pastor and his church. Lucas, Valley of Discord
, 194
63. Faithful Narrative , in Goen, Great Awakening . 146. Stoddard
continued to preach both lecture-day and Sabbath through the winter
before his death. Sewall Letter-Book, MHS Col 1 . . 6th Ser., II (1888), 259,
64. Faithful Narrative , in Goen, Great Awakening , 146.
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CHAPTER III
1. Edwards' Farewell Sermon, text T T 1.1/1 mc *. n
first published in Boston in 1751 tm n - i I ' S at Bein**e. was
651, and ("Application" Sn J) in Fa..^ % pP1nted ln Dwi 9ht, Life , 630-
quotation fro'm p?|5s or J;l5l;wS1!^y^,^ , 186 " 202i
2- The Danger of Speedy Degeneracy
. 6-7/
3. N. Ray Hiner, "Adolescence in Eighteenth Centurv Amprira »History of Childhood Quarterly , m (1975^ 253-280 Mm,,nS ^
haTlHti-rpreted most of the^anges in Mass. on gat n p act cTinthe mid-seventeenth century to a growing "tribal sm/ 0? concern for thechildren, among the Puritans. IhjU^jkn_L^^
Relations in Seventeenth-Centiirrii^^
4. New England churches and ministers used ages between 13 and 16as the end of childhood. See Ross W. Beales, Jr "In Search of thpHistorical Child: Miniature Adulthood and Youth in Colonial NeS England »Amerjcan Quarterly, XXVII (1975), 379-393. Stoddard used 14 as the a e'
rln" „VJll ]l
y
n
r
u
hiS
°
pen c™union
-
JE distinguished between "child-e under 16 and "young people between 15 and 26" in his Dec 1743letter to Thomas Prince, printed in The Christian H^tnry (Boston 1744)
reprinted in Goen, Great Awakening, 544-5l7T^tIHoir547. Part 'of oneMS sermon was directed to "middle-aged people from 26 to 50." Luke 1-17
Aug. 1 741 , Beinecke. ' '
5
-
Faithful Narrative, in Goen, Great Awakening
. 146.
6. Darrett B. Rutman, Winthrop's Boston (Chapel Hill, 1965), pre-
sents early Boston activity quite inconsistent with the communitarian
model set forth in Winthrop's sermon on the Arbella
. A number of other,
agrarian, communities exhibited behavior that was much more "Puritan" in
religion and economic life for at least one generation. See Kenneth
Lockridge, A New England Town: The First Hundred Years (New York, 1970);
Michael Zuckerman, Peaceable Kingdoms: ?;ew England Towns in the Eiqht-
eenth Century (New York, 1970).
7. Hampshire County Probate Records, passim; mason Nathaniel
Phelps 1 account book, Historic Deerfield Library; merchant Joseph
Hawley's account book, 1712-1724ff, Forbes Library; JE to Thomas Foxcroft,
May 24, 1749, Beinecke.
8. See Zuckerman, Peaceable Kingdoms ; E. A. J. Johnson, American
Economic Thought in the Seventeenth Century (London, 1932); and J. E.
Crowley, This Sheba, Self: The Conceptualization of Economic Life in
Eighteenth Century America (Baltimore, 1974), for descriptions of the
ideal. Zuckerman found the reality in tne comnunities he studied to be
much like the ideal, well into the 18th century. Northampton men, and
probably those in most towns past the frontier stage, behaved much more
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But substantia information on rhn'/Z ^ e*Penences in early childhood.
"Developmental Perspectives on the History of C ildhnnl » in
See
,
Dei
}
0S >
InJ^rdis^^^ II ( 1 971 ) 3^5-327 • and A l ^ti r ° f- ,.u
lick Child-Rearing in Seventeenth-Century England and America
"
inLloyd deMause, ed., IheJiistmx^^^
Important documents have beenTUbTTihiTbTTh lip J. Graven Jr Child
It sea! ii ois T97I)Underlying most attempts to discern the history of ch dhnnH i< HI
personality-development theory of Erik H. E ?ik o ? as stated d t y
Issues nig^^Mldg6^ S*^ ' ;! °n0graph No - 1 of PsycholoqTcTp{
l r '-
Ch lQh00d and SfiCiet^ Mew York, 1950); and Identity"Yc^^sis New York, 1963). Erikson's formulations
-pTo^idTmanyintriguing possibilities for the history of the family, although thedegree to which his categories of development transcend historical cir-
cumstance must be questioned.
The importance of family life as cause or effect of "Puritanism" orCalvinism has been emphasized by many analyses of that religious move-
7r : -5
ee
' l°
r exa
T
ple
?
Michael Walzer, The Revolution of the Saints(Cambridge, Mass., 1965), 47-50, 183-191; and Christopher Hill, Society
&4 p""tamsm , 2nd ed. (New York, 1967), 443-431. Hill expl ici tiTTaTdWalzer and many others implicitly, look upon the Puritan "little church"family as a transition between modern individualism and a hypothesized
extended medieval manorial family—which we now know, from the work of
Peter Laslett and others, probably never existed with any numerical sig-
nificance m pre-modern England. See Laslett's Introduction to Laslett
and Richard Wall, eds., Household and Family in Past Time (Cambridge,
1972). Even if it was not new in form, many modern historians would'
still insist that the Puritan family fostered notions of individual worth
(through its emphasis on personal conversion) that inadvertently contri-
buted to the rise of "democracy" and "liberal" thought. See, for example,
James A. Henretta, The Evolution of American Society, 1700-1815 (Lexing-
ton, Mass., 1973), 30-31; and Robert H. Bremner et al. t eds., Children
and Youth in America: A Documentary History (Cambridge, Mass., 1970), I,
passim.
The sentimental ization of childhood, the growth of children as
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MUm
10. Trumbull, Northampton
. I, 4-7.
11. Trumbull, Northampton, I, 107, 148 278 574- Fw^tc n rv,«
popu ation. The 1736 estimate is that of Jonathan Edwards TnJhe Fa -g^g^i"^ 114. By 1 764 Northanip1on-T^tfW families in 186 houses and a total population of close to 1300;
aran
am
hL°
n
i^ ^ b? p3rt ° f the 0ri 9 inal Northampton land,g t, ad 437 people in 76 families in 66 houses. See Greene and Har-rington, American Population, 26-27; Josiah H. Benton, Jr.! ar y Ce sus-Makinq in Massachusetts (Boston, 1905). The 1776 figure isfrom Greene and Harrington, American Pop ulation. 33. Context for thisgrowth is provided by other statistics in ibid.; Stella H. Sutherland,
Population Distribution i n Colonial America (New York, 1936); J. Potter
Tne Growth of Population in America, 1700-1860," in D. V. Glass and D EC. Evers ley, eds., Population in History finndnn. 1965), 631-688; and U.
S. Bureau of the Census, Historical Statistics of the United States,
Colonial Times to 1957 (Washington, 1960). Population growth is also
outlined in most of the New England town studies cited in this paper.
12. Trumbull, Northampton
,
I, 14.
p
13. Judd, Hadley, 105-106. Evidence that all the good land was
divided very early comes from the 1658 attempt to lure some Dorchester
men and a minister to Northampton with grants of land, which had to be
donated by individuals out of their own allotments. Town Records, 3;
Trumbull, Northampton
,
I, 77-78. For a general discussion of the New
England proprietorship and typical patterns of land distribution, see
Roy H. Akagi, The Town Proprietors of the New England Colonies (1924;
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grass^j^^wg wf.. Th^an,^ „ rv
14. Town Records, 44.
.
15. These 53 included one absentee proprietor inhn d u
holding tor any cottage that was built.
e
17 Joan Thirsk, "The Farming Regions of Enqland " ibid ft ushows clearly that it was the amount of tillable nS in Fc^nJiau'ousarea that determined the manner of farming, for " owl and" swla Sttemsassociated with common-field farming existed in pocket of fert 1 landwithin rugged regions dominated by "highland" systems ?he "low and"pattern or nucleated villages and common fields farm no as J 1mo
occupation, and frequent primogeniture is s m ar 7Zt of e * r hampron except that partible inheritance was almost uni v rs
. nN wEngland eldest sons customarily received a double sharp of the estate
V veab e "I" jTt* ^ 5?* and » 1pls took thei r sha?e
'
mo l s
) The "highland" pattern described by Thirsk consists of
ndividuated farmsteads, "pasture farming" with some supplementary domes-tic or extractive industries, and partible inheritance; this pattern
vZn'hi^^LTV 1036^- 10 the °^nization of 18th-century Northampton,when hillier land was being used, except that partible inheritance was
n2£ Ia9 k ! 9 y ] 6SS 5 ommon ' (0n ]{on^ton inheritance patterns, seenote 64, below.) See also Thirsk, "The Common Fields," Past & Present
NO. 29 (Dec. 1964), 3-25. For an excellent description $ theBtarian aspects of open field farming, see George C. Homans, Enqlish
I a9e ''7: ° f . tne Jh1rteenth Century (Cambridge, Mass., 1941 njewTork,19/UJ, 83-106. The long fight between advocates of open-field farminq
and those accustomed in England to closed-field farming which took place
in Sudbury did not occur in Northampton, perhaps because few Conn. Valley
settlers originally came from the closed-field areas of East Anglia and
Kent. See Sumner Chilton Powell, P uritan Vill age (Middletown, Conn.,
1963).
18. Trumbull, Northampton
,
I, 549.
19. Charles S. Grant, Democracy in the Connecticut Frontier Town of
Kent (New York, 1972); Judd, Hadley
, 30-31. See also Jackson Turner Main,
The Social Structure of Revolutionary America (Princeton, 1965), 17.
20. The strongest statement of this ideology, and its survival in
some isolated towns until the mid-18th century, is Zuckerman, Peaceable
220
Mfo* "lUllll r u L°" Husband 51516?^/3™ »" be f™«
quateWud
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?ed
an EVV"' in earl* New E"^nd has not been ade-
Valley information from Judd, Hadiey., which used many documents now lost
RSr^Jott^KV0" 17t^ u7 agriculture ?s conS nld"
™
obert Walc tt, Husbandry in Colonial New England," NEO, IX ( 1936) 218-252. The best secondary source, which combines a sophisticated interpre-tation of current research, a mass of statistical inform tio and evensome fascinating illustrations from contemporary woodcuts i^HenrettaJhe Evolution of American Society , esp. Chapters 1-4
Henre ,
21 Among the new towns founded were Deerfield and Northfield bothabandoned in King Philip's War and resettled near the end of the 7th
oentury See George Sheldon, A History of te^id. Massachusetts .
Vols. (Deerfield, 1895-1896); and Josiah H. Temple ^Ge^ae"She don, AJji story of the Town of Northfield (Albany, 1875). SomeNorthampton men also went to Windham County,' Connecticut.
22. I intend to study emigration from Northampton more fully in thefuture. For information from other towns, see Grant, Kent
,
101-102-
pi? ^A G[even ' Jr " Four derations: Population, U^d and Family inColonial Andover, Massachuset ts (Ithaca, N.Y., 1970), 39, 123—T62-166
211] Kenneth A. Lockridge, "The Population of Dedham, Massachusetts,
l635-173o, bconomic H istory Review . 2nd Ser. , XIX (1966), 322-324; and
Lockridge, New England Town , 64, 139-140, 143n.
23. Hampshire County Court of General Sessions of the Peace and
Inferior Court of Common Pleas, IV (1741-1745), 70, 84, 101 (microfilm
copy at Forbes Library; hereafter cited as Hampshire County Common
Pleas.) In March 1741 the town had "refused to admit" a man as an in-
habitant. Town Records, 273. The standard secondary work is Josiah H.
Benton, Warning Out in Mew England (Boston, 1911). The custom derived
from Tudor England, and its purpose was to ensure that poor persons did
not become public charges; a person "warned out" did not have to move
away but was legally ineligible for support out of town funds.
24. The homelot grants are recorded in the Town Records and Pro-
prietors' Records, passim.
25. Bidwell and Falconer, History of Agriculture
, 12
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26. Schumacher, Northern Fa-m** 1 a
land at 20-30 bushel oFSSSHW he yield of new
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that of lon 9-used land at a
362, 365; 2£5"emS ^2^^^°! ^^ns 70; Judd, Hadley_,
Other Pape rs 1710 UCl *ff ll P I ^ Hus *andrv in N™ England anti *
1934), ^ and L*CS ' " SSt^M" 5 ?' X TugweM (Vv York,
the most advanced faJng'areas !n ^'co ?e^ ^ffiiuSS ° fpractices were not used until the very late 18th vl™°"> Ingest Poor Man's Country: appp^ ph ical Study 'of EarSpjit^itirTrpennsylvania / Baltic
,
^^^mWTTi •
28 The Valley was a major supplier of beef and Dork to thP -ntim
western-hemisphere colonial area by the tire of the Revolution Bidwelland Falconer, History of Agriculture . 109; Judd, Hadlly! 368° JoseohHawley account book quoted in Judd MSS
, I* 96, 9 9 ; ' '
p
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,
29. A description and analysis of the useful of the several "eeanomic" documents that do survive from pre-Revolutionary Northamnton will
mnl Ustl\ffin!* L W1o5 ° f real estate on tax asse -
™rf iUq c\ 1739 ( the/^rlles t after 1575, which just records tax paid)
fnt ,i?,h
h
2- ! 'kT of . dlstr ibution surprisingly unchanged from that
Zr ^tnbution in the 17th century; but it is impossible toextrapolate the number of acres of land of different qualities from these
aggregate valuations. Some idea of what was considered desirable can be
obtained by noting that the first division of land in Northampton aver-
aged about 40 acres per man of cleared, fertile tilling land, besides ahomelot, in 1661; and in the 1730 division of Southampton land, homelots
were set at twenty acres and the maximum meadow at seventy more, of hilly
and rocky treed land. These were both probably considered generous
allotments in their day.
Average farm sizes have been reported by other authors. See Grant,
36-37; Lemon, Best Poor Man's Country. 91; Greven, Four Generat ions.
59, 224; Lockndge, Land, Population ana the Evolution of New Enqland
—
Society 1630-1790," Past & Present , No. 39 (1963), 66, 68; Rutman, Hus-
bandmen of Plymouth
, 61; Henretta, Evolution of American Society . 15~The
most useful indication of the size of Northampton farms are the statis-
tics collected by Judd for Hadley, South Hadley, Amherst, and Granby in
1771. These towns, similar geographically to Northampton, averaged
almost 13a. per house tillage, almost 4a. mowing, just over 8a. meadow
and pasture. The average amount of land reported utilized, 26a., pro-
duced 82.5 bushels of grain and 8.8 tons of nay. Hadley
,
385-386.
30. Town Records, 158, 167-163. No official list of the Proprie-
tors survives, and the subdivision of shares in the 18th century is too
complicated to follow through the thousands of deeds recorded. The Pro-
prietors' Record Book shov/s that by 1665, between 50 and 58 men were made
Proprietors; one man more was admi tted--the Reverend Solomon Stoddard,
in 1672.
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in real-estate valuations at the time.
u cani cnan 9es
35. Town Records, 137.
36. Town Records, 264.
im
Town
D
Rec° rds
>
23
> 51 , 60, 69, 79. 94; Trumbull, Northampton
, I,103.
_
Morgan, Puritan Family, 71, quotes 17th-century Puri tan writers onthe importance of one's "calling" being of service to the community.
38. Town Records, 23, 60.
r +
39
n
P°me^' s written 1 755, probated 1 777, Hampshire
County Probate Records, Box 116, No. 33.
40. Town Records, 199. The 1713 sawmill grant to Benjamin Stebbins
required him to sell boards to Northampton men for a fixed low price for
four years, or he would forfeit the grant.
41. Town Records, 96-97; Proprietors' Records, 21, 60, 113, 130,
139; Trumbull
, Northampton
,
I, 312.
42. The relative functions of family and community have been dis-
cussed by a number of social historians since Bernard Bailyn's thought-
provoking
_Eajjcjrtion_J^ (New York, 1960)
suggested that "the Puritans quite deliberately transferred the maimed
functions of the family to formal instructional institutions" (p. 27).
Bailyn described changes from the base-point of the "family familiar to
the early colonists ... a patrilineal group of extended kinship gath-
ered into a single household" (p. 15) wnich shared with the "local
community" and church the moral and occupational training deemed neces-
sary (pp. 16-19). By the mid-18th century, asserts Bailyn, a more
"modern" family of isolated conjugal units and partible inheritances had
emerged; and as family and community experienced less "interpenetration,"
more formal institutions of education were necessary (pp. 24-25). Although
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most of Bailyn's assumptions about the structure nf • , r .,.have been invalidated by more recen resell thfn
1/T llGS
still usually described in generalize ?tlr~ >-
ie P^ ocess of change is
trol over its children tn til 5 .f
di a relea se of family con-
^^^^ ^ « *S &Ss% L^L
behavior en w f°
enf0
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have been overstressed at b'oth elTs W^W^^SS! t0however. Even "Puritan" families
.rarely conducteTttel^^S^iigious lives within the home, without participation in ome informaVgroup, if not a gathered church; and the family sot theyoung was morethan balanced by the child's experience' with n sterand community in worship services and rituals of communio and dm ssionWhen English Puritans withdrew from the wider society moreover thevinteracted with other Puritan families to make a u rfoga? ? i? no geo-graphical, community. In the later period, on the other hand fo ma?
schooling or apprenticeship with strangers in non- familial settings
were events that rarely touched the lives of most farmers in rural com-
munities--!. e, most families-in pre-Revoluti onary New England. The fewdays a year, for a few years at most, that most children went to school
were hardly a serious threat to the family's dominance of their young.
HpJpI^
3
tl t Zi^^ C° l0nial HdSS - is CQ^erned, I would agree withenretta that the decline in community was paralleled and to some extent
offset by the rise of the family." "The Morohology of New England
Society in the Colonial Period," Jo. Interdisc. Hist .. II (1971) 397
At issue, of course, is the definition of "family."
43. Windham County, in northeastern Conn., was a common destination.
44. As late as 1748, Southampton had to be abandoned for the winter
because of Indian raids. See the diary of the Rev. Jonathan Judd, South-
ampton Historical Society. The last attack on Northampton was in 1724.
45. Hampshire County Common Pleas, III, 82; Judd MSS, II, 258.
46. That acreage was given in the 1741 petition for separate pre-
cinct status, Mass. Archives, XII, 150, 152, 154. See Louis H . Everts,
History of the Connecticut Valley in Massachusetts (Philadelphia, 1879),
I, 30; Trumbull, Northampton
,
II, 38; Southampton General Records, First
Book, at Southampton Town Hall.
47. The relative poverty of the land is shown in the 1771 tax-
assessment lists that survive for Southampton and part of Northampton.
Mass. Archives, Vols. 133 and 134, in alphabetical order of towns. Also
testimony to the expectations of poor quality is the large scale of the
portions granted in 1730. The land did not become really productive
until the nineteenth century.
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Main,1^^ Deerfield Library;
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tions, 128-129.
^ILijan^J^unf^y
,
67-68; and Greven, Four Genera -
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5
vaile^l/^^ Connecticut
found do indicate the presence of a few apprentices. The extent offormal schooling is not known; there were schools, mentioned at greatintervals in the town records, but no pupil count was ever taken
9
53. Glencoe, Illinois, 1956, pp. 30-31.
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Arensberg and Solon T. Kimball, Family and Community
in Ireland
,
2nd ed. (Cambridge, Mass., 1968), 55.
/nu-i
5fK ? se Darre" B - Rutman, American Puritanism: Faith and Practice(Philadelpma, 1970), 54-55. Zuckerman, Peaceable Kingdoms . I<u7-^^t*
that men without property of their own were excluded from voting in local
matters because they were assumed susceptible to "improper" influence by
those on whom they were economically dependent. No evidence for this
practice has been found in Northampton records.
57. The church-membership list kept by Stoddard in the front part
of the church record book is arranged in four columns, (left to right)
male-female-male-female. "Jonathan Edwards" is at the top of the left-
most column on page 5, so the date 1727 is assigned to that entry and all
subsequent ones on that page and page 43 (no church members on interven-
ing pages) are assumed to be later. The change from Stoddard's hand to
Edwards' occurs about one-third of the way down the left-hand two columns.
The right-hand two columns on page 5 are each enclosed in a hand-drawn
box, and the curvature of the columns indicates that columns three and
four were written after one and two. An exhaustive attempt was made to
identify genealogically every church member (including all Stoddard's
entries); by personal information, such as marriage for women or deaths,
individual entries can be identified as necessarily recorded before or
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"e rf£™Tn^XVX'churcn, although after 1740 there were nrnSasi , y 746 dld J01n the
sients who were not recorded In^eltSnt so ^s™
neWC °'"erS tran -
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a aj> mubt persons, n was the same number in town.
59 This measure is similar to that used by Greven but backward.;in time because the cohort of church-joiners in th 1730s is the real
at tha^imefse^pS ?! 9965 Sll
'
9htly Und^ the co™^ »^
nn1u I
1
'
0f the t0
^
al 268 men
>
for 47 there is no information, 15 were
only temporary residents in Northampton, 9 others left town before adult-
'
22 ^ed between ages 17 and 45 without forming their own house-
ratfnn,?^
12
fl
° "mT elimina^ because tney are too complicated toc egorize. Among the temporary residents were Pelatiah Holbrook, ahatter s apprentice who died in 1738, and Daniel Buckingham, a Yale grad-
uate who was probably studying theology with Jonathan Edwards. Of those
who died young, all were still living in their father's house or in a
separate house on the father's land; of the 22, no more than 9 were
married. Among the 12 remaining uncategorized were two who were perhapsinvalids and lived dependent on brothers, four who owned land in North-
ampton but who moved between Northampton and other towns frequently and
others involved in complicated multiple transfers of land and houses
among family members.
62. One inheritance was from a grandfather; the father was dead.
63. Hampshire County Probate Records, Box 31, No. 10; Trumbull,
Genealogy
;
106, 114.
64. See Four Generations
, which contains a superb study of inheri-
tance patterns in Andover. Although I have not systematically analyzed
patterns of inheritance in Northampton (I intend to do so in the future),
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65. Hampshire Probate Records, Box 31, No. 17.
66. Page 138.
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68. The sharing of homes has been deduced from deeds wills andtax-assessment lists. Of the 19 men, 8 resided with a brother for 10 or
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2 IV 1nd2finite ««-more, I fo l t 3 years, and the other 6 either sell to or buv nuttheir siblings quickly or leave no evidence. John Demos has written tt atmarried siblings never resided in the same household ("Demoq^Dhv andpsychology in the HiTtoVical study of family life a personal reSort "inLaslett and Wall, eds., Household and Famil^
. 563) i but this obviously
undesi red practice was sometimes a necessity by the mid-1 8th in1764 Northampton had 203 families in 185 houses, but without the osi
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ons (the latter P^bably more cowon).
earliest l st of houses in Northampton is the census-like 1771 pro-
Ki yiU ' °nry °ne P? ge for ""thampton survives. Mass. Archives,
^n'hlL P a', reV6n %^i^neiatio ns , 220, reports 438 families in360 houses in Andover in 1764. Lockridge, "Population of Dedham," Ec.
Hiyt. Rev.> 2nd Ser., XIX ( 1966), 343n, announces that before 1736,-^0
less than 80 Percent of adult, married men had their own homes." In this
context, the 1764 Northampton figure for co-residence is low; by then, of
course, large numbers of men were moving to the frontier.
69. There were very few fornication punishments in Northampton or
Hampshire County, and very few "too-early" babies in Northampton. The
Hampshire Common Pleas records contain only 12 cases of fornication be-
fore 1755; the most in one year was 5, in 1743. The Northampton church
disciplined only one person for fornication in the same period, a man,
in 1743 (Church Records, 25)—or at least no more were recorded. Tiziana
Rota, Marriage and Family Life in Nortnampton, Massachusetts: A Demo-
graphic Study 1690-1750" (M.A. thesis, Mt. Holyoke College, 1975), 78-80,
reports the following rates of births recorded within 8 months of
marriage: 1691-1710: 6% of marriages; 1711-1730: 10%; 1731-1750: 4.7%.
These figures are very low compared to those reported by Daniel Scott
Smith and Michael S. Hindus, "Premarital Pregnancy in America 1640-1971:
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An Overview and Interpretation," Jo. Interdisc Hist tv no7C >
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John Demos, 'TamiH ies in Colonial RH^tJ Sh T?^ 3 fter the marri^e.
Historical Demography," 3rd Se".! XXV 0968) 5^ reportf^of
1 "
couples marrying 1720-1740, and 49% of those marriin^l^O-l^O hJ
Daniel Scott Smith, "Parental Power and Marriage Patterns- An Analvsis of Historical Trends in Hingham, Massachusetts," Journal of Marr ill
™* the Farmly XXXV (1973), 419-428, offers statisti^fevidence of 9 "parental control of marriage (children marrying in birth-order) thatdeclined after 1740. No similar data for Northampton has been obtained.
70. See Hiner, "Adolescence," Hist. Child. 0 .. Ill (1975), 258-259.
71. See Greven, Fou r, Gene rat ions ; Paul Boyer and Stephen
it"?" i"/^"
a1em P °SSeSSed: The Soci
'
a1 Qn^ ins of Witchcraft (Cambridge,
72. Hampshire Probate Records: Alvord, Box 4, No. 9; King, Box 83,
No. 48; bright, Box 165, No. 50; Miller, Box 97, No. 53.
73. Statistics on wealth before 1740 are too few and too unreliable
to permit analysis of different patterns of family organization based on
economic standing. See Appendix II, "Measuring Wealth."
74. A few references to children living with other families have
been found in the Northampton documents, but all cases have proved to be
situations of the widowerhood of a childless elderly relative, the
childlessness of a well-to-do farmer or craftsman whose intended heir
went to live close to the property he would inherit, or the orphaning of
the child. Morgan, Puritan Family
, popularized the notion of children
living away from home as an intended corrective for parents' affection
and resulting lax discipline toward their offspring (pp. 76-78). A
plausible inference from the laws and advice literature, the custom has
never been measured in actual extent of practice. Ziff, Puritanism in
America
, 43-45, quotes Cotton Mather's injunctions against excessive
parental affection ( "Indianizing") and attributes the putting-out system
to the difficulties of enforcing discipline among mixed groups of one's
own children and servants. As can be determined from Hampshire County
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, 182, 196. They also had, it would seem the he*t
opportunity to display their wealth in things .
b
77. Town Records, 27, 101, 141.
78. Town Records, 133.
79. Town Records, 248, 259, 275, 276, 283, 296, 314, 341.
rp,nrw°,: c ^ sce P tic^m about the completeness of any New Englandeco d is, of course, the main criticism of Zuckerman's Peaceable King-doms My work with the original documents used by Boyer and Nissenbaumin Salem Possessed revealed that the Salem Village record books was
edited more than once; the Northampton town records contain referencesto earlier enactments that are not in the extant book, which is a copy
made in the 1750s of the actual original manuscript.
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T0Wn Records
>
266-267, 299, 304-305, 308,
82. Town Records, 149-150, 200.
83. Town Records, 156, 225.
84. Town Records, 245 ff.
85. The change was quite similar to that described by Kenneth A.
Lockridge and Alan Kreider, "The Evolution of Massachusetts Town Govern-
ment, 1640 to 1740," Wi^, 3rd Ser., XXIII (1966), 549-574; in Northampton
the change occurred ten to twenty years later than in eastern Mass.,
probably because it was ten to twenty years younger than eastern towns.
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A^ e s> Centuries of Childhood, trans. Robert Baldick (Paris,
I960; New York, 1962)
.
89. Axtell, School upon a Hill
. 202, 235.
90. Sermon on "Joseph's Temptation," in Works (New York, 1844),
IV, 595.
CHAPTER IV
1. Faithful Narrative, in Goen, Great Awakening
, 146.
2. Elisha Williams was uncompromisingly orthodox in his theology;
his 1728 Election Sermon, Divine Grace Illustrious in the Salvation of
S inners
, insisted that grace was "wholly free and unearned." In the
aftermath of the Cutler-Johnson-Browne defection to Anglicanism, Williams
had to take an oath against "Arminian and Prelatical Principles" at Yale
in 1725. Sibley, Harvard Graduates
,
V, 590. JE probably had to take a
similar oath to become a tutor in 1724.
3. JE to Thomas Gillespie, July 1, 1751, in Dwight, Life , 465.
4. I Cor. 11:29, dated Jan. 1732/33, and Ps. 139:23-24, dated Sept.
1733, MSS at Beinecke; the latter printed in 1844 Works , IV, 502-528, see
esp. p. 515. Unless otherwise noted, all sermons hereafter identified by
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Sa ted
:
Dec ^h0"' 15 "S* d"ed but is Probably
most cSly n he e ones ^nSTluTl Wr1tte" °Ut '
pointed out, critical occasions still ca led fort fullv wri Z n„J
6. Luke 22:30, ANTS MSS.
7. I Kings 18:21, dated June 1734, in Works
,
IV, 338-346.
.
8
-
JE
>
"Pressing into the Kingdom of God," Luke 16-16 1735printed as No. 2 of Five Discourses on Importan t Subjects ' (Boston
1738), reprinted in Works, IV, 381-402; see esp. 383-38^ 386.-
9. See Norman Petti t, The Heart Prepared: Grace and Conversion inPuritan Spiritual Life (New Haven, 1966), pa ssim. The evidence left b~7
other ministers is of preaching active preparation; their theoreticaldistinction between the works of man and those of God is not always as
clear as Stoddard's was-but then we only have Stoddard's own printed
works and not his preaching manuscripts.
10. Published in Boston; reprinted in Works
,
IV, 169-178.
11. Boston, 1734; in Works
, IV, 438-450. MS dated Aug. 1733.
12. Stoddard and Edwards both used the "light" metaphor for grace,
with a slight yet important difference in terminology. Stoddard's saint
would be filled with light and "know God's glory," whereas Edwards' saint
would have a "sense" of the loveliness of God's holiness. Much has been
made of Edwards' language as an indication of his (Lockean) "modernity,"
but there really seems to be little difference between them as Calvin-
ists. Both saw grace as working through the "heart" to the "understand-
ing." Stoddard's strongest use of the "light" metaphor is in the
Treatise Concerning Conversion , 30-35. My incerpretation of SS's doc-
trine contradicts that put forth by James G. Blight in "Solomon
Stoddard's Safety of Appearing and the Dissolution of the Puritan Faculty
Psychology," Journal of the History of the Behavioral Sciences
, X (1974),
238-250. Blight mistakenly interprets Stoddard's distrust of the
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aCUUl' eS of H2~ted men as an indictment of rationality
13. Luke 16:31; printed in Works, IV, 330- 337.
Wo^!
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iv,
H
573-584
n:13 " 14, SePt
-
1733 at New "«en; printed in
15. Micah 2:11, dated Nov. 1733.
1839 IdkiW^s^f^ xlzT''M ^ 'wo-vo, .London
17. Romans 12:17, dated July 1733.
18. .Faithful Narrative, in Goen, Great Awake ning. 146.
19. See the two sermons on Job 1:5, not dated by pre-1734.
20. Ecc. 12:1, n.d., probably 1733.
21
.
Proverbs 24: 13-14.
22. Acts 16:29-30; printed in London 1839 Works
,
II, 817-829.
23. Ecc. 7:6, dated Nov. 1734, "lecture day night meeting."
24. Job 21:11, dated March 1733.
25. The later usage was closer to the modern, psychologists' dis-tinction between guilt and shame, although Edwards was hardly precise.
26. Fajthjfjj]J^r^^ in Goen, Great Awakening
. 147-148 The
sudden deaths of two children added to their friends' docility.
27. On Rand, see Introduction to ibid
. , 17-18. On Breck, see
Chapter V. Arminianism seemed to be rampant in eastern Mass. at this time
See John White, New England's Lamentations (Boston, 1734); and J. M.
Bumsted, "a Caution to Erring Christians: Ecclesiastical Disorder on Cape
Cod, 1717 to 1738," WMQ, 3rd Ser., XXVIII (1971 ), 413-438. The Hampshire
Association were worried in 1734 about Anglican "missionaries" in Congre-
gational New England. Hamp. Assoc. Records, 13. Their letter to the
Bishop of London is printed in William Stevens Perry, ed.
, H istorical
Collections Relating to the American Colonial Church, Vol. Ill: Mass
(Hartford, 1873)7 299-301. —
28. Faithful Narrative , in Goen, Great Awakening
, 148.
29. Ibid
. , 149. The "Justi fication" sermons were printed, as one,
with four others preached thereafter on the same theme, as Five Dis -
courses on Important Subjects (Boston, 1738); reprinted in Works, IV,
232
65-132 ("Justification")
,
179-201
, 226-253, 381-402, 412-421.
30. Works, IV, 74, 76-102.
31. Ibid.
, 102-128.
32. Ibid
., 128-132.
33. Faithful Narrative, in Goan, Great Awakening
. 149.
II, 107-110
SalmS 46:10
'
datSd JUn8 1735; printed in London 1839 Works
,
35. The fourth of JE's Five Discourses , in Works
, IV, 232-235.
in Works iFw? %t Se 'iT U ° n PS ; i 39:2314 > dated Sept. 1733; printedi x , IV, 502-528. It is a catalogue of many sins, but done with a
wordiness and elaboration of the circumstances of sin that contrasts with
the rapid-fire trenchancy of the later sermon. The frequent use of "we"
and tnere are many persons who," rather than the inquisatorial consis-
tent you used later, dissipates the emotional punch.
37. Works
,
IV, 235.
38. Hopkins, Life of Edwards
, 52. See also Dwight, Travels
,
IV, 230
39. Dwight, Travels
,
IV, 230-231.
40. Cedric B. Cowing, "Sex and Preaching in the Great Awakening,"
American Quarterly
,
XX (1968), 624-644, among other (and less plausible)
suggestions for the popularity of revival doctrines, points out that
anger at the apparent injustice of God's requirements, as measured by
common sense, may have served to heighten the susceptibility of emotion-
ally stable men to the ultimate appeal of fear. William Sargant's Batt le
for the Mind (London, 1957) cites the usefulness of anger as a wedge into
the mind in classic brainwashing techniques.
41. Works
, IV, 251.
42. Luke 16:16, dated "after the death of Joseph Clark's wife"
[Feb. 13, 1735]; printed as No. 2 of the Five Discourses ; in Works
,
IV,
381-402, see especially 383-384, 386.
43. I Thess. 2:16, dated May 1735; in Works
,
IV, 280-286. The
theme was the flight from Sodom, a favorite with Puritan preachers.
44. "Pressing into the Kingdom," Works
,
IV, 392.
45. Ibid. , 396.
46. Ibid., 397. See also I Thess. 2:16, ibid., 280-286.
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1 9 V ^ "2°nathan EdWards as a Great Man/' J^StT^*'
and points out that the climax was submissio"n to fa her-f o HoT"But Edwards can only do this, according to his retrospective "^0^1Narrative," when he sees the beauty. of God's power See o?e -3 Thisis as far as Bushman takes usT-WhTt is that vision of beauW howeCelbut an abstraction from a personalized God/Father to a less anth?ooomorphized God/Force? Throughout Edwards' mature wr Itin s he Lens" tobe a progressive abstracting of the image of God, until in True Virtue(written in the mid-1750s), God is defined as "Being i genifaT^W-
mission to an abstraction-beauty or Being-would be exempJTrom theoedipal fears surrounding submission to a father-figure, who mightpunish As I will argue in Chapter VI, the famous sermon "Sinners inthe Hands of an Angry God" seems to mark a major transition in JE'sdescription of God: in "Sinners," the deity is passive, and man'spunishment will be to fall into hell of his own weight.
_
49. I realize that I am oversimplifying and exaggerating theArmiman doctrine that man had preserved some virtue in spite of Adam's
tall, but I am dealing with the possible "popular" reception of that
theological subtlety as well as Edwards' own doctrines.
50. For an argument that the New England theological mainstream
was consciously and genuinely Calvinist and not crypto-Arminian before
.he Awakening, see Gerald J. Goodwin, "The Myth of 'Arminian-Calvinism'
in Eighteenth Century New England," NECj, XLIV (1968), 213-237. Goodwin,
like so many scholars of theology, only contributes to a circular argu-
ment by trying to put philosophical labels on what may have been merely
circumstantial differences in stress when doctrine was preached to the
masses
.
51. Among the studies of the local history of the Awakening are J.
M. Bumsted, "Revivalism and Separatism in New England: The First Society
of Norwich, Connecticut, as a Case Study," WMQ, 3rd Ser., XXIV (1967),
588-612; and those listed in note 55, below.
52. A suggestive essay that has implications for all of New England
and particular pertinence to the Valley is Kenneth Lockridge, "Land,
Population and the Evolution of New England Society 1630-1790," Past &
Present, No. 39 (April 1968), 62-80.
53. In his influential study of changes in "character and the
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NorthamP ton a ges at church-joining (see Chapter III noteo7, page 224) are not far out of line with average ages reported bv investi gators of other communities. In a study of the AwakpSinn in thl
northern Connecticut Valley, Kevin Sweeney found hat J en i hechurches of Longmeadow, Suffield, Northampton, Deerfield and SpMngfieidFirst Parish averaged twenty-one to twenty-six years old during therevivals of 1735 and 1741-1742; joiners in non-revival years were sevento ten years older. Sweeney, "Unruly Saints: Religion and Society i^theRiver Towns o Massachusetts, 1700-1750" (Honors thesis, WilliaMl ge,1972), 136. in Andover, which did not have a revival during the GreatAwakening, males joined the two local churches in full communion in their
mid-thirties between 1711 and 1729 and about ten years younger in 1730-
1749; the average age of those "owning the covenant" was about twelve andfour years younger, respectively. Greven, "Youth, Maturity, and Reliq-
lous Conversion," EIHC, CVIII (1972), 120-130. In Norton, Mass., before
tne Awakening the average age at full
-communion church-joining was 39 7
years for men; it fell to 29.9 years during 1741-1742. J. M. Bumsted,
"Religion, Finance, and Democracy in Massachusetts: The Town of Norton as
a Case Study," Journal of American History
, LVII (1971), 817-831. In
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St dfhcri P tion of the revival to Benjamin Colman
tlu littt£ ?ho i'
1735
'.
wl
?
h a Postscript dated June 3. JE's copy ofhis e er, the only original extant, is in ANTS MSS and is printed infull in Goen, Grgat Awakening, 99-1.10. For the further hi tory Sf theNaxranv|, see ibid., 32-46. No other eye-witness account of events in
tE2i? H^n ll 6XCePt 50,110 !"em0ries ^oted in Timothy Dw hVsgavels, cited in the previous chapter, and the diary of Deacon EbenezerHunt of Northampton, which contains information corroborating Edward'
aTolkutU KLIn T
SC
,
lnat
i"9
of persons supposed to'be convertedth t parallels Edwards church-member list. The original diary MS has
not been found; extracts are in the Judd MSS, I, 23-28.
2. An interesting example of cynicism is quoted in Stenerson,
Anglican Critique," WMQ, 3rd Ser., XXX (1973), 434-485: Cutler repeatedto Gibson a story from Samuel Johnson of Greenwich about the disturbancein his parish in 1735, during which "the Humor
. . . took with" a love-
crazed old maid and four or five young women, two of whom married shortly
tnerearter and gave birth within six or seven months.
3. Sabbath-night carousing was a perennial worry to religous lead-
ers of Mass. In 1712 they got the General Court to order special fines
and punishments for those "disporting, playing," or otherwise "making a
disturbance" on the "evening following the Lord's day." Acts and Resolves
,
I, 681. In 1716 Cotton Mather preached a special sermon on the issue,
in which he commented that Sunday nights were notorious as times of great
re ve 1 ry ; see his A Good Evenin g Ac
c
ommodated with a Good Employment. Or
,
Some Directions how the Lord's-
J
,,/ Evening may be sp~e~nt~Re I
j
gi ous ly and*
Advantageously. With gefswasTye •
.
to spend it So (Boston, 17 16). "TP" Tn
Oct. 1733 Edwards and two others were appointed by the Hampshire Assoc.
to draw up an address to the county court to ask for suppression of the
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'^r^^^^X 5£» tavern-haunting, and ciis-
the night after ihe &£g£F L ts" ^orS T^W* T ialso discussed a number of fornication cases earlier hat Lv Cl?2? *petition never appeared in the county court records" Y ' Th61r
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Fa "ithfu1 Narrative
, in Goen. Gre?f C »if0n^ fl i>n u
cited simply , s Faithful §£rayve? seTSoHooFT^^ h
emphasis added. " — '
on c
"
u0b K5
>
n
- d
-> Beinecke,
5- Faithful Narrative
, 147.
6. Ibid
. , 148.
7. Quoted in Ziff, Puritanism in America
, 114.
Th 5
Xte1
1
•
School upon a Hill. 45-46. 3y the time he wrote SomeThoughts Concerning the Revival in 1742, JE felt that evening relicsmeetings of boys and girls together should be avoided, since eJen afterscrupulous supervision during the meetings, youngsters would "naturallv
consort together in couples for other than religious purposes" on the
'
way home-and would go to the meetings for the s~ake of the "comoanv-keeping" that followed. JE's Thoughts were published in 1743? tintedm Goen, Great Awakening
, 289-530, quotation 463-469.
9- Axtell, School upon a Hill , 19-35.
10. Hamp. Assoc. Records, 1.
11. Dwight, Life
,
112-113; Hopkins, Life of Edwards
,
41-42, 49.
12. Wins low, Meetinghouse Hill (New York, 1952, 1972), 150-166.
13 Revelations 14:2, dated Nov. 7, 1734, printed in London 1839
Works I, 913-917; Col. 3:16, dated June 17, 1736, Beinecke. See also
Faithful Narrative, 151 and note. Suspicion that JE was siding with the
young people against their parents is reflected in Cutler's gossip to
Gibson in 1739, in which he repeats a story tnat JE took the' part of a
young man who would not obey his father's conr.ands to cut wood for the
family, by saying the boy had to "get through" the "extraordinary influ-
ence of the Spirit" before he could do his normal chores. Stenerson,
"Anglican Critique," WMC;, 3rd Ser., XXX (1973), 487.
14. Faithful Narrative , 148.
15. Although the stories of Abigail hutchinson and Phebe Bartlett
will be treated in this essay as though they were literally true, suspi-
cions about the "artistic license" possibly ziken in the descriptions of
their conversions is encouraged .by two sources. The first is the appar-
ent convention of dramatic childhood conversi on
,
usually ending in death,
created or promoted by James Janeway's A Token for Chi ldren (London,
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"o"!%Spj^d?;vtsTse^ cr^r t!!rs? rh ?nd Ei;b,1shed in^ «»Sloane, Children's Books 1 eig teenth «"tury. Seo William
l67
> 224. hor a commentarv nn t#»l 2 '! ' 4 " 4b > ^°-^2, 166-
and the Puritan ChgM. lul^ *^ ?V ? J;^™* 1^. "°"th
SKlrtS* the ^ 3 ^
17. Of course, to Puritans, the bond between church membersmodeled or. that between Christ and the saint, was al a^ Vheoret cal lystronger than mere "natural" ties. For examples of pract ce see Urzer
18. Faithful Narrative
, 149-151.
19. Ibid. 161. That the congregation was not unanimous is shownby a court case from the following spring, in which Bernard Bartlett atemporary resident of Northampton frequently charged with vagrancy (and
Ina r?hp
e
Hp£
10V° ?htf ^P2eaded guilty t0 Publishing "a libel end-i g to the defamation of [JE] by saying that the said Edwards was asgreat an Instrument as the Devil had on this side [of] hell to bring
souls to hell." Hampshire Common Pleas, III, 57.
20. Faithful Narrative
, 158.
21. Emory Elliott, Power and the Pulpit in Purita n New England(Princeton, 1975), esp. 7, 14, 24-61, sees the widespread concern withyoung people-their exclusion from the church until the Half-Way Covenant
was accepted, their inability to achieve the high emotional pitch of
conversion experiences so dramatic that they could be displayed to a
congregation of suspicious judges--as a reflection on the psycho-social
dilemma of the second generation of ministers in New England. Their
fathers had been pioneering giants and "resisting" patriarchs, as had
many lay fathers, but they also provided a definition of ministerial suc-
cess in gathering converts that their sons strove in vain to imitate in
the changed religious climate of the late 17th century. Elliott cites
(p. 194) Cotton Mather's striking success with the young people of Boston,
including his organizing youth-groups, after his own terrible struggle
against the paternal image. If Edwards had a paternal image to fight
against, it was Solomon Stoddard rather than his biological father.
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22
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Faithful Narrative
. 160.
23. Ibid.
, 167.
24. Ibid .. 161.
25. Ibid., 163-164, 168-169.
26. Ibid., 169-171.
27. Ibid., 173.
28. Ibid., 180.
29. Ibid ., 179.
n i J0, n ee es Peciall y A Divine and Supernatural Liqht Roland Andrp*" re
'
Beauty and Sensibility in thrfhLgTQr^h.n phI"!^
that the objective is more important than the subject ve in the thoughtof Jonathan Edwards. Edwards himself would probably have said the 2me;buu those persuaded at all by Perry Miller's view of the Lockean inlu-'
S f,H0n ^?I/ard K- W0.U d have t0 say that the essence of Edwards' psycoogywas that the objective was defined subjectively. Delattre ignores a domost other scholars, the pastoral aspect of Edwards' thought; and whatdistinguishes JE as a pastor was the degree to which his 1730s definition
of conversion emphasized a very self-consciously subjective state of mindTo point out that Edwards defined God and His attributes as objective
things is hardly a useful insight into any religious leader (or believer).
31. Divine and Supernatural Liqht
. in Works, IV, 442.
32. Faithful Narrative
, 175.
33. Ibid., 175-176.
34. Ibid.
,
205-206. The name, Thomas Stebbins, and date, March 25,
are given in Deacon Hunt's journal, quoted in Judd MSS, I, 24. Stebbins
became deranged about 15 years later and at last drowned himself after
at least one more unsuccessful suicide attempt. Trumbull, Genealogy, 450.
35. Faithful Narrative
, 206.
36. I_bi_d. Deacon Hunt's journal says that Hawley lived for half an
hour but did not speak. Northampton tradition is that his wife was turn-
ing cheeses (on the Sabbath?) and would not come till she had finished.
37. She was Lydia Marshall from Windsor. There is no other evi-
dence of mental disorder in her family.
38. Faithful Narrative, 206.
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39. Ibid., 207.
40. Ibid., 19], 198> 199> 20Q> 203>
41. Ibid
. , 205-206.
43. JE to Thomas Foxcroft, May 24, 1753, Beinecke.
44. Faithful Narrative
. 209.
45. Ib^d., 174.
46. Ibid., 190. Timothy Cutler commented in 1739 that Stoddard'sense of the operations of grace, very much resembles what wo find Inhis grandson's book [the Faithful Marratjvp]"-. Stenerscn "AnglicanCritique," WMQ, 3rd Ser., XXX ( 1973), 48lT ^ '
i
47. Fai thful Narrative
, 155-156, 205.
48. Ibid., 210.
49 JE to Rev. Eleazar Wheelock of Lebanon, Conn., Oct. 9, 1740MS at Forbes Library.
50. The Hampshire JPs were censured by the General Court for inter-fering with a proper ecclesiastical council. See Mass. Bay House of
mITiI^ XIU ( Bosfcon ' 1932 >' "4-115, 145-
51. The major sources on the Breck affair are the following: Hamp.
Assoc. Records, 5, 14, 17; Common Pleas, III, 80, 133; Sibley, Harvard
Graauate s, VIII, 661-680, on Breck; and the following tracts:
(Samuel Hopkins and JE) A Narrative of the Proceedings of those
Ministers of the County of Hampshire &c. Th at have d isapproved of
the_JateJ^asjjrej_Uken i n order to the Settlement o f ;ir.~Rc^erT
Breck, in th e Pastora l Office in the first Chu rch in "Spring field,
With a Defence of their Conduct in that Affair. Written by Them-
selves (Boston. 1736).
~ * —
(Breck?) An Examination of and some Answe r to a Pamphlet, inti tied,
A Narrative and Defence of the Proceedings of the Ministers of
Hampshire
,
who Disapproved of Mr. Breck's Settlement at Spring -
field. Hi th a Vindication of th ose Minis ters and Churches th at
ap prov'd of and ac te d in the Settlement of s aid Mr. Breck (Boston,
1 736 )
.
(JE) A Letter to the Author of the Pamphlet Called an Answer to the
Hampshire Narrative (Boston, 1737).
The best secondary account is Foster, "Hampshire County," 55-77. There
are also accounts in Green, Springfield , and Uwight, Li fe , 125-126.
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W«Si1X^"hrt];,an^Ut »e^e1 3re in tasted.uu tn mg Lnnstians, WMg, 3 rd Ser., XXVIII (1971), 413- 433.
52. The Hampshire Narrative
, 78-79.
53. Compare Ziff
,
Puritanism in America . 114-115, 198-202, 297.
which^sserTa letter
of the revival expressly for the international audience
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CHAPTER VI
1. to Benjamin Colman, May 19, 1737, Colman Papers, MHS
.
2. JE to Benjamin Colman, May 2, 1738, Stoddard Collection, MHS.
3. Town Records, 246, 248, 251-252.
4. Deacon Ebenezer Hunt Diary, Judd MSS, I, 27.
5. Described by JE to an unidentified recipient, March 19 1737in Dwight, Lrfe, 139-140, MS not found. ' '
6. Disturbances resulting from seating the meetinghouse in other
™ S ,M re v eS f ri ?or in 01a , Elizabeth Mnslow. Meetinghouse Hill. 1630-1783 (New York, 1952, 1972), 142-149; and in Robert J! DTnkin, 'WT^g
the Meetinghouse in Early Massachusetts," NEQ, XLIII (1970), 450-464
Somewhere in Hampshire County, around 1731, two men fought physically
over a seat during a worship service. See Hamp. Assoc. Records, 2.
7. Town Records, 50, 57, 62, 109, 129, 157, 178, 219, 222, 239.
8. Town Records, 257, 258.
9. Town Records, 258.
10. After the comments in Chapters IV and V about the importance of
the young people in the revival, and their new role as leaders of commun-
ity manners and morals, I cannot resist pointing out the symbolism of of
the gallery collapse of 1737, in which the young people came crashing
down on the heads of their parents, in other Valley tov/ns, including
East Windsor, couples seem not to have sat together until mid-century or
later. See Judd, Had ley
,
319-320; John Montague Smith, History of Sun -
derland (Greenfield, 1899), 53-54; S. Windsor Records, 29; Stoughton,
"Windsor Farmes", 100.
11. The 1737 seating plan is printed as an insert in Trumbull,
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Northampton, II, following p. 75. The 1739 fa* Hc+ h u
culate the estates of all m ,t J ll 5 t has been used to cal-
honorific than seats a d evenTh J„ It ?
" CJnd fl °° r
'
Pews were ™re
and less prestigiou ranges Some e 7* «Par«tly divided into more
therefor/less Ls^Kfteld^y^npEJJS hus'ban'ds SS PJJ ilery. 57 men sat in the pews and 1739 «i»Sc I~ J d .sat in the gal-
1n the top 75% of taxpayers ^92 5%' l^te ^1^71 f/8top quarter, >nd 26.4% are in the top tenth To look *\ Jhl " the
~££Z-JZV$2Z- the 18 ricLr-" & * oH^ch -
the tJ^JL? ofZ^^T^^V^^ twomen one a widow, the other married to a re- ,ho sat^n anotneroewalso had daughters sitting with them; the married woman 1 usbanS was'ranked in category III out of XX. The daughters in question were 11 innumber and ranged in age from 16 to 43 with an average age of 25?
13. Town Records, 222.
fh.otPr'm^ ?h
ntP01
°
f f"mily
°
Ver Wealth ard trade was mentioned inC apter III There was of course, a tradition among English gentry tosit in family pews in the village church; but the rest of the seat, seem
AH*° r^eGn d?r1dedu°n the basis of se*< ^> or rank. Phitipperies and other writers have pointed out that in the 17th and 18th cen-turies it was the upper-middle or middle class who were the first to be
oriented symbolically into a "family" as we knew it today.
... !
5 *
n ^
ob
1 J;5'
n,d
'
but early
'
Beinecke; Luke 17:34, n.d., ANTS MSS.When in Oct. 1737 and April 1738 the Hampshire Assoc. discussed th- cur-
rent sickness among children in the Valley as a punishment from God,
they decided that their sin was "immoderate love" to their chidren and
moulgence" by parents, as well as showing greed by "hoarding up"
material wealth for their children. Hamp. "assoc. Records, 22-27.
16. MS at Beinecke; copy (19th century?) in ANTS MSS.
17. MS at Beinecke; printed in H. Norman Gardiner, ed.
, Selected
Sermons of Jonathan Edwards (New York, 1904), 64-77.
18. Most of Edwards' sermons, unfortunately, contain no statements
that have any obvious reference to the circu~s:=nces of his congregation.
Somewhere along the line of increasing veneration as America's first
great philosopher, Edwards acquired the repuo^oion of being oblivious to
the temporal world except as it illustrated Holy Writ. The major contri-
bution to this school of thought was Van Wyck Brooks' essay on Edwards
in America's Coming of Age
. Perry Miller put up a pallid argument
against this reputation in "Jonathan Edwards' Sociology of the Great
Awakening," NEQ, XXI (1948), 50-77, but then went on to say in his full-
length biography that "the real life of Jonathan Edwards was the life of
the mind." Jonathan Edwards, xi
. Gerhard T. Alexis, "Jonathan Edv/ards
242
and the Theocratic Ideal," Church Historv xxxv (iqm\ -joq
cween dt and the real world than previous biographers have perceived.
19. Town Records, 261.
20. Town Records, 262.
21. Exodus 20:15, Beinecke; in Works
, IV, 601-614.
in Wpj|s, ^Till-Too
2
'
Beinecke
'
marked March 1738 and March 1757;
_
23. The essence of JE's mid-1730s style seems caught in the doc-trine from a June 1735 sermon: "the bare consideration, that God is God,
may well be sufficient to still all objections and opposition against the
SSI? f?rio7!I?io!
speflsat10ns
'"
psalms 45:10, Bein *cke> in Lond0(
'
]839
II 878-888°
manS 2:8 " 9
'
ddtGd N °V
*
1735
'
Beinacke; in London 1839 Works,
25. Beinecke, n.d., probably from late 1730s because partly out-lined and containing internal references to previous revival in Northamp-
ton. Another sermon explicit in its attempts to terrify is on Psalms
34:1.1, Beinecke, for a "private meeting of children, July 1741."
26. The text was Deuteronomy 32:33. Two other sermons on the same
text, undated and probably early, lack the dramatic imoact of the later
version. The publication of 1741 was expanded from a MS labeled June and
July 1741, Northampton and Enfield, respectively. All MSS at Beinecke.
lhe differences between the MS and published versions, showing the
attempt to heighten the image of God's wrath and control, are discussed
in Franklin B. Dexter, "The Manuscripts of Jonathan Edwards," MI-IS Proc,
2nd Ser., XV (1902), 6; and in Ralph G 0 Turnbull, Jonathan Edwards~ the
Preacher (Grand Rapids, 1958), 100-101.
*
27. JE defended his use of terror most straightforwardly in The
Distinguishing Marks (Boston, 1741), in Goen, Great Awakening
, 248.
Early 20th-century historians saw JE as the last American Puritan, whose
hellfire preaching was the key to his anachronism in an era of enlighten-
ment. Vernon L. Parrington found JE's own conversion to be an un-Puritan
"transcendental" experience of the "inner light," which nevertheless did
not keep him from turning his great intellect to the "ignoble ends" of
traditional theology. But JE unwittingly doomed the Calvinism that "lay
like a heavy weight upon the soul of New England": the "brutal grotes-
queries of those dogmas" had only to be exposed to the "common view" to
be discredited forever. See Parrington, Main Currents in American
Thought, Vol. I: The Colonia l Mind, 1620-1800 (New York, 1927), 158-159.
In the same vein, Henry Bam ford ParKes applied a "psychological"
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XXII (1949) 61-72; and Willis J. Buckingham, "Stylistic Artistry in t?e
0970)! 136^15??
Edwards,H Papers on Lanq "aqc and Kaa^vi
,,. ,j9 ;, See ' example, Ezek. 22:14, "The Future Punishment of the
in Lorks, IV, 234-265, esp. 260. In discussing the lack of interest ineither heaven or hell shown by 17th-century English minister RalphJosselin, Alan Macfarlane draws from R. W. Firth, Elements of Social
Organization (London, 1964), p. 209, the idea that concepts of the after-life tend to be undetailed about punishment for sinners when society has
effective social controls
-"among them the belief, shared by Josselin
that sin and physical misfortune are somehow linked." Alan Macfarlane,
ill^J^ll'yJdl! of Ralph Josselin, a Seventeenth-Century Clergyman: An
Essoin Historical Anthropology (Cambridge, 1970), 167-168. iWTHgTandm the 18th century was rapidly losing traditional social controls in
many areas, economic development undercut man's belief in his own deprav-
ity, and the popularity of terror preaching grew apace.
30. An interesting reflection on the psychological impact of Sin-
ners can be found in Scheick, The Writings of Jonathan Edwa rds, 76-78"
'Edwards wanted the congregation to feel as well as to understand that
the unregenerate self lacks any stabilizing context for identity. The
wicked walk amid shadows, as if in a dream, where even the apparent
solidity of the earth beneath their feet would dissolve upon their wak-
ing. They are out of touch with God, Who is reality. . . . nature fails
to provide man with any reality by means of which he can attain genuine
self- identity.
. . . Subjectivity is all man has.
. .
."
31. Fa ithful Narrative
, in Goen, Great Awakening
, 155-156, 205, 210.
32. JE to Benjamin Colman, May 27, 1733, Edwards MSS, Princeton
University Library; Timothy Cutler to Bishop Gibson, flay 23, 1739, in
Stenerson, "Anglican Critique," WMQ, 3rd Ser., XXX (1973), 482. JE
mentioned his "great infirmity of body" in a letter to Deacon Lyman of
Goshen, Conn., Aug. 31, 1741, ANTS MSS
,
printed in Goen, Grea t Awake ning,
533-534.
33. JE's letter to Whitefield was found in the Methodist Archive
and Research Center, London, by Henry Abelove and published In WMQ . 3rd
Ser., XXIX (1972), 487-489. In a letter of Oct. 9, 1740 to the Rev.
Eleazar Wheel ock of Lebanon, Conn., JE spoke of his hopes for White-
field's success in Northampton; MS in Forbes Library.
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34. The only immediate account of the visit is in um>«««i-ii
(London IQfifH d7fi /177 ic ^ °-^' (-- Mintetield s Jnnrna^
Dec 12 55 tn ih ' n°
E descnbed the visit briefly in his Tetter of
ton' 7A4
7
?'y ?J
°mdS
^I"?! Publish ^d in The Christian t 0
feS^^SlSPffi e nffecis9^f Hlf^Tra^
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Miller eds
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tual Travels
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iM-greac Awakening: Documents Illustrating the CrlslTimiIts Consequences (indi^pnli. fETYoTt^jTY^^
35. JE to Prince, in Goen, Great Awakening
. 545.
ph,, h
5,
r
E rode
,^
th him to East Windsor, to the home of TimothyEdwards. George Whitef
1
eld's Journals . 478-479. GW's diary contains no
TnlVZfl " lT°J e t conve rsation with OE that became the grou d fo? along, bitter debate between JE and Rector Thomas Clap of Yale abouf whe-ther or not GW had told JE that he intended to bring^oun men from Eng-land to supplant New England parsons who were "unconverted." The storvis told in Dwight, Life, 209-210. According to Perry Miller this
quarrel completely severed JE's connection with Yale. Jonathan Edwards ,
37. JE to Prince, in Goen, Great Awakening
, 545.
38. Ibid., 546-547.
39. Ibid., 548. See also JE to Joseph Bellamy, Jan. 21, 1742, MS
at Princeton Univ. Library. In a March 9, 1741, letter to Colman (MS in
Colman Papers, MHS)
,
JE wrote that "all our children that are capable of
religious reflections have been under remarkable impressions, and I can't
but think that Salvation is come into my house, in several instances: I
hope that my four eldest children (the youngest of them between six &
seven years of age) have been savingly wrought upon, the eldest some
years ago."
The youngest persons listed on Edwards' church-membership list were
perhaps about twelve. The list is not dated, except marked "1746" at its
end by JE; part of it can be attributed to the period between late 1735
and April 1739 (one man is known to have been recorded by that date, for
he then left town)—the youngest known person entered by early 1739 was
born in Oct. 1730. For the entire list of members between 1736 and 1746,
known birthdates for males are as follows: 4 born 1700 or earlier, 10
between 1701 and 1714, 19 in 1715 through 1719, 50 in 1720 through 1724,
3 in 1725, 8 in 1726, 3 in 1727, 1 each in 1728 and 1730.
Many testimonies printed in The Christian History mention the parti-
cular involvement of young people in other towns, and the use of Edwards'
Faithful Narrative as a model for these reports is common. For examples,
see The Christian History
, pp. 188, 191, 200, 242, 253, 255, 260, 395, etc.
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to Leicester, Mass., for two weeks in the early spring of 1742: see Sarah
HfT i7i ni^cV f^er own awakenin 9 during that time, in Dwight,LTfe.J/1-186 (MS lost). While JE was absent, there seem to have been
religious meetings almost every day in Northampton, with a half-dozen
ministers participating at one time or another.
The threat presented by the awakening to the power and self-
confidence of established ministers is outlined in Youngs, God's
Messengers, 120-141. Youngs concludes that ministers untimately resolved
their problem of legitimacy by coming to see themselves as drawing power
from their services to the people— from the "consent of the governed."
42. JE to Wheelock, June 9, 1741; in Dwight, Life
, 148.
43. JE to Joseph Bellamy, Jan. 21, 1742 (MS at Princeton),
describes religion as then "decaying" and himself as praying to God to
"improve me as an instrument to revive his work."
44. JE to Prince, in Goen, Great Awakening
, 549. See also Dwight,
.Life, 171-186, passim. When Buell was installed at East Hampton, Long
Island, in 1746, Edwards preached the main sermon, published as The
Church's Marriage to her Sons, and to her God . . . (Boston, 1746).
45. Sarah's jealousy of Buell and the other ministers visiting
Northampton in JE's absence in shown clearly in her conversion narrative
in Dwight, Life
, 174-175, 178-179.
46. JE to Prince, in Goen, Great Awakening
, 550. He also noted
(p. 555) that an influx of visitors from other communities, where there
was greater "visible commotion," inspired Northamptonites to imitate
their "vehement zeal ."
47. Doolittle wrote An Enquiry into Enthusiasm (Boston, 1743); The
Late Religious Commotions in New England Considered (Boston, 1743) is
attributed to Rand by Edwin S. Gaustad in "Charles Chauncy and the Great
Awakening," Bibliographical Society of America Papers , XLV (1951), 125-
135. Rand was probably also the author of a hostile address to
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White-held from a group of Hampshire Ministers in 1745- se- The Testi-
jjjorvy of the North Associa tion [of Hartford Count y] . . . And ATTAddTeTsfrom Some of tne Min ister s in the County of HainpshTFT
. , . (Boston."—
174b). The ministerial debate over the Awakening was conducted larqely
in group statements, of which these four are the most important- The
Test imony o f the Pastors of the Churches ... May 25, 1743 AqainsTS^ep±^rojTjT]joctrw e, and D i~sorxTe7FTn~TraHT
1/43); The Testimony and Advice of_ajW\ssej^bly2j) f Pastors— at a
Meeting in BostgnJin
jy_7^ ofReligion in many Parts of the Land (Boston. 1743; also printed in The
Christianjjistory, pp. 159ff.); Th e_Testimon,y and Advice of a NumbeTof
Laymen Respecting Religion
.
. . Seotember 12, 1743 (Boston, 1743); and"
The restimony and Advice of a Number of New England Ministers met at
Bost on Sept. 25, 1745. Professing the a ncient Faith of these Churches
i (Boston, 1745). Both Harvard and Yale issued manifestoes aqainst
Whitefield in 1745.
9 ,„ J}8.
The Distinguishing Marks is reprinted in Goen, Great Awakening
.214-288. It was with tins Commencement address that JE solidified hisleadership of the pro-revival group in Hampshire County. Eight days
earlier, he had preached the funeral sermon for his uncle, William
Williams of Hatfield, formal leader of the Hampshire cleray since Stod-dard s death. The Resort and Remedy of those that are Be reaved by the
Death of an Eminent Minister (Boston. 1741).
49. Distinguishing Marks
, in Goen, Great Awakening
, 226-248.
50. Ibid
., 249-258.
51. Ibid
. , 260-269, quotation 260.
52. Ibid., 287-288.
53. According to the count of Separatist churches published by Goen
in Revivalism and Separatism (map following p. 114), there were schisms in
the neighborhood of Northampton only at Sunderland (1749), Westfield
(1748) --both Baptists groups who moved to Vermont in the early 1760s--and
Suffield, Enfield, Somers, and Stafford (all in Conn.) Three Valley min-
isters had trouble with their congregations when they differed from the
local majority opinion on the revivals. Benjamin Doolittle of Northfield
was accused of Arminianism about 1738 but kept his pulpit until his death
in 1749. Dexter, Y ale Graduates
, I, 151-154; Hamp. Assoc. Records, 29-32.
Conservative Grindall Rawson of South Hadley was forced out in 1744.
Sibley, Harvard Graduates
, VIII, 476-480. William Rand of Sunderland, the
staunchest Old Light in the upper Valley, was ejected from his pulpit in
1745. Smith, History of Sunderland
,
60-62.
Most of the ministers in the upper Valley were friendly toward the
revival although they shared Edwards' caution. In May 1742 ministers and
lay representatives of 17 churches in the region gathered to pronounce a
favorable verdict on the revival. A Copy of the Resolves of a Council of
Churches, Met at Northampton, May 11, 1742, to Consider what may be done
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tStH^ (Boston 1743). An
Th n?i , Nissenbaum, ed., Sreat Awa kening at Vale Co 11 pop I7n
scarce allowed to be a good man."
Edwards actively sought a rapprochement between the parties Spofor example, is letter to the Rev. Elnathan WhitmaS ofulrt for
'
Feb 91744, in Dwight, Life, 204-209; and Thomas Clap's letter to Jonathan Di-kinson, in Nissenbaum, ed., Great Awakening at Y*L ?lrZ
n
l° u 7_m JEbetriended a number of youngH^eTwhoIe-^^^ brought them
tortdT^-n°
n
r
iC
n
WUh
5
eCt° r Cldp 0f Yale
'
?he ^t famous of 2 om wasDay. Brainerd. Brainerd was expelled from Yale in 1741 for saying thatTutor Whittlesey had no more grace than a particular chair; he Se anIndian missionary and died of tuberculosis in Edwards 1 house in 17*8Euwards preached Brainerd 's funeral sermon, True Saints
. , , are Presentw^ntheUrd (Boston, 1747), and edited Brainerd 1^ memoirs, An Account
ot the Life of the Late Reverend Mr. David Brainerd
. . . (Boston, 1749).
,
54
-
Some Thoughts
. .
. was first published in Boston in early 1743
and is reprinted in Goen, Great Awaken ing, 290-530. See also Goen's p65, n.9, for important information on the dates of writinq and publica-
tion. K
_
55. Ibid
., 313, 325-330, 353-358. A useful discussion of JE's mil-
lenialism is C. C. Goen, "Jonathan Edwards: A New Departure in Eschatol-
ogy," Church History
,
XXVIII (1959), 25-40. Heimert, Religion and the
American Mind, 59-68, 88-90, 123-139, 152-155, interprets the entire body
of Edwards' work from Some Thoughts to the end of his life in the context
of an insistent mi 1 lenial ism.
56. Edwards' Thoughts were answered by Boston Old Light Charles
Chauncy's Seasonable Thoughts on the State of Religion in New-Engla nd. .
(Boston, 1743). Chauncy charged the awakening with descent from the
Antinomianisrn of the 1630s and wrote at great length against itinerancy
and emotional extremism; his major point, on pp. 323- 329, was that
"passion" must be governed by the "understanding." JE's moderate posi-
tion between extremisms is outlined in Conrad Cherry, Th e Theology of
Jonathan Edwards: A Reappraisal (Garden City, N.Y., 1966"), 164-176. JE's
contribution to the development of religious psychology in America is
discussed in John E. Smith's introduction to the Yale edition of The
Religious Affections
, Vol. II of Edwards' Works (New Haven, 1959).
57. S ome Thoughts , in Goen, Great Awakening , 297-298. See also
pp. 386-387.
58. Ibid., 332-335.
59. Ibid., 335.
60. The "problem" of the relationship of the "Personal Narrative"
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tions. The treatise was expanded from sermons preached in 1742 and f743,
c , ,
62
-„
Dividing the soul into two traditional "faculties," the "under-
"w" p
PL
rCept
-° n a
"t
sPe^1^ion") and the "inclinat n" alill where governing actions and called "heart" when expressed throughche mind), Edwards asserted that vigorous (sometimes physica ly sensible)exercises of the inclination are "affections." Relig ous Aff ct o
}
63. Ibid., 118.
64. Ibid
., 120.
65. jbid., Part III, 197-450.
_
66. JE very clearly insisted that Christian life was a sign of
spiritual merit, not the price of it, so his doctrines were not Arminian;
see ibid.
, 455-459.
67. JE's footnote in ibid
., 230. See Smith's commentary on the
relationship between Stoddard's thought and Edwards', in his introduction
to ibid.
,
57-60. The "pragmatism" of JE's tests of faith is discussed
by Smith in "Jonathan Edwards: Piety and Practice in the American Charac-
ter,"
^Jc^j2ii_oOilLaioj2 LIV (1974), 166-180.
68
• Religious Affections
. 181. This passage contains the reference
to Stoddard's Treatise on Conversion (p. 78 of 1735 ed.); see also p. 460.
69. Ibid
.
,
182, 193. Among the qualities evidencing true conver-
sionjn the "case study" of a person (Sarah) in Thoughts on the Revival
was "a peculiar sensible aversion to a judging others that were profes-
sing Christians of good standing in the visible church.
. . . though
before, under smaller discoveries and feebler exercises of divine affec-
tion, there had been felt a disposition to censure and condemn others."
S ome Thoughts
, in Gcen, Great Awakening
. 335.
70. Religious Affections
, 420.
71. Ibid ., 412-413.
72. Ibid., 416-417.
73. Edwards described the ministerial qualifications in his 1744
ordination sermon for Robert Abercrombie at Pel ham, The True Excellency
of a Minister of the Gospel (Boston, 1744), 12; and in his unpublished
1747 sermon at the ordination of Joseph Ashley in Sunderland, on
249
Zech 4:12-14, MS at Beinecke.
74. Some Thoughts
, in Goen, Great Awakening 474-48^ TMc e i«
75 Spme^ioug^ in Goen, Great Awakening, 483-493 The nrntv^
76. Some Thoughts, in Goen, Great Awakening
. 493-495.
CHAPTER VII
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1. Town Records, 286-288.
2. JE to Thomas Prince, Dec. 12, 1743, in Goen, Great Awakening.
3. Town Records, 278-283; Trumbull, Northampton
, II, 93-97.
4. 7 of 11 selectmen in 1700-1709, and 7 of 8 in 1720-1729, were
sons of selectmen; average numbers of terms served by fathers of these 7
mn ™termS '' n 1700-1 709 ' 8,1 termS in 172°- 1725 > *nd 9.2 terms in
5. Titled men held 22 of 50 terms in 1700-1709, 25 of 50 in 1720-
1729, and 42 of 50 in 1740-1749.
6. Sermon of May 1737 on II Samuel 20:19, MS at Beinecke. This
sermon is quoted more fully in Chapter VI, page 124.
7. MS at Beinecke, n.d. but early.
8. A Strong Rod Broken and Withered (Boston, 1748). On the wider
significance of ''court" and "country" viewpoints, see T. H. Breen, The
Character of the Good Ruler: A Study of Puritan Political Ideas i n New
En(-]land, 1630-1730 (New Haven, 1970), 205ff. In "Jonathan Edwards and
the Great Awakening," Perry Miller points out that JE's description of
the practical skills of Stoddard that fit him to rule signals a recogni-
tion of a new kind of authority structure that was evolving in America,
a legitimacy based on service to the people and judged by the people.
Miller's esjay is printed in Stanley N . Katz, ed., Colonial America:
Essays in Politics and Social Development (Boston, 1971), 233-297. Stod-
dard was nevertheless given a chance to use his "modern" skills only
because of his connections among the magisterial -ministerial elite of
Mass. A letter to Governor Dummer in 1724, referring to his local con-
test for the Representative's seat, appears to indicate his scorn for
political promises to the hoi-polloi. This letter is quoted in Trumbull,
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a quarterly lecture in Fe 47 the doctr? a S ^e "otes foris a very evil and unchristian spirit " °- L" ne th t a levelling spirit
9. The economic rank of then-serving elders and deacons on hh™«
1676: I, III, X.
1739: II, III, in v, and X; one died that year who wouldhave ranked about II or III.
1759: I, VI, VII, IX, XII; one moved to Southampton (was poor).
lv J?'tJ
h
?/i9UreS W6re actua11 ^ 37.2%, 26.755, and 10.4%, respective-y. If the figures are corrected to show service as selectmen by eldersand deacons while holding church office, the figures are 19 Z% for 6701699, IB..7% for 1700-1729, and 9.6% for 1730-1754
1 1
.
Church Records, 23.
12. The covenant was included in JE's letter of Dec. 12, 1743 to
Thomas Prince, printed in The Christian H is_torv and reprinted in Goen,breat Awakening
, 550-554.
13. Dwight, Life, 171-186, quotation 172.
14. Ibid., 174.
15. Ibid., 183.
16. Ibid., 184-185.
17. "Personal Narrative," in Faust and Johnson, Selections, 57-72,
quotation 71. In a letter of counsel to Deborah Hatheway of Suffield,
JE wrote, "Remember that pride is the worst viper that is in the heart
.
. .
and often creeps insensibly into the midst of religion and sometimes
under the disguise of humility." JE to DH, June 3, 1741, MS at Beinecke.
8
• Ihl^e^Cojicej7T^f_the Watchman for Souls . ... A Sermon
Preach' d a t the Ordination of the Reverena V.c. Oonatfra n Judd
. .'Tin th e
new precinct of Northampton, June 8, 1743 (Boston, 1743).
19. Of the 31 men who signed the Southampton church covenant in
1743, 22 or 71% were listed as JE's own church-members and 6 of them were
in the group recorded in early 1735, the products cf the first great
revival in Northampton. The rest of the Southampton covenanters were
earlier joiners of the Northampton church, 1706-1727.
20. Judd v/as a member of the Yale class of 1741 but not a partici-
pant in the evangelical upheavals that swept through the student body.
See Dexter, Yale Graduates, I, 677-678.
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21. Watchman for Souls
. 29.
22. Ibid., 34.
23. ibid., 37.
24. Malachi 3:10-11, July 1743, MS at Beinecke.
25. Watchman for Souls , 38.
26. Ibid., 39-40.
27 Clifford K. Shipton has reported that of the 400 clergy whose
careers between 1680 and 1740 can be documented, 12% had serious finan
ni
a
th!
r
?r? Vl ^S 1 ; "legations. Shipton, "The New England Clergy
? h
tht G1 ^C1a l A9 ^ 5 Co1 ' S0C - Mass ' MI., XXXII (1937), 50. James W.Schmotter has found that around 1700 and after 1730, salary was the
single greatest cause of dispute between pastor and flock. "Ministerial
Careers in 18th Century New England," Jo. Soc. Hist .. IX (1975), 257.
28 JE to Thomas Foxcroft, May 24, 1749, MS at Beinecke.
29. For Edwards' salary amounts and debates, see Town Records,
232, 236, 237, 241, 242, 243, 244, 245, 249, 253, 259, 264, 267, 270,
271, 283; First Precinct Records, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 9, 10, 12; Judd MSS,
III, 71. In Mass. an ounce of silver was worth approximately 3 shill-
ings in 1710 (that price had long been stable), 12s by 1720, about 18s in
1730, 30s. in 1740, about 36s. in 1745, and 60s. by 1750. These figures
are compiled from the following: William B. Weeden, Economi c an d Soc ial
History of Mew Eng l and, 1620-178 9 (1890; New York, 1963), II, 473, 677;
Andrew McFarland Davis, Currency and Banking in the Provin ce of the
Ma ssachusetts-Bay (New York, 1900, 1901), I, 90, 367, 378; Judd,
Hadley, 331; Judd MSS, I, 490.
30. A draft, ending with the words quoted, is on the back of notes
for a sermon on Ephesians 2:5-7, Dec. 1734, MS at Beinecke.
31. Sermon notes on Romans 12:10, March 1742/43, filed at Beinecke
as a letter (Folder 39, Item 5).
32. Sermon on Hebrews 2:7-8, MS at Beinecke. In 1747 JE bought a
"Negro girl named Venus" for fc80 (portion of bill at Beinecke), but keep-
ing a slave would not have been considered extravagant; most ministers,
including the "impoverished" Timothy Edwards, did so, as did half a dozen
of Northampton's leading men.
33. MS at Beinecke.
34. Defects of Preachers Reproved , 11,
35. ALS in Hawley Papers, New York Public Library, Calendar #32.
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36. JE to Eleazar Wheelock, July 13 maa uwmmn .i e •
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia. ' Hlstorical Society of
37. First Precinct Records, 6.
38. J_bid., 8-11.
39 A letter from JE's daughter Sarah to a friend implies this rontemplation of removal; quoted in Winslcw, Jonathan Ed^s, 203, 328n
40. Among these sermons were the following: Ephesians 4-?q lulu
H 1 53 748 14:i! 2toN t°h; JW'S" ?? :2°-2"' Not. 1746; a^d JOb 36*14, NOV. 1/ —a l he children," all MSS at Beinecke Aniona the s P r
FeT T746^Sh«S TfV^t °" V ? ' A^ '™>"ft?
; I'Jf
b°tn ,, S at Beinecke. These later sermons are mostly outlinewith only a few sections fully written out in some.
1
41. There is no record of this case in the church book. The infor-
BoxT £iS5 >Vf*I S p1 ??de C0m6S f^ JE ' S notes in the ANTS MSS
!?r \'
F
°i
der J10 dat
f:
* <" The ^e ^ a bit of information in the Judd
"i It l':
Th °mas
.
H
-
Johnson has printed most of these documents inJonathan Edwards and the 'Young Folks' Bible, ' " NEQ, V (1932), 37-54.
, tt
42
*
Tes timony of Joanna Clark, in JE notes, ANTS MSS. Oliver was
telling the girls that he could tell when they were menstruating, and
uney seem to have been as reluctant as modern girls to have this "show."
No mention was made in the proceedings as recorded about Oliver's family
in Northampton, but Deacon Hunt's journal (Judd MSS, I, 25) identifies
him as an apprentice in 1738. Oliver, born in 1723, was the son of a
Hadley man and did not settle in Northampton. Oliver's position as an
apprentice suggests that he was freer of "family" social controls than
many "boys" his age. In early modern cities, apprentices were the
avatars of "rebellious youth." See Steven R. Smith, "The London Appren-
tices as Seventeenth-Century Adolescents," Past & Present, No. 61 (Novem-
ber, 1973), 149-161.
43. Hopkins, Life of Edwards
,
53-55. The same account, with lan-
guage somewhat altered, is in Dwight, Life, 299-300.
44. This list is reproduced in Johnson, "JE and the 'Young Folks'
Bible,"'
_NEQ, V (1932), 42-43. There are sore unexplained marks next to
the names in the MS, which Johnson also prints, that may have been JE's
signs for degrees of involvement.
45. The confessions are in JE's hand; Warner's was not signed.
46. Fragment of notes, ANTS MSS, Box 1, Folder "no date #1," Item
11, 2 sheets. In Oct. 1731 the Hampshire Assoc. had decided that private
admonition was to be used first, and only thereafter should offenses be
made matters of public church discipline. Hamp. Assoc. Records, 1. We
do not know if JE used private counsel in this case; other clergymen might
253
have agreed with his apparent position that a sin so widespread tint it
ha . .
47
: °j the 18 known ages for the 20 boys accused of some use of thebad books, 4 were 21 2 were 22, 2 were 23, 1 each was 24 and 25, 5 were26 and 1 each was 27, 28, and 29. Only 2 were married, and they wereonly marginally involved in the episode. In one of her few mistakes Ola
1
ins low has written that these were "boys and girls in their teens -Jonathan Edwards
. 204.
.
48. Of the three non-members, one was from out of town and of un-;^ ge'/;fab J an apprentice in Northampton, and the other two wereaged lb and 21. Of the church members, one had joined before 1735, onein early 1735, and fifteen since 1736.
N. Ray Hiner has suggested that because awakening preachers had con-
centrated so much on the conversion of the "rising generation," "an enor-
mous amount of psychological power" had been given to youth. "Only young
people, it seemed, had the ability to save their communities from corrup-
tion. They could, therefore, assert their independence by being bad
Adolescence in Eighteenth-Century America," Hist. Child. Q. , III (1975)
253-280, quotation 256.
'
*
V ; '
49. See Appendix I, Demographic Measurements, for data on smaller
families. In the literature on the history of families and childhood, it
is commonly assumed that limiting the number of children born is an indi-
cation of greater "love" for them as persons, both as cause and effect.
50. The growth of intra family emotion was discussed in Chapter III,
note 9, pp. 217-218. See, especially, Henretta, Evolution of America n
Society, 39.
51. Isaiah 1:2, MS at Beinecke.
52. There are, in fact, rather few cases of discipline listed in
the church records: from 1697 to 1743 only 4 men and 2 women were excom-
municated, and 1 man was just admonished; their sins were drunkenness,
lying, vilifying their neighbors, and refusing to be examined by the
church about accusations of fornication. There are no cases listed for
1744-1765. Church Records, 25. Three cases of discipline were appealed
to the Hamp. Assoc. in Oct. 1741, only one of which is mentioned in the
Northampton church records. The clergy sided with the church in all
three cases; JE was not present. Hamp. Assoc. Records, 36.
53. See the Joseph Hawley Papers, NYPL, Calendar Nos. 6 and 7.
54. Ibid., Calendar No. 12.
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55. ANTS MSS, Box 1, Folder "no date #2," Item 15, 6pp.
56. ANTS MSS, Box 1, Folder "no date #1," Item 11.
nypi Si 5 CT °of th ^ ^f u1 * of the Council ^ in the Hawley Papers,
tZf\ Sh dr N °; 8 \ At the Counci1 ' Jose P h Haw1^ mus t have testifiedhat he had seen Martha Root loitering near the Hawley home to entice in-
rr"^
E
JalendarV
e
i^°
l09iZed ^ S ° in *" Aug - 1750^ t0
58 Both Elisha and Joseph Hawley are entered in the latter part
of the cnurch-membership list that ends with the date 1746 inscribed by
Edwards. In 1751 Elisha married Elizabeth Pomeroy, daughter of Deacon
Ebenezer and niece of Seth Pomeroy, both leaders of the anti-Edwards men.
59. The best account of this disturbance in the churches is Goen
Revivalism and S epara tism
.
60. The "Moore case" can be reconstructed from the following:
Stoughton, "Windsor Farmes"
, 71-73; Windsor Vital Records, II, 176-177;
Conn. Archives, "Crimes, Misdemeanors, etc.," IV, 12- 20; Timothy Edwards
notebook, ANTS MSS.
61. There is a brief account of this case in Sibley, Harvard Gradu
ates, IV, 97-98; see also Stoughton, "Windsor Farmes" , 73-74. The major
source of information is Roger Wolcott's MS "Narrative of the Troubles,"
at CHS.
62. In a 1732 ordination sermon, The Greatnes s and Difficulty of
th e Work of t he Mi nistry
, Thomas Clap assessed the discipline problem as
fundamental. When clergymen tried to discipline their people, Satan
stirred up the congregations against their pastors, "so that church disci
pTine is under an apparent decay" (p. 13). The Edwardses, father and son,
showed no such desire co avoid trouble.
63. See Stoughton, "Windsor Farmes", 74-75.
CHAPTER VIII
1. JE's journal, the MS of which is lost, is printed in Dwight,
Li fe , 313-398. The following narrative, except where otherwise noted, is
taken from that journal or Dwight' s own parallel account, pp. 305-427,
which is drawn largely from Hopkins' Li re of Edwards . Other useful
sources are JE's letters to Samuel Hopkins, April 3, 174? [1750]; to
Thomas Foxcroft, May 24 and Nov. 21, 1749, and Feb. 19, 1750; all MSS at
Beinecke. Also, JE to Joseph Bellamy, Dec. 6, 1749, printed in Stanley T.
Williams, "Six Letters of JE to Joseph Bellamy," NEC}, I (1928), 237-250;
JE to Rev. Peter Clark of Salem Village, May 7, 1750, printed in George
Peirce Clark, "An Unpublished Letter by Jonathan Edwards," NEC}, XXIX
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BmS. *rwi«!fer' 13 also an aecount of the fin' ng in Tr^«".
JE's concerns, or his Religious Affections , nay have influenced theHampshire Assrc. to discuss' "whether an unregenerate person has a riahtin the sight of God to the Lord's Supper" in April 1746 ana Oct 174question proposed at meetings of Oct. 1745 and Oct. 1746). Unfortunate-
Record°s747" 49!^ th °U9htS °" the SUbject survives - H^P? So?
.,,
} The Humble Inqu iry is reprinted in the New York 1844 edition ofJE's Works I 83-92, quotation P . 86. All further citations of th?s
work will be to this edition.
3. In June 1750 two men testified that in 1746-1747 they heard JE
announce his new ideas publicly and that the news was spread throughout
?
e
u
t0
!!!'
,
S
c
e
^
etter from John Sear1 t0 JE
>
J 'jne 4
> 1750, incomplete MS
at Hartford Seminary Foundation; and statement of Noah Parsons June 13
175C, MS in JE MSS at Beinecke. Both the Searl and Parsons letters refer
in passing to a contemporary suspicion that JE had kept his change of
mind a secret from his uncle, Col. John Stoddard, because Stoddard would
have disapproved. There is no other indication that JE was secretive.
4. One of the sample professions has survived in the Edwards MSS
at Beinecke; two others are quoted by JE in Misrepresentations Corrected,
and Truth Vindicated, in a Reply to the Rev. Solomon Williams' Book. . .
^(Boston, 1752), in New York 1844 ed., ^0£ks, I, 193-292, esp. 201-202."
One is over 500 words long, and the other two are about 60 words long
each, but the essence is totally similar— a belief in the standard Christ-
ian doctrines (in the longer form), and a commitment of self to obedience
to the moral law (in all three). The closest approach to an indication
of ex perience in the professions is in the long version, in the phrase
"having been made sensible of His divine supreme glory. . . ."
5. James P. Walsh, "The Pure Church in Eighteenth Century Connecti-
cut," (Ph.D. dissertation, Columbia Univ., 1967). 43-44, reports that by
the late 1730s there were about 26 "pure" churches (requiring experience
of Grace for full communion) and 21 Stoddardean churches, out of those in
Conn, whose records survive in sufficient form for such categorization.
Walsh is not clear about the use of the Half-Way Covenant in the churches
he labels "pure." The East Windsor church, which was "old-fashioned" in
all its policies and opposed the Saybrook Platform, always kept the HWC
and required relations of experience for admission to full privileges.
See S. Windsor Church Manual
,
1867, p. 3, Conn. State Library. One of
these testimonies has survived among the Timothy Edwards MSS at ANTS; it
was from Samuel Grant but is not dated. The essence of the statement is
that "God has made [Grant] see his sins and God's glory," and there is no
mention of the actual moment or events of conversion itself.
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6. JE to Thomas Foxcroft, May 24, 1749, MS at Beinecke.
7. Humble Inquiry, 184-191, answer to Objection XIX.
8. This loss is confirmed in Trumbull, Northampton II 215 At*
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tu™ed the responsibility and his notes over tohis brother So omon, minister at Lebanon. Edwards had been very worriedtnat Elisha Williams would write the treatise. In his May 24 1749letter to Foxcroft, he asked him to dissuade Williams, because "its 'onlybeing said that Rector Williams has written an answer to me, will do megreat hurt with my people."
10. Peter Clark to Deacon Pomeroy, April 4, 1750, MS at Beinecke.
11. See especially Humble Inquiry
, 183.
12. Misrepresentations Corrected
, 204-205.
y?l' i
E t0 Clark
'
May 7 > 1750 > Printed in _NEQ, XXIX (1956), 228-233.
Clark finally decided that he and Edwards were in accord; see Clark to
JE, May 21, 1750, MS at Beinecke. In the spring of 1750 JE preached the
ordination sermon at Portsmouth, N.H., for Northampton native Job Strong
Christ the Great Example of Ministers (Boston, 1751), in which he
defensively and explicitly warned against the sin of separatism.
14. Dwight, Life
, 363, emphasis added. Brownism was democracy in
the church, the minister having an equal vote with any full member
Joseph Hawley testified to JE's claim of a veto in a statement he pre-
pared for the town to the 1751 Northampton Council. Hawley Papers, NYPL.
15. Edwards took no precise stance on the power of councils, but
did privately profess adherence to Presbyterian government in a letter to
the Rev. John Erskine of Scotland in July, 1750. Dwight, Life
, 412.
16. See especially his letter of Dec. 5, 1749, in Dwight, J-ife,
328-332; also the letter of March 30, 1750, to Deacon Cook, Beinecke.
17. Autograph draft, Beinecke.
18. JE to Erskine, May 20, 1749, in Dwight, Life, 273-276.
19. Quoted in JE's journal in Dwight, Life, 364.
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20. See JE to Thomas Foxcroft, Feb. 19, 1750, MS at Beinecke.
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22. Dwight, Life, 325. Solomon Clark, Antiquiti es. Historicals
and Graduate s of Northampton (Northampton, 188217%:
"^t ncai
23. JE to Thomas Gillespie, July 1, 1751, in Dwight, Life . 467.
17M ,
2
?:
Sf Jet^ of Billings to JE, June 11 , 1750, Beinecke. In a1752 letter to Erskine, JE wrote that Billings had been dismissed fromhis church at Cold Spring (later named Belchertown)
,
many members of
which were originally from Northampton, "on the same account that I wasdismissed from Northampton." Dwight, Life, 499. There is no evidencefrom before JE s trial that Billings shared his views. He was settled
over the new church at Greenfield, which split from the Deerfield church,
a majority of whose members and whose pastor were anti -Edwards
.
25. The following were the ministers on the 1750 council-
PRO-EDWARDS:
Robert Abercrombie of Pelham - Scottish, settled 1744; dismissed about
ten years later after long salary dispute. See CO. Parmenter,
History of Pelham, Massachusetts (Amherst, 1898), 294-319
Edward Billings of Cold Spring — Harvard 1731; ordained 1746 at C.S.,
their first minister; pro-revival; much beloved till he defied the
church and sat at JE's council; dismissed, settled at Greenfield.
See Sibley, Harvard Graduates
,
IX, 22-28.
David Hall of Sutton — Harvard 1724; ordained 1729; long "cold war" be-
tween him and his church, salary troubles; pro- revival after meet-
ing JE, but troubled by radical separatists. See Sibley, Harvard
Graduates
, VII, 345-356.
William Hobby of Reading -- Harvard 1725; ordained 1733; won over to
revival by Whitefield, was New Light but exceptionally tolerant of
Arminians. See Sibley, Harvard Graduates
. VII, 530-537.
Peter Reynolds of Enfield — Harvard 1720; ordained 1725; pro-revival.
See Sibley, Harvard Graduates
,
VI, 396-399.
ANTI-EDWARDS:
Joseph Ashley of Sunderland — Yale 1730; ordained 1747 at Sund. after
they had dismissed Old Light William Rand, but not pro-revival.
See Dexter, Yale Graduates
, I, 408-409.
Robert Breck of Springfield -- Harvard 1730; see information on him in
Chapter V. See, also, Sibley, Harvard Graduates
,
VIII, 661-680.
Jonathan Hubbard of Sheffield -- Yale 1724; ordained 1735; from Hatfield,
little else known of him. See Dexter, Yale Graduates
,
I, 304-305.
Timothy Woodbridge of Hatfield -- Yale 1732; ordained 1740 as colleague
to William Williams. See Dexter, Yale Graduates
,
I, 469.
Chester Williams of Hadley -- Yale 1735; ordained 1741; from Conn., maybe
nephew by marriage of Col. John Stoddard; married daughter of Had-
ley's richest man; not one of Hatfield Wi 1 1 iamses ; little else
known, but church was Stoddardean. See Judd, Hadley , 331; and
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Dexter, Yale Graduates
,
I, 546-547. (Note: Chester Williams and Robert
Breck were on the list of subscribers to Chauncy's Seasonable Thoughts .)
26. The council Result is printed in Dwight, Life , 399-403. A small
pamphlet war among the council's factions ensued. See ibid
. , 453.
27. See JE to John Erskine, Nov. 15, 1750, in Dwight, Life , 415-416.
Also JE to Thomas Foxcroft, July 31, 1750, MS at Beinecke. The Judd MSS,
II, 91, records that JE preached twelve times in Northampton after his
dismissal. In addition, as indicated by some notations on some late-1750
sermons at Beinecke, JE preached at the houses of some supporters.
28. He also had offers from Canaan, Conn., Lunenberg, Va., and a
tentative offer from Scotland. See Miller, Jonathan Edwards , 232.
29. Dwight, Life , 420-421. There are a number of surviving docu-
ments which pertain to this issue of a possible "splinter" church in the
ANTS MSS; see also in the Dwight Papers, Sterling Library, Yale, 3
letters from Timothy Dwight to Thomas Foxcroft of October 1750 to Dec.
1751. See also Hawley's statement to the 1751 Council, Hawley Papers.
30. Edwards did fight for about three years with some of the
Williams clan over the running of the Indian school, and he won. For a
much fuller narrative of JE's later years than will be provided here, see
Dwight, Life , 449-583, and Winslow, Jonathan Edwards , 241-301. In a
letter to his father in Jan. 1752, JE confessed to being about 1=2000 in
debt. Dwight, Life , 486. In some of JE's later correspondence with
Timothy Dwight there are passing references to a number of loans from TD.
- 31 . A Careful and Strict Enquiry into . . . Freedom of the Will . .
. was begun in 1753 and published in 1754. The Great Christian Doctrine
of Original Sin Defended appeared in 1758. Posthumously published were
Two Dissertations: I, Concerning the End for which God Created the World;
IT, The Nature of True Virtue (Boston, 1765); A History of the Work "of
"
Redemption (Edinburgh, 1774); and a treatise on Grace was included in
Alexander B. Grosart, ed., Selections from the Unpublished Writings of
Jonathan Edwards of America (Edinburgh, 1865). Jonathan Edwards, Jr.
,
subsequently published many selections and sermons from the MSS.
Useful commentaries on these writings as theology can be found in
Conrad Cherry, The Theology of Jonathan Edwards: A Reappraisal (Garden
City, N.Y., 1966); Conrad Wright, "Edwards and the Arminians on the Free-
dom of the Will," Harvard Theological Review , XXXV (1942), 241-261; and
Norman S. Fiering's review of books about Edwards in WMQ, 3rd Ser.
,
XXVIII (1971), 655-661. The most important volume discussed by Fiering is
Clyde A. Holbrook's edition of Original Sin , Vol. Ill of the Works of
JE (New Haven, 1970). The authoritative modern edition of Freedom of
the Will was edited by Paul Ramsey for the Yale Series, in 1957.
32. Part of the network can be seen through the marriages of
William Williams' children; see Sibley, Harvard Graduates , III,
263-269.
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JE t° Sir William Pepperell, Jan. 30, 1753, ANTS MSS- JE toWilliam Hogg Nov 25 1752, Beinecke; JE to Thomas Foxcroft, Feb 191750 Beinecke. Dwight, Life, 122n, 433-434. Henry Bamford Parkes alsorepeats this story and embellishes it further by saying that ^aeWilliams forbade Whitefield to enter Hatfield in 1740; there no con-firming evidence. Parkes even has an extra piece of nformat on ?or theconspiracy theory, about Sarah Pierrepont Edwards' brother Benjamin be ng
ffitSSS[5&^w!1n1ster by wi11iam Williams - Jonathan
34. JE to Pepperell, Jan. 30, 1753, ANTS MSS; Dwight, Life . 434.
?' See
..'!?
iner
'
Jonathan Edwards. 101-105, 125-126, 218 (on Willi-
amsesj; 15, 104 (on the feud between Christian and Esther).
amtc lie
^.especially JE to "Dear Sister" [Mary], Dec. 12, 1721,ANTS MSS, and discussion in Chapter I.
37. See George Henry Merriam, "Israel Williams, Monarch of Hamp-
shire, 1709-1788" (Ph.D. dissertation, Clark Univ., 1961), 74-75; and TD
to Thomas Foxcroft, Feb. 17, 1751, MS at Sterling Library, Yale. Merriam
includes in his dissertation (pp. 152-158) an appendix which attempts to
exonerate IW from culpability in the JE dismissal. The evidence is simply
too thin to permit certainty either way.
38. Sibley, Harvard Graduates
. VI, 352-361, describes Solomon
Williams as a "true moderate" in the Great Awakening.
39. He seems to have been quite friendly with Edwards, and probably
studied with him, before going to college in 1738—although his father
had committed suicide under JE's terror preaching in 1735.
40. The only biography of Hawley is E. Francis Brown, Joseph Hawlev:
Colonial Radical (New York, 1931), which contains most of this informa-
tion; see especially pp. 26-38. Edwards described Hawley and his role in
the controversy in a letter to John Erskine of July 5, 1750: "The people,
in managing this affair on their side, have made chief use of a young
gentleman of liberal education and notable abilities, and a fluent speak-
er, of about seven or eight and twenty years of age, my grandfather Stod-
dard's grandson, being my mother's sister's son, a man of lax principles
in religion, falling in, in some essential things, with Arminians, and is
very open and bold in it. He was improved as one of the agents for the
church, and was their chief spokesman before the Council. He very strenu-
ously urged ... the necessity of an immediate separation. ..." Letter
quoted in Dwight, Li_fe, 410.
41. See Merriam, "Israel Williams," 78; IW to Joseph Hawley, Aug.
10, 1759, Hawley Papers, NYPL, Calendar #74; Brown, Joseph Hawley , 76-78.
Brown concedes (p. 26) that Williams "may have had some influence" on Haw-
ley but offers no evidence; he prefers the theory that Hawley was a dis-
interested spokesman for democracy in Northampton.
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9T ra J C°ntent Can be inferred from JE's answer Nov. 8 754the Hawley Papers, NYPL, Calendar #35. #36 is Hawley's second 'and}ft ltttQr.t0 JE> Jan ' 21 • 1755 ' The MS of Haw ley's letter to David Hallof Sutton, May 9, 1760, is also lost; but that letter was printed t eBoston Evening Post, May 19, 1760; and in Hopkins' Life of Edwards fifi-
771 and (with grammar "corrected") in Dwight, Life, 421-427
43. In undated items, Hawley Papers, NYPL. JE, on the other hand
wrote in his Nov. 18 letter to Hawley (p.6) that a major aggravation of
'
Hawley's fault was that he agreed with JE on the basic issue! Hawley
never confirmed this. The "confession" says that Hawley gave up hisArmiman views in 1754. H
44. JE to John Erskine, July 5, 1750, in Dwight, Life , 411.
45. Winslow, Jonathan Edwards . 225.
46. rbid., 232.
47. The list of "pro" people is easier to determine, because they
were fewer in number. Drawing on the Judd MSS and some other documents
now lost, Trumbull, Northampton
, II, 205-206, 234, gives a list of "pro"
and "anti" men, on which the descriptions in the text are based. In 1749
a very reliable tax list was made; on this list the reliably identified
partisans are ranked as follows (in half-deciles, I the highest; arabic
numerals indicate the rank out of 259 persons listed):
"Pro": II-#17, II-#19, II-#22, III, V, VIII, VIII, IX, XII. (Two of
these men married JE's daughters in 1750.)
"Anti": I-#l, I-#3, I-#4, II-#14, II-#15, II-#18, II-#23, III, IV,
VII, VII, IX*, XI. (One of these men was accused of reading
"bad" books in 1744, but was not a major culprit.) *(Joseph
Hawley; if his estate joined with that of his widowed mother,
total would be a IV.
)
48. Miller, Jonathan Edwards , 218, says that Dwight and Dr. Mather
were a "remnant of the old gentry." They were really the opposite:
Dwight had come to town as a child in 1711, and was the son of a merchant.
Mather was the son of the minister at Windsor, but had come to town in
the 1730s. If there were "gentry" in Northampton apart from Col. John
Stoddard's family, they were more prominent among Edwards' opposers.
49. This division is suggested, without any evidence except the
assumed businessman-Arminian link, by Miller, Jonathan Edwards
,
122-123,
210, 218; also by Alfred 0. Aldridge, Jonathan Edwards (NewTork, 1966),
38-40.
50. In early 1750 he had supposedly called Edwards a "tyrant" for
preaching his doctrines; JE to Thomas Foxcroft, Dec. 19, 1751, Beinecke.
But in the Revolution he was a Tory. Merriam, "Israel Williams," 96-140.
See also Taylor, Western Massachusetts in the Revolution, 66-67. Elderly
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but most of the other iden-n oie activists 1750 were too old to be participants in the warexcept as officers, and most officers were chosen from the richer men sothe firmg-revolutionary-democracy link is obscure at best Joseph Hawley was an intellectual leader of the Whigs until 1766, when he succumbedto the melancholia that marked most of the males in his family
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les P ie » ^ly 1, 1751; in Dwight, Life, 462-468,d in Goen, Great Awakening
. 561-566.
52. Ibid. There is no supporting evidence for this story.
53. Ibid .
,
54. First printed in Boston, 1751; in Dwight, Life, 630-651. Dwight
(p. 404) described this sermon as showing a "calm and excellent spirit
Instead of indicating anger under a sense of multiplied injuries, it
appears in every sentence, to have been dictated by meekness and'forgive-
ness. Winslow, Jonathan Edwards , 330-331n, echoes this assessment She
points out that the MS sermon book (Beinecke) indicates that JE first
tried out a text from Jeremiah (25:3), that the prophet labored twenty-
three years and was not heard. (This text is now a subsidiary one within
the sermon, so it was not discarded entirely, as Winslow implies.) Of
the text finally chosen, Winslow writes, "In his rejection of the more
spectacular text, he revealed his own attitude toward the whole affair.
An accusing sermon would have been out of line with his conduct through-
out the crucial months." On the contrary, it seems to me, that the
Corinthians text finally chosen (II Cor. 1:14, "As also ye have acknow-
ledged us in part, that we are your rejoicing, even as ye also are ours,
in the day of the Lord Jesus") is a thinly veiled threat, made explicit
in the exposition. The scene set is the day of judgment, and pastor and
flock will meet face to face, in full mutual understanding at last, to
give an account of their behavior to each other. "Then it shall appear
what our ends are, which we have aimed at. . . . whether I acted upright-
ly. .. . whether the doctrine which I have preached and published
. . .
be Christ's own doctrine.
. . . whether my people have done their duty
to their pastor.
. .
." (Dwight, Life , 642.) Only if one believes that
Edwards was confessing that he would be found guilty on the day of judg-
ment, can one believe that this sermon shows "meekness and forgiveness."
Edwards took a similarly harsh tone in a letter of "forgiveness" to
Joseph Hawley four years later. "Expositors and divines often observe,"
he wrote, "that abuse of God's messengers, has commonly been the last sin
of an offending, backsliding people, which has filled up the measure of
their sin, put an end to God's patience with them, and brought on their
ruin. And 'tis also commonly observed that the heads and leaders of such
a people have been remarkably distinguished in the fruits of God's venge-
ance in such cases. And as you, sir, distinguished yourself as a head
and leader to that people in those affairs, at least the main of them, so
I think the guilt that lies on you in the sight of God is distinguishing,
and that you may expect to be distinguished by God's frown, unless there
be true repentance, and properly expressed and manifested, with endeavors
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ANTS MSS (dicier "no date #1," Item 9), there is an un-dated fragment of a note from JE to Timothy Dwight that indicates 3e was
urging on the group that caused such bitter dissension in the town by
agitating for a splinter church. The fragment begins in mid-sentence-
J5
e
™,i°?rS mfK b?. the tallest at first; but if you are steadfast, andact prudently, I believe at last they will be the biggest and will getthe meetinghouse." He goes on to say that he hopes to have his answer
to Mr. W [sic] in print that summer.
57. Scheick, Writings of Jonathan Edwards . 114 and 177, has noted
the importance of the family metaphor in Edwards' Farewell Sermon and
puts forth an interpretation qui te' different from mine. "Although the
family motif was in every way as vital to Edwards in his later work as it
was in his earlier writings, we can seriously doubt that it much affected
mid-eighteenth-century Puritan parishoners. Here, I think, lies an
important element in the tragedy of his career. Whereas for Edwards this
image, revelatory of a fundamental design of Providence, was still
vibrant with meaning and emotion, for his parishoners it remained merely
a part of a dead rhetorical convention stripped of the emotional over-
tones it once conveyed to earlier Puritans." Contrary to Scheick's view,
I would find "Puritan" an inappropriate description for Northamptonites
in 1751, and I feel that the image or metaphor of "family" was coming to
have even more emotional weight than ever before. For the early Puritans
"family" was just a metaphor for church, the more dominant symbol; by the
mid-18th century, family was separate from— and in some circumstances
opposite to— images of church and community. It could carry an emotional
freight that was no longer invested in either church or community. This
is what Edwards did not understand in his efforts to merge all three
institutions into a unified whole with himself at the center of authority.
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APPENDIX I
DEMOGRAPHIC MEASUREMENTS
Two major demographic trends in Northampton were cited in the text
as indicators of social change, an increasing age at marriage (especially
important for males) and a decrease in the number of children born to
each family. The rising age at marriage indicates economic stresses that
make it more difficult to establish a household in the mid-eighteenth
century than it had been fifty or a hundred years earlier; the smaller
number of children can be interpreted as either a contribution to or a
result of an increased and "sentimental" regard for each child as an in-
dividual personality and a concern for the difficulties of establishing
each child as an economically independent adult. Data on the marriage
ages of specific cohorts of early-eighteenth century young men and their
fathers has already been presented. The unpublished work of three other
researchers provides confirmation and a wider chronological context for
my conclusions about marriage-age changes and provides the data from
which I drew my suggestions about the decreasing size of families as
Northampton left its "frontier" stage. Published and unpublished data on
other early New England communities shows parallel trends in both marriage
age and family size throughout the region, although differences in tech-
nique of measurement and periodization render these statistics merely
suggestive.
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A. Northampton Data
Avpya non ci u y t. Age at First Marriage
a) Date married
Before 1700
1700-1729
1730-1749
1750-1774
Females
90 £C\J
. O
22.7
25.1
26.0
Males
26.1
26.7
28.6
28.9
b) Date married
1691-1710
1711-1730
1731-1750
20.9
23.4
24.5
25.4
26.6
28.2
c) "Generations"
First
Second
Third
Fourth
22.3
24.1
23.7
25.4
26.8
26.8
27.0
Number of Children Born per Completed Family (in which husband
and wife survive to end of wife's fertility, about age 45)
d)
e)
Date married
Before 1700
1700-174D
1750-1759
Date married
1691-1720
1721-1750
Number of children
% 0-4 % 5-9 % 10-14
4.8
24.6
35.1
18.1
35.0
57.1
52.3
44.6
55.5
52.5
38.2
23.1
20.3
26.4
12.5
Sample
size
21
65
74
72
not given
Sources:
a) Steven Levy, "A Demographic Analysis of Colonial Northampton, Massa-
chusetts, 1650-1800," honors thesis, Union College, 1972, p. 27.
Sample size not reported.
b) Tiziana Rota, "Marriage and Family Life in Northampton, Massachu-
setts: A Demographic Study 1690-1750," M.A. thesis, Mt. Holyoke
College, 1975, p. 49. Sample size not reported.
c) Russell W. Mank, Jr., "Family Structure in Northampton, Massachu-
setts, 1654-1729," Ph.D. dissertation, University of Denver, 1975,
pp. 95, 96, 142, 143, 216, 217. Identification of birth or marriage
dates for each "generation" not clearly specified.
d) Levy, p. 18.
e) Rota, pp. 71-72.
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B. Data from Other Communities
1. Average Age at First Marriage
f) Plymouth Colony, Massachusetts
Persons born Femal es
1625-1650 20 2
1650-1675 21.3
1675-1700 22.3
g) Dedham, Massachusetts
Persons married
1640-1690 (N="about 200")
h) Hingham, Massachusetts
Persons married
Before 1691
1691-1715
1716-1740
1741-1760
1761-1780
1781-1800
Females (N)
22.0 (97)
24.7 (84)
23.8 (157)
22.8 (135)
23.5 (155)
23.7 (188)
i) Eighteen Mass. and Conn. Towns
Persons married
1720-1760
Males
"25TT
25.4
24.6
25.5
Males (N)
27.4 (77)
28.4 (76)
27.0 (125)
26.0 (117)
24.6 (126)
26.4 (159)
20.5-22.0 24.0
Sources :
f) John Demos, A Little Commonwealth: Family Life in Plymouth Colony
(New York, 1970), p. 193. JL
g) Kenneth A. Lockridge, "The Population of Dedham, Massachusetts,
1636-1736," Economic History Review
, 2nd ser., XIX (1966), 330.
h) Daniel Scott Smith, "The Demographic History of Colonial New
England," Journal of Economic History
, XXXII (1972), 177.
i) Robert Higgs and H. Louis Stettler, III, "Colonial New England
Demography: A Sampling Approach," WMQ, 3rd ser., XXVII (1970), 282-
294. Northampton was not one of the towns sampled. The major point
made in this article is the wide variation between towns, so the
aggregate figure reported above is somewhat misleading.
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j) Andover, Massachusetts
Generations Females (N) Males (N)Second 22.3 (81) ' 26 7 10 4)Eldest sons 25.2 (28Second sons 28.6 (21)
27.3 (28)
Third 24.5 27 1
Eldest sons 27.*3 (72)Second sons 27.8 (56
Youngest sons 27.4 (52)
Fourth 23.2 25.3
Eldest sons 25.2
Second sons 25.3
Youngest sons 24!o
2. Average Number of Children per Completed Family
k) Hingham
Parents married No. births (Sample size)
Before 1691 7759 (69)
1691-1715 4.61 52
1716-1740 6.74 91
1741-1760 7.16 94
1761-1780 6.39 (104
1781-1800 6.23 (109)
1) Eighteen Mass. and Conn. Towns, 1720-1760
Average no. of births per family: 7
Families with 3 or fewer children: 10%
m) Andover
Generations Births Children livi ng to age 21
First 8.3 ' 772
Second 8.7
84 2nd-gen. 8.1 6.6
Third 7.6 5.5
Sources :
j) Philip H. Greven, Jr., Four Generations: Population, Land, and
Family in Colonial Andover, Massachusetts (Ithaca, New York. 1970),
33, 34-35, 37, 118, 120, 206, 208.
k) Smith, 177.
1) Higgs and Stettler, 292.
m) Greven, 111, 200.
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APPENDIXII
MEASURING WEALTH
Data for the economic history of colonial communities is generally
scarce, and historians have usually placed great emphasis on the distri-
bution of property, a statistic easily obtained for those towns whose tax
lists have survived^ We generally assume that this property is equal to
the "wealth" of the citizens, although the richest men were probably some
what under-rated because of social deference or the ease of hiding some
property among so much. Assessment principles were set by law in Massa-
chusetts and practices probably varied little from town to town, so the
distribution profiles of different towns can be compared. 2 This appendix
includes a number of calculations of property-distribution in Northampton
and lists comparable studies of other towns.
Source materials surviving from early Northampton are quite limited,
and they will be described in detail below. Two obvious patterns never-
theless do emerge from the available data. The curve of property distri-
bution steepens markedly between 1739 and 1759 (the rich were getting
richer and the poor were poorer), although the change and the inequality
of distribution were both small when compared to similar statistics that
have been reported for a city such as Boston. The ratio of personal
estate to real estate, the categories into which the two most useful
lists are divided, grows much larger in that same period. The latter
change can be seen as an index to the growth of money and personal posses-
sions in the town as a whole (in the "frontier" era few men had any wealth
except land); it also shows the rise of men who had most of their property
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in money and trade-goods into the top rungs of the economic ladder. Other
town records show that their financial standing was paralleled or rewarded
by political prominence. Because these changes were really just beginning
in the last years under study in this dissertation, the investigation was
not carried beyond a simple notice of their political presence. And
because of either lack of data or lack of interest, very few published
studies of other communities mention changes in forms_ of property, so
comparative statistics are unfortunately not available.
More serious, however, than the lack of quantifiable data is the
problem of interpretation, which is often blithely overlooked. Once we
measure what we can measure, what do the numbers mean? We assume, pro-
bably correctly, that even in a society whose "Puritan" heritage included
a suspicion of wealth and especially of commercial activity, wealth meant
power. But we know little about the actual exercise of whatever power
derived from high standing on a tax list. Another, perhaps more serious,
problem with available data is that the numbers do not tell us enough
about the relationship of an individual to his own property. For example,
isn't there an important difference in the real "wealth" of two men
ranked equally on a tax list when one is the only son of a still-living
rich father and part of a rich clan in the community, and the other is a
man without a kinship network who has reached the peak of his own
property-acquisition? A thorough knowledge of the individuals involved
is the only way to make the tax lists truly useful, and acquiring such
knowledge is tedious at best and often impossible. The research done for
this dissertation is a case in point. For all of the men who joined the
church during Edwards' tenure in Northampton, and all their fathers and a
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large sample of paternal grandfathers and brothers, a compilation of all
available documents was made. A few useful conclusions permitted by the
data have been reported in the text. Attempts to construct a profile of
land-holdings, showing how much of what kind of land was owned by whom
(and especially what kind of life-cycle patterns there were in acquisi-
tion), were defeated by the lack of specificity of acreage and value in
many of the thousands of deeds checked. Although a number of scholars
have reported great confidence in probate materials for use in community
studies, 3 I found the Hampshire records to be short on inventories (most
men left wills and forbade inventories as too expensive) and rarely com-
plete about acres and value. Attempts to compile detailed portraits of
Northampton men as economic beings yielded samples too small to be reli-
able. The following data, static profiles of the community at various
periods, is offered therefore as the best information currently available
with acknowledgment of its limitations.
NOTES
T. The only published guide to extant manuscript tax lists for Mass
towns is Ruth Crandall, Tax and Valuation Lists of Massachusetts Towns
Before 1776: Finding List for the Microfilm Edition (Cambridge. Mass..
1971), which deals only with the few lists preserved in the Mass .Archives(mostly 1771 lists). Some tax lists were published in the old town
histories; the others must be searched for through the dust and cobwebs.
2. 17th-century assessment acts can be found in The General Laws
and Liberties of the Massachusetts Colony . . . (Cambridge. Mass., 1672),
22-25. Rules from the 18th century can be found in The Acts and Resolves
Public and Private, of the Province of Massachusetts-Bay. 21 Vols.
(Boston, 1869-1922).
3. See, for example, Gloria L. Main, "Probate Records as a Source
for Early American History," and Daniel Scott Smith, "Underregistration
and Bias in Probate Records: An Analysis of Data from Eighteenth-
Century Hingham, Massachusetts," WMCj, 3rd ser. , XXXII (1975), 89-110.
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A. Distribution of Land-holdin gs in 1661. 1700, 1739. and 1759. *
Percent of Total Land List.pd
1661 1700
Decile (N=58) (N=70)
I 26.16 23.53
II 18.52 15.54
III 12.80 14.12
IV 10.29 11.17
V 8.73 9.48
VI 7.57 8.83
VII 6.30 5.97
VIII 5.12 5.52
IX 3.28 3.80
X 1.14 2.03
1739
(N=214) **
29.83
16.29
13.45
10.55
8.70
7.65
5.77
4.51
2.71
0.54
1759
(N=266) **
27.08
18.62
14.98
11.50
9.11
7.49
5.86
3.82
1.53
0.00
*From sources listed on page 270. In 1661, only, acres were given
the average was 39.39a. plus homelot per head of household.
**In 1739, 11 of 214 entries were landless men; in 1759, 30 of 266
entries were men without land.
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/
B> Distribution of Total Taxable Wealth in 1739, 1749, 1759,*
Decile
I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
IX
X
1739
28.78
16.56
13.43
10.87
8.75
7.45
5.66
4.58
2.92
0.99
Percentage of Wealth Assessed
1749
29.81
17.68
13.98
11.17
8.34
7.13
5.52
3.68
2.04
0.64
1759
34.43
16.80
12.48
10.67
8.15
6.80
5.30
3.55
1.72
0.09
*From sources listed on page 270. Note that Southampton, very poor
until the 19th century, was included with Northampton in 1739 and
1749 but not in 1759. The effect of its removal is to lower the
top range of the 1759 list and make the distribution less steep
than it would be otherwise.
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C
-
Distribution of Personal Estate in 1739 and 175Q *
n
Percentage of Tota l P.E. Listed
Deci le
I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
IX
X
1 7^Q1 / O _/
i /by
40 07 48. 06
1 O • HO 12.68
11.57 8.08
9.22 6.39
7.63 5.54
6.19 4.45
4.50 2.96
3.23 1.58
1.94 0.27
0.18 0.00
From sources listed on page 270.
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APPENDIX III
MEASURING POLITICAL POWER
In the text and notes, some data was given on the increase of the
consolidation of political power into certain father-son lines between
the late seventeenth and the mid-eighteenth centuries in Northampton. The
following statistics provide a context for this exclusivity of office-
holding. The period studied was the first hundred years of Northampton's
history. Except as illustrate in Chapter VI, the period was not subdi-
vided because counting selectman terms within only a ten-year period, or
even a quarter-century, for example, yielded numbers in which the varia-
tion was so large that any averages were not meaningful. Furthermore,
because a large number of men did service in office, each division into
periods cut across many continuities of officeholding
.
The best source of comparative data is Edward M. Cook, Jr., The
Fathers of the Towns: Leadership and Community Structure in Eighteenth-
Century New England (Baltimore, 1976). Cook took a wide sample of towns
(not including Northampton) for statistical analysis. The community
studied here would have conformed in the mid-eighteenth century to Cook's
category of a "major county town," a local market and service center with
the top ten percent of taxpayers controlling 35-50% of the wealth, some
landless poor, office-holding dominated by a dozen or so leading families
who also supplied personnel for county and provincial offices. (This
type of town is described in Cook's pp. 174-177.)
All the men holding major office during Northampton's first hundred
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years-General Court Representatives, selectmen, town clerks, treasurers,
constables, and meetinghouse-committeemen-shared only 58 surnames. Those
serving as selectmen for more than two terms or in higher office shared
only 24 surnames; those who served more than the average number of select,
man terms (5) shared only 19 surnames. About half of the family names
ever mentioned in Northampton vital, tax, or land records were never in-
cluded among important office-holders except as one-term selectmen. A
family was honored, of course, when one of its men served even a single
term as town executive. But because twenty men served ten or more terms
during Northampton's first century, the effectiveness of an isolated per-
iod of service was minimized. The best index of power was clearly the
ability to stay in office long enough to effect policies.
Between 1654 and 1754 102 men served 501 selectman terms. A single
term was held by 34 men, one third of the servers. More than half, 53
men, served two or fewer terms; at the other end of the spectrum, six men
served more than fifteen terms. (Population figures for Northampton were
given in Chapter III.) Most selectmen were in their late forties or fif-
ties, mature men who had not yet "retired" from productive work. During
the period 1675-1754 (when ages are best known), the average age of
selectmen sitting was 51 years (ranging from about 47 to about 64 for any
five-year period); age at first term averaged 43.86 years. From 1745 to
1754, the average age of all selectmen drops to about 46.8 years, although
it had fallen below 52 years only twice since 1700 (about 48 years in
1705-1709 and 1720-1724). Ages have not been calculated for the later
period of Northampton history, but the influx of young men may have re-
flected a change in the overall character of the community from stable
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agricultural village to prosperous commercial center.
Changes in the average number of "new" individuals taking office in
particular periods were discussed in the text. The graph below gives the
full information as calculated. The large dots and connecting lines in-
dicate five-year averages; the shaded area indicates ten-year averages
and shows a "generational" pattern. There were 90 new names in 1660-1754,
and an average of 4.6 new names per five-year period overall.
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The chart below shows the frequency of Northmen town meetings
referred to in the text as an indication of political unrest in the
a .ore open fashion at
.eatings rather than through the executive and
discretionary powers of the selectmen. In years measured from early
March to the end of February, the number of meetings besides, the obliga-
tory annual March election meeting has been counted. If adjournments
are to a separate day, each extra day is counted as a meeting in itself;
- adjournments are noted by the numbers in parentheses (which are included
in the total meetings. Note the rise in the number of meetings around
1698-1705, a period of agitation over the common lands, and from the mid-
17305 to 1753, when a number of issues aroused public concern.
Years Number of meetings
1690-1691
1692-1693
1694-1695
1696-1697
1698-1699
1700-1701
1702-1703
1704-1705
1706-1707
1708-1709
1710-1711
1712-1713
1714-1715
1716-1717
1718-1719
1720-1721
Years Number of meetings
5
4
0
4
9
4
6
6
1
1
0
4
5
2
5
3
1722-1723
1724-1725
1726-1727
1728-1729
1730-1731
1732-1733
1734-1735
1736-1737
1738-1739
1740-1741
1742-1743
1744-1745
1746-1747
1748-1749
1750-1751
1752-1753
2
1
5
2
4
2
4
11 (1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
8 (2)
8 (2)
5 (1)
6 (2)
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